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It is strange to note- that a biography of Joseph Barber

Lightfoot has never been written. Hot only did, his distinguished

career merit a proper memorial, but most of Lightfoot's prominent

fellow Churchmen have been memorialized in biographies. The

real reason for the neglect of this task was Lightfoot's expressed

wish that no attempt be made to write his life. The admirable

book? LLffhtfoot of Durham, according to its editors, is not a

biography, "but rather...word pictures from different points of

view of the Bishop" as he was known. Other biographical sources

are limited by their brevity.2
The task of rediscovering Lightfoot's influence and of

giving it proper evaluation- is somewhat further increased by the

personality of the man himself. Being of shy temperament, he

was most often withdrawn in his-social contactsj he laid bare

his heart to few persons. He never married, a fact which seems

to have enabled him to give more of his energies to the Church,

and at the same time, perhaps, withheld from the world a deeper

understanding of himself.

1. G.R. Bden and F.C. MacdonaId, Lightfoot of Durham.
Cambridge, 1932, p. xii.

2. Cf. Bishop Lightfoot. (reprint from Quarterly Review).
London, 1884.



Lightfoot has left the monuments of his literary works

to attest his greatness. These may speak for themselves as

witnesses of his lifelong study. But it is the main object

of this thesis to consider his contributions to the training

of the ministry, a monument of another kind.

In submitting the results of my study, I must acknowledge

the kind help which I have received from so many persons in

various ways. His Grace, the Lord Archbishop of York, formerly

Bishop of Durham, very graciously entertained me at Auckland

Castle and made available the Lightfoot papers. The Reverend

Canon S.L. Greenslade, M.A., of Durham University and the

Librarian of the Durham Chapter Library were most helpful in

granting permission to inspect the Lightfoot papers reposing

in the Chapter Library. My appreciation is also extended to

the Librarian of Trinity College Library and to his assistants;

to the Librarian of the British Museum; to the Librarian and

the many assistants in the National Library of Scotland; to

the Reverend Dr. J.A. Lamb, M.A., B.D., Ph.D., and Miss E.R.

Leslie, M.A., of the New College Library - each having given

patient and efficient assistance.

I am indebted, as the reader will notice, to two writers

for the historical material on the training of the ministry and

the nineteenth century. These are the Reverend Canon L.E.

Elliott-Binns, D.D., and the Reverend Canon F.W.B. Bullock,
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B.D., Ph.D. The letter's "Introduction" to his History

of Ridley Hall was especially helpful in suggesting sources

for my own "Introduction".

The Reverend Professor Norman Sykes, of Cambridge

University, supplied many valuable suggestions to rae at the

commencement of my investigation. My two Hew College advisers,

the Reverend.Professor William S. Tindal, D.D., and the

Reverend Professor William Manson, D.D., have offered consider¬

able advice and criticism on ray work. Finally, the encourage¬

ment ana help, received from my wife, to whom this thesis is

dedicated, has been invaluable. In the midst of fulfilling

her manifold duties as mother and as Girl's Club leader in the

Pleasance Trust she has patiently read and criticized the entire

paper, and without her aid it could not have been completed.

I must also acknowledge the pleasure which I have derived

from this study. A personal interest in the subject of the

training of the ministry governed ray choice, and that interest

has grown and broadened.

D. J. WILSOH.

EDINBURGH,
May, 1956.
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IN T R 0 D U C TIP N

THE STATE OF CLERICAL EDUCATION IN ENGL.AID

IN THE FIRST HaLF OF THE 19th CENTURY.



In England a profound change manifested itself at the

commencement of the 19th century. The industrial revolution

brought about a vast shift in the distribution of the population.

Large towns and cities became more populous. These changes pre¬

sented a challenge to the Church. Lew Churches had to be estab¬

lished, and an increase in the number of the clergy was necessary.

At the same time it became evident that the traditional

means of educating and training the clergy for their task was in-
1

adequate and should be "augmented and improved". Many complaints,

from all quarters, were raised concerning the poverty of clerical

education. Parish ministers, educators, diocesan officials, and

Bishops were aware of the inadequate preparation that was given.

Cambridge and Oxford were the two main centres of education.

The majority of those who wished to enter Holy Orders in the

Church of England matriculated at one of these famous establish¬

ments. Upon completion of his three year course of study, the

candidate, if he was of the Canonical age of 23, was examined by

a Bishop for Deacon's Orders. If he passed, he was admitted to

the first stage of the clerical profession, and his formal

education was complete.

xit first observation, an almost entirely University educated

1- Parliamentary Papers. Vol. XXV, 1854. Heport of the Commission
on Cathedral ana Collegiate Churches, pp. XXIV-XXVI.
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2
clergy would appear to be a great asset to the Church. But

the scope of University education was greatly limited. At this

period in England there were three accepted professions into

which most young men entered: law, medicine, and the ministry.

However, no matter which of the three was chosen, the course of

study remained essentially the same. It was thought that a

liberal education would be the best for an aspiring minister,

lawyer, or doctor. Many fully agreed with this theory, but few

of these believed that a man was thereby thoroughly trained for

his work ~ especially for the ministry. E. B. Pusey could write

in 1833, that "All the provision made for the future minister of

God's Word, before he leaves the University, is that same degree

of Christian knowledge which is thought requisite... for every
3

cultivated member of a Christian state." Pusey was stating what

was for himself an accepted and approved fact. Pie felt that "The

University, as such, does not in this stage of its instruction,

recognize any distinction between the different classes of its
4

students." As will be seen later in more detail, Pusey was

concerned that clerical education stopped at this point. For a

young clergyman to commence his holy calling without specific

training or introduction to his task was discouraging, and Pusey

.justly complained that "the difficulties are increased a hundred¬

fold, when the qualifications for the ministerial office are to be

2. As will be later noted, there, were a few theological colleges
which trained non-graduate men.

3. E. B. Pusey, Remarks of the Prospective and Past Benefits of
Cathedral Institutions, London, 1833, p. 23.

4. ibid., p. 22.
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5learned during the discharge of its duties." The student was

left almost entirely to himself to Toe instructed in the special¬
ized fields of doctrine. Biblical exegesis, ecclesiastical history,
and even sermon preparation. No training was offered for the

arduous parish duties which faced him as an inexperienced pastor.

Clergymen, who had passed this bitter initiation to the ministry,
were quick to realize the need for something more adequate.0 Not

the least serious grievance was the following voiced by Pusey:

"The single subject of the mode of studying the Holy
Scriptures gives rise to embarrassments, of which no one who
has not commenced it unaided, can form any idea. The
result, where most favourable, generally is that many valu¬
able years, in which, under right guidance, a solid and sub¬
stantial progress might have been made, are employed in
wandering from^one subject to another, with little profit or
satisfaction."'

Other serious complaints were raised in regard to the pro-
8

vision for theological studies at the Universities. In an

address to the Archbishop and Bishops in 1834 subscribed by more

than 300 noblemen, members of Parliament, and clergy, it was stated

concerning the Universities that "the preparatory studies, pursued

in those seats of learning, are of a character too general and

vague to have any sufficient bearing on the future of the Christian

minister... (and) up to the period of the first degree, there is

scarcely anything to distinguish the student in theology from his
9

contemporaries." It was also asserted that the divinity

5. Ibid., p. 29.
6. Charles Hebert, Theological Colleges and the Universities,

Burslem, 1853, pp. 6-7; On Clerical Education, a letter...
(by a clergymen; London, 1832.

7. E. B. Pusey, op.clt., p. 29.
8. F. R. Hall< A Letter to the Heads of Houses.♦1833.

Connop Thirlwall, A Letter to the Rev. Thos Turton..1834
Wra. Whewell, Remarks on..Mr. Thtrwall's letter..1834
Geo. Peacock, Observations on the Status of the University,
London, 1841.

9. Chas. Perry, Clerical Education..with reference to the
Universities, 1841^ pp. 22-23.



curriculum at Cambridge remained unrevised though every other

faculty had revised and improved its methods of instruction."^
Part of the explanation for this state of affairs lies in

the fact tnat many who entered the ministry at this time came

from homes of wealth. The ministry was a respectable profession
for such - merely a preferential choice. One historian points out

"..it was considered 'the thing' for a 'gentleman' to
engage in trade, for many of those who took orders there was
waiting a family living, or the nomination of some influential
friend. Much of their work was very successful, but in a
social, rather than in a religious sense. This whole point
of view comes out well in a description by Idadon of a walk
which he took with one of his Cuddeson pupils in March, 1855.
'He seems greatly in earnest, but quite ignorant of the scope
of the religious life. He said that giving himself up to
the work was quite a new view to him: his friends had looked
forward to his being a gentleman'."11
The inadequate preparation of aspirants to the ministry was

perpetuated partly by a more serious failure on the part of the

Bishops to maintain a high standard in their examinations of

candidates. One Bishop relates that at his own ordination in

1826 he was not required to read more than several verses from the
12

Greek Testament, and no questions were asked on them. Hot every

Bishop allowed his requirements to fall so low, but when they dis¬

covered the weak preparation of young men coming before their

examining chaplains, they could not exact the standards they felt

proper because the ignorance was universal, and candidates were

needed. A Bishop could not expect the candidate to be learned in

1G* Ibid., pp. 22-23.
11. L. B. Blliott-Binns, Religion in the Victorian Bra, London.

1936, p. 449.
12• Ibid., p. 42.
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fields in which he had not heen instructed or disciplined.

Some required their men to read a few books independently during

the interval between graduation and ordination. Then after

ordination the Bishop sent forth the hopeful incumbent to the pro¬

digious task of acquiring a practical knowledge of parochial duties
1 Q

entirely unaided.

Blindness to the insufficiency of ministerial training was

not to continue long in the face of so many protests, but one

other latent factor must be cited as a stimulus to reform in these

matters. E. B. Pusey, in the brief work referred to earlier, drew

a striking parallel between the continental (particularly German)

methods and English methods of clerical education. He was able

to see the faults of the German system; but its advantages far

outweighed these. Even in our day the picture of the German

University system portrayed by Pusey, who had seen it at first

hand, appears quite comprehensive. In an appendix he illustrated

the specialized nature of the German courses, covering almost all
14

the fields of dogmatic. Biblical, and ecclesiastical study.

It is difficult to ascertain what effects Pusey's booklet

may have had, but in England the Non-conformists were awake to

these needs in clerical education. Until the abolition of

religious tests in the Universities by Act of Parliament in 1871,

only members of the Church of England could gain a degree in them.

The effect of this restriction was to oblige the Eon-conformists

13. On Clerical Education, a letter.., op.cit• , p. 7.
14. E. B. Pusey, op.cit♦,pp. 163 ff.
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to found their own colleges. In this field of theological

education they were ahead of the Church of England.

The Congregationalists had numerous academies where students

were trained in religious knowledge before other academic studies

were undertaken. Ten colleges existed by 1858, a few of which

had been founded prior to the nineteenth century. ns far back

as 1679 the Baptists had an "academy" at Bristol, which later

became a theological collegej and by 1820 two others had been

founded, Rawdon College, Leeds, and Regent's Park College, at

Stepney. In 1786 the Unitarians founded a College in Manchester,

and theological colleges belonging to the English Presbyterians
*|

and Methodists were in existence in the first half of the century.

In contrast to this, F.W.B. Bullock states that, "before (the 19th

century), apart from a few noteworthy exceptions, there were hardly

any facilities provided for the training of clergymen (of the
16

Church of England) anywhere outside the two ancient Universities."

In 1800 a small, remote seminary in Wales was the only place which

offered instruction for ordinands outside of the Universities.

The abounding growth of Non-conformity could one day seriously

threaten the superiority of the Anglican Church if the former body's

advantage in theological education were allowed to continue.

The task of providing proper training for ministerial can¬

didates proved an arduous and time-consuming project. The nine¬
teenth century religious scene was far too controversial to permit

15. L.E. Elliott-Binns, op.cit. , pp. 453 f'f.
16. F.W.B.Bullock, A History of Training for the Ministry,

St. Leonards-on-Sea, 1955, pp. 327-8.
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an easy solution. Special interests of various parties as well

as a general desire for improvement, influenced the nature of

the solutions put forward.

The most simple remedy suggested was a stop-gap means, but

utilized in the proper hands, it was to prove one of the most

eminently successful means for training men. The clergyman

quoted previously, who had written an open letter to the Bishop
17

of Llandaff, suggested that a year of "apprenticeship" for the

candidate might be instituted. The student after graduation

could go to live with some clergyman, "accompany him in his

pastoral visits, or even if the cure were a large one, undertake

some portion of that duty, under his superintendence. The

students would practice themselves in writing sermons, form ac¬

quaintance with the mode of thinking and speaking which prevails

among the poor and ignorant, accustom themselves to converse with

the sick and dying; and in short acquire some experimental know¬

ledge of the pastoral charge. Besides this, they would have

leisure for direct theological study, in which they would receive
"JO

instruction and advice." V/e noted earlier that Pusey had been

similarly concerned to see some provision made for teaching the

practical duties of the parish priest. In a letter of 1854 to

the Commissioners on Cathedral and Collegiate Churches he ad¬

vocated a plan similar to the above, a plan which would benefit
19

pastor, and student. a few Bishops and clergy followed this

17. On Clerical Education., a letter... , op. cit., p. 7.
18. Ibid., pp. 8, 9.
IS• Report of Commissioners on Cathedral and Collegiate Churches<

op. cit., .appendix.



pattern, but it was not until later in the century that one or

two were to use it to great advantage. The Auckland Brotherhood

instituted at Durham by Bishop Lightfoot, was one example of this

type of training and will be dealt with in more detail in Chapter

IV.

About the middle of the nineteenth century a storm of con¬

troversy brewed. Though it has received little notice in the

historical accounts of the period, notice is here given to it for

this reason - had the religious and educational scene been less

controversial, a plan which would have saved the Church of England

many years of struggle in her reform of clerical education might

have been initiated. The difference of opinion occurred over the

question of whether or not the Universities should be the sole

providers of education for the ministry.

Many were advocating reform by the supplementation of

University education with specialized training after graduation.

These were content with maintaining the liberal education offered

at Oxford and Cambridge, thinking this foundation was an essential

preparation for more specific and intense study in the field of

theology. A. large proportion of those with such views were

Tractarians, and they advocated the reinstatement of the ancient

use of the cathedrals as seminaries. E. B. Pusey was a prime

mover in this cause and his booklet, Remarks on the Prospective
QA

and Past Benefits of Cathedral Institutions., challenged many to

consider the value of cathedral establishments. Agitation for

20. E. B. Pusey, op»cit., cf. pp. 41-100-



tne use of the cathedral establishments as theological colleges
came to a head in 1853-1854 when a. Parliamentary Commission on

Cathedral and Collegiate Churches was in operation. In the

opening pages of its first report, submitted April 6, 1854, it
showed a favourable reaction to the limited use of cathedrals

as centres of theological learning.

"We are commanded by your Majesty to suggest such measures
as may render 1 the Cathedral and Collegiate Churches more
efficient and useful in promoting and extending the means of
religious education.'
"It appears that one of the main purposes for which

Cathedrals were founded was to impart Christian instruction,
especially to those who were under training for Holy Orders
in the Church. Bishop Stillingfleet observes, that at the
earliest period of the Saxon Church in England, two Churches
were designed in London for this end; 'that which stood in
a place of retirement, as Westminster then did, was intended
for a nursery to the Church, wherein persons might be bred
up in a -way of devotion and learning;' the other was as¬
signed to 'those who were actually employed in the daily
offices, or sent up and down by the Bishops to such places
as he thought fit, for instructing the people...'

"By an edict of Charlesmagne, schools were attached to
every Cathedral in his dominion; and it would appear, that
till about the end of the tenth century almost the only
seminaries were found in Cathedral and Conventual institutions,
and that the Universities of Europe as seminaries of the
clergy and as nurseries of learning, owe their origin and
their system of study in a considerable degree to those
ecclesiastical foundations..

"(Archbishop Cranmer requested) that in every cathedral
there should be provision made for readers of divinity, and
of Greek and Hebrew; and a great number of students to be
both exercized in the daily worship of God, and trained up
in study and devotion, whom the Bishop might transplant out
of this nursery into all parts of his diocese. And thus
every Bishop should have had a college of clergymen under
his eye..."°l
The report went on to speak of the main field of enquiry:

"It has also been suggested that the ecclesiastical houses
of residence vacated or to be vacated by the suspension of

21. Report of Commissioners on Cathedral and Co1-8fiate Cnurches,
op.cit., pp. XXIV-XXVI.
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canonries in several Cathedral Churches might he available
for the uses of clerical seminaries or theological colleges,
and that the libraries which are to be found in many 22Cathedrals and Collegiate Churches would be serviceable."

To further the enquiry, in IS53,a circular was addressed by

the Commissioners to the Heads of Colleges and the divinity Pro¬

fessors of the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge to ascertain

their opinion whether "it would be desireable to institute theo¬

logical colleges in connection with some of the Cathedral
23Churches." Largely because of the predisposition of most

collegiate opinion, the replies were, in the majority, against

the use of the cathedrals. One reply, sure tc support the

measure warmly, was the letter of d. B. Pusey, Regius Professor

of divinity at the University of Oxford. In the longest and

one of the most dispassionate replies, Pusey outlined a plan in¬

volving the use of the cathedral institutions. He affirmed

that certain objectives should be kept in view:

"A plan which would, as far as possible, provide for the
education of the clergy of each diocese, within its own
precincts, would seem to be preferable to any other...Two
points seem to be of special moment. (l) That the number
of students collected in each place should not be so con¬
siderable as to prevent personal superintendence 011 the part
of the Professors, or to cause these institutions to de¬
generate into mere lectureships for imparting theological
knowledge. (2)...that whatever Cathedrals may be chosen
to discharge the office of clerical education for the rest,
each of them at least should provide for the members of its
own diocese in the hope that the bonds, which unite the 24
clergy with their Bishop, might thereby be strengthened."
There can be no doubt that Pusey's plan had much to commend

it. The greatest single objection to it, however, was that Pusey

22. Ibid.., Appendix.
23. Ibid. , .appendix.
24. Ibid., Appendix.



was a leader In the Tractartan party, and this group was sus¬

pected of ulterior motives in advocating the cathedral plan. as

late as 1377 the Dean of Canterbury, Dr. Robert Payne Smith, voiced
the fears held by many throughout the nineteenth century when he

stated that he looked upon the cathedral schools as 'a dangerous

imitation of'the seminaries of the Roman Catholic Church, pro¬

viding for a very narrow system of education.' Such Colleges

guided only by 'one or two mindsj' sometimes produced 'a narrow
O CZ

technical school of ecclesiasticism.'

Pusey was well aware that this objection would be raised by

many and controverted it by affirming "that greater theological

education would promote greater union in our Church..(for) en¬

larged knowledge has tended to destroy the narrowness of party...

A more catholic study of Christian doctrine must needs further a

26
more catholic spirit.." Others, in agreement with Pusey,

maintained that the more secluded atmosphere of a cathedral in¬

stitution and the closer relations between teacher and student

were definite advantages over the University system. They felt

a need for both the liberal University education and a more tech¬

nical theological follow-up training. P. Freeman, in advocating

the formation of other theological colleges along the pattern of

two already existing at Wells and Chichester said that uniformity

of doctrine would result from teaching by a "definite interpreta¬

tion received from those who had gone before, and provable out of

Scripture Itself, and the old Catholic doctors... (e.g.) 'Thus and

25. Guardian, 27th June, 1877.
26. Report on the Commission on Cathedral and Collegiate Churches,

op.cit.. Appendix.
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thus we have received and deliver to you, on such a point;'
'such and such has invariably been the meaning of the phrase

Regeneration, or the like'."2^
But this was exactly the cause for suspicion among those

who were unsympathetic with the High Church party. A vast area

of controversy was covered by the words "thus and thus.." Every-

thing depended upon the views with which one approached the study

of doctrine, and the Ritualists were notorious for having a

narrow and biased interpretation of fundamental doctrines. One

layman answered freeman in sharp language which indicated the
OQ

anxiety prevalent among some of the laity on this very question.

Furthermore, Freeman's reference to Wells and Chichester as

patterns only drew more disapproval from his opponents. These

two institutions were notorious as "hotbeds of Romanizing ten¬

dency" producing "cut and dried men of biased and narrow frame

of mind."29
The Rev. Charles Hebert, in attacking Freeman, suggested

another type of Cathedral school which, as a. plan, was received

most favourably. In order to overcome the tendency of the theo¬

logical colleges to become branded by party spirit, Hebert pro¬

posed combining the support of several Dioceses to provide one

really effective institution in the main parts of England and

Wales. The primary advantages of these "departmental, as dis¬

tinguished from diocesan Colleges, would be their disconnection

with any particular Episcopal See„ the comparative smallness of

27. Philip Freeman, A Plea for the Education of the Clergy,
London, 1851.

28. J. Batemail, Tractarian Tendency of Diocesan Theological
Co lieges, London, 1853.

29. Charles Hebert, op.cit.
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their number, and consequently the greater size of each college,

and the larger staff of officers, which it would be able, or be

required,to maintain. Dome four or five were considered suf¬

ficient number to meet the needs of the church...They would be
30

placed in the most populous towns."

There was further opposition which extended to theological

colleges of any kind and this originated with the University

leaders and their supporters. Major objections to the Cathedral

school plan were raised by these men in their replies to the cir-
Q "|

cular sent out by the Cathedral Commissioners in 1853. The

letters shew a unanimity of thought which may be summarized as

follows:

1. separation of theological students from liberal education
and lay 'society was frowned upon as a poor educational
principle.

2. Fear of narrow teaching, and the encouragement of party
strife were frequently mentioned.

3. Objection to the worldly society of University life, was
countered by the equally great temptation to be indolent
or to be attracted by worldly pleasures in large cathedral
towns.

4. Many poorly supported colleges, it was said, could not
possibly attain the scholarly standards of the Universities,
where the best men were centralized in professorships. ^
One very significant reply was given by the Rev. J. A.

Jeremie, D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity at Cambridge. His

letter admirably points out the reason attempts to institute

cathedral schools were to prove largely abortive, though these

schools could meet an urgent need in theological education.

"There are many circumstances favourable to the establish¬
ment of theological colleges in the cathedral towns of each
diocese. Cur"cathedraIs have generally annexed to them

30. E. T. Codd Diocesan Colleges, Preferable to Departmental,
London, 1853, p. 4.

31. Report of the Commission on Cathedral and Collegiate Churches.
op.cit., Appendix.

32. Ibid., cf. Appendix.
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large libraries, containing rare and important works on
divinity; and these libraries might be rendered still
more valuable and useful, if a certain sum were annually
set apart out of the chapter funds for the purchase of new
books and the payment of an efficient librarian.

"Moreover, by the original constitution of some of our
cathedrals, a member of the chapter is specially required
to deliver theological lectures; and although the regula¬
tion may have fallen so long into desuetude that it would
be neither considerate nor expedient to insist upon its
immediate observance, still the framework remains, and pro¬
vision might be made to secure in the future the appointment
of persons duly qualified to discharge the duties of that
office. Many other advantages might be mentioned; but on
the other hand the disadvantages appear to be very serious.

"In the present divided state of the Church, it is much
to be feared that systems widely different would be taught
in different dioceses. In large bodies like our Univer¬
sities, no man, however able and learned, can give the
impress of his own views undisturbed by numerous counter¬
acting influences. But in cathedral colleges there would
be no check; the teacher addressing himself with all the
weight of authority within a narrow sphere to men of inferior
attainments and capacities would enforce his own opinions,
however extreme, ana widen the differences which unhappily
exist among us. There is also reason to fear that a mere
professional would supersede an enlarged and general educa¬
tion. If theological schools are to be established in
connection with our cathedrals, I would venture to suggest
that the plan of study to be pursued should be in perfect
harmnny with our academical course, the subjects to be laid
down by the University, and the examinations conducted
within the University.1133
The practical application of the last statement of Jeremie's

letter might have made the plan successful. But the suggestion

would have been totally unacceptable to Tractarians, who were

quite independent and often refused to recognize any .jurisdiction

over them, even a Bishop's, if it went contrary to their own

opinion, and University jurisdiction undoubtedly would. Hie

phrase employed by Jeremie, "In the present divided state of the

Church," is the key to understanding the reason for the long

delay in the adequate implementation of a programme of advanced

theological studies. The delay was to prevail in England for

33. Ibid., Appendix.
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many years to come.

When the report of the Cathedral Commission was made, it

revealed that Pusey's advice ' had carried the most weight with

the Commissioners. They proposed the establishment of "two or

three only" cathedral institutions in places where the "existing
means and appliances" (e.g. number of canons, theological lecture¬

ships, library halls, sufficient population for student practice

in parochial duties) were already available. The departmental

scheme of co-operation among several associated dioceses was

chosen as a pattern to allay fears of one party's ascendancy.

But the Commission proposals were never instituted,3° and the

implementation of the college plan was left to the energies of

those parties which were most interested. The results were not

very satisfactory.

The following chart indicates, in part, the answers received

by the Commissioners from the Cathedral deans concerning the size

of the chapter library and the existence of a theological college.

Cathedral Library Does a Theological
(No. of Volumes) College exist, or is

one proposed?
Canterbury. 5000 Attempts, without success

York. 8000 No.

St. Paul's. 8000 No.

Durham. 11000 (+520 MSS) Durham University.

34. The Commissioners recommended the institution of theological
colleges connected to Cathedrals. (Pusey suggested twelve
regional colleges, whereas the Commission recommended two or
three,) About the same time the University Commissioners re¬
commended the appointment of new professorships in Christ
Church and in Ely Cathedral for the two Universities. This
latter suggestion had also been made by Pusey in his 1833
booklet.

35. Parliamentary Papers, Vol.XV, 1854-55, Report of the Com¬
missioners on Cathedral and Collegiate Churches. Third
Report, 1C May, 1855, p. XIX; Appendix p. 4.
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Cathedral Library
(lie. of Volumes)

Does a Theological
College exist, or is
one proposed?

Winchester. 3SCO No.

Bangor. 800 Attempt, without success.

Wells. 2348 1 Theological College.

Carlisle. 3174 No.

Chester. 1100 No •

Chichester. 2500 1 Theological College.

Sly. 4000 No.

Exeter. 5000 Attempt, without success.
Bishop of Exeter offered
a gift toward a Theo¬
logical College.

Gloucester. 2650 No.

Bristol. Library Destroyed
in 1831.

No.

Hereford. 2000 No.

Lichfield 3000 Attempt being made
(later sue c essfu1).

Lincoln. 4500 Attempt without success.
(Later attempts suc¬
ceeded).

Llandaff. 95

Library destroyed.
No. A divinity school
exists in another part
of diocese.

Manchester. Ho library. No.

Norwich. 4350 No.

Peterborough. 3000 No.

Ripon. 1730 No.

Rochester. 1100 No.

Sa li sbury • 2872 No.

St. Asaph. 1650 No.

St. David's Very few. No. (Lampeter Divinity
College in diocese.)

Worcester. 3600 No.

Westminster Abbey. 11000 No.
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Only slight progress was made toward, the formation of Theo¬

logical colleges. As has been seen above, opposition was quite

strong, particularly the fear of encouraging a narrow, party spirit;

nevertheless, while nothing was done by a central authority to act

upon the recommendations of the Cathedral Commissioners, some

colleges were established and sponsored by independent groups in

the Church. The Tractarian movement was responsible for the in¬

stitution of a number of cathedral theological colleges before and

after the Commission report. Other colleges owed their inception

to the Evangelicals. Tne Tractarians, however, took the lead.

Their warm advocacy of a return to older and more Roman ecclesias¬

tical practices made them the strongest supporters of a cathedral

school scheme. The Cathedral Commission reported the offer of a

gift of £2500 from the Bishop of Exeter for establishing a college

at Exeter Cathedral. Evidence in other parts of the report in¬

dicates that previous attempts to institute a cathedral school

here had been met with opposition ana failure, as in a number of

the other Dioceses. .According to F. W. Cornish, resistance to

the whole Tractarian movement "began to take shape about the year

1347,"37 This would largely account for the failure of the Cathedral

school plan.

But there was a serious price to pay for this suppression of

official action. Tne dreaded narrow scope of teaching became a

reality, for some groups were so intent on founding theological

colleges that they did so despite the lack of a central authority.
As a result, the institutions formed were the work of individuals

36. Report of Commissioners on Cathedral and Collevlate Churches,
op.cit., Appendix, p. 20.

37. F. Warre Cornish, History of the English Church in the 19th
Century, London, 1910, Vol. 2, p. 6.
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or separate groups with particular interests, and some of them

were comparatively short-lived. Furthermore, a plan was discarded

which might well have established England and Wales as leaders in

tne field of theological education. Had strong central authority

backed the cathedral plan the influence of men such as Westcott,

Hort, and Lightfoot, might well have been greatly extended. As

it was, tiieir type of scholarship was limited largely to Cambridge.

Their students and scholars could not all hope for teaching posts

in the Universities, though some would have been excellent teachers

in "nurseries" where they could impart the benefits of their own

learning under these exceptional teachers.

The authorities were not awake to the situation at hand.

Some theological colleges were already in existence by 1850.

Pusey had said, "The question, then, of having distinct places of

theological learning is decided. The only question is whether

they shall be carried on imperfectly, or whether they shall be

improved."00 Though perhaps not readily apparent at the time,

the answer was that they should be carried on imperfectly.

Some mention should here be made of one other avenue for

training for the ministry. There were the newer Universities of

Durham, Dublin, and London. Dublin was the earliest to provide

systematic instruction in theology. Durham, founded at the in¬

stigation of Bishop Van Mildert, in 1832, catered for the needs
of theological students, almost from its inception. A special

33. Report of Commissioners on Cathedral and Collegiate_ Churches,
op.cit., Appendix.
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theological department was developed at Kings College, London

University in 1846, and the following year saw the addition of

a course for ordination candidates.®®
Parents preferred to have their sojis trained at one of the

two distinguished UniversitiesOxford or Cambridge. Therefoi'e,

a very small proportion of the total number of clerical students

trained at these newer Universities. The advent of railroads

had brought Oxford and Cambridge within a convenient travelling

distance for all, and this increased their popularity.

The first step toward reform at Cambridge was somewhat in¬

auspicious, for the system of University education was only be¬

ginning to emerge from its eighteenth century slumbers. In 1822,

an examination was proposed which all undergraduates would be

required to pass in the fifth term of their residence. It was

to be called the Previous Examination. Harshly criticized for

its elementary content, this examination had as its scope one of

the Gospels or the .Acts of the Apostles in Greek, a designated

part of a Greek or Latin author, and Paley's, Evidences of

Christianity. nevertheless, on March 13, 1822, the Senate of the
40

University passed the measure.

In 1828, another scheme was set up to provide an examination

during the eleventh term of the undergraduate's course as an alter¬

native to taking the Honours degree in Mathematics. This new

examination, called the "Poll", for "Ordinary" degree men, con¬

sisted of compulsory papers on the Acts of the Apostles in Greek,

39. F.W.E.Bullock, op.cit., p. 12.
40. D.A.Winstanley, Early Victorian Cambridge, Cambridge, 1940,

p.68,
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and. Paley's Mora 1 Philosophy, together with papers on some secular

subjects. By 1858, this Examination provided another official
41

avenue to a degree.

For a long time the university regulations required a

student to pass the Mathematical Tripos if he desired to procure

a degree. The theory at that time said that this subject was an

essential discipline for any learning. The first to question

the validity of this supposition was Christopher Wordsworth, the

Master of Trinity College, and the person most responsible for
AO

the institution of the Classical Tripos at Cambridge. However,

until 1850, the pathway to Honours in Classics lay through the
A o

gate of the Mathematical Honours. XtJ Wordsworth made an attempt

to institute a new Theological Tripos at the same time, but though

he must have had some support, he met with no success, ana this
44

measure had to wait some years before it was brought to pass.

Hone of these innovations satisfied the minds of those who

seriously sought a reform in the theological studies. The amount

of instruction provided in college lectures was quite meagre.

Connop Thirlwall stated in 1834:
"The subjects of the lectures, to which the epithet

theology has been sometimes applied, vary a little in the
different Colleges, but yet so as to preserve a general
uniformity. The principal subject in all is some portion
of the Hew Testament. Some Colleges confine themselves
entirely to the Gospels and Acts...and I believe most of
them, as Trinity College, to the first three. In some

41. F.W.B. Bullock, op.cit. , p. 21.
42. D.a. Winstanley, op.cit., pp. 67-71.
43. F.W.B. Bullock, op.cit. , pp. 20-21. Lightfoot was in the last

class-of undergraduates which came under this rule and con¬
sequently took the Mathematical Tripos before his Classical
Tripos.

44. D.A. Winstanley, op.cit., pp. 67-71; cf. Letter to the lady
Margaret Professor of Divinity...by a Fellow of a College,
op.cit., p. 18. Another attempt to institute a Theological
Tripos failed in 1854. It v/as finally instituted in 1871.
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a part of the Epistles is occasionally read.4^ To this
is added Paley's Evidences, which is one of the subjects
of the Examination for degrees. There are some other
slight variationsj hut what I have now stated is the
general rule: the lectures given on these subjects com¬
prise (with the service of our Chapel's)" the whole of the
religious instruction which our Colleges afford. "-*-6
Tie University had certain theological professorships which

in name supplemented this instruction; however, due to the in¬

dolence of students, the inadequate preparation of professors,

and even the extended absence of some professors from the

University, these lectures were very poorly attended and counted

for little at this period. One exception was the Norrisian Pro¬

fessor's lecture series for which candidates for Orders were re¬

quired to present a certificate of attendance.4?
Several replies to the Cathedral Commission Circular had in¬

timated that a movement was afoot for further revision of the theo¬

logical education programme. The great amount of criticism being

made of the state of clerical education did not permit matters to

remain as they were, and Charles Perry and others succeeded in ob-
40

taining some alterations. Perry, a fellow and tutor of Trinity,

published a pamphlet in 1841 calling, for more efficient University

education of candidates for the ministry. He claimed that the

Divinity and Biblical language Professors were already present

to provide adequate training if a proper theological course were

initiated. He proposed:

45. Thirlwall was here emphasizing the non-the0logical nature
of lectures (e.g. the absence of the 4th Gospel and
Epistles from the curriculum.)

46. Connop Thirlwall, op.cit., pp. 22-23 (underlining my own in
quotation). 1m. Whewell, in a reply to Thirlwall, though
disagreeing with some conclusions drawn by him, does not
disagree with his picture of theological education. (Cf.
Wm. Whewell, Remarks on...Mr. Thirlwall's letter, Cambridge,
1834).

47. George Peacock, op.cit., p. 165.
48. James Hilayard, Sermons, Cambridge, 1841.
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"1. That the course of study leading to the B.A. degree remain
as at present,

2. That, after taking the B.A. degree, students in Theology
should be required to attend regularly courses of public
lectures to be given by the Professors named above during
the Lent and Easter terms, and possibly also the October
term, according to a scheme to be settled by an appointed
Syndicate,

3. That there should be an examination in the October term, 4q
and a certificate should be awarded to successful candidates."^'"'

a Syndicate was appointed "to consider what steps should be taken

to provide a more efficient system of instruction in (the Theo¬

logical) department of study." Changes recommended by the Syn¬

dicate's report were passed by the Senate in May, 1842. These

included the addition of new theological subjects to the Previous

and Ordinary Degree Examinations and, most significant of all, the
SO

institution of a new Voluntary Theological Examination. Dr. Turton,

the Regius Professor of Divinity, who was a member of the Syndicate,

devised this latter scheme. "The subjects of the Examination were

Greek Testament, assigned portions of the Early Fathers, Ecclesias¬

tical History, the Articles of Religion, and the Liturgy of the

Church of England." Alien Wra. Whewell, the Master of Trinity,

successfully enlisted the support of the Bishops, the popularity

of this examination was notably increased. His circular dated

October, 1843, urged that the importance of the new Examination

"in the eyes of our students and their influence upon the theo¬

logical studies in this place, will depend very much upon the

49. C. Perry, Clerical Education..., op.cit. One source is wrong
in giving" the date of publication.as 1846, and in stating "To
this pamphlet has been traced tfye establishment, ten years
later, of the Voluntary Theological Examination." Hie examina¬
tion was established in 1842. (Cf. J.B.Harford and F.C.MacdonaId,
The Life of H.C.G.Moule, London, 1922, p. 92). Many years later
Perry had a leading part in the institution of Ridley Hall, a
theological school which partially fulfilled his scheme in the
second proposal. (Cf. Chapter II.)

50..A.B.Bullock, A History of Ridley Hall, Cambridge, 1941,
pp. 28-31.
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weight which their Lordships, the Bishops, are understood to

assign to the circumstance of a person having passed them satis¬

factorily.""^ The majority of the Bishops began to require of

the Cambridge candidates for ordination a "pass" certificate for

the Voluntary Theological examination. In 1847, the number who

took the Voluntary (a misnomer by now) rose to 143.°'"
Such a step forward, however, did not silence the clamour for

53
reform. " Some modifications were made to pacify those who were

still unsatisfied. Under the leadership of Henry Philpotts,
Master of St. Catherine's, a Syndicate recommended, and the Senate

passed in 1848, a measure that "candidates for the Voluntary Theo¬

logical Examination should be required to attend, during one term

at least, the lectures delivered by two of the three Divinity Pro-
54

fessors." "" But even the Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity,

J. J. Blunt, scorned the idea that students could receive adequate

preparation for either the Examination or the priesthood merely by
55

attending for one term the lectures of two Divinity Professors.

There was a difference of opinion as to the Examination's

effectiveness. In the same year, 1854, two differing evaluations

were made by persons within the University. Whewell wrote to the

Cathedral Commissioners with glowing pride that "the preparation

of our students for Holy Orders has been recently greatly improved

by the institution and operation of the voluntary theological

51. D.A.Winstanley, op.cit., pp. 173-4.
52. F.W.B.Bullock, op.cit., p. 31.
53. Letter to the Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity, by a Fellow

of a College, op.cit.
54. D.A.Winstanley, op.cit., p. 208.
55. J.J.Blunt, Remarks on Regulation E, Cambridge, 1848.
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56

examination." He stated that the addition of two new pro¬

fessorships would make the theological course "very satisfactory."

On the other hand, a Fellow of one of the other Colleges stated

that the Voluntary was "not a branch of our regular system, but an

awkward, inconvenient, irregular excrescence on its surface." He

further said that its popularity in terms of numbers was only a

result of the Bishops making it a prerequisite for Ordination, it
57

being a "great personal annoyance."

Some reason for the successful institution of the Voluntary

may be attributed to the mounting threat of reform from without

the walls of the University. Rumblings in Parliament were some¬

times heard, and the new Prime Minister, Lora John Russell, was an

avowed advocate of University reform. Die Universities were at¬

tempting to show that in every department they were capable of

reform from within. Their attempts were in vain however, for

they did not pay serious attention to the more severe criticisms

that were raised. In 1850 by an Act of Parliament, a Royal Com¬

mission was appointed to investigate the regulations of the

Universities and their educational programmes. Among the many

changes recommended by this Commission, one falls within the scope

of this study. The following is an extract of the Cambridge

University Commissioner#1 Report:

"We have sufficiently enlarged upon the importance of
instituting Boards of Study, corresponding to the several
courses by which the B.A. or the Professional degrees may he

56. Report of the Commissioners on Cathedral and Collegiate
Churches, op.cit., Appendix.

57, J.S.Purton, The Establishment of an Examination before
Matriculation. Cambridge, 1854, p. 12.
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attainable. The several Boards would be composed of Pro¬
fessors belonging to each particular branch of study, to¬
gether with such other members of the Senate as it might be
thought expedient to unite with them. To these Boards we

would^confide the regulation of their several departments..
We think that it would also be the province of each Board as
well to select and nominate the Public Lectures of their
Several branches of study, as also to secure in each branch
due organization of the teaching of the Public Lectures, and
the Professors to prescribe the cycle of subjects to be taught,
the order in which they are to be taken, and to suggest and
propose the arrangements and changes required from time to
time to maintain the constant efficiency of the system of in¬
struction."00

The University concurred of its own accord in this suggestion

and on December 6, 1854, the Senate unanimously passed the recom¬

mendations of a Syndicate to create a Board of Theological Studies

and to improve the Theological Examination by granting honours with

it. It was still not to qualify for a degree. The Board of

Theological Studies consisted of the Regius Professor of Divinity,

the lady Margaret Professor, the Horrisian Professor, the Regius

Professor of Hebrew, the Christian Advocate,and the Examiners

for the Theological examinations of the current and two preceding
61

years.

In the same year the Board of Theological Studies was estab¬

lished, a young Fellow and Tutor of Trinity College began a long

period of influence in University affairs. This commenced with

the publication of a pamphlet. Motes on the Oxford University Bill,
which discussed a recommendation requiring only three quarters of

the number of Fellows of a particular College to take Holy Orders.

58. Parliamentary Papers, Vol. JCLiV (1852-3 J, Cambridge University
Commission Report..., London, 1852, pp. 99-100.

59. D.A.Winstanley, op.cit., p. 282.
60. Later the Christian Advocate became the Hulsean Professor of

Divinity.
61. Cambridge O'niversity Calendar, I860, p. 26.



..Ariel it was the establishment of that official Board of Studies

which was to permit Joseph Barber Lightfoot to take such a

significant part in the theological course at Cambridge in the

next quarter of a century.
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Joseph Barber Lightfoot was born the younger son of a Liverpool

accountant, on April 13, 1828. His father, John Jackson Lightfoot,

was a Yorkshir euian, and Ann Matilda, his mother, was the daughter

of Joseph Barber, and originally came from Newcastle.1 Joseph was,

therefore, a son of the North country, which was destined to regain

her son in later years as one who would serve in the land of his

forebears. Besides Joseph's elder brother, there were two sisters

in the Lightfoot family. One of them married the Rev. William

Harrison of Pontesbury. The other remained single. William

Barber Lightfoot, Joseph's senior by six years, preceded him at

Cambridge and in Holy Orders. For sixteen years William was Head

Master of Queen's Grammar School at Basingstoke. After holding

several curacies, he became Vicar of Cartmel Priory in Carlisle.^
Young Joseph was unwell as a child ana was educated at home

4
until the age of 13. He was then enrolled in the Liverpool

Royal Institute the same year that William, his brother, completed

his course there and went up to Trinity College, Cambridge.

Before long Joseph gained entrance to the "First Class", a group

1* Dictionary of National Biography, article on "Joseph Barber
Lightfoot," by F.J.A.Hort.

2. Eden and MacdonaId, op.cit., p. 1.
3. Alumni Canteburgensis, edit. J.n.Venn, Part 11, 1752-1900,

Vol. 4.
4. (Quarterly Review reprint), op.cit., p. 7.
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ox boys some years older than he.'~* However, his health soon

deteriorated again, and about this time his father died. This

complication of events led Mrs. Lightfoot to move to Birmingham
in 1844. There young Lightfoot was enrolled in King Edward VI

School where the Head Master was the renowned James Prince Lee.^1
Thus began the educational career that was to shape Lightfoot1s

life, careex-, and thought for years to come.

On the first day at the Birmingham school Lightfoot struck

up a friendship that was to endure for a lifetime. Edward White

Benson walked home with him, for they both lived oh the outskirts

of the city, and according to Lightfoot's own testimony years

later when he had become Bishop of Durham and Benson was the Arch¬

bishop of Canterbury, "I do not believe there has been a thought

or a wish in the mind or heart of either which he has not shared

7
with the other."

Tne change of locality and, more important, the stimulation

to study gained under the guidance of Dr. Lee did much to rebuild

Lightfoot's health. During the three years at King Edward School,

he became vigorously healthy, though he was never athletic, and

this feature was complemented by a pleasing and humorous tempera-
O

raent. Benson recalled seeing his young friend on various oc¬

casions extending his hand to be squeezed by all-comers. "One

friend of great strength squeezed his hand so hard that Lightfoot

became white with pain. 'Shall I stop?' said the tormentor.

5. X,bid. , p. 7.
6. Xbid., pp. 8, 9; DEB, op.cit.
7. Arthur C. Benson, Life and Letters of E.W.Benson, London,

1S00, Vol. 2, pp. 8, 9.
8. A.C.Benson, The Leaves of the Tree, London, 1911, p. 190.
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'No1« With a faint groan, 'Go on.'

The two comrades often spent their holidays on trips through

the surrounding countryside. One instance related hy Canon C.B.

Hutchison, illustrates the robust health of Lightfoot.

"On one of' these we started, Benson and Lightfoot and I,
to walk from Birmingham to Coventry and examine its churches
and quaint buildings; and I remember that as we walked there
he gave us a clear account of the arguments on either side,
in Cardinal Wiseman's controversy with Dr. Turton, the Bishop
of Sly; and on our way back he cheered our flagging spirits
and put fresh springiness into our tired legs by his graphic
stories, or vigorous recitations. And so, instead of
dropping on the road, we accomplished our 40 miles' walk,
and reached home quite lively."-1-^
Some indication may be gained from this episode of the

brilliance of knowledge which Lightfoot had begun to attain. No

small part in the blossoming of his intellect was played by the

energetic tutelage of "Mr. Lee", the title by which his pupils

always referred to him.11 Prince Lee instilled in his students

a love of books, especially Classical literature, the foundation

of all liberal training in that period. His own wide learning

stimulated the more industrious students like Lightfoot, Benson,

and Westcott, (the latter having preceded the other two at the

school), to greater study. Lee's advice to Lightfoot's friends
12

on one occasion was, "Give him the run of the Town Library."

The greatest gift imparted by Prince Lee to Lightfoot was

his emphasis upon thoroughness ana accuracy, especially in regard
to the study of language. Westcott testified to the reliance he

9. a.C.Benson, Life and Letters of B.W.Benson. op.cit., Vol.1, p. 28.
10. Ibid., pp.'31-32.
11. Arthur Westcott, Life and Letters of B.i'.Westcctt 1 London,

1S03, Vol. 1, p. 26.
12. Bden and MacdonaId, pp.cit., p. 3.
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had upon this training in speaking of Lee's "intense belief in

the exact force of language."

"A word as he regarded it, had its own peculiar history
and^its own precise message. A structural form conveyed a
definite idea. In translating we were bound to see that
every syllable gave its testimony. It might be possible or
not to translate directly into English the exact shade of
meaning conveyed by the original text, but at least we were
required to take account of the minutest differences in turns
of expression, to seek some equivalent for their force, and
to weigh what was finally lost in our own renderings. And,
if I am to select one endowment 'which I found precious for
the whole .work' of life beyond all others, it would be the
belief in words which I gained through the severest dis¬
cipline of verbal criticism. Belief in words is the founda¬
tion of belief in thought and of belief in man. Belief in
words is the guide to the apprehension of the prophetic
elements in the works of genius".^3
Any eminence which Lightfoot or Westcott later attained in

the field of Biblical and historical research had its source in

the small classroom in Birmingham where such rudimentary, yet

neglected, principles were inculcated. The seed of relentless

study into the understanding of language and origins, implanted

in these young minds, became replanted with added wisdom and

multiplied energy in other fertile places, and eventually bore

fruit during the history of religious thought and action for

generations afterward.

After the death of Prince Lee, who later became the Bishop

of Manchester, Lightfoot gave expression to his own deep reverence

for his former teacher when he wrote:

"I have sometimes thought that, if I were allowed to live
one hour only of my past life over again I would choose a
Butler lesson under Lee." 14

It is worth noting that there was a similar affection of tne

13. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1? p. 26.
I4* Salbisei, a Memorial sermon oy E.W.Benson, (with biographical

notes), London3 1870, p. 38.
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teacher i'or the pupil in this instance. It has been said, that

there were "three boys Prince Lee loved more than anyone else in

.the world." One of these was certainly Lightfoot. Just a few

days before Lee died in 18S9 he said, "I should like to lay ray

hands on Lightfoot's head once more." Many anecdotes concerning

the principal and his favoured pupil indicate the special regard

they had for each other, and no doubt this was an important in-
15fluence upon the boy's training.

In 1847 Lightfoot went up to Cambridge as a pensionerat

Trinity College. The state of Oxford and Cambridge at this time

left much to be desired. The development and changes which were

current were the result of severe scrutiny by the outside world

and also from within the Universities themselves.

The English Church, like the Universities, was beginning to

stir from its lethargic condition of the eighteenth century. In

the years of transition between the eighteenth century and the

Victorian era,^ the life of the Church was greatly stimulated by
the flourishing Evangelical party. Its emphasis upon personal

religion and the study of the Bible was a fresh change from the

worldly and sophisticated air which the majority of the clergy dis¬

played. Charles Simeon, a leading Evangelical whose patience and
Christ-like spirit won him the admiration of his worst enemies,

15. Quarterly Review reprint, op.cit., pp. 10,12,18. In a few
short years Prince Lee sent to the Universities an unrivalled
number of students noted for their scholarship and religious
fibre. During a span of nine years five of his pupils were
Senior Classics at Cambridge and eight gained fellowships in
Trinity College.

16. A term similar to 'commoner' at Oxford. It indicates^the
student pays for his expenses as an ordinary student without
scholarship aid.

17. Roughly, the years 1790-1840.
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introduced a spiritual atmosphere at Cambridge that persisted

for years after his death in 1836. His Sunday evening gatherings

for undergraduates, begun in 1790, marked the beginning of this

great personal ministry. Later he commenced another series of

meetings in his home known as the "Friday Conversation party".

These lasted one hour and topics such as the interpretation of

Scripture, doctrine, and the tasks of the Christian ministry were

discussed.

"The influence which Simeon exerted in Cambridge was
immense...for he did far more than anyone else in his day
to give practical religious instruction to undergraduates
and especially candidates for ordination, 'being^gentle
among them, even as a nurse cherisheth her children', and
affectionately imparting to them the invaluable benefit of
his knowledge and experience.

The Evangelicals emphasized the Reformation doctrines of

justification by faith, atonement, and sanctification. They

did this however, to the exclusion of other equally important

concepts,, such as the doctrine of the corporate Church. Their

doctrine became more rigid and narrow as Liberalism and scepticism

increased. They failed to cultivate any philosophical basis for

their system and this feature above all others, rendered them a

sterile force in the intellectual life of the nineteenth century.^
Another minority which exerted an influence upon the English

Church in this transitional period was the Orthodox group or old

18. F.W.B.Bullock, A History of Training for the Ministry..,
op.clt., pp. 40-1.

19. V.F.Storr, The Development of English Theology in the
Nineteenth Century, London, 1913, p. 71.
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High Churchmen. These were men of learning and culture, many

ox whom were prominent Bishops. Unlike the Evangelicals, the

Crtnodox were theologians, not of the creative type, nevertheless

able to defend themselves from attack. But this defensive

spirit accounts for their declining influence in the first 50

years of the nineteenth century. 'They were opposed both to the

"enthusiasm" of the Evangelicals and to the latitudinarianism that
PC)

was then beginning to arise amongst others. V.F. Storr further

attributes the cause of their waning influence to their Erastian

doctrine of the Church. Failure to thrust aside the ideal of a

national Church while maintaining a doctrine of the spiritual in¬

dependence of the Church impaired their power.

While the rise of historical criticism with its powerful

influence upon religious faith was taking place in Germany, a

development of another character, variously called "the Oxford

Movement", "Tractarianism", and "Ritualism", was in progress in

England. This native movement, which had its origins at Oxford,

was not hindered in its growth by the British tendency to insularity,

"nowhere more marked than in the theological outlook of the first

half of the nineteenth century", which successfully barred German

20. Ibid., p. 81. The Orthodox position on Biblical Authority
did not differ much from the Evangelical's. The following
view was held by Bishop Van Mildert. "It is impossible even
to imagine a failure, either in .judgment or in integrity (in
the Bible)..the confusion of tongues at the Tower of Babel
was designed to prevent the mixing of true believers with
idolaters and atheists, and the mark set on Cain was 'probably
some miraculous change in his external appearance, transmitted
to his posterity, and serving as a memorial of the first
apostacy from true religion.T " (Ibid., pp. 177-8,)
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21influences for many years. Tractarianism was characterized

by a romantic love of ecclesiastical pageantry, and advocated a

return to the pre-Reformation understanding of the doctrine of

the Church and to liturgical observances very similar to those

of Rome. The views which the. leaders of the Oxford Movement

held upon such subjects as the Prayer Book, Apostolic succession,

baptism, and English Church history, were in every way closer to

Roman Catholicism than to Reformation Protestantism, and serious

opposition was sure to arise.

In the midst of this increasingly controversial atmosphere

stood the Universities. One critic describes them as "enormous

hulks confined with mooring chains, everything flowing and pro-
22

gressing around them." Viewed from the religious standpoint,

things were better at Cambridge than at Oxford, according to

L.E. Elliott-Binns. "The Churchmanship of Oxford", he states,

"...was much more concerned to preserve the privileges and pos¬

sessions of the Church than to use them as a means of promoting
23

spiritual life." The Oxford Movement brought some change in

this attitude. But religious life at Cambridge had been on a

higher plane ever since the years of the powerful Evangelical

influence. Yet at Cambridge conditions were not as healthy as

they might have been. D.ji. Wins tan ley, in his chapter "Cambridge

as it Was" cites instances of profligacy, drunkenness, and impiety.

Compulsory attendance at College chapel, with its perfunctory and
unattractive services, did not help to improve the situation.

21. Ioid., p. 150. ... T * v,

22. L.E. Elliott-Binns, Religion in tag. Vic oorrar^njna, London,
1946, p. 81.

§7nT Winstanley, Barlv Victorian Cambridge, Cambridge, 1940,
pp. 87,376,380,389,398.
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What religious zeal did exist was counterbalanced by the attitude

of the average Dons2'"' who "were not High Church or Low Church,
Broad Church or Harrow Church?...but easily accepted the current

opinions of the time. Enthusiasm was not in them. They wanted
90to go in the old ruts."" From the academic standpoint, it has

been noted that Cambridge studies were seriously handicapped by

the absurd regulation that students seeking honours degrees must

first pass the Mathematical Tripos. The clamour for reform went

unheeded until the statutes were altered in 1850.

In the year Light!'oot commenced his studies, 474 other men

matriculated at Cambridge, and 126 of these entered Trinity. 4s

was usual a considerable proportion of the new class were candidates

for Holy Orders. Lightfoot's first instruction was under William

Hepworth Thompson, then a tutor at Trinity. By the evidence of

Lightfoot's letters to Benson while they were separated during

that first year, it may be seen that the young University student

maintained a vigorous religious life. The two friends corres¬

ponded on subjects such as the keeping of the "Canonical Hours"

(Lightfoct kept them regularly), the formation of a small society

for holy living, and the values of current religious opinion.

By this time Lightfoot had definitely decided to take Orders with

a view to taking a curacy eventually. In his first year he wrote:

"After all, I think I shall subside quietly into a curacy
after I have taken my degree: at least such Is my present
intention, and, wondrous to say, it has been the same for
the last half year nearly, with the exception of a few
interruptions, of not very long continuance: not that I
think it a more useful life than a schoolmaster's, but quite
as useful, and more suited to myself. Wherever we turn

25. A "Don" is a Fellow.
26. Ibid. , p. 405.
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there is no lack of work to he done, and comparatively few
to do it, 'and that number more than true.' It is sur¬
prising how anyone who has health and opportunites can make
up his mind to live in ease and idleness on a Fellowship:
but it is very easy to talk ccollv and dispassionately on
such matters when there are no temptations in the way. Jit
present one's only consideration is in what way most good
can be done, but God only knows what it might be under
different circumstances."2 7

He was as much dissatisfied with the Tractarian extremists

in the Church of that period, as with the Evangelicals. This

same dissatisfaction persisted throughout his lifetime. He

seemed to value the deep pietism of some Evangelicals, as may be
28

seen in his own sincere devotional practice. On the other hand

he admired the self-sacrifice of the Tractarians who did a large

amount of social work among the poor and needy. "I see" he said

in one letter.

"the spirit which animates the High Churchmen generally;
such a sacrifice of self and selfish desires to his prin¬
ciples, the fruits of which are clearly visible far and
wide in the English Church: indeed, High Churchmen (if I
may use the word) seem to be the great regenerating element
among us, the only one, I think, which will be able to with¬
stand the assaults of Romanism and Protestant Dissent."

But Lightfoot was not blind to the faults of these two

parties. He favoured Tractarianisrn more than Evangelicalism,

because the latter exalted "preaching to the detriment of praying."

Probably the fresh vigour of the Tractarians appealed to him more

than the self-satisfaction of the orthodox, typified by R.b. Hampden

27. n.C. Benson, op.cit., Vol.1, p. 55.
28. J.C. Pollock asserts that Lightfoot was a "follower of Carus,"

Charles Simeon's successor at Holy Trinity. Simeon was the
leader of Evangelicalism at Cambridge (his followers were
called "Sims") and Carus was also an Evangelical. Hort was
a life-long admirer of Carus, (cf. Arthur Hort, op.cit., Vol. "1,
p. 41) axxd H. Montagu Butler, another close friend of Light-
foot's taught in the Jesus Lane Sunday School, an Evangelical
work, while at Cambridge. All of these men, however, left
the Evangelical camp. (J.C. Pollock, & Cambridge Movements
London, 1953, p. 12; E. Graham, The Harrow Life of H. Montagu
Butler, 1920, p. 61.)
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whose views against fractarianism caused a great stir. "If

there was no alternative," Lightfoot wrote, "but fractarianism

or Evangelicalism, I should not hesitate a moment in making my

choice." Yet Lightfoot never once became a party man. He saw

that he "could not entertain such uncharitable views as those

held by the extreme (so-called) High Church party." It appeared

to him that they had perverted the New Testament command of' love

to a principle of "hate one another." But he also found that

there was as much "want of charity in the very condemnation of

uncharitableness" as there was "bigotry" in the Evangelical
29

party. There was a sincere and earnest decision being made in

the mind of Lightfoot at this time. He confessed his inability

to decide which views were more right. For the rest of his life

he maintained a calm position which eschewed every form of

religious controversy. For him there was a higher goal to achieve

than exact orthodoxy. He referred to this in a letter discussing

the controversy of the time.

"But there is one lesson that all may learn, as the truth
of it is denied by none: that inward moral purity ought to
be the first great aim of a Christian; and do we never, -
do we not often - neglect this, while we are fighting for
that which, to say the best of* it, is disputed?Ildu
Brooke Foss Westcott, whose acquaintance Lightfoot had made

by now, was glowingly admired by him as "one of the most gentlemanly,

quietest, humblest, and most conscientious of mankind ( to say

29. A.C• Benson, op.cit.. Vol. 1, p. 55.
30. Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 56.
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nothing of cleverness)."^ So great was his admiration for

Westcott that5 in the first term of his second year, he became

a private pupil of his along with eleven others. Westcott had

been another1 pupil of Prince Lee's, and the common bond of similar

temperament and background soon drew the two men together as fast

friends. Fenton J.A. Ilort, who entered Cambridge in 1846,°^ was
another private pupil of Westcott's. Benson followed Lightfoot

to Trinity in 1848, but it was not until his second year that he

placed himself under Westcott's guidance, and thus completed the

famous group of intimate friends.

Westcott was a remarkable private tutor. Dr. Whewell, who

was the Master of Trinity, describes him:

"Besides being a very excellent scholar, and a person of
great learning and literature, and of admirable character
and agreeable manners, he has a zeal for teaching which is
quite extraordinary. The pains he bestows upon his pupils
here (private pupils) is unparalleled, and his teaching is
judicious as well as careful."34

Something of his success may be judged from the fact that in

the Fellowship examinations at Trinity in 1852 Lightfoot, Benson,
35

and Hort excelled, in that order, in Classics. In 1851 Light¬

foot gave this testimony:

"As Mr. Westcott is the only private tutor from whom I
have received classical instruction in Cambridge, I feel
bound to say that I am indebted to him for my University
success."36

.Another of Lightfoot's college teachers was W.H. Thompson,

a tutor and college lecturer. Dr. Ihewell praised him as "the

31. Ibid., Vol. 1, p. 55.
32. MB, Article on "F.J.A. Hort."
33. A. Westcott, op.clt., Vol. 1, pp.107-8.
34. Ibid. , Vol. 1, p. 108.
35. Arthur Hort, Life & Letters of F.J.^. Hort, London, 1896,

Vol. 1, p. 232,
36. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 125.
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or?

most valuable man in Cambridge." Thompson became Regius

Professor of Greek at Cambridge and finally succeeded Whewell

to the mastership of Trinity when the latter died. Thompson

was a very enigmatic person, who was misunderstood by many.

A very stern disciplinarian, he often frightened his pupils into

giving their worst performance of recitation. But his caustic

remarks were saved for the conceited and indolent of whom there

were many at this time. His rebuke to sons of .junior Fellows

who undoubtedly felt they were specially qualified was - "Gentle¬

men, let us remember we are none of us infallible - not even the
OO

youngest of us."

It was not necessary for him to be so cold to his better

students, and they seemed to fare much better under him. Hort

aptly described his method of lecturing, "shallowly for the
39

shallow and deeply for the deep." Others spoke of his Christian
40

character of kind-heartedness and sincere modesty.

Thompson recognized the superior qualities of Lightfoot and

actually believed him capable of attaining a fellowship the year

before he actually attempted it. He correctly predicted his
41

success in the examinations of 1852. At one time Thompson said

of him:- "When Mr.. Lightfoot makes one of his charges there is no
42

resisting him."" Lightfoot used every opportunity available to
increase his knowledge, a characteristic which hardly made him

popular or sociable.

37- ibid., Vol. 1, p. 160.
38. The Late Master of Trinity-, J.S.P., M.a., Trinity College,

Cambridge "Tracts" p. 511.
39. A. Hort, op.cit♦ , Vol. 1, p. 45.
40. A.C. Benson, op.cit., Vol. 1, pp. 121-2; Commemoration Sermon,

by Henry Jackson, Dec. 9, 1913, Trinity College Chapel.
41. A. Hort, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 227.
42. DhB, Article on "J'.B. Lightfoot" .
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As time passea his industry ana devotion in study were

rewarded. In 1849 Lightfoot became a "scholar" at the earliest
43

possible age." In 1851, the last year of the compulsory Mathe¬
matical Tripos, he was placed 3'lst Wrangler. In his Classical

Tripos, Lightfoot was Senior Classic, gaining the highest marks.

Several reports are given testifying that in his classical papers

there was not anything which could fairly be called a mistake."0
In this year he was also the first of two Senior Chancellor's

Medallists.

In the year following Lightfoot faced the uncertain question

of his future career. He expressed his own indecision in a letter

to Westcott written after returning from one of a succession of

continental trips .^a
Trinity Co liege,
Aug. 20, 1852.

My dear Westcott,
My continental tour is now a memory ...Benson has closed with

Goulburn, and has actually commenced duty on his staff at Rugby.
This has made me a little fidgety, ana anxious to be at work
somewhere: besides the prospect of the Fellowship examination
is far from cheering. Hensley has left ana Watson wishes to do
the same; there are only 3 fellowships vacant, one of which must
be filled up with a Mathematical man; Hort is sure of a second,
and unless they cut out two medallists of the year above, I shall
not be elected. Of this I conceive there is very little chance
and I am striving to reconcile myself to another year of con¬
strained work and (most horrible thought of all) another examina¬
tion.

Altogether I do not see my way clearly before me; indis¬
putably there is as great a field for labour here as anywhere,
but my experience has hinted to me that mine must lie elsewhere.
If I read its lessons aright there are but two paths open to me,
and at present I see no signpost to guide one which to take.

43. F.W. Boase, Modern English Biography, Vol. 2, Truro, 1897,
pp. 428-9.

44 • X i) xq •

45. rTsT Forman, Great Christians, ("Bishop Lightfoot" by
R.H. Maiden), London, 1933, p. 336.

45a. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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I sometimes think of abandoning all thoughts of school teaching
and taking a curacy as soon as my necessary connection with this
place ceases.

Yours ever,
J.B. Lightfoot.

Success was not so far off as he thought, for in October he

wrote Westcott again.

"What do you think of the election of 4 classical men and
that under the Whewell dynasty? Hort, Schreiber, Beaumont
and your humble servant - all on Thompson's side - Hort was
1st in metaphysics and it is said, Beaumont second..You will
be glad to hear that Benson was second in classics."

Lightfoot was the "First" man in Classics, and Benson suc¬

ceeded to a fellowship in the following year. Thus was completed

the. formal education of the four friends, Lightfoot, Vfestcott,

Benson, and Hort. They were now ready to assume in the life of

the University and Church the vital roles for which they were so

eminently qualified.

The midcentury years of the nineteenth century were a time

of growth and flux in the history of the Church. The difference

in the atmosphere of 1850 from that of the beginning of the century

was considered by Dean Stephens to be "as great as the difference
40

between the seasons of spring or early summer, and of winter."
His characterization of the period illustrates this.

"In all parts of the country, old churches were being
repaired; new churches and new schools were being built;
fresh life was pervading every department of parochial work;
and was visible alike in multiplied services, and. more
frequent celebrations of Holy Communion; in the due

46. L.E. Elliott-Blnns, op.cit., p. 66.
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observance of the Holy Seasons, and Holy Days; in increased
attention to Church music, and a decent and devout ceremonial;
in the formation of guilds, sisterhoods, and all kinds of
charitable associations. And while straining every nerve
to do her work at home, and to keep pace with the rapid
growth of population, the Church had not been unmindful of
her duty, to foreign parts."4?
All this was quite true; yet it would be more truthful to

say that, in the main, this was only one side of the picture of

the period. Dean Stephen's account mentions nothing of the

spiritual life of the times; it deals only with outward, material

evidence. Great growth, and especially change, was going on in

the heart and life of the Church also.

In the first place, the division of parties which perplexed

Lightfoot in his first year at University had become intensified

and even multiplied. A new liberal school of thought was arising

in opposition to both Tractarianism and strict orthodoxy. The

old High Church party which had opposed Evangelicalism (mainly on

the basis of its "enthusiasm") until the opening years of the

century, was slowly becoming outmoded and replaced by the newer

parties. H. Rashdall remarks that "at no period in the history

of the English Church have parties been more sharply distinguished
AO

than at about the middle of the nineteenth century."

The constant diversions of party strife did not permit the

Church to concentrate upon more formidable foes. The preparation

of a learned defence against scepticism had been neglected, and

attacks from this source were gaining impetus in England. Mean¬

while, the clergy were fast losing their claim to being the most

learned profession. Disraeli wrote in 1852 that they were "more

4?• Ibid., p. 66.
48. H. Rashdall, Principles and Precepts, 1S27, p. 155.
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ignorant than any body of men in the world, the natural con¬

sequence of being tied down to Thirty Nine Articles, and stopped
from all research into the literature which they are intended to

illustrate."^® He was referring to the current controversies

which had arisen over the interpretation of the articles of

religion and the increasing debate 011 criticism of the Scriptures.

The floodtide of doubt mounted as the influence of writings

such as Strauss' Leben Jesu began to break through the insularity

of British thought. The biographies of great religious leaders

of the nineteenth century whose spiritual growth commenced at this

time reveal effects of the scepticism which permeated the atmosphere.

Substitutes for faith in the Gospel were presented; for example,

Strauss' new optimistic conception of the Universe patterned after

the theory of evolution.

".Among those who were attacked by doubts were Thomas
Arnold, Charles Kingsley,^! and Westcott; all men whose
robust and serene faith was in later years to bring life
and encouragement to their struggling fellow Christians."52
And so while it may be said that the optimistic picture

portrayed by Dean Stephens is not false, it is only a partial

account of Church expansion, ana as such is not always indicative

of religious interest. Harriet Martineau wrote about 1851:

49. L.E. Elliott-Banns, op.cit., p. 448.
50* Dives of Westcott (Vol. 1, pp. 46,51,249), Moule (p. 33),

R.W. Dale (p. 66), John Clifford (p. 24).
51. Kingsley wrote: An atheist I never was; but in my early life

I wandered through many doubts and vain attempts to explain to
myself the riddle of life and this world, till I found that no
explanation was so complete as the one which one had learnt at
one's mother's knee. (Life, p. 14).

52. L.E. elliott-Binns, op.cit., pp. 149-50; I am indebted to
this author for much of the material here on historical back¬
grounds .
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"There was much building of new churches in London and
elsewhere..But the misery and crime to be dealt with were
not of a kind to be remedied by a provision for worship,
and it was observable that while the existing Churches bore
a very^small proportion to the population of their districts,
they yielded more room than was occupied. Churches come of
religion, but religion does not come of Churches.

The clergy were somewhat influenced by the mechanical and

sacerdotal tneories of the Tractarians who felt the remedy for the

low state of religion was to provide more consecrated churches

where the Holy Sacrament was administered by clergy properly

ordained by bishops of the Apostolic succession. Yet in 1856

the figures indicated that of the working class, the largest por¬

tion of the population, only 6 per cent attended worship in country

places, and the figure dropped to 2 per cent in the populous
.

_ 54 *towns.

It was whiIst this atmosphere prevailed that Lightfoot

commenced his career. The question of what his life labours

should be still clouded his mind. He wrote to Prince Lee, his

old schoolmaster, of his intentions either to seek a teaching

position or take a curacy. The reply was "to decide at once

~ at once to seek a curacy or a mastership" or "at once to begin

to read and edit or write," if he looked to theology; "for" he

said "Virtus in agendo constat.His success in securing a

Fellowship settled the matter for a time. I-Iort mentions that

Lightfoot spent the next few years as a resident fellow in

"private study, instruction of private pupils, and college

lectures."06 His long vacation periods were spent in extended

53. F. Warre Cornish, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 82.
54. L.E. Elliott-Binns, op.cit. , p. 77.
55. ('Quarterly Review reprint), op.cit. , p. 12.
56. DNB, article on "J.B. Lightfoot."
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tours on the Continent. Everywhere he went he tried to learn

something new. Sometimes he used the opportunity to visit foreign

libraries for some small research on a subject he was currently

studying. In 1854 he visited Rome with Benson and, after a

friendly Chamberlain pinned their ordinary frock coats to simulate

full dress, they were permitted to be presented to the Pope,

Pius IX.57
The year 1854 carried a number of significant portents for

Lightfoot's future. In the winter of 1853 a number of scholars

at Cambridge combined efforts to publish the Journal of Classical

and Sacred Philology. Lightfoot took an active part in it from

its inception, and in March, 1854, the first number appeared.

Lightfoot, along with J.E.B. Mayor, and Hort were the editors, and

support for the project came from a number of Trinity men, in¬

cluding W.H. Thompson.08 It was the only journal of classical

literature then published in England. It included articles by

various authors on classical and Biblical topics. Also included

were notices of new books, reviews, summaries of foreign journal

articles, and announcements of future articles. Lightfoot's
articles were a significant contribution, arid his review of a new

commentary in 1856 was to gain him wide recognition as an able

scholar,0® He wrote mainly on the Pauline Epistles and related

Biblical topics. This was the first indication of the direction
in which the Fellow of Trinity was headed. Perhaps the sharp

57. A.C» Benson, op.cit. , Vol. 1, p. 121.
58. A. Hort, op.cit., Vol. 1, pp. 242-3.
59. see below, Chapter III, pp. 138 ff.
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criticisms of the few existing English commentaries for their

lack of thoroughness and accuracy - which he had heard under Lee

- had turned his mind in this direction.60 In April, 1854,

Lightfoot could write to Westcott: "You will be glad to hear

that we have been kindly received, and that there is not likely

to be any lack of contribution for No. 2. Our severest critics

are our nearest friends, as should be.."

About the same time Lightfoot was troubled with making a

decision that further affected his life work. In May of 1854

the Headmastership of Repton School in Derby fell vacant and he

decided to apply for election. It had an endowment of £380 with

a large house and room for nearly 100 boarders. Lightfoot loved

young boys in the vitality of youth and was no doubt greatly

attracted by the situation. His two friends Westcott and Benson

had already taken masterships in Harrow and Rugby. He was to be

ordained a deacon on Trinity Sunday by Prince Lee, then the Bishop

of Manchester, and he deferred his final decision^after collecting
testimonials for Repton, until he could consult him. However, he

was discouraged from seeking the position before that time by the
+> +61course of events.

Trinity College,
May 31st, 1854.

My dear Westcott,
Accept my most sincere thanks fox" your testimonial. It is

very far better than I'deserve..I have almost abandoned the^idea
of trying for Repton. Holden is in the field and has, I find

60. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 26.
61. Letters to B.F. Westcott, Auckland Castle.
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anticipated me with Thompson, whose word would have great weight
and who declines giving testimonials to two candidates for the
same office. I was wavering before and this has almost turned
the scale. Meanwhile I have promised to run up to London on
Friday to talk over the matter with Lee. I have very little
doubt that it will end in my withdrawal. I cannot but be thank¬
ful that circumstances - or rather a providence, seem likely to
determine the issue for me for I have had some misgiving for the
last few days, and some little unwillingness to take a step,
which relentlessly crushes all one's darling projects.

Probably the Bishop advised against Repton. It would be

interesting to discover what counsel he gave his favourite pupil.

One cannot but wonder if he did not encourage him to undertake

those "darling projects." In.the next three years before he was
k? p

ordained to Holy Orders by the same Bishop, events had brought

Lightfoot to the prominent appointment of Tutor at Trinity (in
Q

1857) at the early age of 28.°

62. .it St. John's Church, Heaton Mersey (Quarterly Review, reprint,
pip. c xt. , p. 14).

63. DNB, article on "J.B. Lightfoot".
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a trinity college tutor.

"Since it hath pleased Thee, 0 Lord, that I should he
called to take ray part in the teaching of this College...
grant that neither hy word or deed I may do aught that
may weaken the faith or slacken the practice of those
committed to ray charge; hut rather grant me such a measure
of Thy Holy Spirit that my duties may he discharged to Thy
honour and glory and to the welfare of hoth the teacher
and the taught.1'!

Perhaps the following account will, in some degree, fulfil

the desire of Bishop Westcott that "there were some adequate

record of his part in University affairs."2 The three inter¬

vening years between Lightfoot's ordination as deacon, and his

appointment as one of three Tutors at Trinity College provided

a husy period of preparation for the collegiate responsibilities

that were to fall unexpectedly upon the young student. Lightfoot's

influence hegan in the years of his private tutorship when numbers

of pupils were eager to study under a man of such notable accom¬

plishments. He always attempted to cultivate in his students

the same love of learning which had been instilled in himself by

Lee. By precept and example he taught that a student should study
a subject before formulating opinions upon it, and should conduct

3
a more diligent study before speaking upon it.

However, Lightfoot's shy temperament was a distinct disadvantage

1. From a prayer by Lightfoot upon his entering on the Tutorship,
1857.

2. Eden and Macdonald, op.cit., p.x.
3. J. Gibb, "Theologians of the Day - Bishop Lightfoot," Catholie

Presbyterian, March, 1882, p. 178.
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in tutoring. His students had to learn that he would rarely

take the initiative in approaching them; though his sympathetic

attitude never made them ashamed of asking questions.^ He

always seized upon the slightest advance which a student did make

as an opportunity for kind instruction. He seems to have com¬

pensated for his shyness with an abounding love for young men,

which he possessed throughout life. The long vacation periods

were expended with groups of pupils who accompanied him on reading

parties. This recreation included trips to the lake District

during which the tutor aided his pupils in their studies.^ "He
was full of humour, and ready to join in any excursion; and he

never lost sight of a pupil. To have known him in those lighter
/*

moods (of reading parties) is a possession for a lifetime."

Lightfoot concentrated upon instructing a few, and thereby exerted

the greatest possible personal influence.

The most revealing commentary upon this period are the

remarks of some of his own pupils. H.C.G. Moule said:

"Only for one year did we enjoy his guidance for in 1861
he succeeded to the Hulsean chair; but that short year laid
an influence for life upon mind and aims. And how did the
influence operate? By no means in any overt and elaborate
fashion. To all but an intimate few of our time Lightfoot
was reserved in individual intercourse; the shy pupil never
found it easy to open a consultation with the shyness of the
Tutor."7

4. (Reprint from Quarterly Review), op.cit., p. 14.
5. Northern Scho, December 23, 1889 (obituary notice); DNB,
article on'^ightfoot."

6. (Reprint from Quarterly Review), ojo.cit., p. 15.
7. H.C.G. Moule, "Wise Men and Scribes," a Commemoration sermon

preached in Trinity Chapel, 1907, p. 10. (When Bishpp Moule
was sitting for his portrait, he gave similar expression to
his sentiments. Mr.,H.G. Riviere, the.artist recalled...
"what struck me especially was (Moule's) unbounded admiration
and devotion for his predecessor Lightfoot, to whose character
and power he continually paid tribute as also to Westcott,.but
the other man had his heart. He seemed almost overcome with
the idea that he should be chosen to fill the Master's place."
J.B. Harford and F.C. Macdonald, H.C.G. Moule, Ixmdon, 1922.
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It was this reserve mentioned by Moule which once caused

F.W. Farrar to offend Lightfoot after Farrar had been awarded

a Fellowship. He told Lightfoot it "might have saved him many

gloomy misgivings as an undergraduate, if the Cambridge system

had dealt a little more freely in words of encouragement."8
The teacher's influence was communicated largely through

his own example. Students discovered that, despite his brilliance,

his distinctive work was accomplished by sheer diligence. Again

Moule's comments are illuminating:

"His power upon us was mainly and continually exercised
through the manifestation of what he was. To watch his
simple but profound devotion day by day in this Chapel, to
see a little of his splendid diligence in toil and duty,
(for who ever lingered so late at night in the Great Court
that he did not see Lightfoot's lamp still burning, and who
ever missed him at the Matin-prayers at seven?) to know by
a sure instinct, as we talked about him, or heard rumours
of him that he was always and everywhere the same, the
Christian man using very great gifts wholly for God and for
others; all this meant for us a perpetual moral impression
of the sort to tell, just at our time of life, for the
purest and most lasting good..."9
After he became Tutor at Trinity in 1857, Lightfoot commenced

lecturing at the College on Classics and the Greek Hew Testament.

The Classical lectures were based upon his own unfinished manu¬

script on the Aeschylean Trilogy. The young students were so

stimulated in the classroom lectures that evening readings in

Lightfoot's apartment became quite popular. That the young

scholar's reputation grew rapidly may be judged from Hort's words
while he was still at Cambridge:

"The most important man, I think, now in Trinity is

8. F.W. Farrar, "Bishop Lightfoot," Contemporary Review,
February, 1890, p. 173-4.

9. H.C.G. Moule, "Wise Men and Scribes," op.cit., p. 10.
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Lightfoot, from whom I expect a great deal. He always
seemed solid, a good scholar, and disposed to he a learned
and thoughtful theologian; but I was hardly prepared for
the vivacity and liberality which he has shown in the last
few months. He is certainly Westcott's best pupil.
Some summer holidays in the "fifties" were spent on the

Continent. Hort was his companion on a number of these trips,
and they often combined study with recreation. Whenever they

journeyed through France, Italy, or Germany, a stop-over was

planned to include the libraries where important manuscripts

were available. Every opportunity that presented itself for

learning was immediately grasped. G.F. Browne relates how he

and his companion, Dr. Lightfoot, were visiting Switzerland in

1873. Hie two arranged to visit the local Pfarrer to learn
11

some Romauntsch. After spending four hours of study on the

first two chapters of St. John's Gospel, they accepted an invita¬

tion to hear a sermon the next day employing the vocabulary they

had studied. Browne remarks that Lightfoot listened with easy

comprehension.

Meanwhile, as early as 1854, Lightfoot assumed an active
interest in University affairs. The University Commissioners had

already completed their study of the needs for reform, and action

had been taken at Oxford in the terms of the Oxford University

Bill. .As a result of their work, the question of reform at

Cambridge was raised repeatedly. One measure which was being
debated at Cambridge was a provision to require only three-fourths

10. A. Hortj oo.cit., Vol. 1, p. 317.
11. A local language bearing some resemblance to Latin.
12. Geo. F. Browne, Recollections of a Bishop, London, 1915,

pp. 232-4.
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of the number of Fellows of a particular College to take Holy
Orders. In a pamphlet, "Notes on the Oxford University Bill,"

Mghtfoot opposed this measure. He observed that laymen

ultimately seek a profession elsewhere to support themselves,

and he felt they were unable to participate in College affairs

as freely as ordained men, because of these outside interests.

"To increase the number of Lay Fellowships by diminishing the

number of Clerical Fellowships in any College, would be to diminish

the means of carrying on the business of education in the College."13
The Colleges were especially anxious to put into effect the

suggestions made by the Commissioners. They wished to avoid any

imposition of reform through Parliamentary action. Trinity, the

leader in prominence and size among the Cambridge Colleges, took

the initiative by instituting a "Committee....acting as the

Governing Body of the College...to receive and consider proposals

on the subject of the Revision of the Statutes..."14 Lightfoot
served on this committee from 1857 to 1859. Westcott, Benson,

Hort, and Lightfoot had been among the signatories of a private
"Protest" against some features of the Commissioners' proposals

affecting Trinity.15 In his pamphlet on the Oxford University
Bill, Lightfoot had expressed the popular view supporting the
traditional self-owning rights of the Colleges and opposing the

13. "Notes on the Oxford University Bill", Pamphlets, Tfinity
College, May 1, 1854.
Pamphlets. Trinity College, "Report to a meeting of the
Governing Body," June 9, 1857.

15. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, pp. 200-2.
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encroachment of a central University authority which the proposals
seemed to advocate.

As far hack as 1831 a brilliant attack upon the College view
had been made in the Edinburgh Review by Sir William Hamilton.16
Hamilton very ably described the trend in the Universities during
Elizabethan times away from the Professorial lecture system toward

the dominant Tutorial system of the Colleges. In very strong

language he accused the Colleges of having usurped the position

of the University by misapplication of the statutes. Hamilton

asserted that this had resulted in the existence of numerous

private Colleges with an inferior system of teaching by inexperienced

Tutors.According to A.J. Tillyard the influence of Hamilton's

attack was quite extensive. He wrote:

"In the grasp of general principles lies, I think, the
secret of the influence which he has undoubtedly exercised
over those who have come after him. Newman, Lyell, Whewell,
Dcmldson, Bonamy Price, Goldwin Smith, Mark Pattison, Lord
Curzon, all quote him or are influenced by him. The Cambridge
University Commission Report mentions him by name. The
Oxford Report gives silent testimony to him. Page after page
...shows the'anxiety of the Commissioners for the right adjust¬
ment of the relations between the University and the Colleges,
to the need for which Hamilton is admittedly the first to have
called attention."18

The Commissioners' report also "recommended the removal of

all restrictions upon elections to fellowships and scholarships."
In a second pamphlet entitled "On the Celibacy Question," Idghtfoot

dispassionately argued against any who claimed this restriction a

disadvantage, especially when God had sanctioned not only married
life but celibacy as well, and a study of history showed the latter

16. Sir Wm. Hamilton, "Of the State of the English Universities,
with more especial reference to Oxford," Edinburgh Review,
June, 1831.

17. A.J. Tillyard, A History of University Reform, Cambridge,
1913,pp. 65 ff.

18. Ibid., p. 67.
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had some advantages.^ He expressed concern over the proposal's
effect upon the nature of the tutorial position.

"The position of College Tutor is different. He lives
a life resembling that of his pupils. Like them, he is an
unit of a society, not a member of a household. Like them,
too, he is a student. If he does his duty, he should be
an example also."20

In Lightfoot's mind a married Tutor was not fitted for such a task.

At the same time, he was keenly aware of the exclusiveness of this

restriction, and the necessity of inducing able men to choose

University teaching as a profession. He wrote to Westcott in

1856:

"...Our new constitution comes into effect in a few weeks
- I do not expect that it will do us either much harm or
much good. Our failings, it appears to me, are just those
which no constitution will rectify. We want good men, not
good machinery. Our present machinery, if it is a little
rusty is at least strong and goes well enough. Our
grievance is that we lose our best men so fast, and I am
afraid no change can be devised which will keep them up.
The bravest and most earnest men will always prefer battling
with the world to living the easy and somewhat insidious
life - which I fear in Cambridge must always be..."2l
In order to overcome this problem, Lightfoot suggested a

plan to the Governing Body which would attract more men to

University teaching. His plan was for a college professoriate

to be responsible for the higher teaching of the College. The
men would be chosen without any restriction of Orders, of celibacy,

or even of college. The advantages of such a measure were that it
would provide a better staff of experienced lecturers, it would
provide a stimulus to younger lecturers to seek these higher

19. "On the Celibacy Question," Pamphlets, Trinity College, p. 6.
20- Ibid., p. 8.
21. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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offices, and it could be tried on a tentative basis.22 But

no record exists in the "Conclusion Book" of the Governing Body
of this plan having been passed.

Ko doubt the fact that Idghtfoot's University labours had

been thus far confined to Trinity, limited his views on reform.

A much broader interest is noticeable in his later work as

University Professor. But he was hot thoroughly opposed of blind
to the reforms needed in those earlier days. An indication of

his sensible attitude concerning some reform is given by his

proposals for a limitation of the tenure of Fellowships. His

views were quite liberal in that they called for the abolition

of the regulation restricting Fellowships to persons in Holy

Orders. Exceptions to this change would be the office of Tutor

or Dean. A limitation, he thought, of ten years' tenure should
23

also be imposed except in special cases.

Young Idghtfoot's interests were by no means limited to the

University. Though his responsibilities were much increased

during this period as the result of his popularity as a tutor, he
found time to commence his work on the Ignatian Epistles, the

magnum onus of his patristic studies. Nearly thirty years of

diligent research were expended on this subject before the first
edition of 1885 appeared. Prince Lee's advice that he commence

to write at once was never forgotten. About this time he
consented ("in a weak moment," he admitted to Westcottf to co-

22. "On the Celibacy Question", op.cit.,pp. 9 ff.
23. Letters at Auckland Castle, to B.F. Westcott, November 6, 1857.
24. Letters at Auckland Castle, February 23, 1857.
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operate with Dr. Smith in his new Biblical Dictionary. Later
he had to remove himself from this responsibility, though Smith
secured his and Westcott's temporary editorship of the Dictionary

of Christian Antiquities for almost ten years at another time.

The Macmillan Brothers, Alexander and David, whose printing
firm was then located in Cambridge, were the means whereby interest

in two other projects was created. They were publishing the works

of Kingsley and Maurice., and the idea of establishing a Working
Men's College in Cambridge seems to have fired the imagination of

the readers of these liberal writers. Alexander Macmillan was

one of the leaders in the movement. Lightfoot was approached to

serve on the Council which was to consist "exclusively of teachers

and such as should be ready to teach if called upon." The classes

embraced, a well-rounded programme, including the Bible, and they

began in 1855. The scheme was abandoned in 1859 for "want of a

succession of teachers."25
The same year in which the idea of the Working Men's College

26
was conceived, Daniel Macmillan suggested an elaborate "Hew
Testament Scheme." Significantly this plan fostered the early

combination of the names of Westcott, Hort, and Idghtfoot.

According to the plan, Hort and Westcott were to combine in editing
the New Testament. The latter was also to undertake a commentary,

27
while Lightfoot's contribution was to be a Grammar and Lexicon.
Nothing more was said of this idea, though the "Three" were again

25. E. Graham, The Harrow Life of H.M. Butler, London, 1920,
up. 69, 70.

26. 1854.
27. A. Hort, op.cit. ■> Vol. 1, pp. 240-1.
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requested to produce a joint set of commentaries on the entire

Hew Testament at a later date. The fact that these names should

be so early joined on this subject is indicative of the recognition
of their abilities.

In 1859 and 1860 definite plans were laid concerning com¬

mentary work by the three Cambridge scholars. The increasing
tension created by the "conspiracy of silence"28 prior to 1860
must have brought these men to see the need for a new Bible com¬

mentary. The earlier "Hew Testament Scheme" of Daniel Macmillan

never came to fruition. Later, however, the three began to

collaborate with Macmillan on a new plan suggested by Westcott.

By this time Lightfoot had begun some independent labours on

the Hew Testament of which he writes in a letter to Westcott

dated December, 1859:

"The fact is I had already conceived in my mind an edition
of St. Paul's Epistles and the conception had so taken shape,
that during part of the long vacation I had been engaged on
the Epistles to the Thessalonians....1 was in hopes of getting
these ready for the press about midsummer next...,,<:iy

Consequently, the final formulation of the project was to assign

Lightfoot the Pauline Epistles, Westcott the Johannine writings

and the Epistle to the Hebrews, and Hort the historico - Judaic

writings (the Synoptics, and the Epistles of James, Peter, and

Jude). Lightfoot and Westcott had feared that Hort's treatment
of the Synoptics would be too radical, but correspondence with him
on the subject reassured them. The purpose of the commentaries

28. L.E. Elliott-Binns, The Development of English Theology in the
Later XIXth Century, London, 1952, p. 16.

29. Letters at'Auckland Castle, December, 1859.
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was to present a strong defence of the language of the text

based on a "belief in words."30 This was another illustration

of the pronounced effect of Prince Lee's teaching. The com¬

mentaries were not to be digests of "other people's opinions."

They would "unavoidably contain much Greek," and yet be "framed
as far as possible for English readers."0*1- The project was

never completed. Westcott succeeded in publishing his portion,

but none of Hort's work was printed in his lifetime. Lightfoot

might have completed his part. had he not been hindered by a

delayed start and a short life.

In the spring of I860 there appeared a very controversial

volume entitled Essays and Reviews. Several authors had co¬

operated in an expression of liberal views on the nature of the

Christian revelation. "It contained little that was new, and

its whole tone and outlook were far too negative to make it a
Op

real contribution to Theology." On the other hand, the storm

of controversy it aroused could do a great deal of harm. Light-

foot had this factor in mind when he wrote A.P. Stanley concerning

the pending resignation of Dr. Temple from Rugby school. For his
part in the volume Temple was being attacked by the Bishops.

Lightfoot said:

"It is very much to be apprehended, I fear, that the
agitation about 'Essays and Reviews' will have the effect
of dividing men into two well-defined and extreme parties,
the one consisting of irrational champions of so-called
orthodoxy, the other of men, who, under the pressure of
opposition, will be driven into a position of reckless
scepticism, from which they would have been quite safe if

30. A. Westcott, op.cit.» Vol. 1, pp. 206-7.
31. A. Hort, op.cit. , Vol. 1, p« 442.
32. L.E. Elliott-Binns, op.cit., p. 17.
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left to themselves. Such an act as Temple's resignation
would be the^signal for an internecine war, than which
nothing could be more fatal to religion and to truth."33
Lightfoot was anxious to preserve the Christian faith from

either obscurantism on the one hand or scepticism on the other,

knowing that these two extremes were constant temptations to the

young collegiate mind in its period of easy moulding. Consequently,

he agreed with Westcott and Hort to assist in the production of a

"mediating volume" which would avoid all controversy and attempt

to show the truth which existed in the opposed positions. Its

title was to be History and Revelation. Lightfoot was to consider
34

"the preparation for the Gospel." Early in 1861 Lightfoot aslced

to be excused from his part pleading lack of time to prepare a

worthy paper. He also lacked the proper theological bent of mind

necessary for such a task. Though he regretted the loss of an

opportunity to speak out, he wrote, "...such an opportunity will

come in due time, - in any case there seems to be sufficient reason

for waiting..."35 His defection caused the abandonment of the

joint essay scheme as his role was to mediate between the other two
authors of the "mediating volume."36

Lightfoot had not long to wait for the opportunity he sought.
An aim of the University Commissioners was to increase the number
of the professorships. The Commission Report had suggested a

proportionate levy upon the incomes of the colleges in order to
finance the founding of new professorships. This action was

33. R.E.Prothero, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 39.
34. A. Hort, op.cit., Vol. 1» p. 442.
35. Letters at Auckland Castle to B.F• Westcott, March 25, 1861.
36. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1» p» 216.
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strongly opposed by the colleges. Lightfoot, however, stated
in a letter to Westcott: "...either out of the Hulse Trust money

or from some other source, a new Theological chair will be in¬

stituted. Would not this induce you to reside in Cambridge
37again?" The outcome of this measure was to be significant

for Lightfoot's future at Cambridge.

The Report of Her Majesty's Commissioners in 1852 had

pointed out:

"If the sermons (of the Hulsean Christian Preacher)
were converted into lectures to be addressed by a Professor
to a class, and not by a preacher to a congregation, they
would assume a form better adapted than that of sermons, ^
as a.vehicle for important trains of enquiry and argument." °

Lightfoot favoured this measure as it would strengthen the theo¬

logical teaching and possibly enable him to bring one of his

friends into the University as a professor. He supported the

Council of the Senate in its action upon the Commissioner&'

recommendation. The duties of the Christian Advocate were

modified, and this position was soon given full professorial

status as the Hulsean Professorship of Divinity in I860. At

the instigation of many of Lightfoot's friends he became a can¬

didate for this chair in 1860. An older, and, at that time, a

more widely recognised person was selected, C.J. Ellicott. That

same year, however, Lightfoot was elected to the powerful Council
of the Senate where his reputation became better known. This

group of representative University officers had a great part in

37. Parliamentary Papers. Vol. XUV. (1852-3), Cambridge University
Commissioner^.'""Report,... London, 1852.

38. Letters at Auckland Castle to E.F. Westcott, October 25, 1860.
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formulating the direction of University affairs since all

measures which appeared before the Senate were first reviewed

by them. In the years to come Lightfoot was re-elected three

times for four-year terms.

After one year, Ellicott received and accepted an eccles¬

iastical appointment elsewhere, and the opportunity again arose

for Lightfoot to candidate. His first thought was for his friend
„ oq

ana ne wrote Westcott urging him to stand. His arguments were

that Westcott had superior qualifications since some of his

writings were already in print, and Lightfoot felt quite happy
with his Tutorship.4^ The two friends decided that Lightfoot

had the better chance to be elected. Leisure for work, which

it would afford him, was an attractive consideration. Also in

his mind was the possibility of marriage, and under the new

statutes he could hold his fellowship, with the professorship,

and not be subject to the restriction of celibacy. This would

provide sufficient income should he choose married life. In

October, 1861, he submitted his name to the Vice-Chancellor as

a candidate for the Hulsean chair.

An important principle had been championed by the Commissioners
which was to make the professorial chairs, especially those on the

divinity faculty, of far greater significance than they had been.
Prior to this time each endowed chair was rigidly governed in its

sphere of teaching by the principles set forth by its founder.

39. Ibid... June 3, 1861.
40. Ibid., August 15, 1861.
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But the specific purposes which originally were postulated for
a particular professorship tended to curtail the efficiency of
the teacher who attempted to deal with contemporary problems.
Therefore it was necessary to alter the regulations so that each

professor might fulfil his proper function in the educational

programme of the University. The Commissioners observed that

it was "chiefly owing to the want of these necessary adjustments
to the varying circumstances of the University that some of (the

professorships) have lost their proper influence in its public

teaching."41 The adoption of this principle of adjustment and

adaptation permitted the formation of the Hulsean Professorship

of Divinity and led to the alteration of the founder's original

propositions.4^ Founded in the eighteenth century by John Hulse,

the office of Christian Advocate fulfilled a largely apologetic

role. Part of the founder's statement declared that the Christian

advocate was to formulate arguments "against notorious infidels,

whether Atheists or Deists....(or) some new and dangerous error
43

either of superstition or enthusiasm, as of Popery or Methodism..."
A new century brought with it different thought forms and con¬

troversies so as to render this purpose an anachronism. A new

statute formed a professorship out of the office of Christian

Advocate. Appropriate modification of the original regulations
set forth by the founder increased the attractiveness of this

41. Cambridge University Commissioner^1 Bteport, op.cit., p. 70.
42. J. Willis Clark, Endowments of the University of Cambridge,

Cambridge, 1904, p. 121.
43- Ibid., p. 121.
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position for a man of Lightfoot's capabilities. He was elected

to the chair of Hulsean Professor of Divinity in 1861. The

significance of this step is summed up by the author of the

article in the Quarterly Review:

"We regard this selection as one of the turning-points
not only in the history of the University of Cambridge,
but also in the wider history of Christianity in this
country, and from this country throughout the world...
Few persons with competent knowledge will be disposed,
we think, to challenge this opinion. If any are, we
invite them to compare the attendance on the Divinity
Professor's Lectures before and after this appointment;
to consider the influence on Cambridge life and work of
the movements initiated by the young Professor himself,
developed later on in union with his friends Dr. Westcott
(who returned to Cambridge in 1870) and Dr. Hort (who
joined them in 1872), and carried into their present
state of progress by the band of younger men whom they
gathered round themselves; to estimate the effect on
English thought of (his) works....ana of the band of men
who have gone forth year by year touched by the spirit
and power of the living man who wrote them; to think of
this Cambridge movement having its true source in the
constant appeal to the Biblical writings as the correlative
of the Oxford movement of an earlier generation, and of its
sobering effect upon the agitated state of theological
thought.

44. Reprint from Quarterly Review, ou.cit.,pp. 21-22.



HULSBAK PROFESSOR OF DIVBIITY.

Whether Joseph Barber Lightfoot's greatest influence at

Cambridge was exerted, as an administrator or as a teacher can

never be decided unequivocally. But there can be no question

about his possession of the most admirable qualities for both

these offices. Few people were aware of his capabilities as

an administrator until as Bishop of Durham his work necessarily

became more apparent to the public eye. However, those well

acquainted with University affairs during Lightfoot's residence

were soon aware of his administrative gifts. His active role

in University matters was observed with some humour by one writer

"Westcott ought to have been a mystic of the second century - and

Lightfoot the Chairman of an English Railway Company, and I wish

I had shares in it."'L

Lightfoot's character and personality found expression in a

reserved and unostentatious leadership. Speaking almost thirty

years aftei1 Lightfoot's appointment to the Hulsean professorship,
Hort described his influence in these terms:

"It was natural to him to have no wish that, if a thing
were to be done, it should be done by himself; and his
power depended largely on his instinctive habit of in¬
sensibly bringing out what was best in other people; while
again this habit was supported by a strong faith alike in

1. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit.» pp. 7-8.
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individual men and in responsible bodies of men."2
This view is corroborated by G.F. Browne's words concerning

the deliberative sessions of the Council of the Senate of which

Lightfoot was a member for three terms during his professorial
career at Cambridge.

"As I learned more the ways of the Council, I learnedthat the whispers of Professor Lightfoot to Dr. Westcott,to whom he sat next, not infrequently neutralized Dr.
Westcott's note, without - one may feel quite sure -
altering his opinion.

The evidence of these and other testimonies points to the fact

that a full and accurate measure of Lightfoot's effect upon

theological education at Cambridge is difficult to assess.

The evidence wrill hardly allow an oversstiraation, though

an underestimation has been made by those unaware of the evidence

or of the true character of the man. Some have accredited to

Lightfoot's colleague, Westcott, the most significant changes in

the theological curriculum at Cambridge. This claim ignores

changes which occurred prior to Westcott's arrival at Cambridge

as professor, changes often initiated or supported by Lightfoot.

After Westcott's arrival, the two worked in such close co-operation

on so many projects that neither could be credited with the entire

responsibility for their inception. Ihen there is the factor of

Lightfoot's characteristic tendency to execute his ideas through
the agency of governing bodies so that the credit for their origin
was overlooked. It was not until Lightfoot assumed the superior

office of Bishop that he permitted himself to be known occasionally
as the prime mover of a project, and then it was out of sheer

2. Cambridge University Reporter. February 8, 1890.
3. G.F. Browne, op.cit., pp. 131-2.
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necessity, there being no other person who could assume the

responsibility or prerogative.

It is not the primary concern of this chapter to consider

Lightfoot's work as a lecturer, but mention should be made here

of his popularity as such. From the commencement of his teaching
as Hulsean Professor of Divinity, Lightfoot gained a larger than
usual audience in the,lecture-room. His learning, combined with

lucid exposition and a sympathy for students' problems, went far
to attract those who were eager to gain a knowledge of the Hew

Testament. Ho theological professor at Cambridge before that

time succeeded in maintaining the numbers of auditors at his

lectures which Lightfoot did. It was frequently the case that

professors failed to win an audience. A report to Parliament in

1876 indicates that during the period 1870-1874 the Hulsean Pro-
4

fessor had an average attendance of 100 at his lectures. As

will be later shown, this figure substantially increased after

Lightfoot became Lady Margaret Professor in 1875. One writer

remarked in 1882 that "more than any man does the present Bishop

of Durham deserve to be accounted the representative of the theo¬

logical spirit of Cambridge."5 He contends that this was due

very much to Lightfoot's extended influence as a teacher of men,

especially candidates for Holy Orders, during a period of residence
exceeding thirty years. When there is taken into account the
manner in which the major portion of these years was spent, only

Parliamentary Papers. LEX, 1876, "Return from the Universities
of Oxford and Cambridge..."

5. J. Gibb, "Theologians of the Day - Bishop Lightfoot," op.cit.,
p. 177.
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an inadequate estimation may be bad of the immeasurable impact
made upon lives. Bishop Eden described a normal day in the

professor's life in these words:

ifIt began with early Chapel,® followed by a short walk
before breakfast. The morning was occupied by lecturing,
teaching and studying; but this usually went on, without
a break, up to his early dinner in hall at half past four.
Then a slight pause for recreation and seeing friends -
though he never spent much time in social intercourse.
And then about six o'clock his door was shut for study
that went on often into the early morning hours."'

This is one of the few accounts of his personal life and influence

during this period, but the records abound with testimony to his

official role in the vital affairs of the University, and

especially in the matter of curriculum revision. The change

wrought in the theological curriculum during his professorships

was enormous, and it is with the part he played in those changes

that this chapter is concerned.

Theological education at Cambridge, as has been seen,

was badly in need of reform and supplementation at the beginning

of the Universities Commission study in 1850. Very little

change occurred in the ten years following. Harold Browne,

the Horrisian Professor of Divinity, complained in a letter

published in the Christian Observer of November 26, 1861, that

the "study of divinity...(was) put off to the last possible

moment" leaving students to "cram up" for examinations and then

"forget all they have so imperfectly learned."® In a further
call for reform Browne wrote an article in the official publication,

6. Seven A.M.
7. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 160. Eden seems

to have omitted the time for a mid-day meal.
8. B.A. Winstanley, Later Victorian Cambridge, Cambridge, 1947,

p. 149.
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The Student1 .s_GuicLe to the University of Cambridge, in which he

stated quite bluntly:

"Theology enters very little....into the ordinary studies
of an undergraduate. It tells but very little even for the
college examinationsj very little for...the ordinary degree,
not at all for mathematical or classical honours. It is
therefore all but wholly neglected by a great majority of
undergradua tes."a
One great weakness in the educational system at Cambridge

at this time was the absence of central authority. One critic

in pleading for a uniform entrance examination asserted that the

Colleges were "really a collection of rival boarding schools"

each desirous of gaining the largest number of matriculations.

The University reformers found some truth in this, and one remedy

they proposed for the various departments of study was the forma¬

tion of a Board of Studies for each. This recommendation, it has

been seen, was acted upon. By December 30, 1858, the Board of

Theological Studies had made at least one report to the Council

of the Senate. The report had twelve signatures, the last being

that of J.B. Lightfoot, Tutor of Trinity College. It recommended

several additions to and alterations in the curriculum of candid¬

ates for Holy Orders. These included a broadening of the field

of study in early Ecclesiastical History,^ and a change in the

regulation regarding compulsory attendance at Professors1 lectures.
The concluding statements of the report are the most significant

The Student's Guide to the University of Cambridge, Cambridge,
1863, p. 220.

10. -A feature which would receive warm support from Lightfoot due
to his own deep interest in the subject.^ He^later instituted
a scholarship designed to promote study in this field.
(Cf. below).
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and reveal the real condition of theological study at this

period:

"In reference to the most important and most difficult
of subjects upon which they have deliberated - the establish¬
ment^ of some regular system of Theological training for
candidates for Holy Orders - the Board are not prepared to
offer any detailed suggestions.

They desire, however, to state generally, that after
having weighed the arguments that have been urged against
a prolonged residence in the University, they are still
impressed with the conviction that the advantages afforded
by this place for a school of theology and the facilities
it offers for securing the service of efficient teachers
are such that they cannot be overlooked. They therefore
take this opportunity of expressing their opinion, that
means ought to be devised by which those students who have
passed the final examination for the degree of B.A. may be
enabled to avail themselves of a course of systematic
teaching in the interpretation of Scripture and in the more
important branches of practical Theology."11
The desire expressed by the Board envisaged the ideal solution

of their problems, the establishment of a University-sponsored

extension to the regular degree course in order that ordination

candidates might supplement their training with advanced theo¬

logical study under the supervision of University teachers. As

the statement of the Board indicates, there was opposition to such

an extension of supervision. Therefore in 1862, when Lightfoot

had begun serving on the Board in the capacity of Hulsean Professor,
a compromise move was initiated. "Convinced of the necessity for
improving theological education in the University, with a view to
the more efficient training of candidates for Holy Orders," the

members of the Board suggested establishing a programme whereby
students would "devote some definite portion of their undergraduate

11. University Papers, D.C. 8550.
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course to the exclusive study of theology."12 This recommenda¬

tion was designed to satisfy the desires of the opposition which

would not sanction a lengthening of the University course. The

Board further suggested the appointment of a Syndicate to consider

the advice of the new report. Such a Syndicate was appointed on

December 11, 1862. Whether Lightfoot served at this time, as he

usually did in the future, is not known. But when the report of

this body was made before the Senate on February 6, 1864, he

defended the plan which was recommended.12 The report dealt with

the revision of the Bachelor of Arts Ordinary degree curriculum in

which the greater number of students were matriculated. The

Previous Examination would undergo very slight alteration and

would be given in the Michaelmas term of a student's second year.

The examination formerly known as the Ordinary, would be modified

and renamed, the General Examination, and scheduled for the

Michaelmas term of the third year.-1-4 Thus far the course was no

more difficult than it had been previously. But a new examina¬

tion was to be instituted and called the Special Examination in

Theology. Students would be required to pass this examination

before proceeding to a degree. The requirements were too strict,
in the minds of the Senate members, and an enlarged Syndicate was

appointed to review the report. Its conclusions^published in
May 1864, reduced the requirements of the Theological Special

12. B.A. Winstanley, op.cit., p. 150.
13* Ibid., p. 150.
14. This was later changed to Easter term of the Second year

(Student's Guide.... 1866, p. 277)
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Examination and stipulated that undergraduates must also produce
a certificate of attendance at a course of lectures by one of

several specified professors. Again the plan was rejected;

however, a new Syndicate took up the task and their report,

substantially as above, was passed on June 3, 1865.15 The new

curriculum, augmented by the "Special", was arranged as follows:

Previous Examination sub.iects - (to be passed in Michaelmas
term of second year.)

Palsy's Evidences of Christianity.
The Accidence of the Latin and Greek Grammar.
Euclid, Books I, II, III and Propositions 1 - 6 of Book VI.
Arithmetic.
One of the four Gospels in Greek,
" " " Greek Classics.
" " " Latin Classics.

General Examination sub.iects - (to be passed in Easter
term of second year.)

A.cts of the Apostles in Greek.
One of the Greek Classics.
" " " Latin Classics,

Elementary Algebra.
" Mechanics.

English paper (non-compulsory).
Special Examination sub.iects - (to be passed in Easter

term of third year.)

Selected Books of the Old Testament in English.
One of the four Gospels in Greek.
Two at least of the Epistles in Greek.
History of the Church of England to the Revolution of 1688.
Hebrew (non-compulsory).

Also required: Attendance at a course of lectures of a. > ^6
professor in one of the other departments of the University.

15. Cambridge Chronicle, June 10, 1865.
16. This requirement did not meet with success in that students

prepared scantily for a subject of little interest to them¬
selves. The rule was modified at a later time to include
a course of divinity lectures. Student's Guide...1366, p. 277.
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As has "been noted in the Introduction, there was in existence

at this time the Voluntary Theological Examination, no longer

truly "voluntary" since the majority of the Bishops required

their ordination candidates to pass it. This examination was

not part of the degree course and was regarded as a "quasi"

Theological Tripos or honours course, though it did not lead to

a degree and was taken only by Graduates. At the time of the

institution of the new curriculum, this examination assumed the

following form;

Examination subjects - (given only in the Easter terms.)
To be passed by
all candidates whether)
for Honours or

approval only.

) Historical Books of the Old
Testament.

) Greek Testament: Gospels.
Acts.
A selected portion
of the Epistles.

Articles of Religion.
Liturgy of the Church of England.
Ecclesiastical History of the
first three centuries.

History of the Reformation in
England.

To be passed by all )
Honours candidates. )

Assigned Portions of the Early
Fathers.

" " " " Septua-
gint.

» " " " Greek
Testament.

" works of standard Theo¬
logical writers a,

Hebrew (non-compulsory).1'
The advantages of the revised scheme of Examinations were ex¬

pressed by Harold Browne, a former Korrisian Professor. He

17. Student's Guide...1866, p. 257.
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observed that, prior to the new scheme's adoption} a student
who took his degree in January would "find three or even fifteen

18months very insufficient for preparation for the Voluntary

Examination." Theology had not entered much into the ordinary

studies of an undergraduate. Those students who chose the

Theological department for their final degree Examination were

now provided with "a good opportunity...of becoming grounded in

theological studies." Browne warned of the danger, which always

remained, for students to "cram" upon subjects "most unfit to be

'crammed'". The result was a high incidence of failures.

Those averting failure at this point met it "not infrequently

again before the Bishop's Examining chaplain.."19 Despite this

serious deficiency, the overall improvement of theological training

was considerable.

Lightfoot was confident that further advances could be made,

especially in the quality of teaching, should Westcott come to

Cambridge. But getting him there proved to be no mean task.

When in the course of their friendly rivalry as candidates for the

vacant Hulsean chair, Lightfoot and Westcott had decided that the

former had the better chance of success, Westcott withdrew his

candidature. Lightfoot agreed to this arrangement only on the
condition that he would seek an appointment for his friend.

Lightfoot kept his word and after three years in the Hulsean chair,
he wrote Westcott:l®3,

18. i.e. that three months from January to Easter, or fifteen
months to the following Easter.

19. Student's Guide... 1866, p. 260.
19a. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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Trinity College,
January 25,'1864.

My dear Westcott,
_You will have seen from the papers that Browne is

appointed to Ely. So his professorship will he vacant.
The income, as far as I can make out is over £900

gross. I trust you will find yourself ahle to become a
candidate - only I think you ought to make up your mind
at once... I think your chance decidedly better than when
my professorship was vacant.

Ever yours,
J.B. Lightfoot.

This move toward the early fulfilment of their wishes

proved abortive, however, for a few days later Lightfoot dis¬

covered through H.W. Cookson, the Vice Chancellor, that a large

share of the endowment of the Horrisian chair was to be removed.

Professor Selwyn, who had endowed the chair with a sum of £700

per annum, now purposed to devote that sum to the building of a

new divinity school and lecture rooms. The need for such im¬

provements was indubitable, and attention had been drawn to the

matter by the Board of Theological Studies in their 1858 report.

"Two rooms" which were "often required for other University
20

business" were then being used for theology lectures. En¬

couraged by Professor Selwyn's generous bequest, the Board was

able to recommend a particular site for a new Divinity School

building in 1865, but it was unfortunate that the appointment of

Westcott to a professorship was thereby hindered. Six years

were to pass before Idghtfoot was joined by this colleague who
had similar sympathies for revision of the theological curriculum.

20. University Papers, D.C. 8550.
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Meanwhile, Lightfoot exerted an enormous amount of labour

acting as editor of the proposed Dictionary of Christian Antiquities.

Much of his time was consumed by correspondence with his fellow-

editor, Westcott, ana others, in order to make arrangements for

the authorship of various articles in the Dictionary. The burden

of this work became so great, however, that in 1873 the two men

had to relinquish their editorial duties to meet the rapidly in¬

creasing demands of the theological department of the University.

Before Lightfoot finally succeeded in bringing Westcott to

Cambridge, he passed through a severe inward struggle. In 1867

Lord Derby offered him the bishopric of Lichfield. Many friends

urged him to accept, including Bishop Tait, whose examining

chaplain he had been since 1862. For two reasons Tait favoured

Lightfoot's acceptance of the post. First, Lightfoot was equipped

for a bishopric and should begin this type of work early in life.

Second, his acceptance would prevent the wrong person from obtaining
the position.^ Hort, in writing to a friend, spoke of the

qualities which made Lightfoot an ideal candidate for the office:
"They not only knew (in common with all his friends) how

admirable a bishop he would make, but felt that no one living
could be of greater service at this critical time, when there
is so much darner of the Church splitting in pieces, both by
holding different parties together, and by opposing his own
liberality, learning, and strong Christian feeling to the
efforts now being made..to crush freedom of opinion in the
Church."22

Happily Lightfoot saw that he could perform a greater and more

lasting service to the Church by remaining at Cambridge, and

21. Letters at Auckland Castle.
22. A. Hort, op.cit., pp. 88-9, Vol. 2.
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accordingly made his decision to refuse the bishopric.

What may have influenced him at this time was the brighter

prospect of gaining Westcott's admittance to a theological chair,

and thus both strengthening the teaching staff and gaining a co-

labourer whose heart was likewise set upon improving the standards
of the theological curriculum. Furthermore, Westcott agreed with

Lightfoot regarding the pre-eminent influence of the University

upon the Church. In answer to a letter from Hort he wrote:

Harrow,
7th December, 1867.

My dear Hort,
..More and more I am convinced that the work of the

Church must be done at the Universities - nay, at Cambridge.
It is too late to shape men afterwards, even if they could
be reached. Everything forces me. into the belief that the
only possible organisation of a spiritual power - the para¬
mount want of the time - is there, and that there it is
possible. I do most heartily rejoice that you say almost
as much..»

Such words were more than an assessment of the present state

of things; they carried prophetic import. When Westcott was

offered a Canonry at Peterborough Cathedral, his friend at Cambridge

seemed to have some responsibility for the matter. In any event

Lightfoot anticipated it by several days with a letter.

Fulham,
December 17, 1868.

My dear Westcott,
Quite Private. If the vacant canonry at Peterborough

should be offered to you..accept it at once, if you see your
way to this; but do not bv any means decline it, until we
have talked the matter over. I could fancy your seeing
difficulties in the way, but they must be surmounted. If
you should decline, I should never forgive you...^

23, A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 292.
24. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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Lightfoot felt, with many others, that the canonry would

place Westcott in a position to follow what seemed his distinct

calling - the training of young men. He would "be an excellent

choice to revive the Cathedral work in this respect, and he did,
in fact, have success in this matter during the few years in which

he concentrated his energies upon the task. But Lightfoot saw

this position more as a means to an end, and six months later he

was warning Westcott, "..In any of your arrangements at Peterborough,

do not entangle yourself so as to interfere with ultimate work at

Cambridge." Westcott may have wondered at the confidence of the

words.."ultimate work at Cambridge," but there was adequate reason

for their force. Lightfoot was laying careful plans for their

fulfilment For one thing, he had a faint hope that Dr. Jeremie,

the Regius Professor of Divinity, would resign. There was in¬

creasing discontent among the theological staff over his continuance

in this chair. At the time, however, Jeremie showed no signs of

satisfying his critics, so Lightfoot conceived another plan to bring

Westcott to Cambridge. He wrote Westcott on January 2, 1869:

"..It has long been my wish to strengthen the theological
staff at Cambridge, and this stall at Peterborough gives the
lacking opportunity. So, if the Regius Professorship does
not fall vacant meanwhile, I purpose offering to the Senate
a portion of my stipend for the next two or three years for
the purpose of appointing you as additional professor or
lecturer. No residence would be required, and therefore
such an arrangement need not interfere with your accepting
any care of souls, which would allow you to give lectures
- say two terms in the year...I do not see that such an
arrangement need suggest any misgivings to anyone, unless
it be the Regius Professor, and I am not sure that a qualm
there might not have a wholesome effect...I have been so
looking forward to something like common work at Cambridge
that i"should be grievously disappointed, if you saw any
objection..."25

25. Ibid.
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This novel plan Lightfoot proposed to finance by relinquish¬

ing £250 of his own stipend.Through a unique interpretation of

the statutes, he saw the opportunity of naming a deputy in the

event he was "disabled by illness or other sufficient cause."

The arrangement would commence in the Easter term of 1870 - at

which time Westcott would be free from a teaching post at Harrow

School. But a fortunate turn of events made unnecessary this

plan. A rumour was abroad that Jeremie was about to resign.

The report proved true, when in the spring of 1870 he accepted

an appointment elsewhere. Lightfoot wrote Westcott.

"I trust you will make up your mind at once to go in
for the Professorship. I think you will have a better
chance with the Council than with any other body of electors.
I know of one vote which will be given you with the best will
in the world.xx^'

Many thought Lightfoot himself would candidate for the chair, and

applications were made to him as the logical successor to Jeremie.

But with characteristic deference, he refused to seek the appoint¬

ment, and Westcott was elected.

This auspicious combination of two great scholars multiplied

benefits to the University. Though it was true that Westcott

"was wanting in some of the practical qualities that were con-
QO

spicuous in Lightfoot," the former was ably equipped to supple¬

ment the teaching of the University and to undertake a leading

position in the revision of the theological curriculum. He

wrote of Lightfoot in the preface to the latter's Clement of Rome

26. At this time his total stipend averaged £550.
27. Letters at Auckland Castle.
28. EMB article, "B.F. Westcctt."
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that "he spared no pains to secure for his colleague (Westcott)
favourable opportunities for action, while he himself withdrew

from the position which he had long virtually occupied.1,29 From
this time onward the two were in close collaboration upon all

the schemes proposed by the one or the other. But the work

which lay ahead was far greater than any two men could execute.

The success of their accomplishments depended upon an ability to

ensure the support of others and to combine many diverse interests

into a co-ordinated effort. This ability both Lightfoot and

Westcott possessed.

One task which faced them was the remodelling of the degree

courses and the improvement of the teaching. Cambridge was with

great difficulty awaking from what might be called its classical

complacency. The theory was held by the majority of educators

that the classics and mathematics provided the only necessary and

possible foundation for a disciplined study of any field of know¬

ledge. It was not without misgivings on their part that the

Moral Sciences Tripos and the Natural Sciences Tripos were initiated
at Cambridge in 1851 and the Lav/ Tripos in 1857. Previous to the

earlier date only the Mathematics and Classical Tripos led to an

honours degree. Effective in 1851 also was a new regulation which
relieved students who took the Classical Tripos from the require¬

ment of first passing the Mathematics Tripos. But the old in¬
fluences were too deeply entrenched to be removed entirely by these

provisions. Lightfoot had written to Hort in 1865 alluding to the
conservative views but hinting at the prospect of improvement in

29. DNB article, "J.B. Lightfoot."
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the situation. He said:

"...I indignantly resent your allusion to Cambridge
'degeneracy'. It seems to me to be much more active and
stinging in most respects than I have ever known it before.
Still I arn very dissatisfied. Oxford, at length, set free,
has shot ahead wonderfully. And we are not what we ought
to be. I fear you and I should differ as to the remedy.
I look upon our present 'degeneracy' - I use the word
under^protest - as a result of the narrowness of our
classical and mathematical training, as the heritage in
fact of a past generation (academically speaking.)..."^O
Just previous to Westcott's coming to Cambridge a move had

been initiated by the Board of Theological Studies -"1. To con¬

solidate the examinations for the poll men; 2. To set the Honours

examination free from the embrace of the poll men who necessarily

drag down the papers to a lower level. For the benefit of the

poll men the "pass" section of the Voluntary Examination was re¬

tained, but the "honours" portion was discontinued. Many members

of the Senate favoured the complete removal of the Voluntary on

the grounds that by it "the University was doing the work of the

Bishops, who did not accept the examination as final." Lightfoot,

speaking for the Board, expressed the opinion that the entire

abolition of the "pass" Examination in Theology would seriously

harm the training programme of candidates for Orders. But when
the Senate suggested that there was a pressing need for a Theo¬

logical Tripos, the Board gladly abandoned their original report.
Tne establishment of the Special Examination in Theology for

30. Letters at Auckland Castle.
31 • Ibid., "poll men" refers to students proceeding to an

Ordinary degree without honours.
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Ordinary degree men had made it more imperative to provide a

specific honours course in theology for undergraduates. jit

the suggestion of the Board, a Syndicate was appointed March 31,

1870, "to consider the whole question of the theological examina-
OO

tions in the University and the regulations affecting them."
The Syndicate recommended "that after 1873 a Theological Tripos

Examination should he held annually and that candidates who

passed it so as to deserve honours should he entitled, without

further examinations, to proceed to the degree of Bachelor of

.Arts." The Senate passed the final report of December 8, 1871,

in all respects except for a provision which would have continued

the "pass" section of the controversial Voluntary Examination.

D.A. Winstanley explained the significance of the introduc¬

tion of a Theological Tripos in these words:

"Seventeen years before the Senate had refused what they
now granted, and the change of attitude indicates the
recession into the background of the belief that classics
and mathematics alone gave an adequate mental training." J
Another notable improvement in the theological curriculum

was the institution of Inter-Collegiate lectures. This plan of

co-ordinating the individual college programmes of lectures, so

that members of one College might attend the lectures of another,

had been established some time prior to 1870 when a list of Inter-

Collegiate lectures appeared in the first issue of the Cambridge
34

University Reporter.

Yet there were many deficient areas in the teaching curriculum
of the theological department. Lightfoot keenly felt this to be

32. D.A. Winstanley, on.cit., p. 163.
33. Ibid., p. 163.
34. C.U. Reporter. 1870-71, pp. 21-2.
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true in the subject of history. He was pleased that his

colleague Westcott undertook to teach early Church history when

he arrived at Cambridge since ho other professor was engaged in

this task.

Lightfoot found the occasion of Westcott's appointment

another opportunity for encouraging the study of ecclesiastical

history. "He gave expression to his joy by making over to the

University (on the day of Westcott's election) a sum of £450034a
to be used as an endowment for three scholarships. At the time

he stated:

"The study of history does not receive proper encourage¬
ment in the University; and at the present time, when the
just demands of natural science are so eagerly urged, there
is a great danger that an instrument of education which I
venture to consider even more important, may be forgotten."

Lightfoot composed the regulations which governed the

awarding of the scholarships and stipulated the areas of study

which were to engage the student's attention.0^ Professor

J.P. Whitney expressed years later the great value of the

scholarships in the memorial book, Lightfoot of Durham. Many of

the recipients went on to become leading historians. Many more
35

bore witness to the incentive given them to study Church history.

But the supreme benefit of the Lightfoot Scholarships was the pro¬

minence they gave to the study of ecclesiastical history, and this

provided the necessary "steppingstone" for the institution of a

full professorship in the subject. After patient efforts Lightfoot

34a. Biograph, December, 1881, p. 581.
34b. J. Willis Clark, op. cit..pp. 329 ff.
35. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., pp. 142 ff.
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and Westcctt finally witnessed this important result, when in

1884, the Dixie Professorship of Ecclesiastical History was

created.

Change, once begun, was not soon to cease, and again in

1870 agitation arose, this time concerning the abolition of

University Tests. Though reform of the statutes, which ex¬

cluded from a University degree or a fellowship students outside

the Church of England, had been recommended by the Commissioners

of 1850, no action had been taken. How the opposition was

stronger, and theological professors, more than others, had

reason to be involved in the dispute. Lightfoot, as early as

1868, had attempted to enlist the support of his friend Hort

in a plan which would throw open the Universities, but not the

Colleges, to all suitable applicants. Hort, however, looked for

more than "petty improvements" and he sensed rightly that the aim

should be to maintain the Church of England's position as the
36

"standard 'denomination', ...net as the exclusive one." In the

interval which followed, Lightfoot began to realize the wisdom of
such a view, which could lead the Universities to "exercise an

influence for good over various classes in ways hitherto hardly

dreamed of, and be equally benefited themselves by the enlarge¬

ment of responsibilities."37 When asked to appear before a

Select Committee of the House of Lords on University Tests in 1870,

he gave testimony that "if I had had to answer the question (re:
relaxation of tests) a few years ago, perhaps I should have

36. A. Hort, op.cit.. Vol. 2, pp. 94-5.
37. Ibid., p. 103.
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answered, differently; my opinion now is, that a change is needed

in the direction of the Bill." He continued "by elucidating his

modified view. "It is not that my own religious opinions are

at all changed, or that my opinions as to what is advisable in

the abstract are changed, but having regard to the change of

opinion around me, and seeing the dangers that attend the main¬

tenance of the present state of things, I have arrived at the

conclusion I have stated." He saw two reasons motivating the

desire for a change, "first of all, the desirableness of having

a larger field to choose from for instructors, and secondly, a

sense of justice, as they would say, to those who are at present

excluded from emoluments." "In the present state of things,"
he continued, "we are obliged to reject for fellowships persons

who, by their intellectual qualifications, are competent...(but)
38

they are not members of the Church of England."

Lightfoot was not wholeheartedly in favour of the proposed

Bill, but he perceived that its provisions would remove a grievous

fault. He feared above all that the test system would prejudice

the minds of young men against religion. "They see," he said

"a man prepared to sacrifice his material interests for the sake

of conscientious scruples, and it begets a sort of sympathy with
his non-belief...it enlists against what I conceive to be the

truth, the chivalrous and independent feeling of the younger men."
In 1871, Parliament passed the Universities Test Bill which

abolished the test system at Cambridge, except in the theological

38. Parliamentary Papers, Vol. IX, 1871,pp. 71, ff.
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school which was permitted to retain it until a later time.

A very similar crisis had arisen in the Church itself at

this time. It centred around the question of the use of the

Athanasian Creed in its historic form. Tractarians, of course,

favoured the continuance of its usage as it existed, damnatory

clauses included. The University professors, who had been called

upon to provide expert advice, were split irreconcilably: Oxford

versus Cambridge. The Oxford professors were opposed to any

change whatsoever, and they would not sanction any "tampering"

with the Creed. The Cambridge professors, including Idghtfoot

and Westcott, favoured either the disuse of the Creed or, at least,

of its damnatory clauses. Lightfoot felt that the proposals

offered by the Oxford group as a compromise solution "would sap
OQ

the foundations of all religious profession," and he was con¬

sidered a moderate. Yet he would have some sort of declaration

set forth rather than none, for "it would be felt as a great

relief to many consciences and...it might overcome the reluctance
40

of some young men to take Orders." He saw in such a move the

opportunity to make an "authoritative declaration that the Church

of England does not teach the doctrine which (she) is represented

by her enemies as teaching, that the heathen and heretic cannot

be saved." With Westcott he was in favour of having the Cambridge

professors issue a "joint statement...of the historical facts...

with a view to letting it work."

The gravity of the situation became even more intense when

39. R.T. Davidson and Wm. Benham, on.cit., Vol. 2, p. 134.
40. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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H.P. Liddon, with whom Lightfoot had become a fellow-Canon of

St. Paul's in 1871, wrote Archbishop Tait and threatened to

resign his preferments and to demit the ministry of the Church

of England should it allow "the omission of any one of (the
Creed's) existing clauses" or "the rendering its use only per¬

missive; or a reduction of the number of days on which it is

now appointed to be used; or...its removal from the public
41

Service of the Church." E.B. Pusey concurred in this and

promised to act in the same manner. Both men were highly in¬

fluential among High Churchmen, ana Lightfoot was "certain (Liddon)
would be followed by a very large number." Archbishop Tait re¬

quested Lightfoot to exert all his conciliatory powers in a private

interview designed to change Liddon's mind. The result is re¬

corded in Liddon's letter to the Archbishop.

3 Amen Court,
January 2, 1872.

My dear Lord Archbishop,
Professor Lightfoot has been here to-day, and we have

had the conversation which your Grace desired. Nothing,
of course, could exceed his kindness and patience, and, if
the object of our meeting had only been attained, I, at
least, should look back to it with unmixed and thankful
satisfaction. But I fear I must add that it leaves matters
where it found them. Our differences were not as to facts,
but as to principles...

Professor Lightfoot's own view of the formation of the
Athanasian Creed was of course very interesting to me, so far
as he developed it. I rejoiced to find that he does not
endorse Mr. Ffoulkes's recent theories about Paulinus of
Aquileia. He admitted, too, that very formidable objections,
of a kindred kind to those which Dean Stanley and his allies
put forward against the Athanasian Creed, might be pressed
with equal justice against the Apostles' Creed, or parts of
it;...

For myself, I fear I must say very respectfully, but
firmly, that I adhere entirely to the terms of my letter to
your Grace.

The reformist and conservative parties continued a fierce

41. R.T. Davidson and Wm. Benham, op.«cit > ? Vol. 2, p. 139.
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debate in and out of the courts of the Church until on May 9,

1873, an agreement was reached and a declarative statement on

the meaning of the Creed, especially in regard to the damnatory

clauses, was approved.

In the two controversies, one concerning the University

Tests, the other the Athanasian Creed, Lightfoot's thinking was

influenced by expediency. In both cases he held a strong regard

for the consciences of men on both sides. He assumed a moderate

and progressive position which mediated between the extreme

parties, and eliminated the necessity of promoting either a rigid,

uncompromising orthodoxy or a too liberal viewpoint. He was

willing to make accommodations for others which he felt were un¬

necessary for himself. Such largehearted and open-minded thinking

was desperately needed in order to preserve the integrity of the

Christian faith, especially for those who were to study and teach

it throughout life. His concern was not for himself, but for

the interests and problems common to candidates for Holy Orders.

Many expressed fear that the abolition of tests would radically

upset the teaching of theology and destroy the Universities' office
as training places of the clergy. Recognizing these feurs,

Westcott commented on the condition of the theological curriculum

before and after 1871, in an address before the Church Congress

at Leeds:

"When I compare the Cambridge of to-day with the Cambridge
of five and twenty years ago, I do not scruple to say that
the young theological student will find greater intellectual
and spiritual advantages now than then; that he will find
more efficient help, more personal sympathy, more watchful
guidance.

42. B.F. Westcott, On Some Points in the Religious Office of
the Universities, London, 1873, p. 126.
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His words were carefully selected for an audience which

held dim hopes for the future. He purposely avoided the question

of the teaching curriculum itself. The dearth of practical

knowledge of Scripture among the clergy caused Westcott to comment

on another occasion: "It is in our power to give greater definite-

ness and prominence to the study and practice of exegesis in the

training of the clergy."43 He firmly "believed that "the higher

the standard is fixed...the more ready will men be to offer to

Christ powers of mind and experience and affection." In the

years to come the standard was lifted higher in accord with this

principle.

A move in this direction was the plan for a new examination

which would more than replace the defunct "Voluntary." This

latter examination was to come to an end in 1873, and there would

then exist "no means of testing the Theological knowledge of those

students who...proceeded to their degrees by other lines than by

the Theological Honours Tripos or the Special Theological Exarnina-
44

ticn." There was a large number of such students who presented

themselves as candidates for Orders. Other important reasons

existed for instituting a new examination. Improvements in the

examination of candidates for Holy Orders could be introduced.

Many Bishops were concerned that their candidates were engrossed

with the anxieties of their examination, at a time which called

for quiet, meditative thought. "An important point would be

gained if the Bishops' Examinations could be relieved of some of

43. Ibid., p. 101.
44. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, pp. 379-380.
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those subjects which test the intellectual qualifications of

Candidates and a more devotional tone given to the period im¬

mediately preceding ordination." In another respect the new

examination, if recognized by the Bishops, would "raise the level

of Theological attainment" and "correct...inequalities of standard

which arise from the absence of common action." Finally, the

examination could be offered "under certain conditions" to members

of Theological Colleges, thereby providing an "external standard

...to stimulate and direct the studies, as well as to test the

proficiency, of their students."

These suggestions were embodied in a paper entitled "Proposals

for the Establishment of a New Theological Examination" by West-

cott, and sent out to the Bishops for their consideration, and

more important, their approval. Westcott had co-operated with

Bishop Magee of Peterborough, in the conception of the examination
There were, of course, objections to the plan, typical of which

were the following comments on the Cambridge Central Board of

Examiners by B.F. Wilson.

"Practically the Board would come to be a sort of co¬
ordinate authority with the Bishop apart from and independent
of him... This licence by Bishops delegating to a Board, over
which they have no control, the examination of their can¬
didates for ordination, is the rather to be deprecated now
that offices and endowments within the Universities are open
to professors of all religious beliefs. There might be a

45. J.C. Macdonell, The Life and Correspondence of Wm. Connor
Magee. On October 1, 1884, Magee wrote: "I regard this as
one of the greatest successes of my life. Ten years ago I
started the idea with Westcott in my study and I have been
pressing it on steadily ever since." p. 204.
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Non-conformist Professor granting Certificates of Theo¬
logical attainment and soundness so as to dispense with,-
or supersede the judgment of the Bishop of the Church."
The success of the scheme was assured, however, by the

support of seven Bishops. In 1S74, when the examination was

instituted as the "Preliminary Theological Examination," it

was recognized by fourteen of the twenty-eight English prelates.

The Board of Examiners included the four Divinity Professors,

four graduates in Theology who were members of the Senate and

held office for two years, and an Examining Chaplain selected

by the co-operating Bishops. The Examination consisted of the

following subjects:^oa
Selected portions of the Old Testament.
Selected portions of the New Testament in Greek.
The Creeds and XXXIX Articles.
The Prayer Book.
Selected portions of Ecclesiastical History.
A selected work or works of a Latin ecclesias¬
tical writer, with a passage for translation
into English.

Before it was held first in April, 1874, Lightfoot wrote Westcott

St. Pauls,
January 21, 1874.

My dear Westcott,
In writing yesterday I ought to have given expression

to my apprehensions about our new examination. It is not
necessary tint the examination be very large at first, but
it must, if it is to hold its ground, have a certain success
...The real danger as it seems to me is that it may die...
within a year or two of its birth. If we can tide over
this early period, I should have less fear...Tne Bishops
who have accepted it have been largely influenced (I do not
doubt) in some instances by loyalty and other kindred motives
and I think we ought to do everything to conciliate them -

46. R.F. Wilson, Examination of Candidates for Holy Orders.
London, 1874.

46a. Student's Guide..., 1874, p. 304.
47. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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short of lowering the character of the examination itself.
And though we may not "be very anxious at once to secure
P1®.cohesion of the other Bishops, yet it would save
infinite confusion to candidates if all joined, and over¬
come many difficulties.

In short I am just afraid that we may take too high
a line about it.

Ever Yours,
J.B. Lightfoot.

His fears were dispelled when the first examination was a

grand success. Many associated the examination with Cambridge

because of the prominence of the theological professors in the

initiation of the scheme; however, it was not a University pro¬

ject. The members of the Theological Faculty co-operated with

the representatives of the Bishops who assisted in the plan.

"With these the Theological Faculty of Oxford was subsequently
48associated." In future years the number of Diocesans par¬

ticipating in the plan increased until in 1884 all of the English

Bishops (except those of Sodor and Man and of Oxford) and the

four Welsh Bishops had adopted the scheme. The effects of this

were as Westcott anticipated: Bishops were able to create a

more congenial atmosphere prior to the Candidates' ordination;

and the Theological Colleges greatly benefited.. One example

of this was the result at Ridley Hall, Cambridge.

"From October 1885 onwards it became possible to arrange
a course of study, extending over one year of three full
terms, and embracing more or less fully all the subjects
of the ordination examination... henceforth there was no
need for a candidate to fix his curacy long before his
ordination, in order to prepare adequately for the Bishop's
requirements, or, failing that, to cram hastily at the last

48. F.W. Bullock, History of Ridley Hall, op.cit., Vol. 1,
pp. 69 ff.
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moment. There was at least a sufficiently standardised
system as to make systematic.teaching in preparation for
such examinations possible."49
Thus the professors at Cambridge, chiefly Westcott and

Lightfoot, were directly responsible for another step toward

a much needed innovation - centralized supervision of theological

education in the Church of England.

49' Ibid., p. 225.
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IADY MARGARET PROFESSOR OF DIVINITY

Far-reaching and constructive changes occurred in the theo¬

logical department of Cambridge from 1875 to 1879, the final

period of Lightfoot's direct influence at the University. Each

innovation seemed to come slowly however, and hopes for progressive

advance were often disappointed. The increasing secularization

of the University meant that the theological department would

suffer much from declining influence at a time when it had rising

hopes. Yet the Cambridge School of Theology flourished. It had

recently emerged from a period of reform in both its Ordinary and

Honours degrees. The name of Cambridge and that of the fledgling

Preliminary Examination were closely associated. Above all, two

of its Professors, and a prospective third, were mentioned fre¬

quently as the leaders of a revival of conservative scholarship.

Lightfoot and Westcott were widely recognized as scholars of the

first rank in the fields of New Testament and early church history.

At their urging Fenton J.A. Hort had joined them at Cambridge as

lecturer in Eramanual College in 1872.

In 1875 the oldest and most prominent of the theological

chairs at Cambridge, the Lady Margaret Professorship of Divinity,
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fell vacant. Lightfoot was the logical successor to this

position and on May'26, 1875, he was elected.1 Hort sought

election to the Hulsean chair vacated "by LLghtfoot, but was

disappointed in this ambition. He had to wait until the vacancy

was renewed in 1878. The three men, nevertheless, co-operated

closely in their labours to revive the theological curriculum,

and the combination of their learning brought to Cambridge an

illustrious reputation for scholarship. They exerted great

influence upon candidates for Orders through their lectures.

Attendance at Lightfoot's and Westcott's lectures were so large

that in themselves they justified construction of Divinity School

buildings. In 1874 a Syndicate had been appointed to select a

site for such buildings,,and they were erected between 1876 and

1879. As has been stated, a benefaction from Professor William

Selwyn, the Lady Margaret Professor until 1875, made this con¬

struction possible. Lightfoot never enjoyed the opportunity of

teaching in the newer buildings, and his lectures were held in

the great Trinity Dining Hall, the only available place of adequate

size. On one occasion Lightfoot gave the following figures on

attendance at his lectures:

1874 - 140
1875 - 190
1876 - 321

These figures represented only recorded attendances and he

added, "judging from the number of familiar faces which I see

among ray audience I believe that I should be quite under the mark

...if the number of regular attendances in the last three years

1. F. Boase, Modern English Biography, Truro, 1897, Vol. 2,
pp. 428-9.
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are 130, 240, 400."

Quotation of these figures was occasioned by the controversy

which arose over compulsory attendance at Professor^' lectures.

In 1875 a written protest was presented to the Council calling

for the repeal of the regulation which enforced attendance at a

course of Professors1 lectures as a prerequisite to sitting for

the Special Examination in any department. A Syndicate appointed

to investigate the problem, sought the opinion of the Professors.

Among the replies received, one by Lightfoot especially impressed

the members of the Syndicate. He "found" the presence of the

Candidates for the Ordinary degree no difficulty at all and"...

thought it would be a very great disadvantage if the provision
2

requiring the attendance of such men was cancelled." The

Syndicate's report favoured a continuation of the compulsory

principle with certain adjustments. One member of the Syndicate

who had signed the original petition for the repeal of the regu¬

lation regretted having done so "after attending the meetings of

the Syndicate and hearing the letters of Dr. Lightfoot and

Professor Fawcett."3 He felt many of his fellow signatories

would have shared his sentiments had they had his privilege.

When the Senate refused the report, by 83 votes to 24, it was

for the age-old reason that the University was thought to be en¬

croaching upon the authority of the colleges to which, it was

felt, appertained the instruction of undergraduates. A new

2. D.A. linstanley, op.cit., p. 181.
3* Ibid., p. 181.
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Syndicate, appointed in December 1876, recommended that Pro¬

fessors should inform Tutors of the courses they expected to

teach and the 'Tutors would have the responsibility of recom¬

mending certain pupils to attend. This set aside compulsory

attendance. D.A. Winstanley expressed the significance of

this new move in these words:

"Thus it was for the College Tutor to decide whether his
pupils should attend the lectures of a Professor and the
Syndicate must have known what the decision in most cases
would be. College Tutors (wary of parent's of their
students feelings;...knew they would sleep more quietly in

■ their beds if they had sent their poll-men to a "crammer"
instead of a Professor. Consequently, the Syndicate's
report can fairly be described as a sentence of death upon 4
the instruction of Ordinary degree candidates by Professors."

Lightfoot v/as unable to attend the Senate the day this report

was received. Instead, he published a pamphlet which argued

ably for the continuance of compulsory attendance. In one place

his words show how much his passion for the Colleges' authority,

while he himself had been Tutor, had waned.

"I suppose that most of those into whose hands this paper
is likely to fall are prepared to defend the principle of
compulsory attendance as applied to college lectures...But,
if so, why is compulsion to stop short at the colleges and
why should it not be extended to the University? We have
heard it said that the professorial system has failed. I
reply, you have never given it a chance. You have applied
a regular and persistent compulsion to your undergraduate
in favour of college lectures, requiring him to go to one
or two daily throughout the greater part of his career, and
he is assumed to be by nature such a lecture-loving animal
that if over and above these compulsory attendances he does
not of his own free-will make his way to the Professor's
lecture-room, the fault forsooth, must lie with the Professor.
In other words, you have laid on the professorial goods a
heavy duty which is practically prohibitive, and then you cry

4* Ibid., p. 183.
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out that they must he very inferior because they cannot
compete with your own Collegiate manufacture. How else
can it be explained that the same man, who as a college
lecturer has had a crowded room, 011 becoming a University
Professor finds his audience dwindle away at once, though
he delivers precisely the same class of lectures, and
though he draws now from the whole University instead of
from a single Co liege?115
As a result of Lightfoot's strong protests the new report

did not go unchallenged. His words had remarkable success in

converting some of the strongest protagonists of the opposite

view. C.F. Browne, another member of the Syndicate, who had

signed the memorial which started the controversy, now supported

Lightfoot's views with great vigour and zeal. Other members of

the Syndicate made similar reversals. But the opposition sought

to nullify the weight of Lightfoot's arguments on the ground that

theological professors held an "exceptional" position, "attend¬

ance at their lectures being required by the Bishops from Candid¬

ates for Holy Orders."6 Therefore, it was said, they stood to

lose very few students by the repeal of the regulation, only

"the least satisfactory members of each class, viz. the very few

who have no other reason for attendance beyond the requirement

of the University Regulation." To this Lightfoot countered

that many students, who originally came to his lectures merely

through compulsion, afterward developed a quickened interest in

the subject and even expressed their gratitude to the Professor

5. J.B. Lightfoot, On the Proposed Grace for Abolishing Com¬
pulsory Attendance at Professor's Lectures, Cambridge, 1877.
(Lightfoot's" attendances were reduced almost in half when
he became Hulsean Professor; ibid., p. 13.)

6. C.U. Reporter, February, 27, 1877.
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for the "benefit received therefrom. Lightfoot was defending

an important principle. He knew that after the repeal of the

regulation the theological courses of the Professors would only

be attended by candidates for the ministry, and thus the valuable

opportunity of teaching future laymen in these subjects would be

lost. Ordinary degree men were not prone to attend optional

lectures on any subject. The protestations of the esteemed lady

Margaret Professor and of his numerous converts were not suf¬

ficient to convince the Senate as a whole. On May 3, 1877, the

Senate voted 98 to 38 in favour of the second report, and Col¬

legiate instructions remained as the predominant means of instruc¬

tion.^
The decision undermined an important premise which Lightfoot

and Westcott had championed. Tbey opposed the view that students

need be instructed only in the specific subjects covered by the

examinations. One serious evil which this theory fomented was

the practice of "cramming." Students might easily find a coach

who would teach them how to study a subject in a fashion which

had as its only purpose the passing of an examination. Knowledge

acquired by this method was forgotten as quickly as it was ob¬

tained. In the pamphlet which he had written, Lightfoot asked:

'iAre we to make ourselves so entirely the slaves of
examinations, that we are to teach our poll-men nothing else
but what will pay? Is it wholly unimportant for "a man to
know anything of the Epistle to the Romans, because he
happens to be preparing for an examination in the Epistle

7. Ibid., May 8, 1877.
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to the PMlippians?"^
A Syndicate appointed to study the curriculum of the various

departments at Cambridge in 1876 was convinced of the principle

which Lightfoot upheld. Their report stated:

"An adequate amount of instruction should be provided for
Candidates for the University examinations, but Professors
and University Readers should not be required to lecture ex¬
clusively with reference to any scheme of examination, but
should endeavour by research and teaching to advance and
extend the studies of their respective departments.

The purpose of this recommendation was to provide for both

teachers and students a broader basis for instruction and

learning, respectively.

The course of reading for the Theological Tripos was designed

to meet this need. An undergraduate was expected to spend at

least two of his three years of residence reading on theological

subjects in preparation for the examination. "A single year's

reading, from a fresh start, unless confined to a very narrow

selection from the list of subjects, would in most cases lead to

final disappointment."^ The following list of subjects for the

examination indicates how true this warning of Westcott's was.

Subjects of the Examination for the Theological Tripos:

Old Testament (General paper).
The Books (Genesis; I and II Kings; Isaiah) of
the Hebrew Scripture.

Selected Books of the Hebrew Scriptures and of
the Septuagint.

Greek Testament (General paper)
Selected Books of the Greek Testament.
Liturgiology.

8. On the Proposed Grace for Abolishing Compulsory Attendance...
op.cit., p. 11.

9. Parliamentary Papers. LIX, 1876, p. 17.
10* The Student1s Guide..., 1874, p. 370.
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Selected. Works of Greek Ecclesiastical Writers.
"

_ " " Latin " .»
Ecclesiastical History of first six centuries
(especially, History of doctrine).

Selected periods of Ecclesiastical History
(especially, history of doctrine).

The Ancient Creeds (includes Articles of Church
of England).

Selected Works of Modern Theological Writers.

The problem facing the theological professors, however,

concerned the Ordinary degree men. The Senate's action re¬

pealed the compulsory attendance rule for these men, and the

theological department would lose a large portion of those poll-

men who were not candidates for Orders. Little action could be

taken to counteract this inevitable consequence. The Board of

Theological Studies did succeed in making the examination for

Honours in Tneology a more attractive undertaking for students

tempted to content themselves with an Ordinary degree. The

Theological Tripos examination was divided into two parts, and

it was possible to qualify for an honours degree by passing the

first part only. The examination could be taken at the end of

the undergraduate's third year. By these measures the Board

hoped to induce more undergraduates to pursue the Theological

Honours course, in which students would find it less possible to

"cram" with success.

In 1875 action taken by the Council of the Senate increased

the possibility of greater improvements in the theological course.

This body proposed the appointment of a Syndicate to discover
"Whether any, ana if any, what representation should be

made to the Government as to the importance of legislative

11. C.U. Reporter. June 7, 1881.
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authority for modifying the pecuniary and other relations
subsisting between the University and the College and for
enabling the University thereby to enlarge and improve its
system of education."12

Attention had been called by a University Commission to the

very small proportion of endowments that were employed directly

for educational purposes, and the small means available to the

University for adjusting this. But because of inevitable ob¬

jections raised by those who sought to protect the interests of
r

the Colleges, the Council withdrew their first Grace. In its

place they recommended the appointment of a Syndicate to consider:

(1) What additional teachers or appliances for teaching are
required in the different departments of University study.

(2) How these teachers and appliances may be supplied, whether
by individual Colleges, or by the University, or partly
by the one and partly by the other.

(3) Whether by any improved organisation of Professorial and
Collegiate teaching these may be made more efficient and
be brought into closer relations with each other.

(4) How the teaching in the University may be organized so
as to give the greatest encouragement to the advancement
of the several branches of learning."i2

This report v/as confirmed by the Senate, and a Syndicate was

appointed "in accordance with the recommendation of the Council."

A large portion of the responsibility for the initiation, and the

execution, of this study, and for the results it produced must be

given to Lightfoot and Westcott, both of whom were members of the

Council, of the appointed Syndicate, and of the Board of Theolog¬

ical Studies which was subsequently consulted. The lady Margaret

and Regius Professors were powerful voices in each of these
bodies. Their influence is most plainly seen in the bold plan

12• C.U. Reporter, February 23, 1875.
12« Ibid.May 4, 1875.
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submitted by the Board of Theological Studies for the improve¬
ment of their curriculum when the Syndicate requested all boards

of study to suggest "what additional teachers or appliances for

teaching" were required in their department. The Board's report

suggested an elaborate scheme of courses to provide "satisfactory

...theological instruction."

To execute this scheme the Board required additional

University Teachers as well as College Lecturers. These would

include Professors and Readers. The plan called for ten Pro¬

fessors and seven Readers whose tasks were outlined in the

fo llowing mariner A4
Biblical Hebrew; Aramaic Ver¬
sions of Holy Scripture;

- Talmudic and Rabbinic Dialects
and Literature; Illustrations
for the C.T. and N.I. from
Jewish sources.

- The Septuagint (including the
Apocrypha), other Greek Versions
of the G.T.; the language of
the II.T.j Greek Literature,
Jewish and Ecclesiastical.

To the Regius, lady Margaret, The Criticism, Interpretation
Norrisian, and Hulsean - and Illustration of the C.T.;
Professors of Divinity jointly the Criticism, Interpretation,

To the Regius Professor of
Hebrew

and
a Reader in Rabbinic

To a Professor of Greek

and
To a Reader

and
To two occasional Readers

To two Professors of Eccles¬
iastical History

and
To a Reader

and
To a Reader

and Illustration of the N.T.
- Doctrine; historical, systematic,
and comparative including Creeds
and Confessions and the analysis
of non-Christian religious
systems.

- Institutions, Law and Antiquities.
.Ancient and Modern Ecclesiastical

- History ana Literature.

- Ecclesiastical Latin.

- English Church History.

I4 • Parliamentary Papers, LIX, 1876, pp. 16 ,19.



To a Professor of Christian - Christian Ethics.
Ethics

To a Professor of Pastoral - Pastoral Theology, Homiletics.
Theology

To an occasional Reader - Apologetics.

The report of the Board of Theological Studies was hy far

the most daring in its requests. The words of one Syndicate

release indicated, however, that some of the Board's proposals

would be refused when it stated "that the different Boards...

have taken different views of the scale on which their require¬

ments were to be framed", and that "the aggregate of the answers

of the Boards does not form a complete and harmonious scheme

for supplementing the deficiencies of the Cambridge academic

system."15 Nevertheless, the Board had proceeded to outline

the means by which the professional requirements might be met.

They recommended that "in the event of a change in the endowment

of the Regius Professor of Greek, the Canonry of Ely should be

appointed for the endowment of a Professorship of Biblical and

Ecclesiastical Greek." They further suggested the change of

the Knightsbridge Professorship of Moral Theology and Casuistical

Divinity to the subject of Christian Ethics, thus associating it
with theological learning, in accord with the original intent of
the founder. This left three Professorships to be created -

a) one for Ancient Ecclesiastical History.

b) one for Modern Ecclesiastical History.

c) one for Pastoral Theology.

15. C.U. Reporter, December 12, 1877.
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The Board further reminded their readers that the Royal
Commission of 1852 had recommended the institution of an

Ecclesiastical History Chair.

Lightfoot was one of the Commissioners who were responsible
for Parliamentary investigation following the Oxford and

Cambridge Universities Act of 1877.17 This Act "directed the

Commissioners to consider the severance of the Ely Canonry from
the Greek Chair so that it could be annexed to a 'professorship
in the University of a theological or ecclesiastical character.'"18
A letter from Lightfoot read at a meeting on June 10, 1878, led

the Council of the Senate to agree that "the proposed professor¬

ship should be a professorship of Divinity to be called the Ely

Professorship of Divinity."1®
Another statute "established...a\ professorship to be called

the Dixie Professorship of Ecclesiastical History," the salary

of which was to be paid by Emmanuel College. This chair was

first occupied in 1884 by Mandell Creighton. Thus the Theo¬

logical Board saw the partial fulfilment of their requests. In

answer to their desire for three new professorships, they received

one; their request for the transference of endowment of the

Regius Professorship of Greek to a new divinity chair was granted;

16• Parliamentary Papers, LIX, 1876.
17. Lightfoot was a Commissioner from 1877 to 1881. (Boase,

Modern English Biography, op.cit.)
18. D.A. Winstanley, op.cit., p. 300.
19. Statutes for the University of Cambridge; under the

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act. 1877, Cambridge,
1883, p. 61. ~
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"but they were disappointed in their desire to have the Knights-

hridge Professorship of Moral Philosophy become a professorship

of Christian Ethics.^
With regard to the addition of University Headers, the Theo¬

logical department received its greatest disappointment. The

report of the board had emphasised the need for "special instruc¬

tion...for those students of Theology who purpose...to offer

themselves for the Theological Tripos Examine.tion, or for the

Theological Special Examination.The Syndicate's report

suggested that such instruction should be provided by a new class

of instructors called "University Readers", and that their
op

stipend should come from University and College sources. Many

objections were raised to this section of the Syndicate's report,

and when, after two years, no action had been taken, the Council

of the Senate felt urged to reiterate the necessity for creating

this office. Their report of November 25, 1878, gave rise to

much discission pro and con. One supporter of the Reader

scheme's adoption said:

"The posts would be desirable ones. Many persons might
hope to be raised to them who, from the sraallness of the
number of Professorships and the uncertainty of vacancies,
could not look forward to election to a Professorship in
their branch of study."22

With much the same reasoning, Lightfoot had, as a Tutor twenty-

two years before, appealed to the Governing Body of Trinity to

20. In 1883 a lecturer was appointed by the Special Board of
Divinity Studies in Pastoral Theology.

21. Parliamentary Papers, LIX, 1876, p. 17.
22. C.U. Reporter, March 17, 1876.
23. C.U. Reporter. December 3, 1878.
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form a college professoriate. He greatly favoured, the pro¬

vision of such opportunities for teaching younger men, not only

because he had benefited in a large degree from such an ex¬

perience, but because he was concerned lest no incentive be

provided for the University's promising scholars.

The chief objections to the plan for University Readers

were pecuniary. The University and the Colleges were to share

the expense of the salaries; but it was felt that the claims of

the various Boards of Study had been extravagant and would prove

too burdensome for the "limited means" available. The Universi¬

ties of Oxford and Cambridge .Act of 1877 had directed that "pro¬

vision be made for enabling or requiring the colleges in the

respective University to contribute more largely out of their

revenues to University purposes, especially with a view to
OA

further ana better instruction..." The Colleges wished there¬

fore, to discourage any hopes that the full quota of requests

for University Readers could be granted. Some spokesmen called

for the authorization of some body "to weigh and balance the
25

rival claims of the several Boards."

After the Senate had confirmed, by a close margin, the report
26

of the Council relating to the University Readers, it soon

became apparent that the number of Readers to be appointed would
fall below the needs of the various Boards. It was proposed

24* Parliamentary Papers, VII, 1877, The Universities of Oxford
and Cambridge Act, p. 193.

25. C.U. Reporter. December 3, 1878.
Placed 72; non placet 65.
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at first that the number be thirty, with two allotted to the
27

Divinity faculty. But a report of the Council in March,

1880, found this figure too high, and reduced it to eighteen.

The Divinity faculty was to have one Reader in Rabbinic Hebrew,

and this post had already been unofficially affiliated with the

theological department since 1873. Thus tlie University Reader

scheme failed to benefit divinity instruction.

Consequently, the Board of Theological Studies was obliged

to place greater reliance upon the Inter-Collegiate lectures.

These had become a valuable supplement to theological instruc¬

tion and provided a wide variety of subjects from which students

might choose. Tne primary need was for co-ordination in the

schedule of the lectures. The Board in its report pointed out,

"...that those, who take part in the public teaching of
theology, whether in the University or in the Colleges,
should act in concert, and that it would be practicable to
make arrangements for conferences between the College
lecturers and the Professors of the Board, so as to pro¬
vide satisfactory and comprehensive schemes of lectures
from time to time."28

The report suggested that Inter-Collegiate teaching be

recognized as a part of the University system, and the teachers

should be represented on the Board of Theological Studies.
The Syndicate concurred in this by incorporating these recom¬

mendations in its own report. Borrowing the terms employed

in the Theological Board's report, it proposed that College

Lecturers apply to be "recognized" by their various Boards of

Study, ana that "there should be held once a year, or oftener,

27* C.U. Reporter, December 17, 1889.
28. Parliamentary Papers. LIX, 1876, p. 20.
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if the Boards think it desirable, a conference of the Professors,

University Readers, and recognized College Lecturers in each

branch of study, for the purpose of arranging a plan of combined

action in teaching and of considering and determining a scheme

of lectures..."^9 Since the Theological Board was alone in

submitting such recommendations it appears certain that this

body was directly responsible for their having been incorporated

into the Syndicate1 s report. Both Lightfoot's and Westcott's

signatures were on the two reports. On May 1, 1877, the Senate
3n

confirmed these recommendations of the Syndicate.w The ad¬

vantages of co-ordinating the Inter-Collegiate Lectures were very

great as may be seen from the following impressive list of open

lectures in theology which appeared in the University Reporter

of December 12, 1877.

Regius Professor - Intro, to the study of Christian Doctrine
St. John's Gospel.

Margaret Professor - Greek Testament
Papers on the Intro, to the N.T.

Norrisian Professor - Early Liturgies
On the Articles.

Hulsean Professor - Ecclesiastes
Isaiah.

Professor Mayor - Bede, Hist. Gentis Anglorum, 111, IV.
Mr. Kirkpatrick - Intro, to the II.T.

St. Matthew. Acts, i - xii. I Peter.

Mr. Gwatkin - Early Church History
Athanasius.

29. C.U. Reporter. March 17, 1876.
30. C .U. Reporter., April 24, 1877.

Of. also statutes for the University of Cambridge, etc.,
op.cit.. p. 54.



Mr. Campion

Mr. King

Mr. Swete

Mr. Taylor

Mr.'Browne

Mr. Lumby

Mr. Luckock

Mr. Bensly

Dr. Hort

Mr. Lowe

Mr. Watson

Mr. Bickersteth
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- Liturgiology.
- Deut. i - xviii (Hebrew for Special

Examination)
Zechariah (Hebrew and LXX).

Outlines of the History of Doctrine
(A.D. 325 - 451)
Justin Martyr. Apol. i.

- St. John's Gospel
Ecclesiastes (Hebrew and LXX)

- English Church History.
- Confessions.

- Corinthians (I & II)
Church History and Liturgy (A.D. 312 - 451)
Philippians. I Peter. St. John's Gospel.
Zechariah (English).

- St. Matthew's Gospel (Syriac)
Deuteronomy i - xviii (Hebrew)
Hebrew Grammar.

- Origen c. Celsum.
- Isaiah.

- Intro, to the O.T.
Elementary Hebrew
Life and times of Cranmer.

- O.T. History
Elementary Hebrew
Early Church History.

In an earlier issue of the Reporter, the list had been

arranged according to Terms with the various subjects classified

according to,

1. Candidates for honours in Tripos of 1879.

2. Candidates for honours in Tripos of 1878.

3. Candidates for Special Examination of 1877.

Thus the co-operation of the various instructors led to a

highly organized schedule which offered a wide coverage of the
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various fields of theological instruction.

The achievements of these years were a justifiable source

of pride to the Board of Theological Studies, led by Westcott

and Lightfoot. Theological instruction had been improved by

a co-ordinated scheme of University and Inter-Collegiate lec¬

tures. In addition, excellent theological examinations for

the Honours and Ordinary degrees had been provided which were

adequate tests of the learning of the students. Another

examination, not a part of the University system, but devised

and guided in its early years almost wholly by the Cambridge

Professors, was rapidly being recognized as a standard pre¬

requisite to ordination for candidates from all Universities

and Theological Schools. The addition of two new theological

professorships would soon buttress the programme of studies

further. Over the first twenty-five years of the Board's

existence it had shown itself competent and aggressive, and had

succeeded in bringing sorely needed co-ordination to the theo¬

logical curriculum. Moreover its activities revealed "that the

stagnant atmosphere which had hung over Cambridge in the eighteenth

century had at last been completely dissipated. "3-*- Uo longer
could it be said that the University's Theological programme was

"too general and vague to have any sufficient bearing on the

future of the Christian minister,"32 nor that the study of theology

31. D.A. Winstanley, op.cit., pp. 234-5.
32. Chas. Perry, Clerical Education.♦.with reference to the

Universities, op.cit., p. 22.
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was "all "but wholly neglected by a great majority of under-
33

graduates."

The theological department had emerged from the quiescence

and retrogression of the first half of the century to a position

of forthright leadership, and Lightfoot, more than any other

single man, was responsible for guiding the divinity faculty in

its progress. From the year of its inception, he had served on

the Board of Theological Studies, the majority of that time as a

full professor, establishing his prestige as a wise administrator.

He served on every important Syndicate which in any way dealt

with the theological faculty, most often as a senior member. .As

a member of the powerful Council of the Senate, his voice carried

great weight with that body and with others in which he served.

He was a Commissioner for Cambridge under the Universities of

Oxford and Cambridge Act of 1877 during the period of reform

discussed above from 1877 to 1881. Finally, Lightfoot was

largely responsible for bringing to Cambridge his friend Westcott

with whom he collaborated in the re-organization of the theo¬

logical curriculum. His own words were an unintentional

testimony to his achievements, when as Bishop of Durham in 1883,

he said to his listeners in the University Church:

"The University has lived through a period of exceptional
restlessness and change during the last three decades -
change far more considerable than during the preceding
three centuries.

The Student* s Guide..., 1863, op.cit., p. 220. In the two
years after the first Theological Tripos examination was
held, the average number of entries had been:

Theological Tripos - 22
Special -1-50
Total -172

34. Cambridge Sermons, London, 1893, pp. 319-20.
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MM OF MANY INTERESTS

The extent of Lightfoot's influence was not restricted to

matters of administration. He and Westcott proved outstanding

examples of the type of teaching which would best flourish under

the new system. Most students who were at all inclined toward

theology attended at least one course of lightfoot's or Westcott's,

or of both, and had an opportunity to hear expounded Christian

doctrine, or passages of Scripture as few others had had elsewhere.

In the lectures of these two Professors, Christianity was pre¬

sented in the most scholarly and biblical fashion as the religion

of the Incarnation of Jesus Christ. They upheld the pre-eminence

of the Person and Work of Christ in personal Christian faith. As

a result Cambridge showed evidence of a "far richer religious life"
35

than was found at her sister university, Oxford. L.E. Elliott-

Binns attributes this to two factors. "Its (i.e. Cambridge's)

leaders in theology were men of a profounder faith than Jowett or

Stanley, and the work of the Cambridge school...was bearing its

appropriate fruit." He quotes G.L. Pilkington, the famous

missionary to Uganda, as remarking, "the religious movement in

Cambridge was leaving poor old Oxford a long way behind." A

35. L.E. Elliott-Binns, Religion in the Victorian Era,
op.cit., p. 324.

)
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writer for the Church Quarterly Review of October, 1831,

observed that "the evidence of religious zeal among the under¬

graduates seems to us to be very remarkable, and to have been

on the increase in recent years."

Lightfoot encouraged the cultivation of this revival of

spiritual interest among undergraduates. His University and

College sermons were of a devotional and spiritual character and

were directed at the needs of students' religious lives. Ad¬

dressing the University Church Society, Lightfoot used these

words:

"You do not know what an enormous power lies latent in
the heart of each one, even the weakest among you, if only
he would resolve, while his spirit is free and his enthusiasm
yet unblunted to renounce for ever the paltry ambitions and
shadowy triumphs of the present, ana to cultivate every
faculty of his being - his intellect, his affections, his
tastes - that he may consecrate them to the service of God
in Christ. This latent power there is, because the human
spirit is capable of unrestricted communion with the Divine
Spirit, because the Divine Spirit is imparted freely to those
that ask it, and thus the weakness of man is made strong
with the strength of God."3®
When a group of men at Cambridge laid plans for a brother¬

hood (without vows) of University men for a mission to India,

Lightfoot and Westcott were chosen as leaders of the committtee

to support the mission. Delhi was chosen as the specific field

of labour, and the effort was commissioned as the "Cambridge
Mission to Delhi." Edward Bickersteth, son of Bishop Bickersteth

of Exeter, was leader of the mission. At a meeting of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, held at Cambridge prior

36. J.B. Lightfoot, Sermon before the University
Church Society.
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to the departure of the first party, Lightfoot delivered a

memorable sermon on "The father of Missionaries" in which he

said:

"They will go, let us hope, not underhanded. Two only
have offered hitherto. Three others are needed. It is
held that our mission should at first starting consist of
five members at least...1 would not willingly think that
Cambridge cannot find even five men for such a work as this.
...Much as I should rejoice that some word of mine this
evening might touch one and another heart in this congrega¬
tion and lead them to offer themselves for the work, I dare
not appeal to any transient feelings. It is above all
things needful in our volunteers, that having put their
hands to the plough, they should not look back."37
The first party included at least three members, and these

Op
went out in 1877. The mission continued under the influence

and guidance of both Lightfoot and Westcott,even after the former

went to Durham. Lightfoot wrote Bickersteth's father assuring

him that he was "resolved to take the Delhi Mission with him to

39Durham." In succeeding years the Cambridge evangelical

tradition which University men took away with them proved a

valuable reinforcement to Indian Christianity.

Lightfoot's final years at Cambridge were filled with labours,

such as the Delhi Mission, not directly connected with his pro¬

fessorial duties. At one time he writes Westcott concerning a

proposed commentary on the whole Bible, the work of which was

to be superintended by the four Divinity Professors. On another

occasion, the improvement of the Preliminary Examination is a

37. J.B. Lightfoot, "The Father of Missionaries", a Sermon
before the Members of the University...Cambridge, 1876,
p. 20.

38. F.K. Aglionby, B.H. Bickersteth, London, 1907, p. 204.
39. Ibid., p. 41.
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matter of concern. Bishops and examining chaplains must he

convinced of the need for their endorsement of the Examination.^
His interest in the production of good text hooks occasioned

this note: "It is here that the influence will he exerted in the

long run. The side which has the text hooks will win as a

41rule."' In addition there were heavy responsibilities entirely

outside the University. Numerous journeys to London were

necessitated hy his duties as Canon of St. Paul's, or as examining

chaplain to the Archbishop of Canterbury, or as a member of the

Company of New Testament Revisers.

Another scheme involving University men gained the attention

of Lightfoot and Westcott. The need for additional theological

training of candidates for Orders was becoming increasingly

apparent. In 1875, the two Professors were approached by a

Mr. Carr, for their counsel regarding proposals for a theological

hall at Cambridge designed to provide post-graduate theological

training. H.C.G. Moule recounts the event:

"I was Senior Dean of Trinity and Professors Westcott
and Lightfoot were then in residence. Mr. Carr visited
me that summer (1875) and met the two Professors in my
rooms, to open to us his cherished plan - a theological
hall for Cambridge graduates."42

Lightfoot and Westcott expressed their agreement with such a

plan and acknowledged the need for post-graduate training before

the assumption of Holy Orders. After a subsequent meeting it

40. Letters at Auckland Castle, 1876.
41. Ibid.
42. F.W. Bullock, History of Ridley Hall, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 87.
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was reported that,

"although..the theological training of young men for the
ministry is very different from what it was formerly, yet
both..Professors expressed their view that there was need
of help^ to them in the preparation of young men. Pro¬
fessor ^Westcott said very distinctly that he now felt the
impossibility of looking after candidates for the ministry
in the same manner that he had been accustomed to do (when
there were fewer such), but he would be very thankful for
such^help as we propose by these Halls to furnish ...He
distinctly affirmed that they, both of them, would be
thankful for such assistance." 3

This is the first indication that Lightfoot and Westcott were

becoming interested in post-graduate theological training.

Unfortunately a summary of this report, which was given in a

speech by Bishop Perry, was printed in The Guardian in June,

1877, though the interview with the Professors had been of a

private nature. The group supporting the theological hall

scheme consisted of Evangelical Churchmen who were interested

in establishing safeguards for the future against the incursion

of "a deistical rationalism" or "an unscriptural sacerdotalism."44
They proposed doctrinal tests to be signed by members of two

Councils of Directors. The article in The Guardian made refer¬

ence to this proposal, and as the majority of its readers differed

from the Evangelicals, they felt the school would have a very

narrow bias in its teaching. This placed Lightfoot and Westcott

in an embarrassing position, and Lightfoot wrote his colleague:

"Please read at once the report in The Guardian of the
meeting at Lord Harrowby's about Theological Halls and the
leading article on the same.

I think we ought at all events to write and state very
distinctly that we have protested against imposing any
additional tests. But it is really too bad of Bishop Perry

43* Ibid., p. 103.
44• Ibid., p. 582.
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to publish private conversations. However this I suppose
we must let pass. Will you write for us both? Or shall
we write separately?"

Lightfoot wrote a letter to The Guardian in which he made

clear his own position. He protested against the imposition

of any tests and disassociated himself from any active part in
the promotion of the scheme, because he feared it would engender

party spirit. He looked "to a larger comprehension rather than

to a stricter conclusion..," and considered the tests "a narrowing

of the basis" of the national Church.Moreover Lightfoot and

Westcott had not approved the particular institution of the pro¬

posed Hall, but only of the establishment of some such institu¬

tions. They had a "preference for theological halls in the

University to theological halls elsewhere; not a preference for

the method of withdrawing men into theological halls to that of

leaving them to study with, by all means, any kind of supple-
..47

mental aid that can be given, in their colleges."

Bishop Perry had mentioned in a speech before the group pro¬

moting the establishment of the Theological Hall that he believed

"Professors Westcott and Lightfoot are now contemplating the

establishment of a Missionary Institution somewhat similar" to

this very hall.48 It is difficult to say whether this refers
to the Cambridge Delhi Mission or an idea, which the Cambridge

Correspondent of The Guardian assigns to the Professors, of

"providing exhibitions for men to continue in their own Colleges

45. Letters at Auckland Castle, 1877.
46; Guardian, July 4, 1877.
47. Letters at Auckland Castle, 1877.
48. F.W.B. Bullock, oo.cit., p. 176.
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after taking their B.A. degree in order to stufly theology."^0
Eost probably Perry's statement refers to embryonic plans for

the Clergy Training School which was founded in 1881, and directed

by Westcott. There can be no doubt that the inclusion of tests

in the Deed of Trust of Ridley Hall, as the theological hall was

called, prevented the co-operation of Lightfoot and Westcott

with its programme. They had acknowledged the need for such

advanced training as Ridley Hall would provide? and in point of
fact,the purposes of the Clergy Training School were very similar

to those of Ridley Hall.50 In addition, the first Principal of

Ridley Hall, H.C.G. Eoule, was a man whom Lightfoot greatly ad¬

mired, and whom he had encouraged to come up to Trinity as

Junior Dean some years before.Yet, when in June, 1881, the

Council of Ridley Hall invited Lightfoot (then Bishop of Durham)
to become Visitor of the Hall, he wrote a kindly-worded but

definite refusal, expressing great "reluctance and regret that

he found himself unable to accede to the request of the Council."

He added:

"I have so much sympathy with your objects and so sincere
a respect for the Principal whom you have chosen that I would
not willingly decline. But the imposition of additional
tests seems to involve an important principle (irrespective
of the purport of the tests themselves) as erecting in a
manner a Church within a Church, and I am unable to see my
way out of this difficulty. With most sincere and hearty ^
good wishes for the efficiency and success of Ridley Hall. J'

49. Ibid.. p. 176.
50. Of 7 University Papers, FM 201, and C.U. Reporter. November 16,

1880.
51. J.B. Harford and F.C. Macaonald. Handley C.G. Moule. op.cit.,

p. 61. Despite his unco-operative.spirit, Lightfoot■s figure
later was placed beside those of Leighton, Butler, and bimeon
in the west window of the Chapel of Ridley Hall.

52. F.W.B. Bullock, pp.cit., p. 185.
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Had Lightfoot continued at Cambridge as Lady Margaret

Professor, he might well have co-operated in the work of the

Clergy Training School. There were no odious tests incorpor¬

ated in its constitution. Its aims were,

"To meet the needs of not a few Graduates who wished to
obtain a sympathetic training - devotional, doctrinal,
practical - in preparation for Holy Orders, without sacri¬
ficing any of the characteristic advantage of University
life.*.It differs from Theological Colleges in that it stands
in close connection with all the Theological Professors of
the University, while the students remain in touch with the
various forms of intellectual activity around them."°3
But before this scheme came to fruition, a momentous decision

had to be made by Lightfoot, a decision which was to draw him

away from his beloved University. On several occasions Light¬

foot faced similar decisions, but these always led him to remain

at his teaching post. In 1867 he declined the offer of the

Bishopric of Lichfield. Again in 1875 he refused an offer of

the Deanery of Ripon.54 A new summons arrived in 1879 via the

following letter from Lord Beaconsfield:55
January 18, 1879.

10 Downing Street,
Whitehall.

Reverend and Dear Sir,
I am anxious that you should permit me to submit your name to

the Queen to fill the See of Durham, which will be vacant in a
few days.

I can understand, for I have felt it, the sacrifice that is
made in surrendering a life of lettered ease, and foregoing the
tranquil joys of learning; but there is such a thing as Duty,
and this is an age which calls pre-eminently for its fulfilment.
I will therefore hope that you will grant me the permission I
desire.

I have the honour to remain,
faithfully yours,

Beaconsfield.

Lightfoot was immediately submitted to the great pressure of

53. University Papers, FM 201.
54. Letters at Auckland Castle, 1875.
55. Ibid.
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conflicting views expressed by the various friends in whom he

confided. Hort at first urged him not to accept,56 feeling
"the absolute gain..would not approach the measure of loss.."

57
to Cambridge. He pleaded:'

"Above all, how terribly vulnerable we should be, left
without the defence afforded by the confidence which every
one here of any class reposes in you. Your place here not
only in the theological work, or in the relation of the
theological to other work is absolutely unique and no one
can fill it.. Never was there such urgent need of a 'spirit¬
ual power'..."

R.W. Church, Dean of St. Paul's also emphasized the value

of his labours with students and recommended that he decline.

But the very reasons for his staying at Cambridge were in part

the reasons offered for his acceptance of Durham. Said Arch-
57a

bishop Tait in recommending Lightfoot's name for the post:

"He belongs to no party - He is the most learned theo¬
logian in England, - and is respected by persons of every
party - and is one of the very few men who could hold the
balance fairly, between all parties."

E.W. Benson, Lightfoot's intimate friend and at that time

the Bishop of Truro, regarded the offer as "providential", for
Durham took precedence over many other Sees; and his counsel

would be earnestly sought after among the Bishops. To this
57b

argument Lightfoot replied in writing tfestcott:

January 22, 1879.

My dear Westcott,
..All this fills me with dismay. My own judgment goes

altogether with the Dean of St. Paul's; but then my own in¬
clination goes in that way also. Indeed the more closely I
contemplate the prospect of acceptance, the more terrible it
seems; and the honour grows, when I hear the expectations of
the Bishop of Truro. I have turned myself inside out, and can
find nothing which bids to such promise of their fulfilment.
The utmost I could hope to do would be to throw in a word of
counsel here and there which might be a little less narrow than

56. Hort a few days later reversed his counsel.
57. Letters at Auckland Castle, 1879.
57a. Ibid.
57b. Ibid.
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some otners; but this would be a mean compensation for the
inefficient administration of an important diocese... Pray
for me and help me in my straits.

Ever Yours,
J.B. Lightfoot.

The events of these days are best related by E.W. Benson:58
"A singular circumstance occurred about his appointment.

He travelled down from London to Truro on the night of
January 20th and spent the Tuesday (21st ) with me to consult
on Lord Beaconfiela's letter; whether he should accept or
no. I begged him to get a week for consideration. In
spite of his enormous and growing influence at Cambridge it
seemed to me right that he should go to Durham. He spent
Tuesday night in travelling to Stonehouse to consult the
Archbishop. The following Sunday I spent in much retire¬
ment and prayer for my guidance as to my final counsel to
him. I also offered up the Holy Communion with this
intention. I wrote then as impartial a letter to him as
I could in which I dwelt rather fully on the importance of
his work at Cambridge, if God should lead him to decline
the Bishopric. The letter went away and I was rather
sleepless, thinking that my impartiality had assumed, perhaps
prima facie, a look as if I had wandered in my judgment from
the first decision. So I got up early and sent a telegram
to him which I knew would reach him as early as the letter,
just saying, 'I had not wavered but was of the same opinion
that he should accept.' Then to myself I said, 'I must now
leave all to God and nothing shall draw from me any further ex¬
pression. ' I should say that the Dean of St. Paul's had
previously written me a most touching and beautiful letter,
which took quite the contrary line to me, and he had pressed
strongly on Lightfoot his view of the Student calling.
Scarce had I sent my^telegram when I received one from the
Master of the Temple0-' urging me to press the matter very
strongly on Lightfoot. THe will be guided entirely by your
advice, and his decision is to be made tormorrow.' A similar
letter communication arrived from the Dean of Durham^0 saying
that if I agreed with Vaughan and him I must by all means
write at once to Lightfoot to press him. Also a telegram
from Lightfoot saying that he had now listened to all the
advice offered him and that it rested on my decision. In
reference to all these three letters I resolved at once to
take no further steps; only pray God to guide him. I had
made up my own mind calmly, and expressed it calmly, not
urged by any one, and I had resolved that no excitement should
move me further. But to Lightfoot himself, to the Master of
the Temple, and to Dean Lake it appeared that my morning

58. A.C. Benson, Life of E.W. Benson, op.cit. , Vol. 1, pp. 471-3
59. C.J. Vaughan.
60. W.C. Lake.
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telegram was the answer to their several communications.
Lightfoot^alone discovered that it was not so, for mine
reached him five minutes after he had dispatched his last
question to me. But I did not think it necessary to un¬
deceive the others, and so Vaughan thinks that if he had
not telegraphed, and the Dean of Durham thinks that if he
had not written, Lightfoot would not have been actuated by
me to take the Bishopric."

On January 27, 1879, Lightfoot permitted his name to be sub¬

mitted for appointment to the distinguished and influential See

of Durham, and on the same day the Queen approved his nomination.

His comment at the time was, "My consolation and hope for the

future is that it may cost me the greatest moral effort - the

greatest venture of faith - which I have ever made."^
The news of Lightfoot's appointment aroused a variety of

sentiments. Most Churchmen hailed it as a portent of great

advance for the North country. But many scholars, especially

Nonconformists and others outside the Church of England who had

greatly benefited from his learning, bemoaned the loss of the

professor to his difficult and responsible administrative post.

Such a man as H.P. Liddon, who was a firm Ritualist, was not

enthusiastic about Idghtfoot's appointment. "His convictions

will not allow him to make High Church appointments," he said

"or to carry High Church principles into the counsels of the
Church. He is essentially 'broad', with generous - and pious

instincts to boot." Liddon took consolation in the fact that

he knew his fellow Canon would be "just to everybody; and

.justice toward High Churchmen will have all the charm of novelty

61. Letters at Auckland Castle, 1879-
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in the Diocese of Durham."62 Ironically, however, one of the

prime movers in obtaining Lightfoot's appointment was the Dean

of Durham, W.C. Lake, who belonged to the High Church party more

than to any other. This heterogeneous opinion among Churchmen

was well expressed in the article which appeared in the Times

following the announcement of the Queen's approval of Lightfoot's

nomination to Durham:

"The Announcement that Dr. Lightfoot...is to succeed to
the Bishopric of Durham, vacated by Dr. Baring, will be
received with very mixed feelings...The See of Durham has
generally been filled by translation. The dignity has been
too great for any man to be appointed to it who was not
already in the episcopal ranks. , Ho consideration could
have justified or induced a Prime Minister to look beyond
the episcopal bench for a candidate for the See of Durham
except the possession by such a person of qualifications so
distinguished that the whole Church would recognize his fit¬
ness for the dignity. Such, however, is the exceptional
position held by Canon Lightfoot. We believe we are only
expressing the conviction of all who are competent to form
a judgment in saying that there is no living divine in the
Church of England who in point of learning and sound judgment
can command similar deference...It is beyond question, there¬
fore, that in recommending Canon Lightfoot for the See of
Durham the Prime Minister has chosen a scholar who occupies
an unquestioned pre-eminence in the Church. Nor is there
any reason to doubt that the strong sense the new Bishop
has displayed in his studies will be equally at his command
in the practical administration of affairs...But it is im¬
possible to think without regret of the interruption which
will necessarily be occasioned to his scholarly studies.
There is something painfully incongruous in the notion of
Dr. Lightfoot's time being occupied with dispute© between
Ritualists and Church-wardens respecting vestments...But to
be a Bishop is the penalty of ecclesiastical distinction...
the best wish with which his appointment can be welcomed is
that as a Bishop he may confer upon the Church one half as
many benefits as he has already conferred upon it as Pro¬
fessor of Theology.""2
None felt a greater loss than the students and faculty of

Cambridge. The news of his coming removal to Durham elicited

62. J.O. Johnston, Life and Letters of H.P. Liadon, London,
pp. 265-6.

62• The Times, January 29, 1879.
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a warm response of admiration from all quarters in the

University. Lightfoot mentioned this in a letter to Benson.64

Trinity College,
February 10, 1879.

My dear Bishop,
The kind feeling which my approaching severance from

Cambridge has called forth here, appals me and covers rae with
shame. What a senseless, selfish dolt I have been these many
years past - not to feel all this goodness of heart towards me,
and the capacity of influence it carried with it. Now, I can
hardly look at the front face of an undergraduate without sad¬
ness of heart...

Ever yours affectionately,
J.B. Lightfo o t.

Lightfoot approached his new task with seriousness and a

certain reluctance. He knew there lay ahead a mode of living

to which he was wholly unaccustomed. Episcopal life carried,

with it social obligations and prominence which he had success¬

fully avoided during his quiet University days.66 He seemed to

express his own feelings in the close of his farewell sermon on

the text of X Corinthians 6:20, preached in Great St. Mary's

before the University:

"To-day and to-morrow you may gird yourselves, and walk
whithersoever you will, roaming at large through the pleasant
fields of life, and culling freely the joyful associations

64. A.C. Benson, Life of E.W. Benson, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 473.
65. A.C. Benson drew attention to this" fact in the following

curious anecdote:
"The last time but one that I saw him he came to stay at

Addington. There were some visitors in the house, who were
intensely curious to see him. I was with them in the
drawing-room just before dinner, when the door was cautiously
opened and a large head inserted. The Bishop, having thus
ascertained that it was the right place, screwed his eyeglass
into his eye, advanced into the room in his precise manner,
and took up his position on the hearthrug in absolute silence.
I presented the eager visitors. He shook hands in silence,
and stared at the chandelier. I did what I could, but he
was obdurate, and did not utter a word until the other guests
appeared." (A.C. Benson, The Leaves of the Tree, op.cit.,
p. 196.
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and interests of the passing hour. But the third day
the grip of a divine necessity will fasten upon you.
.Another will gird you and carry you whither you would
not - far away from the home that you have cherished,
from the friends that you have loved, from the work that
has Been a pleasure to you. Your ideal of life is
shattered in a moment. Your hopes and projects for the
future crumble into dust at the touch of God. Nay, do
not repine. Follow Him cheerfully, whithersoever He
may take you.. Remember that you were bought with a qq
price. Remember that henceforth you are not your own."

66. J.B. Lightfoot, Cambridge Sermons, London, 1893, pp. 297-9.
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"What Bishop Lightfoot has tested and approved, we Believe

we may accept as proven," wrote J.B. Mayor in 1897; (though he

was careful to add, "so far as present lights go.")1 Extra¬

vagant as such a statement may seem, it expressed the sincere

feeling of many thoughtfulscholars, theologians, and students
in the last half of the nineteenth century. It is difficult

to overestimate Lightfoot's impact upon the fields of historical

and biblical criticism.

The major portion of his scholarly work was produced in that

period after the turn of the mid-century when those who acquainted

themselves with current trends of thought were challenged by

various critical speculations. Lightfoot promoted a style of

historical and biblical research that was able to meet the

thrusts of doubt. The witness of one historian is that at a

time when theological thought concerning the history and records

of the beginnings of Christianity was very uncertain, "the most

important contribution of English scholarship came from Light¬

foot."2 Not the least important result of this contribution

was the confidence it gave to scholars and students in the field

1. L.E. Elliott-Binns, Later XlXth Century Theology, op.cit.,
p. 115.

2 • Ibid., p. 79.
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of theology. Lightfoot felt that the most searching and.

honest investigation of the New Testament records and the

early patristic writings substantiated and strengthened the

Christian faith. Thus an inevitable sense of loss was felt

when Lightfoot assumed his episcopal office at Durham. There

was no person to follow him at Cambridge,and one of Westcott's

correspondents expressed a common feeling when he wrote, "No

man could even approximately replace him."

After 1860 the resistance in England to the invasion of

foreign theological thought steadily declined, and the flood of

scepticism which had been so detrimental to accepted beliefs and

opinions on the Continent began to overflow into Britain.

German influence was predominant and, fortunately, Lightfoot was

among those few scholars who had made a point of knowing German

thought prior to 1860. Consequently, when these foreign ideas

began to colour English thought, he was well acquainted with

them and had already formulated arguments adequate to withstand

them.

V.F. Storr traced the trend toward scepticism from two

sources.3 The first was the hyper-critical approach of such

works as Strauss' Life of Jesus, and Feuerbach's Essence of

Christianity, both of which Geoi-ge Eliot translated into English.

Strauss' book was a best seller, and many educated people almost

completely lost their faith after reading this and other scep¬

tical writings. The situation evoked this poignant statement
from Archbishop Benson in 1885:

3. V.F. Storr, The Development of English Theology in the XlXth
Century, London, 1913, pp. 363-364.
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"Oh how crying the need is, more crying than that of
the poor, for men who really can affect the upper,
educated, and nearly educated classes. They are the really
destitute spiritually. I see it with amazement and horror
deepening before me."4
The second source mentioned by Storr was the waxing interest

in scientific inquiry given impetus by the revolutionary dis¬

coveries made by science earlier in the century. Scientific

discovery tended to uncover a fixed order of nature and thus to

cast the shadow of doubt over supernatural revelation, miracles,

and even the efficacy of prayer. The gradual emergence of an

evolutionary theory of nature led to further scepticism about

the Old Testament records of creation. Henry Sidgwick, giving

an insight to the approach which students in University often

took toward the Christian faith in the early sixties, said:

"My own. opinions were for many years unsettled and widely
fluctuating. What was fixed and unalterable and accepted
by us all was the necessity and duty of examining the evidence
for historical Christianity with strict scientific impartial-
ity; placing ourselves as far as possible outside traditional
sentiments and opinions, and endeavouring to weigh the pros
and cons on all theological questions as a duly instructed
rational being from another planet - or let us say from China
- would weigh them."

Many voices in the Church had kept silence while inward

doubts called much of the Christian faith in question. But

after the outburst of the Essayists and Reviewers in 1860,others

began to speak their views. One important instance of this was

the publication of a book by Bishop Colenso of Natal in which he

raised serious doubts concerning the Pentateuch. The book was

not scholarly, yet its radical viewpoint led to an ecclesiastical

4. A.C. Benson, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 21.
P. J.B. Harford and F.C. Macdonald, Handley C.G. Moule, London,

1891, pp. 33-34.
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dispute of major proportions, in which the intolerant orthodox

demanded Colenso's removal from office. Lightfoot was much

disturbed by the unrest which the book had aroused, ana in 1862

he expressed his real fears to A.C. Tait:

"The result, I am afraid, must be to discredit reasonable
inquiry with reverent spirits, and to divide men into two
extreme parties, who will wage fierce war against each other
and trample the truth under foot between them."6

That terse phrase, "reasonable inquiry with reverent spirits,"

characterized Lightfoot's whole approach to his studies. This

combination of scholarship and piety was certainly not evident

in many writers, whether liberal or orthodox. It was mistakenly

held that the two qualities were incompatible, and there arose

an unnatural rationalistic approach from both sides. Those

favouring a liberal and more sceptical outlook divorced faith

from reason and, like Sidgwick, attempted to examine the Christian

faith from a so-called purely objective viewpoint. On the other

hand, the more orthodox, paradoxically, attempted to meet all

sceptical attack upon its own rationalistic grounds. Instead of

denying the supremacy of the human intellect, they bowed to it,

seeking to establish the truth of revealed Christianity by means

of intellectual arguments. Lightfoot is to be credited with

successfully avoiding the use of both false premises. He did

not fear to take up the challenge to "treat the Bible as any

other book." On the contrary, he scrupulously adhered to this

6, R.T. Davidson and Wm. Benham, Life of Archibald C. Tait.
Iimdon, 1891, Vol. 1, p. 338.
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approach, "because he was persuaded that the Bible had nothing

to fear from scientific criticism. He and his colleague West-

cott trained other men "to prove, that the most searching critic-
7

ism is nothing but gain to religious truth." Said Westcott,

"Arguments are only strong as they are true, and truth is itself

the fullest confutation of error."3 The two men believed that

the Scriptures demanded the consecration of the scholar's facul¬

ties to their study, and that they provided the most fruitful

field for inquiry. While submitting the New Testament to

rigorous critical investigation Lightfoot never lost sight of

the central truth of the Christian faith; that it is a revela¬

tion of God in Jesus Christ. He refused to think that because

the historical records of the faith could stand the test of such

criticism, Christianity was proven ipso facto. Rather, the truth

of the Christian faith, though dependent upon the Biblical records

for its form and content, contended Lightfoot, is disclosed in

the Person and Work of Jesus Christ. His own words at the con¬

clusion of a critical paper were:

"I have treated this as a purely critical question,
carefully eschewing any appeal to Christian instincts...
But, as I could not have you think that I am blind to the
theological issues directly or indirectly connected with
it, I will close with this brief confession of faith.
I believe from my heart that the truth that Jesus Christ
is the very lord incarnate, the manifestation of the Father
to mankind, is the one lesson which, duly apprehended,
will do more than all our feeble efforts to purify and
elevate human life here by imparting to it hope and light
and strength, - the one study which alone can fitly pre¬
pare us for a joyful immortality hereafter."

7. W.C. Lake, Bishop Lightfoot, A sermon...,Durham, 1890, p. 12.
8. Theology. News and Notes, edited by Wra.S. La Sor, November,

19557
9. E. Abbot, A.P. Peabody, and J.B. Lightfoot, Tbe Fourth Gospel,

London, 1892, p. 171.
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Christianity, as he saw it, rested in one Person, and this

lesson could he "duly apprehended" only by faith.10 No amount

of rational argument could either undermine or establish its

truth. Lightfoot was able to demonstrate more clearly than

anyone else had done, that the temper of the scholar and histor¬

ian was not incompatible with that of the most devout and simple

Christian faith. He once remarked to a group of students that

the only way to know the Greek Testament properly is by prayer. ■*"•*•
This spirit of inquiry by no means characterized all research.

One modern historian reports,

"In some critics, more especially in Germany, there was
a lack of reverence,of awareness that they were concerned
with something sacred; they ignored the dictum of Bengel
that before attempting to interpret the New Testament a
man should ask himself if he had the right to do so."-*-2
Lightfoot, and the Cambridge school of New Testament studies

which he fostered, raised the standard of English scholarship

to the level of the best German work, but at the same time in¬

stilled in it a cautious and sober spirit.

In examining the character of Lightfoot's scholarship, one

may observe two distinctive features. It is biblical and it

is historical. The biblical nature of his work is readily ob¬

served in his commentaries. He laid down principles of a new

science of scriptural study based upon a sound exegesis of the

10. "Though the Gospel is capable of doctrinal exposition,
though it is eminently fertile in moral results, yet its
substance is neither a dogmatic system nor an ethical code,
but a Person and a Life." Epistle to the Philippians,
London, 1379, p. x.

11. In a similar vein Henry Scott Holland said of Westcott,
"He cannot venture to criticize a verse without prayer."
(L.E. Elliott-Binns, op.cit., p. 63).

12• Xbid., p. 58.
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13
text. To this exegetical task Lightfoot devoted his

singular power of intensive research to discover all available

evidence which would shed light upon a subject. He made a

point of knowing all that had been written upon the subjects

which he took up. This rule he applied not only to textual

problems, but to theological and ecclesiastical problems as well.

It was an important departure from the narrowness which charac¬

terized much English scholarship. For many in the Church

literary and historical criticism, as a subject for serious

study, hardly existed. Should someone employing this method

of research propound a conclusion which controverted accepted

beliefs, he might find himself charged with "infidelity".

Another valuable contribution to biblical s tuay was his

honest dealing with words; that is, he taught others what he

himself had learned from Prince Lee - to inquire what- words mean,

not what they may be made to mean. This led the scholar to a

unique understanding of the mind of the Apostle Paul to whose

epistles he devoted the major portion of his New Testament

labours.

Lightfoot was at a disadvantage working in his own day.
The Greek papyri had not yet been unearthed by archaeologists.
The basis for understanding the New Testament language was

Classical Greek. Commentators were unable to shake themselves

free from classical influence when reading their Greek Testament.

As a result a word or a tense was interpreted in the light of

13. Westcott, who was of the same Cambridge school, taught_his
students to read their Greek Testaments with the text itself,
a concordance, and a grammar; but without commentaries.
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wlia.tr it might have meant or had meant at an earlier stage in

the literary history of Greek. The common view was that Hew

Testament Greek was a debased language that had lost the pure

quality of the more ancient Greek of the Classical writers.

Lightfoot laboured less under this misapprehension than any

of his contemporaries. He took the position that the Hew

Testament language was a perfectly definable one having its own

terminology. Paul, he believed, was expressing himself in every¬

day Greek so that his epistles would convey a meaning absolutely

intelligible to his readers. In a lecture, delivered in 1863,

Lightfoot showed remarkable preventence in the light of later

discoveries.

"You are not to suppose that the word (some Hew Testament
word which had its only classical authority in Herodotus)
had fallen out of use in the interval, only that it had not
been used in the books which remain to us: probably it had
been part of the common speech all along. I will go further
and say that if we could only recover letters that ordinary
people wrote to each other without any thought of being
literary, we should have the greatest possible help for the
understanding of the language of the Hew Testament generally."

When the weight of the evidence was brought forth from the papyri

records, this contention of Lightfoot's was fully corroborated.

The very principles which characterized his methods were stimuli
to the achievement of the later results obtained by such scholars

as Moulton and Milligan.

Lightfoot also concentrated much of his literary power upon

the interpretation of early Church history. This can be seen

in his production of dissertations simultaneously with his several
commentaries. He wished to avoid losing himself in the labyrinth

14. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.clt., p. 126.
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of textual criticism and linguistic interpretation. "Above

all'1 be wrote to one of his former pupils, "write disserta-
15tions." His historical discussions show how much he under¬

stood the man who wrote the Pauline epistles and the period in

which he lived. The value of these essays has not diminished

with the passage of time. His most famous, the essay on "The
16

Christian Ministry", is unsurpassed for its illumination of the

origins and development of early Church offices.

In his methods of biblical exegesis, Lightfoot opposed those

who imposed their private interpretation upon the Bible instead

of learning from it the biblical mode of interpretation. By

his methods of historical research, he contended with those who

similarly placed an interpretation upon history, particularly

the history of the first two centuries. There was emanating

from Germany a serious attack upon the authenticity of the New

Testament records. The famous Tfibingen school led by F.C.

Baur were the most outspoken protagonists of this theory.

Lightfoot directed a large share of his literary work against

the conjectures of these critics. He did this, not so much by

a direct answer to their theories, but rather through a searching

analysis of the historical records themselves. It was for this

reason that he devoted long years of study to the production of

his edition of the Ignatian Epistles. He expressed his own

appreciation of their importance in these words:

15. Ibid. , p. 127.
16• The Epistle to the Philippians, op.cit., pp. 181-269.
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"To the disciples of Baur the rejection of the Ignatian
Epistles is an absolute necessity of their theological
position. The ground would otherwise be withdrawn from
under them, and their reconstruction of early Christian
history would fall in ruins on their heads."17

Lightfoot's Ignatius was immediately and widely recognized as

monumental. A. Harnack labelled this opus "the most learned

and careful patristic monograph of the 19th century. Another

scholar calls it "the greatest contribution to patristic learning

in the last two centuries."19

The main thrust of several essays in Lightfoot's Disserta¬

tions on the Apostolic Age was against the radical German school.

One of these, "St. Paul and the Three", particularly dealt with

the assertions of the Ttlbingen school regarding an early Church

schism. One writer remarked, "there is nothing in English which

can be compared with it for learning and for argumentative

weight." 29
This marked a new beginning in the study of early Church

history. It was the ascendency of the "scientific" procedure

over the "speculative", and no work was more scientific than the

Ignatian study. For some time prior to 1860 the study of history

had been woefully neglected; but after that a revival of interest

occurred in England, bringing with it new principles of research.

According to L.E. Elliott-Binns, the theologians in Cambridge
were the first to make use of the new historical methods.21

17• Cff. Apostolic Fathers, preface, pp. xi, xii.
18. "Cardinal Newman and Bishop Lightfoot", Edinburgh Review,

July, 1893, p. 248.
19. L.E. Elliott-Binns, op.cit., pp. 59-60.
20. John Gibb, "Theologians of the Day - Bishop Lightfoot",

op.cit.. p. 180.
21. L.E. Elliott-Binns, op.cit., pp. 58-59.
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These.methods were characterized by "sound scholarship and

historical research in a region which had been too much given

over to theory and sentiment."22 Lightfoot's trips to the

Continent in search of forgotten manuscripts lying undisturbed

in foreign libraries typified the diligence of these scholars.

The rise of interest in archaeological expeditions at this period

was part of this new scientific procedure.

The effect of Lightfoot's work was two-fold. It gave

students a renewed confidence in the value of the patristic

records by removing the "threatening cloud of suspected forgery",

and it enabled Christian writers to turn aside to more intricate

problems of theology and philosophy. A Moscow professor stated

in 1912, "It was your English scholars - Lightfoot, Westcott,

Hort, Sanday, and Arraitage Robinson - who turned back and defeated
24

the greatest modern threat to the truth of the Christian religion."

Thus the Cambridge school of theology led by Lightfoot,

Westcott, and Hort, was also a school of historical study. Light¬

foot, keenly aware of the valuable aid provided to theological

education by historical study, had founded three scholarships for

research in ecclesiastical history at Cambridge. He and West¬

cott were largely responsible for the establishment of a chair
in ecclesiastical history. Elliott-Binns overlooked the previous

work of Westcott and Lightfoot when he said, "It was not until

Creighton became the first Dixie Professor of Ecclesiastical

22. F.W. Cornish, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 209.
23. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 154.
24. "Cardinal Newman and Bishop Lightfoot', qp.cit., p. 261.
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History at Cambridge in 1884 that the new methods can be said

to have been introduced there."25 Nevertheless his statement

intimates the importance of the new position.

Throughout his life, Lightfoot thoroughly acquainted himself

with contemporary trends in historical and biblical study and

very early in his career he displayed an astonishing technique

for critical writing. While a tutor at Trinity, he wrote an

article in the Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology, en¬

titled, "Recent Editions of St. Paul's Epistles." The article,

a promising portent of Lightfoot's scholarly ability, was a re¬

view of a joint commentary on St. Paul's Epistles by Benjamin

Jowett and Arthur Stanley, both of Oxford. The writers were

much influenced by the new historical criticism which originated

in Germany. Their own views aroused a storm of controversy

among certain Tractarians and orthodox men. But Lightfoot

questioned the authors' abilities as critics and avoided com¬

menting upon their theology. As a result, Stanley wrote to a

friend at the time:

"In the Cambridge 'Philological Journal' there is a
serious, and by no means malevolent attack on the scholar¬
ship and accuracy of the unfortunate Commentary by a certain
Lightfoot. He says, and I think he is right, that in
undertaking to write critical,notes I have completely missed
my vocation."25
The kind spirit of Lightfoot's review was much appreciated

by the two writers, and they wrote him expressing agreement

25. L.E. Elliott-Sinns, later XIXth Century Theology, op.cit.,
p. 46.

26. R.E. Prothero, Life and Correspondence of A.P. Stanley.
London, 1921, Vol. 1, p. 475.
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with most of his conclusions. Stanley in a second edition

on the Corinthian Epistles recast the -whole work and corrected

the errors. At the same time he abandoned all further work

on Commentaries;, "mainly in consequence of.. .Lightfoot' s criti-
27

cism." And it was he who recommended Lightfoot's name to the
28

Bishop of London, A.C. Tait, as an examining chaplain.

Lightfoot's lifetime friend, E.W. Benson, wrote him enthus¬

iastically about the review:

Rugby,
April 6, 1856.

My dear Lightfoot,
Thank you for the immense pleasure, and for the great in¬

struction which I -have derived from your review of Jowett and
Stanley. It is indeed the best thing you ever have done yet,
and I hope and trust the worst of all you are going to do.
Depend upon it scholarship is your field and not parochialism.
Your review will give instruction to hundreds, and point the
way to sound study of Hew Testament... 9

In an age of sharp criticism and party spirit, Lightfoot had

struck a welcome note, harmonizing scholarly insight with a kind

spirit. He was not reluctant to express praise, especially of
30

Jowett's work, where it was due.

Lightfoot, who was usually kindly in his criticism, could

use the utmost severity in declaiming pseudo-scholarship. In

the year 1872 an anonymous volume appeared entitled Supernatural

Religion: an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revelation.

The author, obviously influenced by the scepticism of the age,

proposed that the miracles in the Hew Testament were incredible,

27. Ibid. , pp. 476-477
28. R.T. Davidson and Wm. Benham, op.cit.i Vol. 1, p. 207.
29. Life and Letters of E.W. Benson, op.cit., Vol. 1, p.127.
30. V.P. Storr was "undoubtedly wrong when he associated Jowett

and Stanley with the Cambridge Three as of the same school
of historical criticism. The former were influenced by
the German critics. Westcott, Hort, and especially^Light-
foot were the leaders of a more conservative and native
school. (V»P» Storr, op.cit., p. 398.)
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and the writings themselves were untrustworthy. Critics of

the "book hailed it as a learned exposition of the available

evidence, and its anonymity added to the growing popularity of
the hook. Several factors contributed toward Lightfoot's

decision to write an answer to the volume. The authorship of

the book was attributed to a prelate whom he held as a personal

friend. An accusation in the book made against Westcott's

scholarship further incited him. However, beside these personal

reasons, there was a far more significant principle at stake.

In later years Lightfoot explained his reasons for answering the

arguments in Supernatural Religion:

"I have often learnt very much even from extreme critics,
and have freely acknowledged my obligations; but here was
a writer who (to judge from his method) seemed to me, and
not to me only, where it was a question of weighing pro¬
babilities, as is the case in most historical investigations,
to choose invariably that alternative, even though the least
probable, which would enable him to score a point against
his adversary."3-5-
And so, when the second edition of the book appeared in 1874

and the author inadvisedly sent a copy to Lightfoot, he wrote

Westcott:
St. Paul's,

September 25, 1874.

My dear Westcott,
The author of Supernatural Religion has sent me a copy of

his second edition. The result is, that I have determined to
write an article or articles for the Contemporary. I felt that
I could not keep silence...From what I hear I believe the book
is doing much harm. The criticism, worthless as it is, is
swallowed because it is confident in tone. I shall have to
speak strongly; but it is no use mincing matters. Behold my
gratitude to the author for his courtesy._ _But these are higher
obligations than the interchange of civilities.

Ever yours,
J.B. Lightfoot.

31. Essays on the Work entitled. Supernatural Religion, London,
1889, p. IX.
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Lightfoot wrote his answer in a series of articles in the

Contemporary Review. He employed a severity which some thought
unnatural to the man; however, the well-equipped scholar detected

that the anonymous author's knowledge was as inaccurate as it was

extensive. The articles in the Contemporary Review were compiled
from materials collected with a view to a History of Early Chris-

32tian Literature, and their worth as an historical study alone

was immense.

Their effect in accomplishing the author's original purpose

is best recognised in the tale told by a well-known bookseller

in the 1880's. He stated that after Supernatural Religion

received high praise by critics, "its sale was so rapid that

the publishers could hardly produce it, in its successive

editions, fast enough to meet the demand." But long before

Lightfoot's articles were completed, the book had become "a

glut in the second-hand market.

In considering Lightfoot's influence as a scholar it is

important to observe the distinctive style which characterized

not only his writings but his lectures and sermons as well.

Lightfoot's success in maintaining filled classrooms for his

32. Lightfoot's article in the Dictionary of Christian Biography,
on "Eusebius" was likewise written from these materials.
One authority wrote that it was a "magnificent monument of
patristic scholarship and contains the best and most ex¬
haustive treatment of the life and writings of Eusebius
that has been written." (G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald,
op.cit., p. 180).

33. Dbid.,pp. 9-10.
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lectures maybe attributed as much to the style of his pre¬

sentation as to his learning. W.H. Thompson once described

to a hearer the passage between the Senate House and Gaius

College as "black with the fluttering gowns of students" who

were hurrying to Lightfoot's classroom where they would gain a

knowledge of the Hew Testament such as was not available to

their predecessors.^
It has already been noted that Lightfoot exercized fairness

in dealing with the evidence and with his opponents. He rarely

mentions their names and less seldom does he attack them directly.

In a day when many considered it an act of insubordination to

demand historical investigation in matters concerning the faith,

Lightfoot's freedom from bitterness was a welcome change. He

maintained an attitude of open-mindedness, frequently showing

appreciation for the value of his opponent's work when such was

due. "He never defended a tradition for the tradition's sake,"

said Harnack, and he was tolerant of opinions contrary to his

own whenever they were based upon sound scholarship. W. Sanday

remarked in 1890:

"If we see the various schools ready at once to learn
from and to teach each other; if we see the religious life
of our people drawing in to itself nourishment from all
sides...this is due in no small amount to those wise men
who have had the directing of theological studies at Cambridge,
and perhaps most of all to Bishop Lightfoot.
What distinguished Lightfoot from his co-labourers at

Cambridge was his exceeding clearness of expression. He did not

possess the theological or metaphysical bent of mind which was

apparent in Westcctt and Hort. Hort referred to this in observing

34. (Reprint from Quarterly Review), op.cit., p. 23.
35. G.R. Eden and 1' «C» iiacG.on.ald, op. cx c«, p. lo3.
36. Wm. Sanday, "Bishop Lightfoot", Academy, January 4, 1890, p. 9.
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that Lightfoot dealt with "concrete facts or written words."

_ "He never seemed to care for any generalization...He
gained by it in clearness and force for thought and word;
and he gained by it enormously in ready access to English
people of all sorts, owing to its correspondence to the
prevalent English habit of mind."^'
G.J. Vaughan once questioned Westcott, "Now, friend, do tell

what is the difference betwixt you and Lightfoot?" To which

Westcott replied, "Well, Lightfoot is never content till he has

made a subject definite, and I can never be content till I have

made it indefinite."38
The lucidity of Lightfoot's writings was in a large measure

the result of careful diligence in production. He confessed

that such writing did not come naturally but was achieved only

be compelling himself to seek the most appropriate expression.

Consequently, "he instructed the world by his printed works on

St. Paul and the early Church."39
Lightfoot's style is noted for its matchless thoroughness.

When in 1853 he was elected Norrisian Prizeman at Cambridge, he

refused to publish the essay he had written due to his own dis¬

satisfaction with it. As a result he forfeited the prize. He

was never satisfied until he had exhausted every source and in¬

vestigated all evidence on a subject. This had long been the

Teutonic procedure but was quite foreign to most English scholars.
He produced works which the Germans were compelled to read. Even
when he began to compose sermons as a result of his appointment
to a canonry in St. Paul's, he employed a thoroughness at which

37. A. Hort, op.cit., Vol.2, pp. 410-411.
38. F.K. Aglionby, op.cit.
39. F. Warre Cornish, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 210.
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many marvelled. He wrote sermons with great difficulty, yet,

on one occasion a hearer returning from a service at Great St.

Mary's remarked to a professor, "That is the best sermon I evei"

heard, so full of knowledge, so full of wisdom, so full of sound

reason, so full of good thought, so full of eloquence."40 When

Lightfoot was invited to speak at the annual meeting of the

Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, he delivered an

address which had permanent value as missionary literature. It

showed that, contrary to contemporary conjecture, the progress

of the Christian faith through the ages had been as rapid in pro¬

portion as it was in the first four centuries.

Yet, he was quite unostentatious about his learning, and his

simple ana lucid presentation often gave no indication of the

vast extent of his knowledge. As F.W. Farrar noticed, he wore

"the weight
of all that learning, lightly as a flower."

There was one other feature which characterized Lightfoot's

scholarship - independence. This he had learned from his

teacher, Prince Lee, who had urged him to begin writing at once,

a principle Lightfoot urged upon his own students according to

the witness of one of them.

"We were not lacking in independence of spirit, we had
been taught to take pains. We began to write as soon as
we could (this had been a watchword of Lightfoot's), and
we learned by writing."-"2

40• Cambridge University Reporter, February 8, 1890.
41. "The-Comparative Progress of .Ancient and Modern Missions,"

Historical Essays, London, 1896, pp. 71-92.
42. J.M. Creed, "Joseph Arraitage Robinson" (from the proceedings

of the British Academy) Vol. xx, Inndon.
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In a day when fascinating speculations were put forward

on every hand, Lightf'oot urged his fellow English scholars "to

exercize their judicial faculty independently.1,43 He "believed

a student should always investigate a subject thoroughly for

himself before forming an opinion upon it. For this reason he

was loath to impress his own views upon students, and he assid¬

uously avoided stating his opinions in any private consultation

lest he make his hearer content with forming his views before

research. Archbishop Benson amusingly described this trait in

a comparison of three scholars.

"When I ask (John) Wordsworth anything he at least gives
me an answer and produces his materials; but when I ask
Lightfoot anything he refers me to an article he has written
in an obscure journal in the 160's, while if I ask Westcott,
he only clasps his hands round his brow and murmurs, 'Oh,
how difficult these things arel 11,44
Ultimately this characteristic had an undesirable effect.

One weakness of the Cambridge Three was their reticence when

consulted by students. None of them went out of his way to

set his pupils to work. They were always eager to help, but

they made no advances. Their work was independent, but,

according to one of their pupils, this "very sufficiency of
45

their intimate co-operation resulted in a kind of isolation."
After Hort and Lightfoot had died, Westcott wrote:

"How hard to look back twenty years, when we three worked
together, and could guide the teaching in our own subject

43. Essays on Supernatural Religion, op.cit.
44. H. Scott Holland, "Brooke Foss Jfestcott" London, 1910, p. 15.
45. J.M. Creed, op.cit., p. 5.
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and now all has passed into other hands, and to other
forms of thought. May it all be for good. Yet I had
hoped,that Dr. Hort would have worked on with me to the
end."10

Had these scholars shown more aggressiveness in teaching might

not the "other hands" have been disciplined by more favourable

forms of thought?

Lightfoot's aversion to speculative theology further dis¬

appointed. his fellow scholars. His commentaries especially are

lacking in discussion of many theological problems. It was this

feature to which Hort often took exception. He remarked of

Lightfoot's simplicity of argument that it was "unaccompanied by
47

either the insight or the delusion of subtlety." But Light-
foot was primarily an historian and not a theologian. His mind

dealt with facts, and he always strove to be clear and definite

in the expression of his thought. Even his devotional thought

was strikingly simple. Near the end of his life he confessed,

"Things that edify others do not edify me. I feed upon four or

five great ideas.

Lightfoot was restricted by his temperament, but even more

by his times. Had he lived longer, or had the discoveries of

archaeology been more advanced in his life-time, he would no doubt
have shaken himself free from the classical influences in his

thought and works. Unfortunately, the materials were not avail¬
able for a more critical understanding of New Testament Greek.

The light which the Greek papyri has given would have led him,

46. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 2, pp. 138-9.
47. L.E. Elliott-Binns, Religion in the Victorian Era, op.cit.,

p. 306.
48. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 158.
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as it has modern scholars, to more reliance upon his knowledge

of Semitic languages, in which, of the Cambridge Three, he was

by far the most proficient.

Finally, two estimations of the value of Lightfoot's scholar¬

ship may be given by personal letters he received in the same

49
year from men well-known in their fields. The first was from

C.R. Gregory and relates the reaction of Adolf Harnack to Light-

foot's St. Clement.

Leipzig, Germany.
May 13, 1877.

Dear Sir,
Permit me to thank you heartily for the kind sending of

your S. Clement of Rome Appendix, which reached me this morning.
You will perhaps be amused if I tell you how Harnack behaved
about it... The moment I took my seat at the dinner table to-day,
he held up the book... He kept rushing around to my seat
(Schiirer sits between him and me) to ask about shades of meaning
here and there... Disposing of soup, he turned to Schiirer, and,
with a smile at what he knew would make us laugh (we are always
teasing Harnack about his inability to write a short review),
said, 'That must have at least eight or nine columns in the
Theologische Ldteraturzeitung*.' • Schiirer said it must be done
as quickly as possible in consistency with due accuracyj this
is because Schiirer thinks so much of you. I really do not
believe there is any one in England for whom he has more respect.
...Schiirer told (Harnack) he had better go home, that he would
only study Clement... Hereupon Harnack confessed that he had
read all the way along the street in coming to dinner until he
had overtaken Schiirer... At one time, Harnack said: 'He is
four times as accurate as Gebhardt and I'...

Your obedient servant,
Casper Rene Gregory.

The second letter came from R.W. Dale, an eminent Noncon¬

formist scholar.

49. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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Birmingham.
July 16, 1877.

Dear Dr. Lightfoct,
Will you allow me to take this opportunity of expressing

my deep sense of obligation to you for your Galatians,
Co loss ians, and Phi lip-plans which are rarely off my desk, for
many weeks together. I trust that your exegetical work will
not end in the books you publish yourself. Unless Englishmen
suffer under an incurable incapacity from which I think that
they are free, your works ought to create a new exegetical
school that will enable England to look Germany in the face
not only without the consciousness of inferiority but with the
grateful sense of having produced a higher type of exposition
than Germany has been able to achieve.

Yours gratefully,
R.W. Dale.

The foregoing discussion of Lightfoot's scholarship illus¬

trates his influence upon New Testament and early Church history

studies. This influence encouraged work of a high calibre

which was recognized in many lands. It promoted thorough re¬

search and independent .judgment. As was to be expected, great

disappointment was felt by those who knew the benefit of such

scholarship, when Lightfoot went to Durham. R.W. Dale, who

commended him so highly for his commentaries, wrote -with resent¬

ment to Westcott in 1883:

"Forgive me for saying - do not let them make you a
bishop." I do not know what Dr. Lightfoot may have done
for Durham; for those of us who are outside he has done
nothing since his elevation."50
Another writer, outside the Anglican Communion, ventured

to say in 1882, that "to withdraw such a man from his proper

work, even to make him a bishop, was a blunder." The chief

50. L.E. Elliott-Blnns, Religion in the Victorlan_..Era, op.,cit.,
p. 310.
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objection was that "experience proved that the duties of the

episcopate are incompatible with the prosecution of those

studies which...enabled Dr. Lightfoot to enrich the theological

literature of England."51
No one was more aware that Lightfoot's opportunities for

learning and writing would be far fewer after leaving Cambridge

than the scholar himself. Speaking at a luncheon following

his enthronement at Durham, he drew attention to the Coats of

Arms of Cambridge and Durham. Both shields bore four lions,

with this contrast: those of Cambridge were passant, while

those of Durham were rampant. In the centre of the Cambridge

sheiId, Lightfoot noted, there is a book, "but when I look at
5p

the Durham Arras, the book is gone." ^ .

51. J.Gibb, "Theologians of the Day - Bishop Lightfoot", op..cit.,
p. 185.

52, G.R. Eden and F.C. MacdonaId, op.cit., p. 56.



CHAPTER FOUR

DURHAM: THE BISHOP

(1879 - 1889)



Durham, in its position among the other Sees of England,

is unique and preponderant. For many centuries it was a

palatinate, the Bishop being a Prince in whom the Crown vested

its authority and rights as a northern representative. The

personal domain of the Bishop of Durham was once one of the

largest in England. While Van Mildert was Bishop, at the com¬

mencement of the nineteenth century, the power of royal juris¬

diction was abrogated, but something of the old prestige and

tradition of princely authority survived. The seal of the

Bishop of Durham is round in shape, symbolic of royalty, whereas

the oval seals of other bishops indicate ordinary episcopacy.

The seal displays the mitre set in a coronet, and a sword as

well as a crozier, which signify that the office once wielded

temporal as well as ecclesiastical jurisdiction. A purple

cassock is worn by the Bishop of Durham to show that he was

once an Earl-Palatine.^ The See enjoyed the distinction of

having a seat in the House of Lords independently of seniority

on the Bench - London and Winchester being the only others

1. R.H. Maiden points out: "The Archbishops added in a coronet
to their mitres about the middle of the eighteenth century,
though, it is an illegitimate and meaningless ornament.
The notion that any Bishop is entitled to wear a purple
cassock qua Bishop is hardly older than the present century
and probably originated in the brain of an ecclesiastical
tailor." (R.S. Forman, Great Christians, op.cit., p. 338).
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with a similar privilege. In the words of the article in

The Times which commented on Lightfoot's appointment; "... the

See of Durham is inferior only to an Archbishopric in dignity

and its occupant must always exert an authority far greater than

that of most Bishops.

Lightfoot, coming to this See distinguished by historic

traditions, found that the contemporary economic development

of the North country was also leaving its mark. Durham was a

coal-mining centre, and the industrial revolution had brought

enormous wealth and activity. The development of the coal and

iron industries had spurred the growth of population to the ex¬

tent that numbers had more than doubled in two generations and

continued to increase rapidly even after prosperity had begun

to decline. But the Church had failed to keep pace with the

population. Lightfoot's predecessor, Bishop Baring, had exerted

commendable efforts to increase the parochial work. During his

episcopacy, from 1861-1879, 119 new churches had been built, 130

existing churches enlarged, 102 new parishes formed, and the

number of the clergy increased by 189. For many years he had,

as Lightfoot continued to do, devoted his entire episcopal in¬

come to this work. Baring had stated before retiring that he

believed the work of expansion had reached its limit; but the

history of Lightfoot's ten-year episcopacy illustrates that this
was a premature .judgment, and this decade became popularly known

as "the Golden Age of Durham."3

3* The Times, January 29, 1879.
3. G.R. Eden and F.G. Macdonald, op.cit., p. xiv.
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The See of 'Durham required a spiritual leadership which

demanded more than the average Bishop could give. Northern

England was famous for its antagonism to High Church practices.

Incumbents erred on the side of over-conservatism, restricting
the frequency of' Communion observance and attacking any innova¬

tion in forms of worship which were suspect of ritualism. Dis¬

trust and party spirit were rife among northern clergymen.

Bishop Baring, himself an Evangelical, so distrusted his clergy

that he would not appoint Rural Deans to promote more efficient

parochial administration,4 lest he be unable to scrutinize their

work closely. On one occasion, before an urgently needed

assistant was appointed, he demanded a sworn statement from an

incumbent that certain ritualistic practices would not be under¬

taken by the new curate. When no such assurance was given,

modes of worship took precedence over parochial necessities, and

the curate was not licensed.

Over two hundred years had elapsed since anyone, who had not

already proved himself in episcopal work, had been set over the

See of Durham. Lightfoot's task would be a severe test of his

abilities since he lacked any form of parochial experience. He
a

would be required, like his namesake Bishop Joseph Butler, (who
"in the sight 'of the general decay of religion' pressed his

clergy to 'instruct people in the importance of external religion'),
to restore churches, and to multiply services, that so they might

bring home to men the practical power of piety, which he rightly

4. L.E. Elliott-Binns, Religion in. the Victorian Bra, op.cit.,
p. 68.

5. J.T. Fowler, Life and Letters of J.B. Dykes, London, 1897,
pp. 303 ff.'

6. Both would sign "Joseph Dunelm".
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felt to be the proper answer to scepticism.1,7
The prospect of such responsibilites had undoubtedly caused

Lightfoot to hesitate in his decision, and his own words to

Benson indicate the struggle he had made. "I seem to have lived

two years in the last fortnight;" he said. But he governed his

life in the spirit of Prince Lee's motto} virtus in agendo constat.

When the dark night of indecision passed, Lightfoot set himself

to the work of the new day ahead. The change was thus noted by

C.J. Vaughan:

"He seems now perfectly happy, and, as someone said,
can now even use the words 'my enthronement' without blush
or embarrassment. A great stride from the ' Lightfoot' of
two months ago."8
The date of his consecration was set for April 25, 1879, at

Westminster Abbey. Westcott preached the sermon in which he

alluded to the new emphasis which Lightfoot's work would take.

"Literary work, however perfect, reflects in some degree
the passing temper of the age: but character enters into
the very depth of life, quickening, moulding, inspiring:
the one is a fair building, the other is a tree whose seed
is in itself."^

It was the character of the man which was to play so important

a role in these final years. The change gave that "fresh im¬

petus which men find so powerful, once at least in their lives,

in doubling the net result of their having lived.

7. B.F. Westcott, "From Strength to Strength," a sermon
preached at the consecration of J.B. laghtfoot...,London,
1879.
R.S. Forraan, op.cit., p. 338; G.R. Balleine, History of
the Evangelical Party, op.cit., pp. 268-9.
K. Lake, Memorials of Dean Lake, op.cit., p. 234.

8. K. Lake, ibid., p. 236.
9. B.F. Westcott, op.cit.
10. Letters at Auckland Castle.
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Following the c.onsecration service in Westminster, the en¬

thronement was held in Durham Cathedral on May 15. Throughout

Durham and Northumberland the news of his appointment was welcomed,

and the cathedral was filled with those who came joyfully to wit¬

ness the impressive ceremony. Not since the enthronement of

Bishop Trevor in 1752 had any Bishop of Durham been in person at

the ceremony. Dean Lake spoke these memorable and prophetic

words:

"We shall pray that you may be endowed above all with the
spirit of truth, the spirit of justice, and the spirit of
love; that the spirit of truth may enable you still to
apply, as you have already done, the teaching of God to the
wants of this generation; that the spirit of justice within
you may win the trust and confidence of all men; and, above
all, that the spirit of love may make us feel that you 'seek
not ours, but us,' and that we may revere and love in you a
spiritual father and friend. With these prayers, which will
be uttered by many on your behalf to-day, I now, my lord,
enthrone and induct you into this Bishopric of Durham. "-1-1

11. N. Lake, on»cxt •, pp • 237—.
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THE TRAINING OF ORDINANDS

One week after making his decision to go to Durham,

Lightfoot had chosen his two domestic chaplains, George R. Eden

and Henry E. Savage, and these men had been busily at work

during the intervening months. Lightfoot was a firm believer

in Jethro's advice to Moses and was able to leave important cor¬

respondence with those he had learned to trust. When they

removed to Durham, Lightfoot wrote

The Castle,
Durham. June 4, 1879.

My dear Westcott,
...I have received nothing but kindness from every one here

as yet. But the business is quite as much as Eden and I can
manage together. However, some of it is exceptional and
temporary. I have held my first consecration and first re¬
opening - preaching on both occasions.

Eden is as thoughtful and helpful as it is possible for any
man to be.

Ever yours,
J.B. Lightfoot.

No time was wasted in establishing the scheme which was most

dear to Lightfoot's heart, the training of University graduates.
He had decided to follow a plan which resembled the one suggested

by Archbishop Cranmer in the sixteenth century. He would make

provision for a "number of students to be exercized in the daily

worship of God and trained up in study and devotion, whom the

Bishop might transplant out of this nursery into all parts of his

12. Letters at Auckland Castle; since the Bishop's Palace was
being redecorated, they stayed at Durham Castle for a time.
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diocese. And thus (the) Bishop should have had a college of

clergymen under his eye..."For a background to this venture,

it is necessary to examine some of the preliminary factors.

In 1875 Oxford and Cambridge v/ere still training the majority
1A

01 men ordained in the Church of England. Previous to their

ordination a few of the graduates sought further education, either

at one of the theological colleges, or under the supervision of

an experienced clergyman. Some prolonged their residence at the

University in order to attend additional lectures as further pre¬

paration for the ordination examination. But many took no steps

to prepare themselves for ordination other than reading for the

examination while awaiting the arrival of their twenty-third

birthdays, 23 being the canonical age for ordination as a Deacon.

"Residence at the University and obtaining a degree were regarded
15

by the majority as an adequate training."
For some time previous to 1875, the need for additional

training had been felt by many, and in the years which followed

this date, it became increasingly recognized. One contributing

factor was the elevation of standards for ordination which had

been championed by Lightfoot and Westcott in the establishment

of the Preliminary Examination. Another factor was the growing

awareness that a young ordinand needed more than the literary

13. Parliamentary Papers, Vol. XXV, 1854, op.cit., pp. XXIV-XXVI.
14. Two-thirds is an approximate proportion.
15. F.W.B. Bullock, The History of Ridley Hall, op.cit., Vol. 1,

p. 14.
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training provided by the Universities; he must also be trained

in the practical aspects of the ministry. As early as 1871,

Westcott had drawn attention to the pastoral aspect in these

words:

"The training of Candidates for Holy Orders is naturally
divided into two parts, and... these parts are best fulfilled
at different centres. There must be first an intellectual
training, in which the student may be led to see clearly
the relation in which Theology stands to the other sciences,
and disciplined in the rigorous criticism of the original
records of his historic faith; and there must be afterwards
a pastoral training, in which he may grow acquainted with
practical methods of teaching and learn to minister to the
wants of individual men."16

Westcott saw the Universities as the "proper home" for the former

of these tasks and the Cathedrals for the latter. Progress

toward partial fulfilment of such a plan had gone on for a number

of years. "A period...within the eight years 1874 to 1881 saw

the inauguration of no less than eleven new Church of England

Theological and Missionary Colleges."1^ Even earlier there
had been much activity in this field. Cuddesdon and Lichfield

Theological Colleges opened their doors in 1854 and 1857 respect-
1 P,

ively. Salisbury, the scene of Bishop Burnet's early labours

in training ordinands, became the home of a College founded by

Bishop Hamilton in 1860, the same year in which St. Boniface

Missionary College was founded at Warminster. After a slight

lull, the movement was astir with new vigour from 1868 to 1881.
These years witnessed the foundation of several institutions:
a Theological College at Gloucester, in 1868; the London College
of Divinity (St. John's Hall, Highbury), founded in 1863, prin-
16. B.F. .Westcot^ "..The Religious Office of the Universities",
17. EAV7U7 bullock, op.cit.» Vol. 1, p. 446.
18. For the history of Theological Colleges prior to this date,

cf. Introduction.
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cipally for the training of non-graduates in the Evangelical

and Protestant principles of the Church of England; the

Scholae Cancellarii at Lincoln in 1874, under the able guidance

of Bishop Wordsworth and B.W. Benson, (the first revival of the

Cathedral Theological School as an integral and statutory portion

of the Cathedral system according to Canon law); a Theological

College at Ely, the Leeds Clergy School, and St. Stephen's House,

Oxford, all in 1876; Truro Theological College, founded in 1877

during the bishopric of E.W. Benson, first Bishop of the newly

created See of Truro; and in 1878, the Theological College on the

Isle of Man, St. Paul's College in Burgh, and Dorchester College,

Oxfordshire. In addition, three higher training schools, similar

in character, were founded at the Universities: Wycliffe Hall,

Oxford, in 1877, and Ridley Hall, Cambridge, in 1881, both designed

to educate ordinands in the Evangelical tradition; and the Clergy

Training School at Cambridge, founded in 1881 under the leader¬

ship of B.F. Westcott.

Probably the earliest theological school in the reformed

iteLglican Church was that of Bishop Burnet at Salisbury. It was

his purpose "to have a nursery at Salisbury of students in divin¬

ity who should follow their studies and devotions till I could

provide for them." He was greatly concerned with improving the

quality of training for these men, and therefore he formed under

19. F.W.B. Bullock, oo.clt. ,Vol»l,pp.lO ff;445-6; "The Religious
Training of Candidates for Holy Orders." Church Quarterly
Review, July, 1885, pp. 344 ff.
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his eye a staff of men well-instructed in religion, and a group

of ten students each of whom he allowed a stipend of £30 per

annum. Each day the students appeared before Burnet to give
an account of their progress in reading and learning, and to

hear hira lecture to them on some theological subject of either
a speculative or practical nature. Unfortunately, he was op¬

posed in his project by leaders at Oxford who "looked on this

as a publick affront to them and to their way of education",
and he was forced to discontinue the school.2^

The training, programme which Lightfoot began at Auckland

soon after he arrived paralleled Bishop Burnet'.s work in many

respects. Training in the elements of practical theology was

as urgently needed in Lightfoot's time as in Burnet's. One

writer reminded his readers that the function of theological

colleges was not to serve as "high places of abstract erudition,

but (as) factories of preachers and pastors" training "efficient

ministers."2^ ifestcott had called for "scope for testing the

teaching power of the student himself" in the training of
°2

parishioners. In his capacity as Canon at Peterborough, he

attempted to draw theological students to the Cathedral for study

and training under his direction. E.W. Benson, Lightfoot's

other intimate, was even more involved with the Cathedral school

plan. It was his earnest wish to develop the Cathedral system

which offered "an ancient, recognized, calm, and safe mode" of

higher education for the clergy. Benson saw this to be "the

20. G. Burnet, History of the Reformation, 1679, Part I, Book 3,
pp. 301 ff.
E.B. Pusey, Benefit of Cathedral Institutions, op.cit.,p. 86.

21. L.E. Elliott-Bihns, op.cit., p. 452.
22. B.F. Westcott, op.cit., p. 101.
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work of the Church", and after his appointment as examining

Chaplain to Bishop Wordsworth at Lincoln, his contact with

ordination candidates had increased his conviction. He had

written to Lightfoot in 1869 expressing these sentiments and

remarking upon the abundant success their mutual friend, C.J.

Vaughan, had had at Doncaster in training ordinands who came to

be with him. As a result, Lightfoot had pressed upon the Prime

Minister, Mr. Gladstone, the name of Dr. Benson as a fit recip¬

ient of the Deanery of Lincoln. Though this suggestion did not

meet with favour, Benson was ultimately made Chancellor at Lin¬

coln Cathedral, and in this role he undertook the establishment

of the theological school. So impressed was Lightfoot with his

friend's work in this field that he wrote a friend in 1876:

"I have just returned from a two days' visit to Benson,
and I cannot refrain from writing to tell you what a deep
impression his' work has made upon the place. I knew some¬
thing of it from conversation with him and from r eport of
others before I went; but my visit has very much strengthened
my conviction of its importance. Indeed I know nothing like
it in our day, considering that he has only resided there a
little more than three years.

One other individual work in training ordinands probably

interested Lightfoot. Charles John Vaughan, whom he considered

so much a friend as to include him among the very small circle

whom he consulted in his Durham decision, had been doing a re¬

markable work at Doncaster, and later at The Temple as Dean of

Llandaff. In a University of Cambridge sermon in 3861 , after he

had taken the vicarage of Wakefield, Vaughan announced his readi¬

ness to receive graduates of any university, for the purpose of

23. a.C. Benson, Life and Letters of E.W. Benson, op.cit.,
Vol. 1, p. 419.
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preparing them for ordination. Over 100 men were trained by

him at Doncaster.

These efforts of Westcott, Benson, and Vaughan had been

observed with much approbation by Lightfoot, and had contributed

to his vision of a school at Auckland. But there was an addition¬

al factor - his own imagination. This is illustrated by his own

words in an address on January 16, 1879, only two days before he

received the letter from Lord Beaconsfield, and before he could

possibly have known of the Durham offer. He related to his

hearers his vision of the twentieth-century University school.

In part, he said:

"The building to your right is the Bishop's Theological
College, where his candidates are trained. ~ 'But is he not
afraid,' I asked, 'to allow his candidates for the ministry
to mix with students of all classes and opinions?' 'Not
at all...you see there is no interference with the domestic
arrangements, or with the religious education which is given
within the walls of his own building; and this satisfies
him. He finds that intercourse with others only tempers
the rancour of religious controversy without quenching the
fervour of religious zeal. Meanwhile, a great and paramount
advantage is secured to his students. They have such oppor¬
tunities of a liberal education at a small cost, as they
could not find elsewhere; and thus they are saved from that
intellectual narrowness which the too exclusive training of
an ordinary Theological College is said to foster.'"^-"

Despite the fact that Lightfoot never actually located a college

at the University, it is remarkable that this plan should be for¬

mulated in his mind on the eve of his appointment, and that its

fulfilment should contain so much of what he had envisioned then.

When Lightfoot came to Durham, the greatest need of the

diocese was men to staff the populous parishes. Since Oxford

24. "Address by the Rev. Canon Lightfoot D.D. ...on the distribu¬
tion of Scholarships and prizes of the Liverpool Council of
Education.." January 16, 1879.
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and Cambridge still supplied the majority of candidates for

the ministry, it was natural) by virtue of their geographical

location, that most of these remained in the south. The new

Bishop was especially eager to bring a greater proportion of

University educated men to his diocese. Consequently, he
devised a scheme whereby men who had just taken a degree would
live with him as the final stage of their preparation for Holy

25Orders. Then he would ordain them to parishes in Durham.

Lightfoot described the origin of the idea some years afterward,
to a gathering of former students.

"In that long wakeful night when the decision was finally
made which transferred me from Cambridge to Durham, the idea
of this College first took shape in my brain. It was thus
identified with the work of my episcopate in its origin."26

The real start was made at Cambridge, when in a sermon before

the University he used something like the following words:

"If you desire a pleasant and a genial climate, if you
desire blue skies and a kindly people who will salute you
at every turn and give you all the honour and respect you
could possibly desire, I have nothing for you. But if, on
the other hand,you are content with grey skies and a cold
climate with an independent and maybe self-willed people,
but who are strong and once won,are worth the winning, I
have everything to offer you."2'

A number who heard that sermon went on to work in the diocese of

Durham as a result of it. Lightfoot's final charge to others
28of his Cambridge friends had been, "Send me up men to the North."

25. Long before a foundation of teaching canons had existed in
connection with the parish church at Auckland, and the
remains of a college were still extant. "Some bishop who
was as much knight as minister, turned these into stables."
(Letters of the"Rev. R.W. Barbour to his wife, Auckland, 1882,
p. 8.)

26. Ordination Addresses, London, 1890, p. 196.
27. W. Gore Browne, "Sermon on J.B. Lightfoot's death...",

Northern Echo, December 23, 1889.
28. Quarterly Review reprint, op.cit., p. 66.
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In Oxford, 'he contacted Dr. Talbot the Warden of Keble College,

and asked him "to pick out some young men from Oxford, as the

first of a series of men, to be trained for Holy Orders under
QQ

the Bishop's own eye." Lightfoot had not been Bishop for six

months before the idea took shape and the "Auckland Brotherhood"

was formed. Two domestic chaplains had already been at work

during this period, and, by the fall of 1879, "three mighty men"

had arrived to be the first students. The numbers soon grew to

an average of eight to ten each year.

Life at Auckland Castle was simple and disciplined. The

Bishop would allow nothing which spoke of pomp or pretension,

and his own enthusiasm for work was caught by the men. An

ordinary day included breakfast with the Bishop at 7.45, followed

by Morning Prayers in the Chapel at 8.15. The students then

began a well-ordered morning of study and instruction. One of

the chaplains would lecture upon some subject of the examination

for Orders from'9 till 10 or 11. An interval of separate reading

followed. This might continue throughout the morning, or be

broken by a second lecture immediately before lunch, at one. In

the early years of the Brotherhood, Lightfoot would lecture
3Q

Saturday mornings on some subject of New Testament scholarship.

At times he extricated himself from his duties to give an informal

talk on a current topic of research. The discovery of the

"Diaache" in 1884 was the subject of one such lecture. "We all

sat in the great drawing-room and the Bishop stood, or sat, at a

29. G.R. Aden and F.C. MacdonaId, op.cit. , p. 22.
30. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., pp. 24,38; Life and

Letters of A.F. Sim, Universities Mission, 1896, pp. 11-12.
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spot near the great door towards the Chapel; and gave a most

learned and vigorous lecture on the subject in the most out-
31

spoken way." ~ On another occasion he would share .with the

students his botanical "observations, taken daily on his walks

to and from the district.. assuming the air of someone to whom

that study was even as his necessary food." Lightfoot was not

inclined to talk haphazardly, and what was said in these sessions

the students learned to treasure as rich wisdom. In the words

of one witness, "He always speaks with a pair of balances in his

hand, like Justice, only-he is not blindfolded like her. And

yet he looks about after speaking, like a child, as if to see
32

whether he has not made a mistake."

Each student was assigned a district in the surrounding

country with its tiny pit villages. The student gained parish

experience under one of six curates in the area. Three after¬

noons a week were spent in visiting, and the other three in

reading, though opportunity for recreation was provided if a

student desired it. The Bishop encouraged athletics among his

men. Though not an athlete himself, he admired those who had

ability for sport. One of his "sons" was a football player of

national reputation, and Lightfoot permitted him to engage in

playing throughout Durham. On one occasion the student was

stranded at a distant station and finding no transportation

available for his return, he telegraphed Bishop Auckland for the

Bishop's dogcart, which was duly sent. The next week another

31. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 27.
32. Letters of the Rev. R.W. Barbour,op.cit», p• 10.
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telegram arrived with a similar message. When Lightfoot was

shown the telegram, he gave instructions to "Send the carriage."

"When the sportsman turned out of the train he was astonished

to see the Bishop's footman in livery waiting, and still more

surprised when he found himself taken home in state in the
33

Bishop's carriage and pair. It did not occur again."'
The students had some practical duties in the evenings also.

Some gave a cottage Bihle reading, one evening a week. Most of

the men assisted in the Young Men's Church Institute at Bishop

Auckland. Lightfoot had gifted this building to the town
OA

shortly aiter his arrival in Durham. A student has des¬

cribed his work there:

"..It is a sort of club for young men and lads from
fifteen years and upwards. There are about two hundred
in it, so there is lots to do. I generally go there in
the evenings and sit and talk with the lads, and I am
teaching one of them to read - a slow process.

Sundays the students often assisted in local churches by

reading the lessons in the service of worship and by holding

Bible classes in the Sunday Schools. Occasionally, they would

preach in one of the outlying districts. One man vividly por¬

trayed his experience thus:

"I have to preach in a Schoolroom some three miles out
in the country, but more often in a tiny little room in the
town, where my congregation consists of ahout four to

33. G.R. Eden ana F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 30.
34. G.R. Eden states: "At Bishop Lightfoot's suggestion, in one

minute, (Westcott) sketched on the back of an old envelope
the plan of the...Institute." (R.S. Forman, op.cit.,
"Bishop Westcott.")

35. Life and Letters of A.M. Sim, op.cit. , pp. 11-12.
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twelve old. women ana a lot of children. The latter* are
never quiet, and to have one of them squalling in one's
ear is rather disconcerting, though not to the mother's
who are accustomed to it."°®

The people of these districts were often of a rough and un¬

manageable sort, and experience gained in dealing with them was

invaluable. One student is described as using a "distinctive
method of worIcing." He would fasten "himself on one or two at

a time paying much attention to them."37 Lightfoot preferred

to train others by this means, and he had often employed it

while at Trinity College. As will be seen, it was this method

which he strongly recommended to his clergy in their training

of the laity. At Auckland he often gave individual attention

to a "son" in whom he was especially interested. As one writer

observed, "There were, of course, men for whom he felt a special

affection, just as Our Lord felt a special affection for St.

John...I think we should all have said that Edgar Lambert was

the disciple whom Lightfoot loved in that particular sense, and

we who knew Lambert at all well would certainly have agreed that

such a regard was natural."33 His "sons" undoubtedly learned

from their leader's example, even as he had from his old master,

Prince Lee, who had shown special regard for such promising

students as Lightfoct, Westcott and Benson.

The Brotherhood at Auckland had strong bonds of unity and

fellowship. Many have testified that the simple morning and

evening services in the Chapel provided the real basis for these

36. Ibid., pp. 11-12.
37. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 25.
38. A.V. Baillie, My First Eighty Years, London, 1951, p. 63.
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bonds. Lightfoot took great pride in beautifying the Chapel

during his episcopate, and here the students would gather for

a simple service twice a day. The Bishop and chaplains joined

in reading the lesson and leading the prayers. A small band of

choristers from a nearby school were trained by a chaplain.

The servants attended and one or two visitors from town also.

This Chapel was the scene of many a charge to men about to be
3S

ordamea by the Bishop.

Appropriate here, are the words of a former "son" who writes

to describe his experience at Auckland Castle. This account is

given in full, as it was written after the excellent book of

reminiscences, Lightfoot of Durham, appeared, and gives fresh

testimony to the valuable training at Auckland.

"I. knew two people who were training young men for Orders.
Dr. Vaughan, the Master of the Temple, and Bishop Lightfoot
of Durham...Bishop Maclagan had a profound admiration for
Bishop Lightfoot and urged me strongly to make him my choice.
In reply to a letter from Maclagan on my behalf, Lightfoot
answered that his love and admiration for Dean Stanley were
such that he would regard it as no less than a privilege to
take his nephew into his care. So began the most important
influence in my life next to that of my mother...

At Auckland I entered into an entirely new world; a
world which to this day means as much to me as anything I
have ever known. The hub, the axis, the very core of
everything was Bishop Lightfoot himself. He was the great¬
est, the best man I have ever encountered, and I say this
deliberately after the experience of many years.

At first sight he was startingly ugly; a stout little
man with grotesque features and a squint. In a day or two
one's consciousness of his outward shortcomings vanished and
his face appeared the most beautiful and lovable thing
imaginable. He had no popular social gifts, being shy,
silent and awkward in general company. When he was enter-

3S. Letters of R.W. Barbour, op.ext., pp. 6.10,11.
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taining^strangers there was a childlike helplessness
about him that was comic, but few men can have been capableof making people love and understand him so quickly or so
completely...

^ When I arrived, however, I knew nothing about Bishop
Lightfoot except that he was a man of great learning, of
whom people like Bishop Maclagan held the highest opinion,
and that he used to take some half a dozen pupils at a
time to train them for Orders. I found myself in a new
world, a purely ecclesiastical atmosphere in which I felt
very much at sea. Everything was strange to me. My
fellow students were of other types than any of the young
men I had been associated with before, with other interests
and ideas. All this soon passed away, and I found myself
making friends and entering joyously into my novel environ¬
ment.. We students had our rooms, in which we did most of
our work,' in a long wing of the Castle, named Scotland as
it was said the Scottish prisoners were lodged there after
one of the great border battles. Beyond an assumption
that we would be present at meals and in chapel, there were
practically no rules.

We lived an essentially happy, friendly communal life.
Our relationship with Bishop Lightfoot was like that of
sons, which he called us. He made no attempt whatever to
dominate us. He accepted our ecclesiastical points of
view without trying to alter them. He did not teach us
himself at all: I do not think he lectured to us once

during the whole of my time; and he preached only once a
year, at the annual reunion celebration, though his sermon
then was always momentous. The actual teaching was in the
hands of the Bishop's two domestic chaplains: Harmer,
afterwards Bishop of Rochester, and Welch, afterwards Vicar
of Wakefield. Both men were very able, though Harraer was
to have the more distinguished career.

There grew up around Lightfoot the Brotherhood of his
disciples. There were a good many of these already when
I joined their number, as he had been taking pupils for the
past 6 years, and they were out in the world and working,
mainly in the diocese. His heartfelt admiration for them
and their doings made of them heroic figures in our younger
eyes. There were among them some of the men he had chosen
as chaplains and examining chaplains from Cambridge, when he
went to Durham, and who became part of the Brotherhood.
They were men of considerable intellect, like Armitage
Robinson, afterwards Dean of Westminster, George Eden, after¬
wards Bishop of Wakefield, and Savage, afterwards Dean of
Lichfield. There was also Tommy Strong, afterwards Bishop
of Oxford chosen to represent the sister university. But
there were others who, if not of special intellectual power,
were none the less possessed of great force of character and
therefore cast in no less heroic mould. ' Edgar Lambert was
one of these. And who that knew him could forget the
saintliness of Sim, who died on the mission field; or the
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great MacdonaId, the 'Long Mac' of our affections, who
threw into his work the most tremendous atmosphere of joy.
■AraOng my own contemporaries was Cecil Boutflower...

The older Brothers came hack constantly to visit us
at the Castle, relating stories of their experiences and
generally combining to give us the feeling that our work
was a great and splendid adventure...For it is a remark¬
able fact that with the death of its founder the Brother¬
hood lived on...The body remained Lightfoot's Brotherhood,
and that is perhaps the greatest witness to Lightfoot's
greatness, since each of the succeeding Bishops had a
personality strong, distinctive and totally different from
that of their predecessor." 0
Albert Victor Baillie's reminiscences show Lightfoot, the

man, as the dominant personality in this Auckland experience.

Another has stated it thus: "Auckland was Lightfoot and Light-

foot was Auckland. He permeated and dominated the whole thing.
41

It was not that he said much, or did much, but he was IT."
And yet these testimonies point out that the Bishop, like the

Scholar, was a shy man. Social grace and ease did not come

easily to him. He so resented any form of pretence or presump¬

tion that his actions and attitudes toward strangers who dis¬

played either were often blunt to the point of rudeness. At

times his reactions were cleverly humorous. When two journal¬

ists visited Auckland with the clear intention of extracting an

opinion from the Bishop on a prominent ecclesiastical controversy,

they had extreme difficulty in gaining any clear statement from
him. At the close of the interview, one of the men, in despera¬

tion, asked, "-And what, my Lord, do you think of the prospect?"
By this time Lightfoot had walked to the window and looking out
he answered, "I always say that is one of the advantages of my

40. A.V. Baillie, op.cit.,pp. 63 ff; Baillie, who died in 1955,
was the last living member of the Brotherhood who had trained
under Lightfoot.

41. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 47.
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house that though it is in the town, it is also in the country.
A p

It is a wonderful prospect."

But Lightfoot possessed many likeable and manly qualities,

apparent to those whom he loved; and these qualities attracted

his students to him. He was profoundly simple and this, above

all, characterized the man. His simplicity captured the heart

of the people of the diocese too, for they were a plain folk.

There is an amusing example related in Lightfoot of Durham:

"At ivlonkwearmouth Church.. .there was a typical verger.
On the Bishop's first visit a small new house was pointed
out, which the neighbouring squire, well known as always
having his own way, had built overlooking the Church.
Turning to the verger, the Bishop said, 'I wonder you
allowed Sir Hedworth Williamson to build that house so
near.1 The man instantly replied, 'Sir 'Bdworth would
ha' built 'is 'ouse on your 'ead, ray Lord, if 'e'd 'ad
a mind.'"

And the Bishop probably laughed, for he had a great sense of

humour. His jocundity was well-known to the men at Auckland

Castle. Upon hearing some amusing tale related or reading of

some humorous incident, he was very apt to break into peals of

laughter.

Lightfoot was singularly suited for the work he had started,

because he had no'family obligations. Beyond the care of the

diocese, nothing claimed more of his interest and attention than

his "sons". He shared every meal and Chapel service with the

students, an arrangement which would have been impossible for a

married person. When Westcott and Moule, who succeeded Light¬
foot in the Bishopric, continued the Brotherhood, the students

were billeted at the lodge gates and joined the Bishop only at

42. Ibid., pp. 28-9.
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the midday meal. F.Y/.B. Bullock points out that the one

serious drawback in the work of C.J. Vaugharx, who trained men

in a fashion similar to Lightfoot's plan "was that there was

little or no common life...Each student lived (by himself) in

lodgings, and did not see much of the others except at services

and le c tur es.

Despite the heavy burden of diocesan affairs which pressed

upon him, and the flood of correspondence which daily came to

him, Lightfoot managed to preserve time for individual students.

Often he would take walks through the surrounding countryside

with a student or chaplain, thus gaining an insight into the

character of the man and affording opportunity for love to grow.

One former student recalled such an incident with great admira¬

tion:

"The event that sticks in my mind above all else was
the great kindness of our father in God, giving up a whole
afternoon's walk with me alone, so that he might hear of a
matter in my mind, and advise and talk to me about it. I
was generally shy with him, but that time I could not be,
he was so understanding and sympathetic. What a lot one
learned from his personality."-^

And Sunday evenings the Bishop kept an open house for the local

clergy who gathered with the students for a period of relaxation

after a busy day.

Such entertaining of others was not confined to spare hours

only. Each summer the students and chaplains were invited to

accompany the Bishop on his summer holidays in Scotland and

43. F.W.B. Bullock, A History of the Training of the Ministry,
op.cit., p. 118.

44. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit. , p. 29.
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Norway. The Highlands held a special attraction for him?and
now and again he wrote Westcott of these jaunts.45

Auckland Cast'le,
Bishop Auckland.
July 20 j 1880.

My dear Westcott,
We are off, some of us to-morrow, some the day after, to

Killiecrankie, Pitlochry, there to remain till the end of August.
Drainage and house repairs have led to this immigration...

August 6, 1881.

My dear Westcott,
We purpose going to Ross-shire (possibly ending with a tour

of Skye) about the 20th and to remain till about September 13th...
Eden, Carlisle, and Archdeacon Watkins, (will join me)...

Ever yours,
J.B. Duhelm.

Braemar became a favourite resort for these summer excursions,

and ascending Lochnagar was a pastime which the Bishop enjoyed

until the very last years of his life. Professor Babington of

Cambridge related a meeting with Lightfoot and his fellow

travellers on one of their visits to this district.

"I had much pleasure in meeting my old friend Bishop
Lightfoot at Braemar, and observing how greatly his character
was appreciated by the Presbyterian minister and the people
in that Highland district. I was especially pleased to ob¬
serve the kindness shown by him to the young clergy of Durham.
He had taken the largest house which he could obtain in
Braemar, and arranged so as to have constantly, six or seven
of the curates from Durham as his guests. Each party re¬
mained with him for about a week, and was then succeeded by
another party. This continued during the whole of his stay
in the north. The benefit to the young men, from this in¬
timate association with him during his time of retirement in
Scotland, must have been incalculable. He put aside
formality and treated them as members of his own family."'*0
On one journey in Norway, the Bishop was travelling with a

companion in a "stolkjar" along a rough, narrow road bordered by

45. Letters at Auckland Castle.
^6. C.U. Reporter, February 8, 1890.
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rocks on one side and a precipitous drop on the other. The

Bishop sat correcting proofs of one of his forthcoming volumes,

while his companion who was driving became increasingly nervous.

At one point he said to Lightfoot, "I wish you would climb out

at the back of the vehicle. There is only about 4 inches to

spare on the near side." The Bishop glanced down the precipice

and answered, "Other stolkjars must have taken this road. Drive
47

on," and he returned to his work. This phenomenal power of

concentration was evident on more than one occasion. Time was

a precious commodity for Lightfoot, and he possessed a small bag

(which was called "the Pandect") in which were carried "books,

literary periodicals, proof-sheets, etc., for reference at any

spare moment."

This characteristic of "buying up opportunities" was prac¬

tised in other respects as well. Thus, by establishing the

Young Men's Church Institute in Bishop Auckland, he provided

another form of practical work for his students, and at the same

time provided a wholesome training ground for building character
in young boys of the community. With similar motives, he pre¬

vailed upon one of his chaplains to train a group of choristers
from a local school to sing in the Chapel services. Lightfoot's

purpose was two-fold, for later, through (his) Chaplain, he ex¬

pressed his wish to educate these boys. He took a personal

interest in them, and in this respect was an example to his men.

He could have said with the Apostle, "Be ye followers of me, even

47. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 45.
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as I also am of Christ."^0 One of these choir hoys related

in amusing detail an incident which illustrates the Bishop's
influence. The hoys had constructed a "dug-out" with pit-props
and a roof of turf sods in the Park adjacent to the Bishop's
Palace grounds.

"Our first caller was the Bishop, and we trembled when
he expressed his wish to come in. He did so, yet not
without considerable difficulty and personal discomfort,
for we laughed at his effort to crawl through the doorway.
A vexatious down-draught did its worst, and the atmosphere
was appalling.

With the hut rules he was intensely amused, especially
with the last one which stated that 'the subscription was
Id per week hut any member who gave more would be more
thought of.' There.were others equally boy-like. They
were preserved in the archives at the Castle for many years.

His Lordship then asked us - Hay, Bousfield, and myself
- about our work at school and at great length made us
realize - for the first time - what was the purpose of our
lessons, to form our characters and fit ourselves for the
great game of life. How he opened our eyes as we hung on
his words. It was a desire to serve that he put into our
minds and from that moment the "call" came. We all won
£60 Theological Scholarships at Durham University in suc¬
cessive years. Hay and I were ordained Priests at the
Trinity Ordination 1894 at Auckland and shared the same
room at the end of "Scotland" in which Mr. Eden had many
years before given us our first Greek Testament Lesson
(St. John). Bousfield was not ordained, but subsequently
became Head Master of our old school - King James I Grammar
School, Bishop Auckland.

48. 1 Corinthians xi:Iy One wonders if this plan of having
choristers under the eye of his chaplains had not been derived
from his fellow-Canon, Liddon of St. Paul's, who had been
similarly interested in the choristers at the great Cathedral.
Liddon conceived the plan of housing choristers at St. Paul's
in order that their residence might afford opportunity for
influencing their lives. "In time we hope to make some sys¬
tematic provision for the future of our choristers at St.
Paul's, for passing on as many of them as may be to Holy
Orders, and for providing careers for others." (John 0.
Johnston, oo.cit., p. 143). This may be the work to which
the writer ..in Lightfoot of Durham alluded when he said:
"During his residence, Canon Lightfoot gathered round him
young men to whom he specially devoted himself." (G.R. Eden
and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 12).

49. G.R. Eden and F»C.Macdonald, op.cxt., p» 71.
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Here again was exerted that "influence for life" to which so

many men bore witness in their tributes to Idghtfoot.
After six years as Bishop of Durham, Lightfoot found that

the Brotherhood had become the central feature of his work, and
he wrote Benson, who was now Archbishop of Canterbury:

"Hie wrench of leaving Durham would even be worse than
the wrench which brought me here...An ideal is gradually
forming itself of which I can only say that I wish I had
the grace and power in any degree to realize it. But it
has its centre in the work and men gathered about me at
Auckland Castle; and this would hardly be possible, else-
where." 50

There were great rewards for the Bishop in this work. He

never charged a student for board, lodgings, or tuition, yet he

was repaid in lives many times over. The greatest return was

the loyalty of the men trained at Auckland. The Bishop's motto

was I Corinthians xvi; 13, which spoke to his mind most vividly

in the original, but may be translated with force in these words:

"Be on your guard, stand firm in the faith, live like men, be
51

strong." Tnere was abundant opportunity in the diocese for

Lightfoot to test his men according to these words. But the

compelling force which sent them into the work is described in

the words of the fourteenth verse: "Let everything that you do

be done in love." And this epitomised the Bishop's whole life.

He loved his men as a father loves his sons. This inspired their

deepest loyalty. "We had no doubts that if Lightfoot wished a

50. Benson had written his former schoolmate, testing him on his
feeling toward accepting the vacant Bishopric of London.
(A.C. Benson, Life and Letters of E.W. Benson, Vol. 2, p. 46).

51. J.B. Phillips, Letters to Young Churches, London, 1955.
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thing, you must do it. You didn't argue whether it was right
or wrong, you just had to do it beacuse you could not disappoint

52
his love." A.V. Baillie pointed to the distinguishing mark

of Lightfoot's love when he said, "My whole nature had been warmed

by the knowledge that Lightfoot loved me as an individual."53
"He sought our love that he might pass on his love through us to

others."

As a result Lightfoot was able to command the respect of

his students, and he could send them with confidence to difficult

or unattractive posts knowing they would throw heart and soul

into their labour. Students entered their work with a sense of

commission from their Bishop which one man described in these

terms:

"The unwritten law of the Brotherhood is this; you go
where you are sent, you work till you drop, the Bishop will
show you no sort of preference or notice, but...you have
your place in the Bishop's prayers."®

When one ordinand was offered a difficult parish, which the

Bishop was anxious to fill, he at first balked and said, "I am

not sure that I should care to go." The reply he received from

Lightfoot was, "You're not going, you're being sent." "Then
when am I to go?" the young man asked. "Next week," and next

week he went.

Lightfoot warned his men in his ordination addresses that
he could promise no more than "what Christ offered His disciples,

hardship and toil.

52. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonala, op.cit. , p. 43.
53. A.V. Baillie, op.cit., pp. 63 ff. CBaillie added: "I had

always felt that Westcott's interest in a man was as a
specimen of the human race. I dare say I was quite wrong
in that...).

54. G.B. Eden and F.C. Machonald, op.cit., p. 48.
65. Ibid., pp. 85-86*
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"If the alternative lay before me of offering any of
you a place of emolument and. dignity on the one hand, or
a place of difficulty and responsibility on the other, be
assured that the emolument and the dignity should go else¬
where, and the difficulty and responsibility should be
laid on your shoulders, if only I thought them strong enough
to bear the burden."56

The Bishop was aware that more than his command and love

must commission these men, and he also said:

"But in some way or other the prompting must be felt,
the voice must be heard. 'Here is a work, God's work, to
be done. And God wants me, God summons me, to do it. I
know my weakness; I know my inability; I know my ignorance,
my inadequacy, ray unworthiness in all respects. But not¬
withstanding this sense of feebleness, I will obey the sum¬
mons. Notwithstanding it? Nay, by reason of it; for is
not strength, God's strength, made perfect in weakness? I
cannot bear to think of so many souls perishing for lack of
food. I cannot bear to see so many sons of God estranged
from their Father in heaven. A ministry of reconciliation.
Of reconciliation, - why, the very name draws me with an
attractive power which I cannot resist. Dost thou ask,
Lord, 'Whom shall I send? and who will go for us?' There
is only one answer, there can be only one answer, 'Here am
I, send me'^57
The possibility of a student being assigned an arduous task

was almost a. certainty because of the prodigious growth of popu¬

lation in industrial areas. Lightfoot found it necessary to

create new parishes and supplement old ones in just those dis¬

tricts where poverty and squalor were increasing as a result of

the influx of people seeking new occupations. Writing an

obituary on H.R. Banton, a former student, who died prematurely,

Lightfoot said:

"A new district was to be formed in a much neglected
neighbourhood in . There was neither church nor endow¬
ment nor parochial appliances of any kind. Everything must

56. Ordination Addresses, op.cit., p. 161.
57. Ibid. , pp. 49-50.
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be built up from the foundation. Only a modest stipend
for a single curate-in-charge had been guaranteed. It
was necessary to rely on youthful zeal, even at the cost
of some inexperience. I asked Cope, who was still Curate
at St. Peter's to undertake the task of building up this
new parish, and he accepted the call. To my great joy,
Banton offered to accompany his friend as a volunteer with¬
out remuneration, though he might have had an adequate
stipend elsewhere...1 cannot but regard this splendid un¬
selfishness as a chief cornerstone, on which the edifice
of the new parish was raised...Excellent congregations were
gathered together; generous donors came forward with liberal
offerings; and within two years and a few months from the
time when they commenced their work in the district, a large
and seemly Church was finished and consecrated."5°
More than once Lightfoot marshalled his men to strengthen a

deteriorating district. West Hartlepool was as good an example

as any. Three churches, each ineffectively operating, composed

the entire force in this growing area. Lightfoot quickly sent

in his "prize students" who, as a group, commanded the admiration

of all. Inside a few years the city had become a well-established

Church centre, and another "offensive" had succeeded. Sometime

afterward the district was called, "holy ground" because of the men

59
who had worked there and then entered the mission field.

Older clergymen in the diocese were sometimes disgruntled at

having their seniority by-passed in favour of these younger men.

The Bishop had to point out to one that such positions had some

unattractive characteristics which would not appeal to older men.

"Would you have gone there?...I had no stipend to offer." The
60

reply was "No," and the point was made. In his Primary Charge

58. Reprint from Quarterly Review, op.cit., pp. 69-70.
59. F.N. Eden and H.H. Dobinson from St. James'to C.M.S. on the

Niger; A.F. Sim from St. Aidan's to U.M.C.A. at Kota Kota;
E.F. Every from St. Paul's to South America; and W.F.
Coserave from Christ Church to the Dublin University Mission
in Chota Nagpur. (G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit.,
p. 87).

60. Ibid., p. 85.
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Lightfoot coramended the sacrificial spirit which some clergy

displayed in co-operating with his method of reinforcing a

needful area.

"Have not I found men willing at their Bishop's summons
to forego an adequate arid assured competency, and to labour
income unpromising and arduous field on a bare curate's
stipend...Have I not seen, not once or twice only, a parish
which had long lain a spiritual wilderness, a proverb and
byword to the foes of the Church, suddenly quickened into
fresh and vigorous life under a new incumbent?"61
But the advantages were not all on the side of flourishing

parishes; and increase in confirmations. There was the even

more important work of building character and training lives in

these hard situations. The year at Auckland conditioned men to

accept with readiness and even preference, the most arduous

assignments. A.F. Sim, of whom the Bishop once remarked, "Let

Sim go where he will, his face will be a sermon in itself,"

began as Deacon in St. John's Parish, Sunderland, "a parish of

which it has been said that, as regards squalor and poverty, it

has not its equal in the Diocese of Durham."62 One student ex¬

pressed the motivation for such sacrifice in these words:

"Coming from a life in which my surroundings had been
always attractive, Tyne Dock might easily have been de¬
pressing. Happily, it was nothing of the sort. Bishop
Auckland had instilled in us the sense that we were engaged
on a romantic adventure, and the experience ahead of me
possessed the excitement and appeal of novelty." 6

The spirit of adventure, which Lightfoot found in so many of his

"sons", invigorated parish work all over the diocese to the extent

61* Primary Charge, London, 1882, p. 54.
Q2, Life and Letters of A.F. Sim, oio.cit., pp. 15, 34.
63. A.V. Baillie, op.cit., p. 76.
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that the Church's activity in this northern county was every¬

where increased and enlarged.

Lightfoot had founded the Auckland Brotherhood with the

intention of remedying many of the evils which had been permitted

to exist in ordination procedure. During the nineteenth century

the conscience of other Bishops gradually awoke to the need for

reform. An example of the cursory treatment one famed cleric

received at the time of his ordination is cited: "At his inter¬

view with the Bishop, he was asked whether he wished to be or¬

dained, and on giving his answer, he was told when to present

himself at the Cathedral, and this was the sum total of his pre-
04L

paration so far as the authorities were concerned." Lightfoot

found that training his future clergy under his own eye, not only

made for better mutual understanding between the Bishop and his

men, but also enabled the overseer to judge their abilities and

assign them to parishes for which they were best suited. Then

there was the added advantage of providing adequate preparation

for the ordination examination. Lightfoot had made it a pre¬

requisite for all his candidates to pass the Preliminary Examina¬

tion held at Cambridge. As has been seen, this examination was

becoming increasingly recognized as a proper test of an ordinand's

theological knowledge, and its standards were high enough and its

scope large enough to warrant a full year's supervised instruc¬
tion as preparation. For this reason Lightfoot had engaged two

64. A.C. Harman, "Dean Vaughan and His Men," Theology,
August, 1937, p. 105.
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domestic chaplains whose task it was to prepare the students

at Auckland hy lectures and reading for the Preliminary, and

whatever other examination the Bishop might require. These

chaplains Lightfoot chose with the greatest selectivity and

wisdom. As he said to Westcott, "I have no scruple in t aking

away a man already engaged in other work, if he is suitable;

e.g. a curate," but in order to be suitable the man required

had to be equipped for multifarious tasks. Lightfoot relied

upon Westcott to secure such men for him, and when he appointed

G.R. Eden to the vicarage of Auckland in 1883, he promptly wrote

his former colleague for a replacement, describing the manifold
acz

qualifications necessary:

Auckland Castle.
July 29, 1883.

My dear Westcott,
...As the other chaplain...is married and lives out of the

house, his relations (the new chaplain's) with the household
will be even more important than his direct tuition of the
students. But he ought to be a man 'whose moral and spiritual
influence would' impress itself on the students. It is this
that I have found so valuable in Eden. The 'Auckland College'
is beginning to tell perceptibly on the diocese and I regard it
as an instrument of the highest importance. Therefore I am
anxious to get a good man, who will give a right tone to the
'College'. He would have to save me some trouble in household
arrangements; but these are, I think, in fair order, and the...
servants are efficient and trustworthy.'. .If he were musical and
could train a choir so much the better; but this is not indis¬
pensable .. .Can you find the man I want?...

Ever yours,
J.B. Dunelm.

The man whom Westcott seems to have sent was Joseph Armitage

Robinson, who later became a famous successor to Lightfoct and
Westcott at Cambridge (when he was elected Norrisian Professor

65. Letters at Auckland Castle.

)
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of Divinity). Robinson arrived at Auckland in the Michaelmas

term, 1883, after having been Lecturer for one year at Ridley

Hall, Cambridge, under H.C.G. Moule, the Principal. About this

time Westcott attempted to negotiate for the return of one of

Lightfoot's chaplains to Cambridge, possibly as a "fair exchange"
for Robinson. Westcott was anxious for the theological faculty

at Cambridge and argued, "We have given some men joyfully; we

lent others - to learn and then to teach us.,,e® The two men had

sharply divergent opinions on this matter, and Lightfoot sorely

provoked Westcott by his determination to keep J.R. Harmer; but

the Bishop was not prepared to forego his chaplain's services at

that time. He wrote:

"If you ask my opinion I feel sure that it would be far
better both for the College (King's) and for (Harmer) that
he should have another year in his present work...1 cannot
help recognizing the claims of the College. I trust
however, that it will not call him back without giving him
a position of real importance and one which qualifies for
retaining his fellowship. I plead for an interval in any
case, because I am sure that no clerical work.he could get
in Cambridge would be so valuable a discipline as the work
he is doing here."67

Lightfoot tried not only to ensure at Auckland a good theo¬

logical and practical training before ordination, but a spiritual

one as well. In many dioceses, Durham included until 1879, the

Bishop's ordination examination was held just a few days before
the date of ordination so that many candidates' pre-oraination

moments were robbed of their devotional spirit by anxious thoughts

about examination results. Christopher Wordsworth, Bishop of

66. A. Westcott, op.cit♦, Vol. 2, p. 4-0.
67 Letters at Auckland Castle; Harmer eventually continued as

Lightfoot's chaplain until his death, and finally went to
Cambridge as Vice-Principal of the Clergy Training School,
1891-1893.
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Lincoln.} was the pioneer in removing the examination from the

Ember Week, after E.W. Benson had suggested this.68 Lightfoot

copied his example at Durham and placed his ordination trial

three weeks before the Embertide, thus freeing this period from

vexatious thoughts of failure to meet the requirements.68 In

order to encourage a devotional spirit, he urged his chaplains

to be available at this season for spiritual counsel and guidance,

and arrangements were carefully made to put the candidates at

ease in the homelike atmosphere of Auckland Castle. The Bishop

himself contributed to the spiritual tone with his challenging

addresses delivered in the quiet chapel on the eve of the ordina¬

tions.

"Forget me, forget the service of to-morrow, forget the
human questioner. Transport yourselves in thought from the
initial to the final enquiry. The great day of inquisition,
the supreme moment of revelation, is come. The Chief Shep¬
herd, the Universal Bishop of souls, is the questioner. It
is no longer a matter of the making of the promises, but of
the fulfilment of the promises. The 'Wilt Thou' of the
ordination day is exchanged for the 'Hast Thou' of the judg¬
ment day. 'Hast thou been diligent in prayer? Hast thou
framed and fashioned thy life?1"

And again -

"One night only remains. But one night has done much ere
now, and one night may do much again. One night crowned the
treachery of all treacheries, and consummated the work of the
son of perdition. Yes, but one night also, - one night of
wrestling and prayer - won the blessing of all blessings, and
changed a Jacob into an Israel, the supplanter of his brother
into the Prince of God. God grant that this may be such a
night for all of you^ a night of Peniel, a night when God is
seen face to face."76

68. F.W.B.Bullock,A History of the Training of the Ministry,
op.cit., p. 128.

66• Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1881, p. 97.
70. Ordination addresses, op.cit., pp. 66, 72-73.
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When Westcott was present in 1884 011 the unique occasion

of the ordination of his three sons by Bishop Lightfoot, he
remarked "on the happy change that had come upon these Ember*

seasons" recalling "the cold formality of his own ordination..."^"
Lightfoot introduced another alteration in his ordination

procedure when he began to hold one per year in various parish

churches throughout the diocese. A working man who had attended

one of these recalled the scene to the mind of a minister who had

been ordained thirty years earlier. The man had never forgotten

the Bishop's solemn administration of the commission on that

occasion. "Man alive", he said, "I can still hear him with his

'Take thou authority' ,, in a voice that might have come out of a

coalpit.

Socn after his appointment to Durham, Lightfoot had announced

his intention to augment the requirements for non-graduates apply¬

ing for ordination. This he did by insisting all ordinands from
70

Theological'Colleges pass the Preliminary Theological Examination.
The immediate and desired result was to discourage some who would

normally have applied. The Bishop wished to elevate the over-a11

educational standard of his clergy, and he compensated for the

loss of non-graduate applicants, by increasing the number of Uni¬

versity Candidates. During the last four years of B:ishop Baring's

episcopate the proportion of men from the two older Universities

71. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 116.
72. G.R. Eden and ff.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 77.
73. Many Theological Colleges trained men who had no University

education.
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was one-fifth, of the whole number, whereas in Lightfoot's
first year this figure was raised to five-ninths.74 Such was

the portent of things to come. A famous precedent to Light-

foot's action was to be found in the case of Thomas Morton,

Bishop of Durham (1632-1660), of whom it was said, "He never

ordained any...but such as were graduates in the University (or
otherwise qualified in good learning)."75 Lightfoot made his

own views plain to his clergy in an address before them at the

Diocesan Conference of 1880.

"A Bishop cannot regard this matter from quite the same
point of view as an incumbent who is looking out for a
curate. The incumbent sees only the needs of the particular
parish...and he considers...that a man of inferior attain¬
ments and efficiency is better than no curate at all. A
Bishop is obliged to take a wider view. If he makes a con¬
cession in one case, he will be obliged to make it in another.
...The consequence will be a general lowering of the standard
of the clergy. The diocese will be gradually overrun by
curates of a lower stamp. The time will come when it will
be impossible to refuse the claim of these men to promotion
on the ground of long service. Thus the incumbencies will
be invaded by them. But the attractiveness of a curacy
for a zealous young man depends very largely on the character,
status, and ability of the incumbent who is to be his teacher
and guide. In the next generation therefore, the difficulty
of obtaining good curates will be increased. All these con¬
siderations the Bishop must keep in view..."
As the proportion of University men increased, the over-all

number of ordinations did also, as may be seen from the following
77

comparison of figures:

74. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1881, pp. 87 ff.
75. F.W.B. Bullock, A History of the Training of the Ministry,

op.cit., p. 7.
76. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1881, pp. 87 ff.
77* Ibid. , 1878, 1888.
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1861
1865
18 7G
1875

11
21
21
21
28
27
40
35

1882
1883
1884
•1885
1886
1887
1888

32
27
22
36
30
28
31

(Enthronement 1877
of Lightfoot) - 1879

1880
1881

In his Charge to the Clergy in 1886 Lightfoot noted that

the increased proportion of Oxford and Cambridge students had

"been maintained as at the start of his episcopate. Three-

fifths of the whole number of ordinations were from the larger

Universities, and an additional one-fourth were from Durham
78

University. Thus in another important respect the Auckland

Brotherhood had .justified its existence, for it, above all

other factors, was responsible for the increased influx of

Cambridge and Oxford men in the north.

But the supreme good of the Auckland Brotherhood was its

influence upon lives. "How happy" wrote A.F. Sim, "those old

Auckland days were. If I have any steadiness or staunchness

of purpose, God gave it to me there.Even those who only

visited Auckland felt the power of the place. After the

Reverend R.W. Barbour, a Presbyterian minister from Scotland,

had accepted the Bishop's invitation and visited Auckland, he

wrote to his wife:

"Much of what I have seen here, the earnestness, and the

78. Charge to the Clergy, London, 1886, p. 18; Durham's Oxford
and Cambridge proportion paralleled the national ratio for
1884: of 1514 candidates for the priesthood and diaconate,
903 were from the two Universities. ("The Religious
Training of Candidates for Holy Orders", Church Quarterly
Review, July, 1885, p. 347).

79. Life and Letters of A.F. Sim, op.cit., p« 12.
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manliness of the men, the order of the household, the
thoroughness of the instruction, the devoutness of prayers,
the sweetness of the singing, the beauty, the learning, the
goodness, the simplicity make me hang my head for shame
both as a man and as a minister; for ray whole heart con¬
sents to these things that they are right."80
This spirit was carried forth into the diocese by each

student, so that all the clergy began to imbibe of its strength.

Ritual controversies became unknown in a diocese that had been

famed for its narrow conservatism. Evangelical ana High Church¬

men co-operated in their work when they held neighbouring

parishes. When Westcott succeeded Lightfoot as Bishop he in¬

herited a deeply engrained loyalty from the men which was without

parallel in England. Especially the men trained at Auckland

"on any decision, were disposed to consult the Bishop's wish

and ask no further questions."81 Westcott found this loyalty

to be the surest check upon any threat to the peace of the

diocese in matters of ritual.

A.V. Baillie lists six characteristics which were inbred in

the students at Auckland and moulded their later work.

The first and foremost characteristic og the Brotherhood
was its prevalent atmosphere of joyfulness.0

80. Letters of.R.W. Barbour, op.cit., p. 12.
81. A. Westcott, op.cit.Vol. 1, pp. 362-3; Dean Lake said,

"...he did not believe that any diocese could be pointed out
in which there was so much hearty concurrence of mind and
action for religious objects as there was amongst all his
clergy and laity under the guidance of the late Bishop."
(G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 55).

82. Said Lightfoot once: "Bishop Hacket chose as his motto,
'Serve God, and be cheerful.' Golden words these: I do
not know how it may be with you; but the remembrance of
these words has often lifted me up from the pit, and dis-

. sipated the cloud of gloom." (Ordination Addresses,
op.cit., p. 314).
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Becond, we were none of us ever able to sink into a purely
professional view of our work. To us, in some measure at
least, the priest's life must always remain an adventure.

Third, no Brother could ever, I think, become a contro¬
versialist moved by party spirit...we respected one another's
views.

Fourth, I do not think that a Brother could ever give way
to artificiality of pose, or to self-advertisement. One had
only to think of Lightfoot and the other Brothers to make such
a thing impossible.

Fifth, behind everything our founder left with us the spirit
of devotion as the background of life;...

Sixth, a Brother could never beoa pessimist or lose heart
when things looked rather hopeless.S3

In order to preserve and renew these qualities, the Bishop

instituted a reunion for all his former Auckland Students on

St. Peter's Day. Beginning in 1883, once each year, the Bishop's

invitation went out to former students to attend a full day's

gathering at Auckland beginning on the eve of St. Peter's Day.

It was an opportunity to renew old acquaintance's and establish

new ones. The students then in residence perhaps benefited

most of all as they were made aware of the true sense of brother¬

hood which prevailed among all, and former students were reminded

of the continuing and increasing nature of the fellowship.

Lightfoot would address the men, a highlight of the occasion.

He emphasized the purposes for which the Auckland Brotherhood

existed:

"For what was the meaning of your residence in this place?
What did you carry away which you did not bring when you
came? A few practical lessons, a little experience in
dealing with men, which might serve as a preparation for
pastoral work? A. certain amount of theological training
which might fit you to stand forward - young as you are - as
the teachers of ethers? All this, I trust, but more than
this. Behind these more obvious purposes has there not been
a secret silent power drawing you consciously or unconsciously

c-3. A •V. Baillie, o p. c 11« , pp« o7—o •
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together, a binding force which has made you feel that
you are not isolated units in God's vast economy, not
separate^workers for His great purposes, but members of
a body with common interests and sympathies, common aims
and purposes? What else is the significance of this
joyful gathering to-day? It is a festive meeting; it
is a religious service. Yes, but that which gives it
its distinctive character, that which dominates either
aspect of this reunion, is the sense of brotherhood. -

In addition he always impressed upon them the responsibility

of their privilege as brothers.

"Gf your brotherhood. Yes, I delight to place this
before you as the ideal of our fellowship here. A brother¬
hood in Christ; not an exclusive association of clique or
caste; not a repulsive Pharisaism which exalts special ad¬
vantages into special merits; not a centripetal, but a
centrifugal influence - or rather centrifugal because it
is centripetal, a force gathering strength at a central
fire, but a force diffusing heat and light and life far and
wide.

This unselfish spirit was maintained throughout the years,

even while Bishop Westcott and Bishop Moule continued the tradi¬

tion of the reunion. No distinction was ever allowed to arise

between men trained under the later Bishops. So vital was the

force of the Brotherhood that the gatherings 'were held by members

of the Brotherhood well into this century until diminishing

numbers made it unpractical. From first to last there were

216 members, 86 having belonged to Lightfoot's episcopate.

"It is probably true to say that no Bishop of modern
times has done anything which has left so deep a mark upon

'

the Church. Twenty years after Lightfoot's death the
Brotherhood was a real living force throughout the north of
England, and the inspiration which his 'sons' had derived
from him was undimmed...The Church of England (does not)
realize how much it owes and will continue to owe for as
far ahead as we can look, to the Brotherhood."oS

These words were written by a clergyman from outside the diocese

who nevertheless knew the area well.

84. Ordination Addresses, op.cit., p. 178.
85. Ibid. , pp. 154-5.
86. R.S. Forman, op.cit., (cf. Essay by R.H. Maiden).
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The great unifying principles of the Auckland Brotherhood

kept the men together as co-labourers. Time and again offers

to serve in other fields were turned down out of personal

loyalty to the Bishop. Referring to an opportunity to gain a

more attractive post elsewhere, one former student said, "I
refused because all of us of the Auckland Brotherhood felt we

owed it to Bishop Lightfoot to stick to our own diocese.

In 1889 Lightfoot spoke for the last time to a St. Peter's Day

gathering and. proudly remarked, "The number on our lists mounts

up to eight-two. Of these God has taken three to Himself; no

less than sixty still have charges in the diocese or are students

preparing for ordination. Of the remaining twenty, one is on

the high seas, and another in India; the rest are working in

divers spheres in other parts of England.

The "divers spheres", to which'various men went eventually,

were not restricted to England. A goodly number were given

offices of emolument and dignity in the Church of England's work

throughout the world. Two men, John R. Harraer and Lionel P.

Crawford, each took Vice-Principalships in other theological
89

training institutes for a portion of their careers. At least

two other men incorporated Lightfoot's method of fostering the

training of others under their own eyes. a.V. Baillie, while
he was at Rugby, selected men for curacies in his centre and

kept his hand on them by having them come as a group to his
house to report on their work. He also organised lay Readers

87. A.V. Baillie, op.cit., p. 86.
88. Ordination Addresses, op.cit.< pp. 196-7.
89. Harmer, in the Clergy Training School, Cambridge.

Crawford, in the Leeds Clergy School.
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to do extension work in country churches and Sunday Schools

in much the same fashion as Lightfoot had done. Joseph

Armitage Robinson also adopted Lightfoot's scheme while he

was Dean of Westminster.

"He had a singular power of winning the affection of
young men; he liked their society, and at Westminster he
received a succession of them - Oxford and Cambridge gradu¬
ates for the most part - at the Deanery. Some were pre¬
paring for ordination, others were working for Fellowships,
others again were scientists or medical students. In his
early days at Wells, before the War, he maintained the
tradition. In later years, after his marriage, he and
Mrs._Robinson would receive, from time to time with most
gracious hospitality, these former sons of the house - for
so they were treated. True to the tradition of his spirit¬
ual forerunner, he did not seek to mould our minds or shape
our opinions. His influence was ever felt, but never
imposed. To live with him was an education in scholarly
method and exact thinking. One learnt how to learn and
where to look. Above all, one learnt to distrust second¬
hand knowledge and ready-made opinion.,,ao
Admirable as the Auckland College was, however, it had basic

weaknesses in its training. A.V. Baillie has alluded to two of

these. When the Bishop at one time commended his very able ad¬

ministrative work as Rural Dean, Baillie could not honestly agree

with the commendation.

"Our success failed to satisfy me. I had a feeling that
somehow it was not producing in the people the kind of
personal religion evident among the best Christians in my
younger days." It certainly raised morality; it certainly
turned people to Christian observances; it certainly made
a great many people do what is called Christian work; it
certainly made immense numbers to listen to instruction.
But were we giving our people the real thing and developing
within them the power of true Christianity?"91

This was a serious criticism and one that was probably quite true

for certain priests. Lightfoot was tolerant with his men and

90. J.M. Creed, "Joseph A. Robinson", Fourth Proceedings of the
British Academy. Vol. 20, London, p. 14.

91. A.V. Baillie, op.cit., pp. 63 ff.
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never sought to impose his own faith upon them. He respected
a man's personal beliefs and felt he was entitled to hold them

without interference. Hie strongest means he used to influence

others was to set forth his own convictions and allow others to

learn from them as they would. This is not to say that he was

wholly satisfied with this approach. He merely recognized it

as an expression of his own shy nature, and at one time he openly

confessed his disapproval of it. In his farewell s ermon at

Cambridge he used these words:

"Forgive me, if I seem to be condemning you, when indeed
I am only condemning myself. But now that the associations
of this place are fast fading into a memory for me, I can
only dwell with a sad regret on the great opportunities
which it affords of influence for good, opportunities
neglected at the time, only because they were not realized.
How little would it have cost to overcome the indolence and
shake off the reserve, to express the sympathy which was
felt, to put in words the deeper thoughts which seethed in
the heart but never rose to the lips. The value which
younger men attach to such sympathy is altogether unsuspected
at the time. The discovery comes too late - comes through
the gratitude expressed for trifling inexpensive words and
acts long since forgotten; and when it comes, it overwhelms
with shame."

Lightfoot's training of men could have emphasized more the need

for every minister of God to possess the dynamic of God's Spirit.

Many Auckland men obviously were Spirit-filled, but others were

not. Confessing he was one of the latter, Baillie complains

that none taught him his lack.

Baillie's second criticism was that when he was ordained,

the ideal pressed upon ordinands was of the influence which could

be brought to bear through organization. But "what we ought to
teach and how best to teach it was stressed comparatively lightly.

92. Cambridge Sermons, op.cit., pp. 298-9.
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We were given all manner of theories and commentaries to study,

while it was taken for granted that the Gospel was something we
93all knew." This was another weakness which must he traced

to Lightfoot. In all his sermons, despite their forceful and

vivid statement, there is a regrettable lack of any clear state¬

ment of the Gospel. Even when preaching before the University,

he failed to appeal to young men for an initial commitment to

Christ. Like many Anglicans he assumed that, since each member
94

of the University must be a member of the Church of England,
ipso facto, he must be a regenerated Christian. Consequently,

Lightfoot always appealed to men to endure further sacrifice,

moral and spiritual; but he omitted any call to repentance,

conversion, or initial commitment. Surely such an appeal might

have spoken to some who had never experienced the new birth.

But whatever criticism may be levelled at Lightfoot in this

regard, it cannot be said that he himself lacked this knowledge,

love, and power of Christ. His character and thought plainly
witness to that. He wrote in the preface to his Philippians:

"Men will often tacitly assume, and even openly avow,
that (the Gospel's) kernel is contained in the Sermon on
the Mount...Certainly this is not St. Paul's idea of the
Gospel as it appears in the Epistle to the Philippians.
If we would learn what he held to be its essence, we must
ask ourselves what is the significance of such phrases as
'I desire you in the heart of Jesus Christ,1 'To me to
live is Christ,' 'That I may know the power of Christ's
resurrection,' 'I have all strength in Christ that giveth
me power.' Tnough the Gospel is capable of doctrinal
exposition, yet its substance is neither a dogmatic system

93. A.V. Baillie, op.cit., p. 70. As will be seen in Chapter
V, Lightfoot did warn his ordinands against reliance upon
organization rather than the power of God.

94. This was true until the abolition of tests in 1870.
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nor an ethical code, but a Person and a Life."96
In a final evaluation of the Auckland Brotherhood, its

achievements may be compared with those standards which E.W.

Benson stated as essential for every theological college:

!• -A year's course should include lectures, close study and
practical work under clerical supervision.

2. It should rest in the ecclesiastical authority of the
diocese.

3. It should be an integral part of the Church system, not
an excrescence. (Auckland supplied men for the diocesan
parish work.)

4. "That it should maintain a close connection with all...
alumni."

5. "That its life and habits should be of the simplest and
plainest and the disciplinary rule in all respects have^
relation to study, and prayer, and parochial training."

With each of these essentials Auckland complied very closely.

It was also well suited to the requirements, cited by E.B.

Pusey, as of special importance in a theological school. First,

"the number of students...should not be so considerable as to

prevent personal superintendence...or to cause (the school) to

degenerate into mere lectureships for imparting theological

knowledge." Secondly, the place of training "should provide for

the members of its own Diocese in the hope that the bonds, which

unite the clergy with their Bishop, might thereby be streng -

thened.11^ The supreme tribute to the Brotherhood, however was

its continuation by B.F. Westcott and H.C.G. Moule, Lighftfoot's

immediate successors, who saw its great value for the Diocese.
The termination of this unique fellowship was a loss, not only

to Durham, but to the Church.

95. Philippians, London, 1879, pp. ix, x.
96. F.W.B. Bullock, A History of the Training of the Ministry,

op.cit., p. 138. Benson was speaking before the Church
Congress of 1871.

97. See Introduction, pp. 10-11.
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THE CLERGY AND LalTY

A.V. Baillie was undoubtedly right in stating that the

strength of the work in Durham was its organization. Light-

foot's administrative abilities were the prime cause for the

invigorated Church life which was apparent in the 1880's and

thereafter. In 1882, Northumberland became a separate diocese

with a bishop at Newcastle. Lightfoot instituted the Diocesan

Conference and gave it positive direction and power for the good

of the diocese. The Rural Deaneries increased in number from

seven to eleven, and new parishes were formed everywhere. Along

with a rise in the number of clergymen, a regular system of lay

ministry was created. In addition, the evangelistic outreach

of the Church was considerably strengthened with the appointment

of a Canon Missioner. So remarkable a change was effected in

these ten years that the diocesan administration was equipped to

cope with the work of the Church without any necessity for ad¬

justment during the succeeding years. One writer observed:

"It is no disparagement of his distinguished successors
if as diocesan administrators they have done little save
build on the foundations which he laid. It is hardly too
much to say that he made it unnecessary or almost impossible
for them to attempt anything else."98

98. R.S. Forman, op.cit. ■> p» 339.
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What enabled the Bishop to expend his energies so success¬

fully in this his "greatest moral effort" and "greatest venture
of faith" were three lessons which he impressed upon the minds

of his junior clergy, but-which he had first learned for himself:

"The first is prayer... Every Christian hero must pass
through a night of Peniel - the loneliness around, the dark¬
ness overhead, the long night of wrestling with the strong
man...

"...secondly...self-restraint... . 'Let your moderation
be known to all men'...like the epieikia of Christ, the
concessive temper, the 'sweet reasonableness,' which makes
allowances, which does not rigorously assert itself, which
does not press advantages.

"Thirdly...childlikeness...It tells us the battle is
not for the strong. It reminds us that our strength must
be made perfect in weakness.

These three themes were repeated again and again in Light-

foot's life, in both act and word. He, like our Lord, "began

to do and to teach."-^0 In the work at Durham much depended

upon the power of prayer and childlike dependence upon God's

strength. But seIf-restraint was even more needful and, for¬

tunately, Lightfoot excelled in that as well. He knew well

how to reserve judgment, not out of timidity, but as a matter

of expediency and for the Kingdom of God's sake. He was quite

capable of firm and forceful action, and his inaugural address

at his first Diocesan conference demonstrated the intensity with

which he could attack wrong spirit.

"But nothing is more perilous to true spirituality of mind,

99. "Address delivered to the Durham Junior Clerical Society,"
(1884), p. 7.

100. Acts i:l.
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or more injurious to healthy evangelistic work, than the
controversial temper. The sectarian spirit warps the mind
and withers the heart. It might possibly give a flavour
to your sermons and increase your congregations for a time;
but assuredly it will never win a single soul for God."10!
The first matter in which Lightfoot displayed a mixture of

patience and resolution concerned the division of the diocese.

He proclaimed his intentions in his Enthronement sermon:

"It will be the prayer of many hearts to-day that the
inauguration of a new Episcopate may be marked by the creation
of a new See; that Northumberland, which in the centuries
long past gave to Durham her Bishopric, may receive from
Durham her due in return in these latest days; that the
Newcastle on the Tyne may take its place with the Old Castle
on the Wear, as a spiritual fortress strong in the warfare
of God."102

Tnough he faced great opposition, Lightfoot accomplished his

purpose through persistent emphasis upon the necessity of this

measure; and what had been considered an impossibility became

a reality by 1882. "He convinced men by stating in a simple

quiet way what was his own ideal of a Bishop's work and pointing

out how impossible it was for him, in spite of robust health and

comparative youth, to fulfil that ideal in the large district

committed to his care." The Newcastle Church Congress of 1881,

over which he presided, was the occasion of many heated debates

and overwrought tempers, yet "at the most troubled moment it was

sufficient for Bishop Lightfoot to rise from his seat and raise

his hand, and all was hushed; a spirit of moderation and calm
103

seeraed to come out of him and compel a reasonable temper."

The reorganization of the Durham Diocese was imperative, and

Lightfoot set himself to this herculean task by immediately re-

101. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1882, p. 15.
102. Sermons...J.B. Lightfoot, Contemporary Pulpit Library,

London, 1899, pp. 48-9.
103. M. Creighton, Life and Letters of Mandell Creighton,

London, 1904, vol. 1, p. 20s.7 0
■ q
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viving the Rural Deaneries, which had been entirely neglected

by Bishop Baring. Toward the end of his episcopate, Baring

had allowed these offices to lapse whenever there was a vacancy

by death. Lack of confidence in his clergy was his reason for

this.

"(He) thought that when two or three were gathered
together they were sure to make fools of themselves.
Probably he was right, but he did not draw the obvious
moral that they must go on doing it till they learned not to
do it. Under him we had no rural dean at all; he thought
us too abominable. Consequently the old folks have all
learned to look upon themselves as such."1*-1*

This inhibited any growth of common life among the clergy of the

districts, and isolation was not conducive to co-operation among

them. In contrast to Baring's attitude, Lightfoot proceeded to

fill the vacant Deaneries with able leaders. The following

letter, written to one whom he had called to the Deanery of
105

.Alnwick illustrates the purpose he had in mind:

Bishop Auckland,
November 27, 1879.

My dear ,

Your response to my request gave me much pleasure. What I
desire above all things is that the clergy may be drawn together,
and feel that they have a common bond of union. From all that
I have heard, I do not suppose that there is anyone more competent
to promote this brotherly feeling among the clergy in your Rural
Deanery than yourself.

J.B. Dunelm.

The Bishop drew up a document which outlined the duties of the

Rural Dean. So well formulated were these principles that the

same form was adopted by his successors, at least until 1932.
He also held "Bishop's weeks" in the Rural Deaneries. During

these, a body of clergymen accompanied him ana held a Mission in

104. Ibid., p. 222.
105. Ibid. , p. 205.
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the separate parishes. This provided an opportunity for in¬

specting the administration of the separate Deaneries as well

as for evangelistic outreach.106
In another respect, Lightfoot was faced with a difficult

problem occasioned by the narrow spirit that prevailed in the

North. To a large proportion of the clergy of Durham, Holy

Communion had very little significance. Archdeacon Watkins,

whom the Bishop appointed in 1880, inspected the district of

Northumberland, before the division of the diocese, and found

that in fourteen of ninety parishes the Sacrament was celebrated

only three times a year. In a larger number it was celebrated

once a month. Durham, though not quite as dilatory, had a

similar attitude to Holy Communion.10'''
Baring had been an Evangelical and, fearing a rise of

"Puseyism", he had done nothing to rectify matters. Dean Lake

states that,

"In most Churches celebrations of Holy Communion were very
rare and communicants could have been counted on one's
fingers. In one great parish of some 20,000 people or more,
the communicants on Easter Day, 1876, numbered seventeen."108

When one incumbent began to say the daily office publicly in his

church, the Bishop admonished him for introducing Roman practice.

This attitude gave the diocese a reputation for narrowness and

discouraged many young clergy from applying for curacies there.
Little could be done by Lightfoot immediately to correct the

attitude of his clergy. "All he could do was gradually to

leaven the diocese by importing men of a higher stamp. And so

106. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 62; A.V. Baillie,
op.cit., pp. 148-9.

107. Robert Wilson, "Lightfoot, Savage and Eden - Sidelights on
a Great Episcopate," Theology, August, 1952, p. 296.

108. K. Lake, op.cit.
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it was that he organized his family of young graduates at

■Auckland Castle, to be prepared there for ordination; a scheme

which was bitterly resented by not a few of the old intransi¬

gents...But it required an almost infinite patience, thus

gradually to mould the tone and practice of the clergy at

large."109 Dean Savage, a former domestic chaplain of Light-

foot's who wrote these words, accounts for the absence of any

interpretation of the Eucharist in the Bishop's sermons or

addresses on the grounds that "any stress laid upon Holy Com¬

munion, either in instruction or in greater frequency of celebra¬

tion (would be) promptly stigmatized as a dangerous token of High

Church tendencies." Therefore in order to avoid being branded

"a strong party man", he exerted "immense caution and self-control"

biding his time until the force of the newer clergy's influence

took effect. Anyone who wished to know his attitude toward

church worship could discover it in the quiet and unostentatious

manner observed in his own Chapel.

Dean Savage tells of an interesting repercussion from Light-

foot's "unprecedented course of urging those whom he confirmed

to become communicants." One rector was eager to demonstrate

his support of this new idea and at the close of the service,
which had commenced at 11.30 a.m., he came up the Bishop and said,

109. Robert Wilson, op.cit., p. 296; The writer of this article,
who gives his purpose in writing as "to withdraw frora_ob¬
scurity one or two otherwise quite unknown incidents in
Lightfoot's career," also asserts the above reference to
initial opposition to the Brotherhood from the_older clergy
is the only one apart.from mention made of it in a defunct
magazine, The Auckland Chronicle.
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"My Lord, may I have your permission to give out a special

Notice?" He. turned to the candidates and announced, "My dear

young friends, you have now been confirmed. I hope you will

hurry home and get your dinners and then you will just have time

to come right back and receive your first Communion at 3 o'clock-'^
Lightfoot's persistent efforts bore fruit, however, in more

practical ways; and when he addressed his clergy in the Charge

of 1886 he was able to give these figures:

"Of the 234 parishes, which make up this Diocese, Holy
Communion is celebrated weekly or oftener in 105 (two
celebrations per week in 20 of these), fortnightly or oftener
but not as often as once a week in 59, monthly or oftener.
but not as often as once a fortnight in 67, while there are
three only in which the intervals are longer... "HI

Thus another step had been taken toward making the diocese more

open-minded toward a highly controversial subject. The result

of this policy would be felt for years to come, and one direct

effect would be, in Lightfoot's mind, the forward movement of the

Church of England. It may have been true that there still was

"less provision for worshippers in proportion to the population

than in any other country," but it may be asked whether other

dioceses were using what provision they had to the same extent

as v/as Durham.

112
"The preaching of the Gospel is a Bishop's foremost duty,"

and to this object Lightfoot devoted much effort, especially to

the evangelization of the masses. Controversy, such as that

which surrounded the subject of Holy Communion, diverted the

110. Robert Wilson, on.cit., p. 297.
Ill* Charge to the Clergy..., 1886, op.eit., p. 15.
112. From the Council of Trent.
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clergy* s attention from its primary duty, and thereby a large

part of the colliery population had been lost to the Church.

The Bishop reminded his younger clergy, not only of their need

to spurn party strife, but to press forward and gain the of¬
fensive for the Church. "The battle of the Church of England
will be lost or won in the thickly populated centres of the

artisan classes such as this diocese of Durham." His advice

was direct and sensible:

"First, as we look around us, we see well-marked social
tendencies, definite social forces at work, which are
gradually gathering strength and must soon or late produce
untold results, whether for good or evil. Make it your
endeavour to understand these...try to Christianize them.
They may be after all - if only guided and tempered and con¬
secrated - God's instruments for the amelioration of the
race...If the scope of the Gospel and of the Church is co¬
extensive with the legitimate interests of mankind, as we
believe it to be, then there should be a place at all events

thies if not in your studies, for such questions

This appeal to share the practical interests of the people called

for a positive ministry of the laity. One means by which Light-

foot meant to foster such a ministry was the Diocesan Conference

which he inaugurated in September 1880. It was a "fresh experi¬

ment" designed "for the clergy and laity of the diocese to have

periodically...opportunities of interchanging thoughts on the

great work which (lay) before them." At the first gathering,

an appointed Committee decided upon three questions originally
raised by Lightfoot. Their opinions were: 1. There should be

a larger representation both of clergy and laity; 2. The con¬

ference was to be held in alternate years; 3. Questions were to

113. Address...to the Durham Junior Clerical Society, 1884,
op.cit. , pp. 3-6.
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be discussed but not voted upon. The Conference was to serve

as another incentive to corporate action and thought among the

clergy and laity.

It was evident that a direct approach must be made to the

problem of reaching the masses, and Lightfoot was aware of the

weakness of his parochial organization for this purpose, as well

as its strength. His own conviction was that the parish work

was in need of supplementation, and he spoke in these terms to

his clergy:

"It has become somewhat the fashion in these days to
speak disparagingly of the parochial system as if it were a
failure. I have no sympathy with such language. The
parochial system is the great safe-guard of any Church,
without which it would be in peril of degenerating into mere
Congregationalism...But a due appreciation of the parochial
system is one thing; a blind idolatry of it is another.
Plainly it has not succeeded, and there is no ground for
hope that it will succeed, if unaided, in evangelizing the
masses."

Mission preaching had assumed a prominent place in the

Church of England as a result of the great spiritual revival

then in progress. Dwight L. Moody and Ira Sankey had amazed

many critics by their results, and a modified form of their

evangelism became popular. This means Lightfoot suggested as

one of the most plausible and utilitarian for evangelizing the

masses. He therefore proposed that there be a diocesan organiza-
115

tion for this work with a Canon Missioner at its head. In

addition, a staff of Diocesan Preachers was to be created as soon

114. Primary Charge..., op.cit. <, pp. 23, 105.
115. Lightfoot also proposed that a "Minor Canonry should be

assigned to the endowment of a mission preachership, thus
(having). ..a lieutenant acting with and under the Canon
Missioner." There is no evidence that this suggestion
was acted upon.
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as possible after the Canon Missioner's appointment.

"The organization of this staff, the consideration of
ways and. means, the regulation of the special missions, and
above all the provision for the spiritual sustenance of the
missionaries, would be the work of the Canon, who himself
also would undertake part of the preaching."

The Diocesan Preachers would be enlisted from several sources,

laity as well as clergy were to be used, paid and unpaid agents

also. Besides "the continuous services of those specially and

solely devoted to this mission work", the staff would include

"the temporary aid of those engaged in parochial work"."^
The Reverend George Body was appointed Canon Missioner by

the Bishop in 1883. Canon B.ody proved to be an industrious

labourer. Within three years, three general missions were held

under his superintendence in three densely populated areas. A

number of other missions had been held in individual parishes.

B.ody had visited 142 Churches. In addition, permanent Mission

stations were formed in three separate parishes with laymen in

charge under the supervision of the Canon Missioner. A band of

twelve Mission ladies was established, and they were engaged in

parish work in various centres. In preparation for the mission

work, "quiet days" were held for the clergy and others from time

to time. A band of part-time mission preachers prepared them¬

selves to engage in the work to supplement the full-time Diocesan

Preachers. Lightfoot encouraged this latter development but
reminded the preachers not to neglect their own flocks. "The
occasional undertaking of such evangelistic work outside their

own immediate charge will re-act advantageously on their parochial

116. Primary Charge..., op.cit. , p. 37.
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ministrations, but it should only be very occasional.""'"''"'^
Figures are not always good indicators of the spiritual

condition of church work, but they can denote advance and

retrogression in the field. That Lightfoot confirmed 7,700

persons in 1886, "a number much larger than any previous year

since the division of the diocese, and only exceeded once in the

undivided diocese owing on that occasion to exceptional reasons

for exceptional numbers,"-*--1-^ was an indication of remarkable

advance by the Church in Durham. There had been an increase

of 45 per cent in the number of Confirmations in the four years

from 1879 to 1882, as compared with the four years before 1879,

and an increase of 46 per cent over that in the next four years

(1882-1886). Lightfoot attributed this increase to several

causes: "the multiplication of centres rendered possible by the

division of the Diocese....the increased zeal of the clergy, and

the growing efficiency of parochial ministrations."119 This

was evidence of which Lightfoot could be justly proud. It mani¬

fested fruit from his training of the clergy in the work of the

Church. It proved that, despite his inexperience in parochial

affairs when he had arrived in Durham, Lightfoot was ably equipped

to instruct and lead others in proper administration. .Above all,

he taught men the most fundamental rule of the work of Christ -

to love and labour together.

117. Charge to the Clergy...1886, op.cit., p. 21.
118. It was 1879, Lightfoot's first year and the diocese had

been without a Bishop for an interval due to Bishop Baring's
retirement.

119. Charge to the Clergy... 1886, op.cit., pp. 29-31.
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Togetherness implied, not only cleric with cleric hut also

clergy with laity. This vast and comparatively recent develop¬
ment in the Church's work Lightfoot manipulated with originality
and effectiveness. The Evangelicals had originated the practice

of employing lay agency in the Church of England and in 1836, a

small group of them formed the Church Pastoral Aid Society, "for

the purpose of benefiting the population of our own country by

increasing the numbers of working clergymen in the Church of

England, and encouraging the appointment of pious and discreet

laymen as helpers to the clergy in duties not ministerial."

The North country, Yorkshire in particular, gave impetus to this

work,'by receiving the major portion of the Society's assistance

in its first year of existence.

In the past the layman's chief work had been to provide

pecuniary support, and occasionally to serve on a committee;

from this time forward he took his share in preaching and teaching,

as well. There was great difference of opinion among Churchmen

over the proper use of the laity. The Ritualists thoroughly

opposed the so-called encroachment of laymen upon the clerical

office. In "A Letter to the Archdeacons of the Diocese on the

proposed Scripture Readers" Bishop Philpotts of Exeter decried
the innovation of lay agency as:

"Contrary to the practice of all Christian antiquity
and of our own branch of Christ's Church in particular,
anomalous, pregnant with mischief and perils of the gravest
kind."

120. F.W. Cornish, oo.cit., Vol. 1, p. 84.
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Even some Evangelicals were opposed to the introduction of lay

aides, and one section of malcontents withdrew support from
the Pastoral Aid Society in 1837 and formed the Additional

Curates Society for the support of the clergy alone. But the

majority of Evangelicals saw that the employment of lay assis¬

tants in the work of evangelism was expedient, not only in order

to reach the unchurched masses that had arisen in the nineteenth

century, but also as a protest against sacerdotalism. By their

perseverance these Evangelicals "eventually won the battle which
121

made lay work possible in the Church of England."

When Lightfoot assumed the work at Durham, the need to

evangelize the masses had not diminished but increased. On the

other hand the demand for an increase in the number of ordina¬

tions was not being filled, and "this demand (was) not likely to

be met by any very material augmentation of the existing amount

of the clerical agency furnished by the divisions of society

(then) accustomed to supply the Universities with students."122
It was imperative to seek additional help for the clerical force,

and the most readily available source of such assistance was the

laity. In 1873 Westcott had called attention to the immediate

necessity:

"We must make vigorous endeavours to supplement our
regular clergy by organized volunteers...1 do not contemplate
a body of men who shall give up their whole time to'visiting

121. G.R. Balleine, on.cit., p. 84.
122. Christian Observer and Advocate. June, 1876, p. 469.
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or teaching, hut those rather who will undertake to do,with proper authority, some small yet definite work without
abandoning their proper calling. . It is, I believe, inthis direction that we need most to seek recruits for a
larger Christian ministry. There is abundant authorityfor such an institution in antiquity. There is abundant
proof of its efficiency in the experience of modern Christian
societies. We want deaconesses, and class-leaders, and
lay-preachers on a large scale."123
Archbishop Benson, opportunely called attention to the

Iambeth Resolutions of 1866 when he urged that these "should be

vigorously acted upon." They aimed "at enlisting the zeal of

earnest laymen, who have either independent means or are earning
their livelihood by their hand or their brain and are willing to

devote a portion of their spare time to the work of Christ."^24
In 1884 both Houses of York Convocation passed the following

resolution:

"That in the judgment of this House, the needs of the
time demand that every facility and encouragement should
be given to the spiritual ministrations of lay members of
the Church subject only to such restrictions as the laws
of the Church and Realm impose."125
So urgent was the need for an organized lay work in Light-

foot's mind that it was made the subject of papers read at the

first Diocesan Conference in 1880. He was determined in his

own views upon the matter. The organization of a lay agency

was the only means whereby "the growing demands for spiritual

ministrations" could be met. It alone could supply the varied

needs of the isolated communities of the diocese, such as

colliery towns with a central village and outlying colonies of

raen^-26 He appealed to his younger clergy to assimilate this

123. B.F. Westcott,...the Religious Office of the Universities,
op.cit., p. 113.

124 Official Church of England Year Book, London, 1883, p. 118.
125. Journal of York Convocation, 1884, p. 155.
126. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1881.
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vast resource of spiritual energy into the work of the Church.

"There is...a problem of the day which I earnestly commend
to your attention. I refer to the employment and organiza¬
tion of lay work-in the service of Christ. I feel absolute¬
ly certain that in this lies the great hope of the future.
We shall only thus secure that strength and diffusion of
ministerial agency which will enable us to reach the masses;
and what is hardly less important, we shall only thus bind
to the Church that large body of men, who at present hang
so loosely to it, and will certainly drift elsewhere if the
Church fails to find employment for their spiritual energies.
Incorporate them into the life of the Church by entrusting
to them the work of the Church. Then, and then only, will
they feel what they owe to the Church."127
In his Primary Charge Lightfoot reminded his clergy of their

own inability to supply all the necessary ministrations. Al¬

though no foreseeable accession to the clergy's ranks would be

adequate for the situation, among the laity existed "a recruiting

ground of evangelists which, potentially at least, is inexhaust¬

ible..." Their very services, given "gratuitously, raised above

any suspicion of official prejudices or of personal interests -

preaching Christ for Christ's sake - would have an incalculable

moral effect."128 These services, Lightfoot foresaw, would be

extremely valuable in other respects:

".And with the large increase of numbers which would thus
accrue to the ministry of the Church, comes the possibility
of more frequent, more widely spread, more diversified, more
flexible services. Hever in its long progress through the
centuries has our Church encountered a fiercer opposition
than now...1 refer...to the busy activities, the multiplied
occupations and amusements, the diversified interests, social,
political and literary, of modern life...We cannot remake
the circumstances, and therefore we must adapt ourselves to
them. Where distracting influences compete on all sides,
we must not wait for men to come for the Gospel, we must
carry the Gospel to them. A short hearty ten minutes'
service with a few vigorous words of exhortation will often
be hailed as a refreshment under such circumstances, if it
be offered not obtruded...The services held in workmen's

127."Address. *. to the Durham Junior Clerical Society," op. cit. ,

p. 4.
128. Primary Charge, op.cit., pp. 30-32.
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sheds during the dinner hour in some places in my own
diocese supply (an example of this.) This is a compara¬
tively^ new opening for the energies of our Church. But
to do it on any large scale lay assistance is needed.
The regular troops of the great King must be supplemented
by His volunteer forces."12y

These words were spoken at the Diocesan Conference of 1880.

They illustrate the sense of urgency which Lightfoot had for

lay work. "To promote the knowledge of God's truth and the

extension of Christ's Kingdom," he declared to be the duty of

the laymen as well as of the clergy. He considered it insult¬

ing to express by words of special commendation "that the laity

were doing some great thing, when they thus claim their share

in the responsibilities of active Churchmanship." Thus Light-

foot approached the problem of employing the laity in a new way.

There was no question of advisability of the measure. He con¬

sidered it to be the spiritual calling of every Christian layman

to share in the work of the ministry. How else could the Church

gain the "active sympathy of the artisans or smaller tradesmen",

unless it began to employ their due co-operation in its work.

There were manifold offices which they could discharge "and they

better than any."

"God", said Lightfoot, "is not a cruel taskmaster. God does

not demand of you more than you can compass." Therefore, since

it is impossible to accomplish the work alone, the help of others

must be sought.

"Ho time could be better bestowed than in training men
for the office of Lay Readers. In large ana populous
parishes, where it is quite impossible to reach directly
more than a small fraction of the people, the hope for the

129. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1881.
130. B.F. Westcott, op.cit., p. 113.
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future must lie in teaching those who themselves are to
he teachers. By picking out promising young men here and.
there, by concentrating a large amount of individual
attention on these, by inspiring and training them for the
work, and by thus raising up a race of evangelists in the
parish, who<each in turn shall become fresh centres of
spiritual life - by this means and this only - it seems to
me that we may hope to Christianize the masses."131

This was no new principle in the Christian Church. Lightfoot

might have learned it from Paul's example. Paul continually

travelled with a fellow-worker whom he trained to carry on work

"which he himself must leave unfinished. To one of these he said:

"And the things that thou hast heard of me among many
witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall
be able to teach others also."132

The supreme advantage of this method was that it tended to "more

rapid progress." It would be well worth while to concentrate

"a larger amount of attention on these, gradually introducing

them to work and thus educating them as fresh centres of

evangelization." The final result would be the substitution

of "a geometric progression...for an arithmetic in the spiritual
133

growth of the parish." Lightfoot felt that the ordinary

priest was guilty of misdirected zeal in attempting* to evangelize

the masses of a large parish. "How hopeless a task it is for

one or two or even three clergymen to cope with a mass of 10,000

people." Might they not "economise (their) energy" by channelling

it into the work of training others - "especially young men."

Lightfoot was very eager to see devised "some scheme for the

multiplication of these personal centres of evangelistic work."

131. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1884, pp. vii, viii.
■132. II Timothy, ii:2.
133. Address...to the Durham Junior Clerical Society, op.cit. , p. 4.
134. Journal of York Convocation. 1884, pp. 84-6.
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There were other advantages of such training. Whereas

the large, populous parishes of the cities needed additional

help because of the numbers of people to be reached in a con¬

centrated area, the country parish presented the problem of wide

distribution of the population. The clergyman in such circum¬

stances could "map out his parish" and "those localities which

he has failed to reach altogether or has reached only at long

intervals, hitherto" he will assign to some zealous layman who

would be in charge of "either a cottage lecture, or a mission

service, indoors or out of doors as occasion may serve."135
The subject of augmenting the ministry of the Church of

England was a popular topic of discussion at this period, and the

York Convocation was the scene of much debate upon it. There

were two positions which were taken. The one party, composed

of High Churchmen, argued in favour of the institution of the

permanent Diaconate. The Bishop of Manchester, the chairman

for the Committee on the Diaconate, expounded the terras of such

a ministry in these words:

"If great care were used to ascertain the qualification
of candidates, it would not only be practicable, but prove
an incalculable blessing to the Church to admit to deacon's
orders men continuing in their callings, - above thirty
years of age - married, and able to show at the time of
their ordination that they were in independent circumstances,
or that for 3 years previously they had maintained them¬
selves and their families by their professional exertions...
Such ministers in no case to receive stipends, and not to be
ordained to the priesthood, unless they shall have remained
deacons for perhaps three years...and shall have attained
the present standard of competency in learning...and the
sacrifice of their temporal vocation."136

135. Official Church of England Year Book, 1883, p. 119.
136. Journal of York Convocation, 1882, p. 7.
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The supporters of this proposal considered it to be an exten¬

sion of the -Apostolic order of deacon. They were opposed to
the use of lay help on the grounds that such aid could not be

employed in the conduct of Divine Worship in consecrated

buildings nor in the administration of the Sacraments. Ac¬

cording to one advocate of the permanent Diaconate, "...lay

help would not do what they wanted. They wanted help inside

the Churches." This person admitted, however, that the laity

could offer help in every other respect of the Church's work.

The Bishop of Manchester in defending his position for extending

the Diaconate, called attention to the need for administering

thb Sacraments to large crowds at festivals and at Easter. ^7
It was questionable whether this was the pressing need for help

in the ministry of the Church. Though it was one need, a far

greater one was that of evangelizing the masses, and the Bishop

of Durham opposed the establishment of a permanent Diaconate on

the grounds that the office of Lay Reader was better adapted to

the latter need. He preferred to use the office of Lay Reader

since it would provide ministrations which are "gratuitous...

and not clerical. The one advantage probably, the other

certainly, would be forfeited by the adoption of the permanent
138

Diaconate instead."

There were other serious objections raised by Lightfoot,

the most significant being that the permanent nature of the
office would deter many from entering upon it.

137. Ibid. , 1884, pp. 31-3.
138. Primary Charge, op.cit., p. 67.
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"You are proposing to put men in a position which
implies_a lifelong ministry and therefore a lifelong re¬
sponsibility. I venture to think this fact will very
materially limit your choice of men. I know that if I
were a layman anxious to undertake such ministerial
offices as are contemplated in the institution of this
permanent diaconate, I should shrink from committing myself
at an early age, or even in middle life, to a lifelong
responsibility."ldy

In the final analysis, "the measure...would not supersede the

necessity of some other order, such as that of Lay Readers."

Even should a large number be enlisted into the Diaconate,

Lightfoot held that the Church would only "get a scrap of their

time. What you gain more than by the institution of Lay

Readers does not amount to very much." The two aforementioned

services"inside the Church" were the only functions secured in

addition to those which the Bishop had "perfect liberty to as¬

sign to Lay Readers."

Lightfoot also feared that with the extension of the Dia¬

conate problems of a very serious nature could arise, especially

when Churchmen were so prone to display party spirit. He argued:

"The incumbent is a movable person; he may be promoted
and go elsewhere. But you have meanwhile established in
the parish a certain number of men who have a recognized
position in the Church there, who are connected with the
place by local ties...and who therefore are practically
not removable. Is there not a danger that they will attain
to a position of the highest ecclesiastical influence in
that parish; and then what is to come when the incumbent
changes? The incoming incumbent may be a man holding very
different views from the outgoing incumbent; and if there
are in the parish three or four permanent deacons, forming
a solid body, having opinions of their own, having formed
alliances and gained influence there, I foresee complications
of a very dangerous kind..."

Lightfoot's objections, summarized by himself, were four¬

fold. First it seemed to him "a delusion" to imagine that by

139. Journal of York Convocation, 1883, p. 54.
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introducing the permanent Diaconate the Church would he "re¬

turning to the primitive order of things." Second, he could
not foresee that "a considerable number of suitable men" would

offer themselves. Third, the layman's "highest value to the

Church" - his example - "would be lost if he were admitted to

the Diaconate." Fourth, Lightfoot said,

"My great trouble about the whole matter is this - I
feel that in this motion we are going on the wrong tack.
I believe strongly myself that the hope for the Church of
England in the future is not so much in adding 2 or 3 to
the clergy here and there, as in gathering in the whole
body of laymen, giving work to the laymen, and recognizing
them as laymen...I fear that (many members of Convocation)
are following a will-of-the-wisp and neglecting a really
substantial improvement in our Church organization...1 can
only hope that ray fears are groundless and that this measure
will not stand in the way of a development of the ministerial
agency of the Church in a direction which I consider of far
higher importance."140

The employment of laymen as laynen offered the opportunity of

"binding (them) more closely to the Church by giving them some¬

thing to do." Lightfoot frankly admitted he had learned this

lesson from the Nonconformists who at this time were far ahead

of the Church of England in these matters. More important,

this use of the laity confirmed in their minds the idea of

being "members of a royal priesthood." Lightfoot also admitted
he had "suspended his opinion" as to whether it was legal to

employ laymen within the churches. He had "no divided opinion"
as to its desirability, if such practice were "fenced carefully

with...necessary restrictions." Tbe Bishop of Durham had in

his favour the first of two resolutions made in the Upper House

of the Convocation of Canterbury:

140. Ibid., 1884, p.46.
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"(That the) use_of laymen he allowed and the Reader fur¬
ther he authorised to conduct services as shall be approved
hy the Bishop, in consecrated buildings, after the appointed
services of the day shall have been duly held and with the
special permission of the Bishop to catechize publicly the
young."111

The shortage of clerical ministration made this action imperative,

and in time it was adopted in Durham, though after Lightfoot's

death.

There remained the work of organizing the lay work in Durham

and giving it definite direction. Lightfoot outlined the first

of these tasks before his clergy in his Primary Charge. A central

organization was most needed. The effect of this centralization

would be to weld the laity together into a whole in order that

they might "feel the strength and the inspiration of numbers" and

"realize more fully the catholicity of their Church." Nothing

would produce "renewed vigour and heightened courage" so well.

"It will promote the interchange of ideas between the
representatives of different parishes on these questions.
Thus it will give coherence to the work. I look forward
also to general meetings from time to time when all the lay-
helpers in the diocese will be invited to some great centre,
such as Durham Cathedral for devotional purposes. An anni¬
versary religious festival.. .wTould be a great spur to the
energies of individual workers...and would teach all...the
unity of the body of which we severally are members."^-42

In this way Lightfoot proposed to develop the same feeling among

the laity of the diocese as he desired among the clergy, and he

employed the very same method of group gatherings which imparted
a sense of togetherness. In a letter sent to each new Lay Agent,
from 1883 onwards, Lightfoot expressed in expanded form what he

considered "the four pillars of a sound and effective rainistra-

141. Ibid., 1884, Appendix, pp. xi, xii.
142. Primary Charge, op.cit., p. 30.
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tion ~ loyalty, harmony, self-dedication, prayer. annual

service was instituted to be held in the Cathedral when it was

the custom of the Bishop to commission lay workers. The most

memorable of these occasions was the time of the Pan-Anglican

Conference of 1888 when, in the presence of Bishops and Metro¬

politans from all parts of the world, the Bishop held a special

service of admission of Evangelists, Lay Readers, and a Lay

Missioner.-

The work was to be formed as an Association for Organizing

Lay Help in the Diocese of Durham. It would include, ideally,

a separate Association in every parish in the diocese as well

as a Central Diocesan Committee. The Bishop would issue a

Commission for lay Readers giving them authority to engage in

the work defined by the Association and approved by the Bishop.

All work undertaken was to be voluntary. The Report of the

Committee on Lay Help Organization, submitted January 5, 1881,

outlined the work of lay help under four headings:

1. Sunday Work.
2. Evening Work.
3. Day Work.
4. General Work.

Sunday work included Sunday School supervision and instruction*

Bible classes for young men and women; visitation of the poor

and sick, the unchurched and unbaptised;; conduct of cottage,

mission, and open-air services; attendance at, and participation

in, religious discussions among working classes; distribution of
tracts; assistance at Church services. Evening work meant

143. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1884, p. xvi.
144. K. Lake, o"p. c 1 b»« pp* 2o7—8.
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managing Youth. Institutes ana Working Men's Clubs in addition

to visitation. Day work was composed of looking after orphan

children, distributing relief, speaking to working men on

religious subjects in the workshops, collecting and canvassing
for mission and parochial funds, and visitation. General work

referred to the support of the entire lay programme, "endeavouring

by personal influence and exertions to further the cause of Lay

Agency so as to strengthen the hands of those already labouring

in the work and encourage others to follow their example." This

latter was an important principle, for the enthusiasm of those

already in the work would be the best advertisement for enlisting

the support of others.14"5
By qualification the Lay Reader must be a regular communicant

of the Church of England and have the incumbent's nomination

"certifying his moral character, soundness in faith, competency

in Scripture, and leadership ability." The references of two

laymen were also required.146 Something more was necessary,

however, if the layman., was to assist in the Church's ministry,

with his "time and...thoughts" as well as his wealth. He must

look with compassion upon the "myriads of dying souls,..vast

numbers of them practical heathens, living not only without

Christ, but without God in the world." He must "contrast the
meanness of the instruments with the greatness of the work," and

seek the help of God that "weakness may be made strong through
His strength." At the same time the layman must recall the

dignity and weight of his office. "Are you not evangelists?

145. Ibid., p. xv.
146. Journal of York Convocation, 1883, pp. xii, xiii.
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Are you not pastors and. teachers? Has . not Christ committed.

His little ones especially to you:" Lightfoot appealed to

laymen to .draw from the "facts" of their personal experience

with Christ in fulfilling these functions.

"And just so far as you or I have been permitted to see
and hear - yea, to handle - these facts, it is our duty at
all hazards to speak what we have seen and heard. They
supply the data of religious conviction, .just as much as
the experiments of the laboratory or the dissecting-room
furnish the data in chemistry or physiology. You have
conversed with the Saviour by the well of life; ana must
you not then, while your heart is full, go forth among the
people of your city and invite them; 'Come, see a man,
which told me all things that ever I did: is not this the
Christ?' There will be no artificial constraint, no re¬
pulsive mannerism, in your appeal; but out of the very
overflow'of the heart the mouth will speak."147
Every Lay Reader would not be expected to perform all the

functions of the office. His work would "depend upon his gifts

and his opportunities," yet Lightfoot showed "generous confidence"

in the layman's abilities. Some dioceses permitted only reading

of sermons approved by the Bishop or a clergyman.

"I felt...that in this diocese such a restriction would
have been fatal to the efficiency of the scheme. The
'liberty of prophesying' is nowhere more freely asserted
or more highly valued than in these northern counties; and
this office would have been hopelessly crippled if I had
denied it this function which is so freely exercised on all
sides...The more we trust the laity, the more they will
trust us."14°

By 1886 it became evident to the Bishop that this more respons¬

ible task of preaching demanded the creation of an entirely new

office of lay agency. Lightfoot expressed a "little disappoint¬

ment" in his Charge to the Clergy that the institution of lay

Reader had "not taken root more deeply and spread more widely."

147. Sermons on Special Occasions., London, 1891, pp. 127-8.
148. Primary Charge, op.eit., p. 32.
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He stressed the wisdom of training laymen to become teachers

that they might "thus help to hear the burden." This does not

mean the programme had not made commendable advances in the few

years ox its existence, for by 1886 fifty-three Lay Readers had

been commissioned throughout the diocese.. Some, he could

report, were zealous enough to have taken courses at Oxford

during the Long Vacation there.

Nevertheless, the Lay Reader could not meet all the exigencies,

and it was necessary to bring in lay help from outside of some

parishes. Describing the nature of this new office to his

clergy, Lightfoot said:

"Nearly a year ago I was consulted as to the practic¬
ability of instituting an order of itinerant lay preachers
who should go about and take services in neglected parts of
our great towns and outlying hamlets, either in mission
rooms or in the open air."

Such a movement had actually arisen in two Rural Deaneries -

Auckland and Monkwearmouth. At a meeting of those interested,

with the Bishop presiding, he suggested that the two Rural

Deaneries which had already made the experiment should formulate

rules for the office of Lay Evangelist and submit' them to him.

By agreement, the Rural Deanery was chosen as the unit for his

office instead of the local parish. The reasons for this were

three-fold:

1. It would be "possible to supply less favoured districts
from the more favoured. Town furnishes hamlet.
The more educated supply the less educated.

2. "Systematic education of the preachers is more feasible.
3. "The possibility of moving from place to place, lessens

the burden of preparation, - important for working men
- while their work gains in freshness ana efficiency,"
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Aware that the lay Evangelist tore a strong resemblance

to the Wesleyan local preacher, Lightfoot confessed his own

"admiration of the marvellous capacity of organization which

distinguished. John Wesley and. . .his followers," and said, "The
truest Churchmen are those whose minds are most open to the

lessons which can be gathered from all quarters."149
The regulations proposed the formation of two orders,

Evangelists and Assistant Evangelists or Probationers. Gradu¬

ation from the second order to the first would be possible only

after proper examination by persons approved by the Bishop.

"Careful examinations were instituted and training lectures given

under a council of supervision in each Deanery."1^-1 Tne organiza¬

tion of this lay office was another tribute to the Bishop's ef¬

ficient administration.

"lectures are given in the Scriptures, the Prayer Book,
in the Articles and Catechism, in Church History, to prepare
them for their work. In each Rural Deanery there is a
committee composed in nearly equal numbers of clergy and
laymen, and presided over by the Rural Dean. This committee
satisfies itself of the moral and spiritual fitness of the
candidates before presenting them-to the Bishop; it provides
for the delivery of courses of lectures to those who are pre¬
paring for the work; and it arranges the rota of the times
and places where the Evangelists and Assistant Evangelists
are to hold services with the consent of the clergy of the
several parishes."

In 1886 six Evangelists, aided by seven Assistant Evangelists,

all from the Auckland Deanery, were admitted. At Wearmouth seven

others were set apart to the office of Lay Evangelist. The work

in Auckland Lightfoot was able to assess more closely than at

Monkwearmouth. Of the former he said:

149* Charge to the Clergy.., op.cit., pp. 23-5.
150. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 68.
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"These men have now been at work for 6 months and. the
result has been beneficial in many ways. It has been a
great relief to overworked, clergy; it has enabled them
to occupy places which had been hitherto untouched or
barely touched; it has set the spiritual capacities of
the Church before the people in a very definite way, andit has opened out an avenue for the zeal of rising Church¬men."151

The number of laymen serving as Readers or Evangelists had

steadily grown from the time that the first 31 Lay Readers were

commissioned by the Bishop at a service held in Durham Cathedral,
June 22, 1883. In 1890 there were two Lay Missioners, 33 lay

Evangelists, and 82 Lay Readers; an increase indicative of

quickened interest in this work throughout England. From 1883

to 1890 the total number of Lay Readers in all the dioceses of

England rose from 684 to 1284. But no diocese witnessed a growth

as rapid or proportionately large as Durham's.15^

One other lay agency was required in the diocese, however,

and as early as 1880 Lightfoot had appointed a. special committee

of his Archdeacons and Rural Deans to investigate this subject -

the ministration of women. The history of sisterhoods and

deaconesses in the Church of England dated from the mid-century.

In 1845, Dr. E.B. Pusey founded the first sisterhood; and, in

1860, the Reverend William Pennefather opened a small Deaconess

Home for "women desirous of labouring in the Lord's vineyard

as Phoebe of old." These two projects were independent of one

151. Charge to the Clergy.., 1886, op.cit., pp. 23-26.
152. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1884, 1890; Official Church

of England Year Book, 1890.
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another, Pusey taking "the Roman nun as his model...Pennefather

...the primitive deaconess as the type- he wished to revive.

Lightfoot, who as an educator had favoured the extension of
154educational privileges to women, as Bishop called for a re¬

vival of the Apostolic forms of women's orders.

"The^.Apostolic Church had its organized ministrations of
women, its order of deaconesses, its order of widows.
Women had their definite place in the ecclesiastical system
of those early times, and in our own age the country again
is once more demanding the recognition of the female ministry
...There has been, and there is still, a shameful waste of
this latent power..."155

The Bishop believed there was "distinct apostolic authority for

the female diaconate" though "not for sisterhoods," and until

this female ministry was restored, he felt the Church of England

in Durham diocese would "remain one-handed."156

The Committee of Archdeacons and Rural Deans made a report

which recommended the introduction of the office of "deaconess"

in accord with the rules made by the Archbishops and Bishops,;

and it also recommended that "an institution for the training of

Deaconesses in the Diocese of Durham is in every way desirable."

Lightfoot's comment was:

"We may find some difficulty in defining the precise line
where St. Paul's prohibition (I Corinthians xv:3,4), as
interpreted in the light of other passages (I Corinthians
xi:5), fixes the limits of the woman's function as a religious
teacher; but in the philanthropic and charitable work of the
Church, which is her proper sphere, her capabilities are
inexhaustible."157

153. G.R. Balleine, op.cit., p. 245.
154. Address...the Liverpool Council of Education, op.cit.
155. "Women and the Gospel," Contemporary Pulpit, op.cit., pp. 121-2.
156. Journal of York Convocation, 1884, pp. 125-6.
157. Primary - Charge, op.cit., p. 33.
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The women's work was constituted under the supervision

of Canon Body and, according to the memoir, Lightfoot of
153

Durham, it became known as "The Society of Christ and the

Blessed Mary the Virgin." However, the' Official Church of

England Year Book of 1890 denotes the deaconess work as the

"Durham Diocesan Mission Ladies." Presumably these have the

same reference. The Bishop licensed the ladies to work in the

diocese "under the direction of the Canon Missioner, after

training in doctrine, theory and practice of teaching, nursing,

cooking, and general parochial work." In 1890, the staff in¬

cluded three deaconesses, sixteen licensed ladies, and twenty-
1 5Q

two probationers and associates. ^ This ministry was an

additional fulfilment of Lightfoot's desire to see the Church

demonstrating its belief in the priesthood of all believers,

which was a cardinal doctrine in his own concept of the ministry.

158. G.R. Eden and F.C. MacdonaId, op.cit., p. 68.
159. Official Church of England Year Book, 1890, p. 94.
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THE LARGER LIFE GF THE CHURCH

It'is not within the scope of this study to consider all of

Lightfoot's work as Bishop, hut only that related to his training

of the ministry. Nevertheless, there were many other duties

which claimed his time, and it is a credit to Lightfoot's broad

and unselfish interest that he devoted much of himself to these

other labours. Being greatly concerned with the social evils

of the day, Lightfoot encouraged public interest in the problems

of drink traffic and immorality. At his Diocesan Conference in

1887, one of the subjects under discussion was "Our National

Responsibilities towards the heathen in the matter of the drink

traffic. n^'^tBy personal choice he was a total abstainer.) In

public speeches he displayed remarkable skill in handling the

very delicate subject of immorality, at a time when illegitimacy

was rampant in the North. By his initiation, the White Cross

Array was begun in the diocese and soon spread throughout the
"1

country as an effective force against social impurity. At
159a. Letters at Auckland Castle.
160. "The White Cross Army sprang into existence, in the first

instance, in the diocese of Durham, and the first Associa¬
tion was formed in the town of Bishop Auckland on February
14, 1883. The first card of membership contained a plain
white cross, a motto, and five obligations." (White
Cross Series-28, "The Practical Working of the White
Cross Movement," London, 1886.)
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the Pan-Anglican Conference in 1888, the report of the Committee

on Purity, of which Lightfoot was Chairman, was entirely his own

work and was unanimously received.

In addition, the diocese made great strides forward, under

Lightfoot's able administration, in providing new churches and

mission chapels where they were urgently needed. Twenty-seven

new parishes were created between 1879 and 1889; and seventy-

four new buildings were erected at a cost of £177,327. The en¬

largement and restoration of existing churches, burial grounds,

and schools, during the same period added expenditures of £99,373,

£7,557, and £46,249, respectively.-^ This was made possible

by the creation of a Church Building Fund, to which Lightfoot

himself gave generously as an example to the nobility and gentry

of the county, as well as to the general public. An instance

of his munificence was his gift of the St. Ignatius Church in

Sunderland, as a thank-offering at the close of his seventh year

as Bishop. In a letter expressing his intention, he said:

"I trust that this will be only the initiation of a
general effort to increase the amount of Church accommoda¬
tion in Sunderland. Much has been done in the way of
Mission rooms, but these, do not supply the want. We
require new churches as the centres of new parishes. The
existing churches in Sunderland have generally large and
in some cases overflowing congregations. We have therefore
every encouragement to go forward."1^3

His purpose in promoting church giving for diocesan use was not

only motivated by expediency, but by the far higher motive of

teaching believers "to feel the high privilege of acting as

161. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 74.
162. Durham Diocesan Calendar, 1889, 1890.
163. Letters at Auckland Castle, October 15, 1886.
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members of a great spiritual community, by stepping outside

the limits of parochial efforts, and taking a larger conception

of our responsibilities.1,164
Beyond these diocesan affairs, there were other interests

which demanded his attention, though he tried to keep these to

a minimum. The promotion of education he considered important

for the Church's future, and his activities in this field in¬

cluded Cambridge as well as Durham. He wrote Westcott in 1887:
165

"Cambridge has not lost its place in my affections." On

this occasion he was recommending several men for two vacant

divinity chairs at the University. He also served on the Board

of Electors for the Dixie Professorship of Ecclesiastical History

and the Ely Professorship of Divinity.166 In 1889 he writes

Westcott asking whether, in his opinion, a candidate "would be

likely to take an interest as a Canon in Church and Diocesan

matters and also whether he would exert a healthy and powerful

influence on Candidates for Holy Orders as most of our Durham

students are?"16^ In another letter regarding a vacant canonry

he speaks of his "great anxiety...to find the fittest possible
successor...when so few of our great scholars at the Universities

enter into Holy Orders.»16°
But the last, and for Lightfoot's future, the most signifi¬

cant activity outside the diocese was the Pan-Anglican Conference

164. (Quarterly Review, reprint), op.cit., p. 88.
165. Letters at Auckland Castle, September 22, 1887.
166. C.U. Calendar, 1889, pp. xxxi, xxxvii.
167. Letters at Auckland Castle, June 7, 1889.
168. K. Lake, op.cit., p. 296. The Canonry in question also

involved teaching responsibilities in Durham University.
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of Bishops in 1888, at Lambeth. This meeting "gave him an

opportunity of offering the cause of Christ, under the most

impressive circumstances, the highest gifts of counsel and

knowledge." Westcott testified that he had "been overjoyed

"to hear from one foreign prelate after another, how they carried

away to distant dioceses, from contact with him, fresh faith in

the future of the Anglican Church." His presence and wisdom

made a vast impression on all those present and, in the words

of another observer, "No one present would have filled his

place, and he kept others in their places by the mere weight of

his personality.""^®
Many of the Bishops attending the Conference accepted Bishop

Lightfoot's invitation to visit Durham Cathedral, "the cradle of

the Northumbrian Church." He entertained a large number at

Auckland Castle,where the reopening services were held for the

Chapel, beautifully restored by Lightfoot. Special services

also took place in the Cathedral, whose

"...ancient walls had never before witnessed such an

assemblage of prelates gathered together from every quarter
of "to. globe - an assemblage which, by its intrinsic interest,
made up for much of what was lacking of the pomp and splend¬
our of the olden time.

The services began with a celebration of the Holy
Eucharist at eight, the Dean being the celebrant. Plain
Matins followed at nine, and at 11.30 a special service for
the admission of evangelists, lay readers, and a lay
missioner by the Bishop of the diocese...The Bishop of
Durham, surrounded by his chaplains, occupied his throne,
which is said to be the highest, as it is also one of the
largest, in Europe. The Bishops filled the stalls, and
the Metropolitans had places within the sacrarium."i

169* C.U. Reporter, February 8, 1890.
170. K. Lake, on.cat., pp» 287—8.
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But this great exertion for the work of the Conference,

followed hy his generous hospitality in Durham to the foreign

Bishops, overtaxed his strength as Lightfoot himself acknow¬

ledged:

"While I was suffering from overwork and before I under-
stood^the true nature of my complaint, it was the strain
both in London and at home in connection with this Pan-
Anglican gathering that broke me down hopelessly. I did
not regret it then. I do not regret it now."l'l

The month after the Pan-Anglican gathering found the Bishop in

very poor health. He was compelled to spend the winter, with

his chaplains, at Bournemouth, where he went to the very gates

of death. He had a marvellous recovery and, in the spring of

1889, returned to the Diocese to engage in fairly active pursuits.

His friends rejoiced to see him so improved and lively; but in

his own heart he enjoyed no such confidence ana, in his last

letter, he wrote to Benson:

"Though I may be said in many respects to be better,
and though I seem to have a large reserve of strength to
draw from, I know myself that the thread might snap at any
moment. I do not tell people so, because I look so well
that they would not believe me and because there is no
object in distressing others. Moreover, they would try to
cheer me up, and bid me not be desponding. This I am not;
but I see no gain in ignoring facts. Meanwhile I am happy
enough, if I am permitted day by day to do a little more
work, and await the end - shall we say the beginning? be
it far or near."l?2

Within the next few days he suffered a fatal relapse and died

on December 21, 1889. On December 27 an impressive funeral
service was held in Durham Cathedral where thousands gathered

171. G.R. Eden and F.C. MacdonaId, op.clt., p. 75
172. A.C. Benson, op.cit.* pp. 289-90.
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to mourn their Bishop's passing. Thousands of others lined

the route of the procession through pit villages and small towns

to the Chapel at Bishop Auckland where the burial took place.

Bo ended the life and career of one whom many loved as "a

great and holy man." Nearly three years later, the Dean of

Durham eloquently expressed the admiration of his contemporaries

in a speech at the unveiling of a monument to Lightfoot in

Durham Cathedral.

"...if I were asked what it was which inspired so wide
an affection and formed so unique a. character, I should
answer that it was not merely his vast learning and his
untiring labours, but joined to these, and more than these,
it was that meekness of wisdom and unselfish humility by
which in him, more than in any other person I have ever
known, we could understand the full meaning of our Lord's
promise, so real and yet so hard to realize, that 'The meek
shall inherit the earth.' Yest I believe that in Joseph
Lightfoot it was this wise and gentle meekness which raised
respect into love, and will ever shine as the bright halo
surrounding his name among the greatest prelates of the See
of Durham."173

In these few words the secret of the Bishop's power and influence

is exactly depicted.

173. K. Lake, op.cit., p. 137.



CHAPTER FIVE

UGHTFOOT AS THEOLOGIAN



Lightfoot was not essentially a theologian. His deepest
interest lay in historical study, and any treatment of doctrine

or theology was subordinate to this. The aMost complete

neglect of doctrinal questions in his commentaries is clear

evidence of his disinclination. Dr. Hort remarked of his

friend: "Lightfoot is not speculative enough or eager enough

to be a leader of thought."x There was an absence of "meta¬

physical fervour, the delight in the contemplation of mysteries"

in Lightfoot's thought. And as Dean lake observed, he"certain¬

ly would not have been easy to confine within the grooves of any

sharply defined system of theology."

Yet every scholar in divinity works and thinks within some

theological framework, and Lightfoot was no exception. He had

studied at University when the thought of F.D. Maurice was very

popular, and his works were read avidly by the students. West-

cott and Hort, each much more speculative in his bent of mind
than Lightfoot, were sympathetic with Maurice's philosophical

position.4 In fact, Maurice's conviction that the "first step

1.'A.F. Hort, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 89.
2. A.M. Fairbairn, "Some Recent English Theologians", Contempor¬

ary Review, March, 1897, p. 347.
3. W.C. lake, "Bishop Lightfoot", a Sermon..., Durham, 1890, p. 5.
4. Of. A. Hort, op.cit., and A. Westcott, op.cit.
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in the development of doctrine is true interpretation of

words,"0 strikingly resembled Prince Lee's principle of "belief

in words" which Westcott and Lightfoot had learned under the old

master. Maurice refused to be partisan, and in this he no

doubt appealed to Lightfoot, who similarly refused to be cate¬

gorized.

Though Lightfoot was broadminded in his views, at the same

time he held definite opinions and convictions. He might be

sympathetic with the "motives and aspirations of some who hold

...that a church can do very well without a creed, or at least

without a creed to which its ministers are required to subscribe,"

but he "never had any sympathy with the view itself."

"I do not understand a church without a creed. I do not
understand a clergyman standing up to teach in a church
without first asking himself definitely what he is going to
teach. I can see no other prospect before such a church
but vagueness, irresoluteness, inanity, confusion, decay.
The motive power is gone."®

His personal faith was orthodox and evangelical, but he was

certainly not an "Evangelical". It would be most true to say

that he took what was best from each party and was willing to

learn truth from any source.

A key to Lightfoot's personal belief may be found in a theme

which constantly recurs in his writings and sermons - the central-

ity of the Incarnation for Christian faith. This theme urgently

needed re-emphasis in his day, though it has become, happily, the
focus of attention in much modern theological thought. Christ

5. F.W. Cornish, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 209.
6. "The Unity of the Church", a paper read before the Leicester

Church Congress, 1880, p. 6.
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as5 not only "Head of the Church", but "also the centre of

the Universe...as the Sternal Word of God by Whom all things
came into being, in Whom they are sustained, through Whom they

are governed" - to this aspect of His Person and Work Lightfoot

drey/ men's attention.7 Speaking of the writer of the Fourth

Gospel he states:

"He does not refer you to the moral precepts of the
Gospel, or to the social organization of the Church or to
the philosophical dognas of Christianity, but to a Person
and a Fact...The root itself...is the incarnation of the
Divine Word, the realization of God's love ana God's presence
through the human life and death of Christ. Here is the
mainspring of' this unique energy, the hidden source of this
new and vigorous life."8

For Lightfoot this expressed the core of Christianity. -Though

he by no means disregarded the "moral teaching and the moral

example of our Lord", this was not "the core of the Gospel."
The Gospel's "distinctive character is, that in revealing a

Person, it reveals also a principle of life - the union of God

in Christ, apprehended by faith in the present and assured to

us hereafter by the Resurrection." Lightfoot does not intend

to divorce religion and morality, faith and practice. He

realizes "no divorce could be more soul-destroying than this,"

and points out the value of Jesus' example.

"This then must be the main business of our lives -

the study of the Christ of the Gospels...For in this image
of the Divine Glory doctrine and practice meet in one; in
this mirror of Divine Purpose theology and morality are
blended together. It is the spontaneous, unequivocal
testimony, even of unbelievers, that no better guidance

7- TTAUTa Y«, op.cit., p. 38.
8. Historical Essays. London, 1896, pp. 7, 8.
9. Dissertations on the Apostolic Age, London, 1892, p. 316.
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in life can 'be taken than the example of Christ; that if
a man would learn how to act in a particular* case, he
should ask himself how Christ would have acted under like
circumstances."1°

He distinguishes between Christianity as knowledge of the

character and example of Jesus with the resultant imitation

of these in life; and the more essential appropriation of

God's power in order that the believer may be conformed to the

image of Christ. "Faith is a power for life and not a thesis

which can be maintained successfully" - so Westcott expressed

the lesson which he believed Lightfoot had taught. -*■■*- Lightfoot

drew the distinction in another place in these words: "Christ¬

ianity, it is said, is a life, not a creed. It could more truly

be called 'a life in a creed.'"-*-2

Those aspects of Lightfoot's theology which relate to the

subject of this thesis are, fortunately, the ones upon which he

has written the most. They concern two elements of this life

in a creed - the Church and the Ministry, and these topics must

now be examined.

What Lightfoot saw in the Church was not so much a power or

authority commanding men in what they should believe, but a vast

body of the faithful - men and women from many nations - who

through the ages have comprised a single company bound together

by a common faith and zeal.

"It was the concentrated influence of all these thousands
upon thousands of individual lives - their holy aspirations,
their struggles, their prayers, their sufferings, their
loyalty, their generous self-sacrifice, their enterprise,

10* Cambridge Sermons, op.cit., p. 106.
11. A. Westdott, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 28.
12. Notes on the Epistles of Paul, London, p. 186.
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their daring, their quiet meekness ana goodness - on
which he loved to dwell. With him it was a true Com¬
munion of saints, which he felt as no abstraction, but
an intense reality, reaching down through the ages evento us - to himself — upon whom the ends of the world
were come."-'-0

When he preached in the various parishes of the diocese of

Durham, he took opportunity to elucidate upon the lives of the

great saints of the North country in bygone years.14 In

beautifying the chapel at Auckland Castle he arranged to have

depicted scenes from the lives of these Northumbrian saints.

He delighted in worshipping in this place and was deeply con¬

scious of the host of witnesses who joined with the faithful

upon earth in praise to God. He could admire the example of

his predecessors in the faith, without being bound to a false

continuation of their methods of labour as were some. He

inveighed against that sterility of thought which refused the

leading of the Holy Spirit. Speaking of the clergy of all

ages, he said:

"Therefore, if they are true to (Paul's) example, they
will adapt themselves to the divers nations and the changing
times in which their lot is cast...They will imitate the
spirit - the love, the tenderness, the absolute self-
sacrifice - but they will not copy the methods of a Francis
of Assisi..•they will not be so untrue to their calling,
they will not so far forget the promise of the Spirit, as
to suppose that they themselves have no function to fulfil
in linking the truths of Christ with the enlarged knowledge
and the more catholic sympathies of their own age."1'3

It was necessary, in learning from the experiences of the Church

in the past, to exert the critical faculties and discern between

13. W. Sanaay, "Bishop Lightfoot", Academy., January 4, 1870,
p. 219.

14. Ot. Leaders in the Northern Church, London, 1890.
15. Sermons on Special Occasions, op.cit., pp. 59-60.
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the virtues and the faults of an earlier Christian society.
Vital also was a flexible adjustment of the Church's programme

to contemporary needs, rather than a rigid subservience to out¬

moded and ill-adapted processes, though they may have served

the Church well at another time. Only a false and unscientific

view of history could give support to the contention that the

ideals ana methods of past ages (e.g. the Reformation, the

primitive or post-Apostolic Church) were sufficient for all

time. Controverting such a view about the early Church Light-

foot said:

"If the Church had been a religious machine, if the
Apostles had possessed absolute control over its working,
if the manifold passions, of men had been for once annihil¬
ated, if there had been no place for misgiving, prejudice,
treachery, hatred, superstition, then the picture would
have been very different. But then also the history of
the first age of the Gospel would have had no lessons for
us. As it is, we may well take courage from the study.
However great may be the theological differences and
religious animosities of our own time, they are far sur¬
passed in magnitude by the distractions of an age which,
closing our eyes to the facts, we are apt to invest with
an ideal excellence. In the early Church was fulfilled
in its inward dissensions no less than in its outward
sufferings, the Master's sad warning that He- came 'not to
send peace on earth, but a sword.'" 16

By such reference to the controversies of the early Church

he purposed to dispel a false notion of unity in the Church.

Ho one was more concerned to see a unified Christendom than

Lightfoot, but he felt there was a right and a wrong way of

achieving unity. It was wrong to believe "that all should
look at the Gospel exactly from the same point of view, should
teach and hold the same things in the same way, that there

should be an absolute identity of feeling, of worship of

16. Dissertations on the. Apostolic Age, op.cit., p. 134.
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intellectual apprehension, in the whole body." This did not

agree with the concept of unity in Paul's mind. "Uniformity
is impoverishment, and...diversity is absolutely necessary, if
there is to be anything like fullness in the final result."

It was not necessary "to attempt to thrust out or to starve

out," any particular school of thought in the Church though

"adherence to the fundamental principles of the Catholic creed

and loyalty to the Church in which they minister must be de¬

manded of all alike."1?

Some, Lightfoot anticipated, would say that the Christian

minister is pledged "to banish ana drive away all erroneous and

strange doctrine contrary to God's lord," and therefore those

teaching such doctrine must be removed from their positions in

the Church. To this he answered,

"But experience has shown that to expel the teacher is
not always the best way to expel the doctrine. Experience
has shown that the erroneous doctrine often springs up with
greater luxuriance where the ground has been cleared by the
removal of the erroneous teacher. Experience proclaims
that a patient forbearance, a discriminating toleration, a
sympathetic effort to appreciate the good and moderate the
evil is often a far more effective instrument of expulsion
than the anathema or the excommunication."18
Reference was made to divisions in the early Church in order

to draw an analogy to the problems of Church unity in Lightfoot's

day. In the Corinthian Church he saw a three-fold division, one

which inclined to "the spirituality, the freedom, and the personal

religion of Paul," another which preferred "the traditional
reverence and the concentrated zeal of Cephas," and a third which

17.~mtNTn YMWKf, oo.cit., p. 29; "The Unity of the Church,"
op.cit., p• 6.

18. "The Unity of the Church, oo.cit., p. 10.
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followed after "the eloquence and culture, the enlarged con¬

ceptions of Apollos."18 These were "prototypes" of the three

schools of thought in the Anglican Church. The Evangelical

school was the first to Toring new life to the Church, and it

laid stress upon personal religion, "the relation of the indi¬

vidual soul to God." Following the Evangelicals came the

Tractarian movement, whose special study was "the history, the

constitution, the ritual, the laws, the continuous corporate

life of the Christian body with the corresponding duties of the

individual as a member of that body." But a wider field

remained to be studied and another school of Churchmen began to

investigate "the problems of social and political life" and the

relation of man and nature and history to the Gospel, to Christ

and to the Church.^0

The lesson of the analogy is that the Church "has need of

all; for if she consents to forego any one, she will risk the

inadequate expression of the truth on that side." Lightfcot

perceived that Paul had tolerated all three schools of theology
at Corinth. But the Church's task involves more than toleration

in order that "Christ be not divided." Each member of the Church

must avoid addicting himself to any party; his endeavour will be

"to learn of all. He will reject the exaggeration of each; but

he will seek to appropriate the truths of each." Lightfoot made

19.TIMTA Mi, op.cit., p. 32.
20. "The Unity of the Church", op.cit., p. 7.
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it incumbent upon all Christians to practice the same critical

open-mindedness which he had proved to be so valuable and

effective in his ministry. Toleration must be superseded by

active love.

"To reconcile differences, to allay animosities, to draw
parties together by mutual forbearance, to exhibit the
fulness of truth instead of the partial exaggeration of
truth, and out of a divided Church to produce a united
Church."2!

Here Lightfoot refers specifically to the Church of England,

but only because his hearers were of that communion. His con¬

cern was for the whole of Christendom, and he held that unity

on a universal scale was best begun by "setting our own house

in order." Prayer for the unity of Christendom was the duty

of all, but none could expect an answer unless "in (his) own

limited sphere (he) had done all that in (him) lies by forbearance,

by sympathy, by a large-hearted charity, to allay animosity, to

disarm parties, and to spread the principles of harmony and

peace."

To the problem of episcopal communities in Scotland existing

outside the organization of the Scottish Episcopal Church, he

addressed himself with equal force. Speaking before the

Representative Council of the Scottish Episcopal Church, he

stated:

"This is a spectacle which no one, I imagine, would view
with satisfaction in itself, and which only a very urgent
necessity could justify. Can such a necessity be pleaded?
•One body' as well as 'one Spirit,' this is the Apostolic
rule. No natural interpretation can be put on these words
which does not recognize the obligation of external, corporate

2l.~TTANTA YMWET, on.cit.
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union...You have the same doctrinal formularies: youacknowledge the same episcopal polity: you respect thesame liturgical forms. 'Sirs, ye are brethren.' Do
not strain the conditions of reunion too tightly. I
cannot say, for I do not know, what faults or what mis¬
understandings there may have been on either side in the
past. If there have been any faults, forget them. Ifthere exist any misunderstandings,clear them up. 'Letthe dead past bury its dead. l"22

Sympathy was extended to the Presbyterian bodies in Scotland

also. In the same sermon, he urged his hearers to pray for
the restoration of unity among the Presbyterians. There should

be no "desire that their divisions may be perpetuated in the

hope of profiting by their troubles. Divide et impera may be
a shrewd worldly motto, but.. .pacifica et impera is the ti*ue

watchword of the Christian and the Churchman."

The idea that the Church of England occupied a mediatorial

position, "the centre round which all the churches of the earth

should gather," was very prominent in Lightfoot's mind. While

he considered the doctrine of Papal infallibility to be an in¬

surmountable barrier to union with Rome ("Whatever visions of

union...may have been entertained by any Anglican in the past,

they have been dissipated by this one act."), he said the Church

of England had "never compromised herself by any declaration

which may (have entangled) her in the meshes of science," though

she "retained the form of Church government inherited from the

Apostolic times." The doctrine and polity of the Anglican

Church were two "essentials which could under no circumstances

be abandoned."23 Beyond these, Lightfoot believed "large

22. Sermons preached on Special Occasions, op.cit., p. 182.
23. Sermons..., op.cit., p. 260; Dissertations..., op.cit.,

p. 245.
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concessions" could be made. But the three-fold ministry and

freedom from the yoke of medieval blindness were the necessary

tenets of the Church's mediatorial position.

"Her affinities with the most prominent forms of Christian
society place her, as it were, in the moral centre of
Christendom. By her adherence to the ancient creeds, she
allies herself to the Oriental Church; in her hereditary
institutions, she is connected with the great Latin Church;
in her repudiation of traditional corruptions and adoption
of simpler forms, as well as in her larger sympathy with
intellectual and social freedom, she is drawn towards the
Reformed communities. Thus, without any unfaithfulness to
her recognised position, she - I say it without fear of
being misunderstood - may become to the Greek as a Greek,
and to the Roman as a Roman, and to a Protestant as a
Protestant, so as to unite Greek and Roman and Protestant
in one, that she and they may be saved in Christ."^4

The critics of the Church of England charged her with isolation¬

ism, but Lightfoot saw in this position "her hope for the future."
She was isolated because, avoiding either extreme, she stood mid¬

way between Roman and Protestant. By virtue of the fact that

England had enlarged its rule to include more than one-fifth of

the whole human race, Lightfoot saw the Church of England in a

position of full catholicity. "Catholic indeed she was poten¬

tially before in her doctrine and polity; but now she is

catholic in fact, catholic in her interests and sympathies,...

responsibilities and duties."25 Lightfoot seems to assume in
this that the mere existence of the Anglican Church all over the

world makes it "catholic."

As has been mentioned, the "essentials" of Anglican doctrine

24. Sermons..., op.cit., pp. 64-5•
25. Ibid., pp. 260-2.
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and polity were matters upon which Lightfoot felt his Church

could not yield in seeking reunion with other communions. He

had written W.F. Moulton, the Methodist Hew Testament scholar,

admitting that "only the question of Church order...keeps us

apart, and yet even I, whose views are supposed to be very broad

on this point, could not see ray way to waiving this for the sake
26of reunion." The three-fold ministry was "the completeness

of the Apostolic ordinance and the historical backbone of the

Church.In his essay on "The Christian Ministry," Lightfoot

develops his views of the origins ana nature of the offices of

the ministry. His opening sentences keynote the dissertation.

"The Kingdom of Christ, not being a kingdom of this
world, is not limited by the restrictions which fetter
other societies, political or religious...It has no sacred
days or seasons, no special sanctuaries, because every time
and every place alike are holy. Above all it has 110 sacer¬
dotal system. It interposes no sacrificial tribe or class
between God and man, by whose intervention alone God is
reconciled and man forgiven. Each individual member holds
personal communion with the Divine Head. To Him immediately
he is responsible, and from Him directly he obtains pardon
and draws strength."2S

This is the ideal of the Christian Church, "which we must ever

hold before our eyes, which should inspire and interpret

ecclesiastical polity." But the Church in the human situation

cannot fulfil her purposes "without a ministry of reconciliation",
and an order of men is necessary who "may in some sense be desig¬

nated a priesthood." as in the case of the institution of annual
festivals and, at a later date, the erection of special buildings

26. Religion in the Victorian Bra, op.cit., p. 303.
27. Sermons..., op.cit.» p. 185.
28. Dissertations...,-op.cit., p. 137.
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for worship, so with the Christian priesthood. - each was found

to he necessary for the government and efficient administration

of the Church's offices. "But they were no part of the essence

of God's message to man in the Gospel: they must not be allowed

to obscure the idea of Christian worship." The ideal which

the Christian must comprehend is "a holy season extending the

whole year round - a temple confined only by the limits of the

habitable world - a priesthood co-extensive with the human

race."29

The.New Testament concept of the ministry resembles the

Levitical institution in that the priestly tribe served only as

"representatives of the whole nation," and "the whole community

is regarded as'a kingdom of priests', 'a holy nation.'...The

nation thus deputes to a single tribe the priestly functions

which belong properly to itself as a whole." With the arrival

of the Christian era, however, the people of God resume their

sacerdotal functions with this difference - "the privileges of

the covenant were no longer confined to the limits of a single

nation. Every member of the human family was potentially a

member of the Church, and, as such, a priest of God." These
3D

are the only priests under the Gospel. No sacerdotal title

is conferred upon the officers of the Church, whose purposes are

"for communicating instruction...preserving public order,...

conducting religious worship, and...dispensing social charities."

Lightfoct cited two passages of St. Paul's in which are sum-

29. Ibid., pp. 140-1. _ __

30. I Peter ii:5, 9; Revelation i:6, x:10, xx:6; nphesians iv:12.
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marized the offices and tasks of the early Church.3l
"Neither list can have heen exhaustive. In both alike

the work of converting unbelievers and founding congrega¬tions holds the foremost place, while the permanent govern¬
ment and instruction of the several churches is kept in the
background. This prominence was necessary in the earliest
stages of the Gospel. The apostles, prophets, evangelists,
all range under the former head. But the permanent
ministry, though lightly touched upon, is not forgotten;
for under the designation of 'teachers, helps, governments'
in the one passage, of 'pastors and teachers' in the other,
these officers must be intended. Again in both passages
alike it will be seen that great stress is laid on the work
of the Spirit. The faculty of governing not less than the
utterance of prophecy, the gift of healing not less than the
gift of tongues, is an inspiration of the Holy Ghost."

Of particular note are his concluding words in this paragraph.

"But on the other hand in both alike there is an entire
silence about priestly functions; for the most exalted
office in the Church, the highest gift of the Spirit,
conveyed no sacerdotal right which was not enioyed by the
humblest member of the Christian community."

The main argument of the essay on "The Christian Ministry"

traces the development of the episcopacy in the early history

of the Christian Church. Idghtfoot attempts to show that "the

three-fold ministry can be traced to Apostolic direction", and

though no statement of Scripture specifically authorizes this

development, the subsequent historical records evidence "that
in the early years of the second century the episcopate was

widely spread" and its establishment "is...especially connected
with the name of St. John."33 Lightfoot's theory, which is

well supported by his historical research, proposes that during
the period between the date of the last Hew Testament writing

31. I Corinthians xii:28; ^Ephesians iv:ll.
32. Dissertations..., op.cit., p. 142.
33. Ibid., pp. 236, 244.
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and the early part of the second century the permanent

episcopal office was firmly established. Exception would be

taken by many modern scholars to his assumption that the

Apocalypse was written about 70 a.D., and that it comprised the
latest New Testament writing. More must be said about this

later.

"The earliest instance of a bishop" is found at the Church

of Jerusalem where James, the Lord's brother, as the head of a

council possesses superior responsibility. James' position,

Lightfoot states, formed a precedent for the office of bishop

which was created in Asia Minor by John and, possibly, other

surviving Apostles elsewhere. "It was only necessary, there¬

fore, for (John) to give permanence, definiteness, stability, to

an office which already existed in germ...and the evident utility

and even pressing need of such an office, sanctioned by the most

venerated name in Christendom, would be sufficient to secure its

wide though gradual reception."^4 In some detail Lightfoot

produces "irrefragable evidence" in favour of this extension of

the episcopacy in Asia Minor as well as in other parts of the

Mediterranean world during the second century. The evidence

points to a "progressive development...exhibiting at one and the

same time different stages of growth in different churches...

Its maturer forms are seen first in those regions where the

latest surviving Apostles.•.fixed their abode, and at a time

when its prevalence cannot be dissociated from their influence
or...sanction."

34. Ibid., p. 167.
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Lightfoot then discusses the relation of bishop and pres-

byter. "The episcopate was created out of the presbytery,"
and for centuries the bishop was also referred to as a presbyter

with functions "regarded as substantially the same in kind,

though different in degree." Hilary and Jerome are quoted in

support of this view at a later date. Said Jerome:

"Therefore, as presbyters know that by the custom of the
Church they are subject to him who shall have been set over
them,-so let bishops also be aware that they are superior
to presbyters more owing to custom than to any actual
ordinance of the Lord."

Until the Reformation no evidence is to be found which denies

"the substantial identity of order" between bishop and presbyter

in the mind of the Church.

The successive stages whereby the episcopate grew in power

over the lesser orders are linked by Lightfoot with the names

of Ignatius, Irenaeus, and Cyprian. Each of these men was

separated from the next by a period of .just over half a century.

Ignatius, "the staunchest advocate of episcopacy in the early

ages," valued the office of bishop "chiefly as a security for

good discipline and harmonious working in the Church." When

Ignatius depicts the episcopate with extravagant exaltation,

which is "subversive of the true spirit of Christianity, in the

negation of individual freedom and the consequent suppression
of direct responsibility to God in Christ," Lightfoot avers that

he was motivated by the need at that time for "a greater concen¬

tration of authority in the episcopate." Following this stage,

35. Ibid. , pp. 190-4.
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Irenaeus developed a view of the episcopacy "not so much as

the centre_of ecclesiastical unity but rather as the depository

of apostolic tradition." This was the initial step toward the

doctrine of apostolic succession. Finally, Cyprian enunciated

the principle that the bishop "is the absolute viceregent of

Christ." He regarded "the bishop as exclusively the repres¬

entative of God to the congregation and hardly, if at all, as

the representative of the congregation before God. The bishop

is the indispensable channel of divine grace." The presbyters1

control over the bishop became meaningless and "for all practical

ends the independent supremacy of the episcopate was completely

established by the principles and the measures of Cyprian."

In tracing these changes in the concept of episcopal

authority, Lightfoot regards them as having been motivated by

practical emergencies. "It is plainly competent for the Church

at any given time to entrust a particular office with larger

powers," as the. need may arise. He likewise contends "no
reasonable objection can be taken to later forms of ecclesias¬

tical polity because the measure of power accorded to the bishop
does not remain exactly the same as in the Church of the sub-

Apostolic ages." Only "the false pretension...and the false

opinions" associated with this enlarged power are to be

deprecated.36
Though Lightfoot approves of the adjustment of ecclesiastical

power to the expediency of the time, he cannot agree with any
alteration of the basic purpose for which the ministry was formed.

36. Ibid., pp. 198-209.
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Trie Apostolic order of the Christian ministry is the ideal

pattern to which the Church should conform. Only because he

can confidently assume Apostolic direction for the institution

of the episcopate, does he accord it recognition and validity.

But the development of episcopal power in the early centuries

was accompanied by a fundamental modification of the purpose

for which the office existed, and to this change Lightfoot had

serious objections.

"The Apostolic ideal was set forth and within a few
generations forgotten. The vision was only for a time and
then vanished. A strictly sacerdotal view of the ministry
superseded the broader and more spiritual conception of
their priestly functions. From being the representatives,
the ambassadors, of God, they came to be regarded His
vicars."37

Sacerdotalism is defined by Lightfoot as the tendency "to

designate the Christian minister as one who offers sacrifices
and makes atonements for the sins of others." Its rise, he

maintains, occurred after the sub-Apostolic period. Once begun,
it soon reached full maturity, the period of growth being re¬

stricted mainly to the years between the close of the second
go

century and the middle of the third. Just as Cyprian suc¬

ceeded in crowning "the edifice of episcopal power," so he was

the first to obscure the Hew Testament concept that the priest¬

hood of the ministry springs from the priesthood of the whole

body of the Church. "So uncompromising was the tone in which

37. Ibid., p. 237.
38. Ibid., pp. 210-12.
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he asserted, (the sacerdotal assumptions) that nothing was left

to his successors hut to enforce his principles and reiterate

his language."

The true source of sacerdotalism, Lightfoot argues, was to

he found in the large influx of pagan Gentile converts into the

Church. These heathen, "familiar with auguries, lustrations,

sacrifices, and depending on the intervention of some priest

for all the manifold religious rites of the state, the club, and

the family...were incapable of shaking off their sacerdotal pre-
39

judices and appreciating the free spirit of the Gospel."
Gn the other hand, the form which sacerdotalism took "was

almost as certainly derived from the Old Testament." The

interpretation which later writers placed upon references in

the Apostolic writings to "sacrifice" and "offering" and even

"altar" did not agree with the spiritual meaning intended by

the Hew Testament writings. An example of such a passage, to

which Lightfoot alludes, is found in the Epistle to the Hebrews.

The writer "speaks of Christian sacrifices, of a Christian altar,

but the sacrifices are praise and thanksgiving and well-doing,

the altar is apparently the Cross of Christ...Thus whatever is

dedicated to God's service may be included under this metaphor."

"Though dwelling at great length on the Christian counter¬
parts to the Jewish priest, the Jewish altar, the Jewish
sacrifice, he omits to mention the one office, the one place,
the one act, which on this showing would be their truest and
liveliest counterparts in the every-day worship of the Church

39. 110id. , pp. 225-8. Lightfoot adduces strong evidence in
order to dismiss the view that sacerdotalism was imported
into the Church through Jewish influence.
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of Christ. Re has rejected, these, and he has chosen
instead moral and spiritual analogies for all these sacred
types. Thus in what he has said and in what he has left
unsaid alike, his language points to one and the same
result."

vi/hen the orders of the episcopate and presbytery became

distinct and the sacerdotal view of the ministry was prevalent,

analogies were drawn between the solitary bishop and the solitary

highpriest, between'the principal acts of Christian sacrifice...

performed by the presbyters as the principal acts of Jewish

sacrifice by the priests"., and between "the attendant ministra¬
tions. ..assigned to the ueacon" and the ministrations of the

Levite. It was only a matter of time until the final barrier

(i.e. "the only High-Priest under the Gospel recognised by the

apostolic writings, is our Lord Himself") was surmounted, and

the sacerdotal idea of a bishop as "pontifex" or "summus

sacerdos" supplanted the Biblical interpretation.^
In his recapitulation, Lightfoot describes the Rev; Testament

concept of the Christian minister, which he holds to be the ideal

for the Church. The true "priest" of the Christian ministry is

one "who represents God to man and man to God," and he must be

"called by God, for no man 1taketh this honour to himself.'"
The latter condition is met if one accepts Lightfoot's theory

that the three-fold ministry is traceable to Apostolic direction.

Says Lightfoot: "we can possess no better assurance of a Divine

appointment or...sanction." Making a summary statement of the
nature of the ministerial office, Lightfoot eays: .

"The Christian minister is God's ambassador to men:
he is charged with the ministry of reconciliation: he
unfolds the will of heaven; he declares in God's name

40. Ibid., pp. 232-5»
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the terms on which pardon is offered; and he pronounces
in God's name the absolution of the penitent. * This last
mentioned function has been thought to invest the ministry
with a distinctly sacerdotal character. Yet it is very
closely connected with the magisterial and pastoral duties

and is only priestly in the same sense, in
which they are priestly. As empowered to declare the
conditions of God's grace, he is empowered also to proclaim
the consequences of their acceptance. But throughout his
office is representative and not vicarial. He does not
interpose between God and man in such a way that direct
communion with God is superseded on the one hand, or that
his own mediation becomes indispensable on the other.

Again, the Christian minister is the representative of
man to God - of the congregation primarily, of the individual
indirectly as a member of the congregation. The alms, the
prayers, the thanksgiving of the community are offered through
him. Some representation is as necessary in the Church as
it is in a popular government; and the nature of the re¬
presentation is not affected by the fact that the form of the
ministry has been handed down from Apostolic times and may
well be presumed to have a divine sanction. For here again
it must be borne in mind that the minister's function is
representative without being vicarial. He is a priest, as
the mouthpiece, the delegate, of a priestly race. A0is acts
are not his own, but the acts of the congregation."-"1

Thus Lightfoot based his concept of the ministry upon the funda¬

mental Apostolic concepts which he found stated in the New

Testament and inferred in the patristic literature of the early

second century.

The essay on "The Christian Ministry" had a mixed reception.

Before publication, Lightfoot had submitted it for criticism to
Hort and Westcott. Hort agreed with the main body of historical

-material, but held reservations as to the doctrinal part. He
considered himself "a staunch sacerdotalist," and he said, "there

is not much profit in arguing about first principles."42 West¬
cott also seems to have differed with his friend, for Lightfoot

41. Ibid. , pp. 236-7.
42. A. Hort, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 86.
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wrote him in 1867 saying, "Hort's criticism, superseded, to

your own, has paralyzed me in the matter of the Christian

Ministry. I am afraid all my friends are Judaizers.1,43
Ligntfoot's treatment of the subject naturally pleased those

with "broad" views and antagonised the "conservative" Anglicans,
as all High Churchmen were on this matter.44 H.P. Liddon, a

rigid High Churchman, hoped that laghtfoot's possession of the

office of Bishop of Durham might lead him to ask the question

"What are the principles upon which the Episcopate is to be

justified, at all seriously, before God and man?" It is

difficult to ascertain whether or not Lightfoot permitted his

earlier views on the ministry to be altered. There can be no

doubt that his basic assumptions were substantially the same

until the end of his life, for in 1881, when a new edition of

his Philipoians was printed, Lightfoot drew attention to the

fact that the newer edition was an exact reprint of the pre¬

ceding one. He had heard rumours that he had found reason"to

abandon the main opinions expressed" in the essay on the three¬

fold Ministry, and, by republishing the essay without altering

it, he wished to show that there was "no foundation for any such

report."

Nevertheless Liddon thought that Lightfoot "looked upon his

43. Letters at Auckland Castle.
44. Arthur Stanley, who was of the "broad" group, told E.W. Benson

of a comment made by R.C. Trench concerning a sermon by
Stanley on the Ministry. "No wonder," said Trench, "that
while such doctrines were being enunciated from the pulpit of
the Abbey, the heavens were overhung with a supernatural
blackness." Stanley asserted that he had said nothing, but
what Lightfoot had written, "nothing, I assure you, not a
word or a syllable." (Life of E.W. Benson, op.cit.,
Vol. 2, p. 113.)
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edition of 'St. Ignatius' as a corrective to inferences which

Dissenters and others drew from his Essay." Liddon continued,
"...he certainly left that part of the controversy and, to all

appearances, unalterably, in a very different condition from
45

that in which he found it."

Bishop Gore shared Liddon's criticism of Lightfoot's essay.

While Gore recognizes the great debt "any would-be vindicator

of the Christian ministry owes" to Lightfoot, he feels the latter

"ignores what to many people seems the question of primary import¬

ance, viz., what principles regulated the devolution and develop¬

ment of the ministry." Gore takes exception to Lightfoot's view

that the ministry dealt with "subordinate aids and expedients"

which were not of the essence of Christianity. Assuming that

Lightfoot would admit to the existence of some "essential means"

in the Christian faith (e.g. Baptism and the Lord's Supper), Gore

proposes that "no new principle" would be Involved, if the

evidence supports the case, in stating that Christ also instituted

45. J.O. Johnston, op.cit., pp. 265-6, 363-70; Philipplans,
London, 1881, preface; Letters at Auckland Castle.
One other Indication that Lightfoot may have modified his
views in one respect are his words to Westcott in a letter,
June 11, 1889, "...Lefroy's conversation converted me about
the bishopric, as I understood it converted you. I began
with a somewhat decided opinion in favour of acceptance."
Lefroy published his book, The Christian Ministry, one year
later. ' The view of the bishopric which Lefroy set forth
was quite similar to Lightfoot's but differed in one import¬
ant respect. He made a more intensive study of the New
Testament and, thereby, supported his view that even at this
period, the office of bishop was distinct from that of
presbyter, for the records evidence that Timothy and Titus
were given greater authority (e.g. to lay on hands, to charge,
to rebuke, to command) than the presbyters. Lightfoot may
have alluded to this alteration of his view in his letter to
Westcott, for the former had originally emphasized the
development of the episcopacy after the death of Paul.
(Wm. Lefroy, The Christian Ministry, London, 1890, pp.167-174).
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"a ministry of truth and grace in His kingdom, intended to be

a permanent link of continuity and bond of unity in it." He

objects to Lightfootf s phrase: "...it became necessary to appoint

special officers," for this means that the reason for the con¬

stitution of the ministry was "spiritual expediency," whereas

Gore would derive it from the Divine appointment by Christ of an

apostolic succession of bishops. If Lightfoot agrees that

Christ instituted the "necessary means" of the two Sacraments,

then^Gore proposes, "these spoil his whole theory."

Raising a second objection, Gore finds fault with Lightfoot's

repudiation of sacerdotal concepts, for Gore believes that Christ

instituted "a ministry of sacred things - call it a priesthood

or not - in such sense that the members of His Church were bound

to avail themselves of it." To support this view he asks: "Was

it ever a recognised principle in the Church that an unordained

Christian even at the last could celebrate the Eucharist?"46

Bishop Gore has, in some respects, overlooked the basic tenor

of Lightfoot's essay in his efforts to attack statements which

oppose his High Church view of apostolic succession. In answer

to Gore's first objection, it must be re-emphasized that Light-

foot did not hold that the Christian ministry was devised only

out of expediency and, therefore, was not divinely instituted.
He contends that both conditions were existent, expediency and

47
Divine appointment. Again Gore mistakenly assumes that the

46. Chas. Gore, The Church and the Ministry, London, 1919,
pp. 311-4.

47. Dissertations..., op.cit., pp. 140, 236.
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admission of "necessary means", such as the Sacraments, in
the Christian Church destroys Lightfoot's argument. In setting
forth the Christian "ideal" Lightfoot obviously is thinking of

a supra-worldly concept. Immediately after stating that this

ideal envisions "no sacred days or seasons...no sacrificial

tribe or class," he observes that the Christian Church must have

"annual festivals" and "special officers", out of expediency.

Therefore he admits at the very beginning of his argument

"necessary means," including a ministry. But that he is thereby

committed to accept the doctrine of apostolic succession is a

non sequi.tur. Many theories could be offered for the origin of

the Christian ministry, and Lightfoot chose the one, which to

his mind fitted the facts. Gore states he is "not...concerned

with the facts," as much as he is with underlying principles.^8
But Lightfoot would argue that principles cannot be discovered

without a knowledge of the underlying facts. Every theory of

the origin of the ministry must be evaluated in terms of the

evidence of the Hew Testament. It is on this ground also that

Gore's second objection must be answered. His question whether

evidence exists for celebration of the Sacrament by an unordained

person is based on an argument from silence at best. The answer

which Gore desires from his reader contradicts the New Testament

evidence which Lightfoot brings forward to establish the doctrine

of the priesthood of the entire community of believers. Gore
admits that he presupposes the doctrine of apostolic succession

before investigating the facts.

48. C. Gore, op.cit., p. 312.
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"What it is proposed to do...is to clear up the idea
of the Christian ministry - to explain what is meant by
it} and why it is a reasonable idea - before we go on to
test, with^as vigorous a criticism as can be applied} its
basis in history...Why explain first what you are going
to look for, and then proceed to look for it?...We do
not start afresh; we take the traditional belief, the
traditional position, and test it...we have to go through
the process which a modern writer calls 'the correction of
our premises.'t,4S

To have recognised the fact of hypothesis and presupposition

on his own part is the sign of an honest mind. Unfortunately;

Gore does not follow through with his principle and allow the

Scriptures to correct his premises. Instead he reads into the

Scriptures his presupposed view. Gore states:

"...it would be impossible to draw certain conclusions
on the matter (of apostolic succession) from the four
Gospels, if they existed as isolated documents with no
history to interpret them; but from the mere examination
of the narratives the conclusions arrived at (by Gore)
appear to be the most probable...It would appear, then,
that Christ founded not only a Church bub an apostolate
- which was intended in some real sense to be permanent." 0

Thus he admits that his view is read into Scripture, having

been clearly expounded only in the writings of Church history.

Lightfoot's approach made the Scriptures the basis of his

concept of the ministry, and relied on the sub-Apostolic

writings only in so far as they were the nearest in time to the

Apostolic era and supplied evidence of the development of the

ministry under the Apostles. But the evolution of the concept
of the episcopate, which followed after the Apostolic period,
he regards as a progressive departure from the original ideal.
"The Apostolic ideal was set forth, and within a few generations

forgotten. The vision was only for a time and then vanished."51
49. C. Gore, op.cit., pp. 54, 55.
50. Ibid.s p. 208.
51. Dissertations..., op.cit., p. 237.
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Gore's criticism of L3.ght.foot becomes his own judgment. He

respects Lightfoot's historical research, and this research

shows, conclusively, that the concept of the ministry in Church

history gradually changed from its original Apostolic form as a

result of the developing views of the Church's leaders. But

he accuses Lightfoot of tending "to ignore the primary questions

at issue. Has not Bishop Gore ignored the primary question^

namely, "Is apostolic succession a doctrine of Scripture, of the

Apostles, or is it a theory of later Church leaders read back into

the Apostolic teaching?" Gore admits he cannot find an explicit

statement of the doctrine in Scripture; he finds only passages

which could be interpreted as favourable to the doctrine. But

he disregards entirely the tenor of the rest of Scripture, which

Lightfoot has emphasized, and which contradicts the interpreta¬

tion Gore advances.

In this last respect, Lightfoot was a forerunner of the

currently popular "biblical theology" movement. The principle

which J.K.S. Reid puts forward in his paper on "The Biblical

Doctrine of the Ministry" expresses the idea which Lightfoot

advocated. Reid states: "The aim now is that what was stood

for by the original ministry should be, as faithfully as may be,

carried over into the ministry of Christ's Church wherever it
£50

exists to-day." And in another important sense Lightfoot

anticipated this modern biblical method. Reid's own aim may be

52. C. Gore, op.cit., p. 314.
53. J.K.S. Reid, "The Biblical Doctrine of the Ministry,"

Scottish Journal of Theology. Occasional Papers No. 4,
Edinburgh, 1955, p. 31.
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taken as a description of Lightfoot's method also. His

evidence is not "drawn.•.from individual texts (only), but

from the nature of the Bible as such and from the meaning of
the fact that there is a Bible and in particular a New Testament

54at all." One cannot fail to notice that Lightfoot was more

successful than Gore in avoiding the hazards of a method which

uses the history of the Church at a later stage "as a key to

understand" what has happened earlier. Lightfoot shows in his

argument that he is aware that "the fact that development has

taken place may mean that some additional and supplementary

element has crept in, though not originally present in the facts

being interpreted."56 Again, as J.K.S. Reid points out and all

must admit, a serious lack of evidence is found .just where it is

most needed. Every advocate of the theory of an Apostolic

succession must remember -

"We do not know, and the evidence to show us is wanting,
that bishops do really take the place of apostles and in a
real sense inherit the position of apostles...(The) steps
indicated in the New Testament seem to stop short of the
point where the ways divide and different interpretations
are possible."56
It is at this point that Lightfoot's argument is most

subject to criticism. He is to be praised for his faithfulness
to the biblical evidence, but he does not give sufficient acknow¬

ledgment to the "residual ambiguities" of the New Testament
witness. Whenever hypothesis is employed, and Lightfoot's

theory for the origin of the episcopate must be called an

54. Ibid., p. 4-2.
55. Ibid., u. 33.
56. Ibid., pp. 29, 38. cf. The Historic Episcopate, (edited

by Kenneth M. Carey, London, 1954, p. 24.1
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hypothesis, a pre-disposed point of view is always taken

which always influences the conclusions drawn. There can be

no doubt that Lightfoot intended to show by his argument that

the ministry of the Church of England in its basic form could

be traced to the Apostolic Age. In his criticism of the mis¬

construction which Non-conformists placed upon his essay he said:

"I cannot offer any explanations; I must express myself
in my own way and people can see what I say, but as for-
saying that I have said that the presbytery was the original
Churchygovernment and that episcopacy was adapted out of it,
they might as well suppose I think that the Diaconate was
the original form of Church government, and everything
accommodated, out of that, simply because it was earlier
instituted. Of course everything was imperfect when it was
beginning."57

There is indication that certain facts have been overlooked by

Lightfoot because of his Anglican pre-disposition concerning

the subject of the ministry, and it is uncertain whether his

argument can be fully supported by the available evidence.

As has been mentioned, Lightfoot's argument for the estab¬

lishment of episcopacy under John is weakened by the belief of

modern scholarship in a later date for the book of Revelation.

A later date allows a much smaller chronological gap between

the writing of the last New Testament document, in which no

mention of a three-fold ministry is made, and the first sub-

Apostolic writer who alludes to an office of bishop separate

from that of presbyter. This means that the development of

the episcopate, which Lightfoot described, occupied a much
shorter period and was'under much less direction from the

Apostle John, since he could not have lived for many years

after 90 A.D.

57. A.C. Benson, op.cit., pp. 227-8.
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A second consideration, brought forward by T.W. Manson,

places more doubt upon Lightfoot's theory of an early emergence

of the episcopate. Manson affirms that evidence from the sub-

Apostolic Age, other than that found in the Ignatian writings,

does not show the same distinction of three orders of the ministry

which Ignatius does. To support this, he states that the

Shepherd of Hermas, II Clement, and Polycarp's letter to the

Philippians do not distinguish between the office of bishop and

presbyter.^ Lightfoot was aware of this difference in testimony,

but he chose the Ignatian evidence for his connecting link to the

Apostolic tradition, and failed to give the other evidence equal

consideration and weight.

Finally, Lightfoot does not clearly describe the nature of

the three offices of the ministry in their early development, and

this omission detracts from the force of his argument. As

J.K.S. Reia points out, though "Anglicans lay great and under¬

standable store by the fact that the Church succeeds in main¬

taining a three-fold ministry...it cannot blind us to the fact
that something in the likeness is lacking. The diaconate as it

is to-day, as a stage on the way to the priesthood, tends to look
like the mark of immaturity, rather than a really independent

order or rank."59 After reading Lightfoot's essay, one wishes

he had traced the history of the development of the lesser orders

of deacon and presbyter in more detail, especially in their

58. T.W. Manson, The Church's Ministry, London, 1948, p. 59.
59. J.K.S. Reid, op.c-it., p. 30.
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relation to the episcopate. For as B.W. Dale states, the

Ignatian epistles show "a few churches in Asia Minor had

bishops, presbyters, and deacons, but they contain nothing to
show that the 'bishop' of the second century was very much

more than the presiding presbyter of the first under a new

name." And again he says:

"There is nothing to suggest (in Ignatius), that any
bishop had more than one congregation under his care...
The bishop and the presbyters fulfilled their ministry
in the same assembly. The episcopacy of these epistles
is a congregational episcopacy - not a diocesan episcopacy."60

T.W. Manson adds further evidence from Hippolytus, who wrote

his Apostolic Tradition in the latter half of the second century.

According to this patristic author the Church had a ministry

with bishop, presbyters, deacons, and certain subordinate orders.

But "the normal daily duties of the Hippolytean bishop are pre¬

cisely those which are nowadays performed by the parish priest
61

or minister of a non-episcopal Church." x Lightfoot did not

consider these dissimilarities between the Church of England

and the early Church ministry, and his Anglican background in¬

fluenced his interpretation of the evidence. But this is the

unfortunate truth about every writer. He must begin with a

definite pre-disposition. The only escape from reading back

into the origins of early Church ministry an imposed interpreta¬

tion lies in allowing the facts to speak for themselves.

60. R.W. Dale, A Manual of Congregational Principles, London,
1898, pp. 233-6.

61. T.W. Manson, op.cit., pp. 67-8.
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In respect to another aspect of the Christian ministry,

Lightfoct had some extremely valuable insights, whose import¬
ance rests upon their biblical nature. Most views on the

nature of' Christian ministry fall into one of two categories.

There are those who take the functional approach, seeing the

ministry not as the "medium or vehicle of the Spirit, but...
the expression or embodiment of the Spirit," or in words which

explain the rise of orders in the early Church: "each new

emergency is met by an ad hoc arrangement." On the other

side is the official viev/ which holds that the "office is as

6?
important as the function which the officer discharges."

Lightfoot agrees with the first group. He saw that the ministry

grew up as a necessary means by which the Church was served, led,

and represented. In addition, the form which the ministry took

was authorized by Apostolic direction. It was guided in its

function by two important principles. The first is the Christian

ideal which envisions the Church as a royal priesthood, in which

each member is able to offer sacrifices of praise and thanks¬

giving to God directly. Therefore the Christian officer acts

as the representative of the people, but such representation is
not indispensable, nor does it supersede direct communion with

God by the believer. This leads to the second principle which

guides the function of the Christian minister. He fulfils his

office for expedience'sake. The Spirit of God works through

him as a representative leader of the congregation. "We lend

62. J.K.S. Reid, op.cit., pp. 7, 8; cf. The Historic Episcopate,
op.cit., p. 38; T.W. Manson, op.cit., p. 52.
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no countenance to unruliness and. disorder. God is not a

God of confusion, but of peace. .God has ordained the

minister to lead and direct the people of God in worship and
service. These two principles form the basis for Lightfoot's

concept of the laity and its ministry. Since the Church is

one royal priesthood, and expediency guides the function of

its ministry, then the layman may fulfil a valuable office.

"in emergency may arise when...the Christian ideal will
...interpose and interpret our duty. The higher ordinance
of the universal priesthood will overrule all special
limitations. The layman will assume functions'which are
otherwise restricted to the ordained minister."S4

This does not imply that the universal priesthood supersedes

"an authorized Apostolic ministry. We do not allow the proper

functions of (the) inner representative priesthood to be

usurped.But, on the other hand, the way is left open for

a full lay ministry. Lightfoot interprets the ministerial

gift as "not differing in its essential qualities from the gifts

bestowed on the faithful."

"What is your diaconate but an intensification of the
function of ministering which is incumbent on all believers
alike? What is your priesthood but a concentration of the
priesthood of the whole people of Christ? Yes, you will
do well to press upon your people in season and^out of
season that the Church of Christ is one great priesthood,
one vast spiritual brotherhood, gathered together of all
sorts and conditions of men, for the good of humanity, if
you will, for the saving of individual souls, if you will,
but beyond all and through all ana before all for the
offering of continual sacrifices to the praise and honour
and glory of God."°S

S3. Sermons..., op.cit. , pp. 198-9.
64. Dissertations, op .cit.. p. 237.
65. Sermons..., op.cit., pp. 198-9.
66. Ordination Addresses, op.cit., pp. 57-8.
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J.K.S. Reid, speaking from the Scottish Presbyterian viewpoint,
has stated this truth in its practical aspect:

"It is true that we speak rightly of the 'ministry';
but it is also true that the witness of the crossing-
sweeper (supposing there are any to-day) is the same as
the clergyman at least in this, that each at his appointed
station witnesses to Christ the Lord and Head of the Church.
Whenever this task is undertaken and done, He Who is the
primary^Minister is present. Herein lies the essence of
the ministry of the Church. In this consists its apostol-
icity."67

What Reid is here emphasizing corresponds to Lightfoof s

affirmation at the beginning of his essay on "The Christian

Ministry." "Each individual member holds personal communion

with the Divine Head. To Him immediately he is responsible,
£2 q

and from Him directly he obtains pardon and draws strength."
Both writers advance views which are similar in their agreement

with each other and in their distinction from the opposite view.

Reid entitles the two views "christological" and "hierarchical."

The former envisions the relationship of Christ to his original

associates, and Christ to all other believers. The latter

proposes a different pattern of continuity; Christ ana the

apostles, the apostles and bishops, bishops and other Christians.

A choice between these must be made, and the evidence is lacking

which establishes either as right. But Lightfoot and Reid have

called attention to a "characteristic distinction of Christianity"

which must serve as a guide to determining the "essential" nature

of the ministry; and which, as the former of these two writers

has pointed out, is "declared occasionally by the direct language,

67. J.K.S. Reid, op.cit., p. 44.
68. Dissertations, op.cit., p. 137.
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"but more frequently by the eloquent silence of the apostolic

writings."®^ This distinctive feature and its significance

were alluded to by Lightfoot in the following words:

"The influence of this idea (of a universal priesthood)
on the moral and spiritual growth of the individual believer
is too plain to require any comment; but its social effects
may call for a passing remark. It will hardly be denied,
I think, by those who have studied the history of modern
civilization with attention, that this conception of the
Christian Church has been mainly instrumental in the
emancipation of the degraded and oppressed, in the removal
of artificial barriers'between class and class, and in the
diffusion of a general philanthropy untrammelled by the
fetters of party or race; in short, that to it mainly must
be attributed the most important advantages which constitute
the superiority of modern societies over ancient. Con¬
sciously or unconsciously, the idea of an universal priest¬
hood, of the religious equality of all men, which, though
not untaught before, was first embodied in the Church of
Christ, has worked and is working untold blessings in
political institutions and in social life. But the careful
student will also observe that this idea has hitherto been
very imperfectly apprehended; that throughout the history
of the Church it has been struggling for recognition, at most
times discerned in some of its aspects but at all times
wholly ignored in others; and that therefore the actual
results are a very inadequate measure of its efficacy, if
only it could assume due prominence and were allowed free
scope in action."

These convictions were the primary basis for Lightfoot's strong

advocacy of the inclusion of a lay ministry as the only means

whereby the Church can have an effective world-wide ministry.

In Lightfoot's mind, the Church requires a ministry, and the

Apostolic concept should be the guide for all time; but this

ministry must have purpose as well as commission, zeal as well

as authority. The spiritual equipment of the Christian

69. Ibid., p. 138.
70. Ibid., p. 140.
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minister, cleric or layman, is no less important for an effec¬

tive ministry than the organization. Lightfoot reminded his

clergy of this in his Primary Charge:

"It is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh" - the
external mechanism, the formed organization - "profiteth
nothing. The words that I speak to you - they are Spirit,
and they are life." If this voice of Christ he silent
in our hearts, then it is all lost labour that we perfect
our ecclesiastical machinery. This machinery is a good
conductor of spiritual energy, but the energy itself, it
cannot create. The fiery baptism of the Spirit may not be
replaced by any visible or tangible invention of men. '^
Lightfoot was firmly convinced that the deepest influences

in history were traceable "not to systems and organization but

primarily to the life, the spirit, the personality of individual

men." What a man was as a person proved a far more valuable

legacy than what he had done. This was most clearly seen in

Jesus Christ. Having left "no writings; framed no regulations;

organized no society;" He died, His life an apparent failure.

But "the impress of Himself on a few followers...proved the most

potent influence which mankind has ever seen."^2
The qualities of spiritual life which Lightfoot conceived

to be most necessary he emphasized over and again in his addresses

to ordination candidates. Briefly, they may be comprehended in

the following: obedience to Christ; enduement with the power

of the Holy Spirit; the habit of strong prayer; a sense of the

strength of God; an integrated knowledge of the Scripture; and
a wholesome self-discipline. It is only necessary to note a

few instances where Lightfoot mentions these in order to under¬

stand his basic emphases.

71. Primary Charge, on.cit♦, p._53.
72. "^TD-iHTA YMvVN, on.cit., pp. 2b-6.
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First in importance is the Christian minister's relation¬

ship to Christ, and the first stage in that relationship
involves obedience. "Christ must he our Master, before He

can become our Friend." The "submission of obedience" must

precede friendship; "the mind which is in Christ Jesus must be

in us also." "If a man would learn how to act in a particular

case, he should ask himself how Christ would have acted under

like circumstances." In this manner obedience is cultivated,

for "conformity to Christ is obedience to Christ." There will

develop a "congruity of character...a community of thought, of

wish, of temper."73 Lightfoot warned his candidates not to be

deceived by so-called noble motives in undertaking their calling.

"'According to the will of our Lord Jesus Christ.' Has
He spoken to you? Has He entreated you? Has He commanded
you? This voice of His, how is it heard? This will of
His, how is it expressed?

Is it the old demand repeated once more? 'Put me into
one of the priests' offices, that I may eat a piece of
bread?' This is no voice of His. This is the tempter's
voice. The labourer indeed is worthy of his hire; but
the hire is for the sake of the-office, not the office for
the sake of the hire. Better a thousand times that your
tongue were cut out, than that you should answer the question
in the affirmative, if you have no sounder reason for your
answer than this. Is -it again for the sake of the re¬
spectability, the position, which attaches to the clerical
office? Cast this motive also behind your back. It is
akin to the other. What then? The circumstances of your
previous life point to it. You hardly recollect a time
when you did not look forward to this step. Or, again;
your friends desire it. You are willing to gratify their
desire; for, wishing to .serve Jesus Christ, you do not see
why you should not serve Him in this way, as well as in any
other. Or, again; there is in some particular place a
work to be done; and, as no one else is forthcoming, you
do not see why you should not step forward. Good reasons
these, but not adequate in themselves. A deeper underlying

73. Ordination Addresses, op.cit., pp. 37-8; 247; Cambridge
Sermons, op.cit.. cf. pp. 106, 283-299.
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principle must be sought. For after all does not this
question^'Do you think you are truly called, according
to the will of our Lord Jesus Christ.' resolve itself into
that previous question, 'Do you trust that you are inwardly
moved by the Holy Ghost?'"

Just so much as submission to the will of Christ depends

upon the inward motivation of the Spirit of God, so the power

for spiritual ministration depends upon the gift of the Spirit.

Preaching, for example, may become totally ineffective if it

lacks this motivating force. It is "mere social talk, mere

literary disquisition." Without God's Spirit sermons "may

get hold of the man, (but) they cannot lift him; they leave

him clutching in the dust, as they found him." In accordance

with nnglican tradition, Lightfoot believed the communication

of the Spirit for service was made at ordination by the laying

on of hands by the Bishop. He reminded his men that the "Pente¬

costal gifts have not ceased. To-morrow the earnest of the

Spirit is yours." In ordination, God "then and there" bestows

the strength to bear the responsibility of the ministerial

office. The Christian minister must be able to look back upon

74
his ordination and say,

"God gave to me - gave to me - a potentiality of_power
and love^ which (His grace helping me) shall be manifested
with an ever increasing energy in my life and my ministra¬
tions. He baptized me anew with the baptism of the Holy
Ghost. He gave to me a spark of a divine fire, which
shall be stirred up and formed into a mighty flame."
Nowhere does Lightfoot explicitly enlarge upon this theme

and it would be difficult to determine what importance he ac¬

corded to faith of the minister in the reception of the gift

74. Ordination Addresses, op.cit., pp. 28, 41, 58-9.
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oi the Spirit. But prayer has a supreme importance, for it
is the means of solemn preparation for enduement with the

spirit's power. Frequently, he urged the ordinands on the eve

of ordination to prepare themselves for the morrow by spending
the night in prayer. "Therefore in the silence of this night,
and in the quiet of to-morrow's daybreak, pray to God, that He

will grant you the spirit of ministration, the spirit of deacon-

ship...Pray, nothing doubting, that He will vouchsafe a special

gift of His Holy Spirit according to your faith and according to

your need." The picture of Jacob wrestling with the Angel

throughout the night was repeatedly impressed upon the minds of

the hearers at Lightfoot's pre-ordination services. "Wrestle

with the Angel this night and compel him to bless you. God

grant that you all may come forth from the conflict Princes of

God."75
♦

Joined with the themes of the Lordship of Christ, the power

of the Spirit and of prayer, is the sense of the strength of

God. Lightfoot had absorbed the mind of Paul into his own

thinking, and the idea of God perfecting strength out of weak¬

ness was very prominent in it. In a sermon on "Folly and

Weakness Triumphant," which is an excellent example of the broad

compass his sermons sometimes took, he summarized Paul's thought
on this theme as it reappears throughout the Corinthian epistles.

The Cross was foolishness, a sign of utter weakness. Paul

himself was "a despicable object to these Corinthians, accustomed

to the perfection of physical strength and grace in athletes."

75. ibid., pp. 16, 19.
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Luce Paul the disciple of Christ must forget his weakness,

"whatever that weakness may he. It is selfishness after all,

for it is a dwelling 011 self." He must remember that God has

chosen him in that weak condition "that the excellency of the

power might be of God, and not of himself."76
An integrated study of the Scriptures was another essential

preparation for spiritual ministration. The faithful priest

of God must be a "man of this one book...he must know it; know

it within and without, know it in all its bearings, find food

for his intellect, his imagination, his reason, as well as for

his soul, for his heart, for his affections; find nourishment

for his whole man." To receive such strength from the Scrip¬

tures, he must study them not only devotionally, but in an

"exegetical", a "theological", and an "historical" context as

well* "Every ray of knowledge, from whatever source it comes,

which throws light on this book, will be welcomed" by the diligent

student of the Scriptures. Only in this way could narrow

emphasis upon some favourite doctrine be avoided in the ministry.

Lightfoot sensed that "there never was a time when men on all
sides were more eager after Biblical knowledge." He urged young

ordinands to use this opportunity.

"Your people are standing open-mouthed, hungering and
thirsting for meat and drink. Will you deny it to them -
you the appointed stewards and dispensers of God's mysteries,
of God's revelations? The appetite of which I speak, may
not always be very spiritual, very exalted. I do not say
it is. It may be an undefined craving, it may be^a mere
vague curiosity, in many cases; though I^believe it is
more often a deeper feeling. But there it is. And it is
your opportunity. But it is knowledge which is required.

76. Ibid. , p. 14, Carn.bridge Sermons, o&.cit., pp. 274-5;
cf. pp* 265-282.
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Mere empty talk, mere repetition of stereotyped phrases,
mere purposeless rambling about the pages of the Bible,will not satisfy it. The teaching, which it demands,
can only be acquired by earnest, assiduous, concentrated
study on the part of the teacher. But then what a speedy
and abundant harvest it yields to the teacher and the
taught alike. Do not say you have no time. Time can
always oe made, where there is the earnest desire to make
it. The fact is, we want more back-bone in our teaching."

'The hunger for spiritual food must be met with instruction.

Exposition of Scripture in sermons was necessary. "Systematic

teaching on the great doctrines of the faith,...elucidation of

particular books of Holy Scripture...detailed exposition of the

duties and responsibilities of Churchmen as members of a body"
- these and many more were topics for study and teaching in the

77
Chur ch.

In his earliest sermons, especially those preached in

Cambridge, Lightfoot emphasized one other quality of the spiritual

life which, though it is not as often referred to in his Ordina¬

tion Addresses, was, nevertheless, a guiding principle for his

own life as Professor and Bishop. Almost any of his sermons

preached in Trinity College Chapel, or in Great St. Mary's,

Cambridge, have some mention of the necessity for severe self-

discipline in the young Christian man's life. In order to grow

spiritually there must be a "stern and rigorous discipline
exerted over...passions...desires...sluggish neglects...(and)
perverted activities." Realizing this was not the fashion of
the day, Lightfoot reminded young men that self-command is the

sure road to freedom. By self-discipline one may cultivate

one's "choicest intellectual endowments...tnat they may become

77. Ordination Addresses, op.cit,. , pp. 75-7.
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(the) best spiritual instruments." The young life has the

best opportunities to train for the Christian way, and "the
habit of self-denial" is formed "by repeated acts of self-

denial." So Paul compares "the gymnastic training of the

body...to the training of the moral and spiritual character."

"You can no more deny yourself at pleasure, unless you
have undergone a preliminary discipline, than you can put
forth the muscular strength ana skill requisite for some
athletic feat, without the proper physical training.
.And therefore I say, if you would live the higher life,
if you would sow to the Spirit, exercise a stern discipline
over yourselves now. Use the rules and restraints of this
place - the fixed hours and the appointed studies - as the
instruments of this discipline. It is only by your
surrender to them that they will be made truly effectual.
This do, and conquer sloth, conquer listlessness, conquer
indulgence, conquer self." '8

Thus, in the foregoing principles, Lightfoot summed up the

prerequisites of a strong Christian ministry. Like the Christian

faith itself, they are both simple and profound in scope, and it

could hardly be doubted that they are as comprehensive as any list

of spiritual qualifications for the ministry could be. The

manner in which these ideas recur throughout his sermons is proof

of his own confession that his mind dwelt upon "four or five great

ideas.

It remains to consider two otner aspects of Lightfoot's

theology which have bearing on the training of the ministry.
These are the Sacraments and the Scriptures. Very little

evidence is available on either of these, but that which exists

78. Cambridge Sermons, op.cit., pp. 45, 58, 60; cf. pp. 263-4,
79. 6.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, o^^cit., p. 158.
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merits notice. Robert Wilson, writing for Theoloprv in

August, 1952, uncovered some valuable evidence(in the Dean

Savage Library at Lichfield Cathedral)of Lightfoot's views on

Holy Communion. The evidence is in the form of correspondence

between Dr. J.O.F. Murray of Cambridge, Dean H.E. Savage, and

Bishop G.R. Eden. Murray had been engaged to write an article

on "The Bucharistic Teaching of Lightfoot, Hort, and Westcott,"
but he had been frustrated in the project by the scantiness of

the materials, especially in the case of Lightfoot. In a reply

to an enquiry by Murray, Savage wrote, "So far as I can recollect,

the bishop's instructions about Holy Communion - of course, very

simple - treated it only as a means of grace, on the general lines

of the Catechism." Savage could not recall Lightfoot's ever

mentioning "the sacrificial aspect." In celebrating the

Sacrament "Lightfoot always adopted the North end position."

On a solitary occasion he took the Eastward position, "and then

he was obviously uncomfortable." This fact did not necessarily

signify that Lightfoot was a Low Churchman, as it might have

later. He took the North end because it "had always been the

familiar position to him" and probably for the additional reason

that his "cautious tolerance" caused him to refrain from offending

many in Durham who at that time held the Eastward position to be

"markedly suspect" of High Church innovation.

Bishop Eden wrote to Savage about this time confirming the

latter's comments on Lightfoot. Eden added that Lightfoot's

"agonising preparation of himself for his first Confirmations"
were adequate witness to his belief in "Sacramental Grace."
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Lightfoot1s own comments with regard to the gift of the Spirit
at ordination iurtiier support this view. Yet he always refused
to make a definite statement. An instance of this attitude is

related by Eden in his letter.80
"I remember (just when I had accepted Bishop Auckland in

1S83) a talk with him in the park about the grace of Baptism.
...I pressed him very hard, and plied him with (the various)
aspects. He was - more suo - silent. Then I stopped him
as we were entering the gates, and adjured him, as one about
to take up the charge of all these souls, to tell me, what
he really thought was the truth. With tears in his eyes
he put his hands on my shoulders and said, 'My child, I do
not know.' He begged me net to be too sure of very clear-
cut definitions."

Lightfoot would have agreed with Hort's statement: "I think we

shall have to avoid much disquietude by laying it down as a

preliminary axiom that we must not expect ever to get at the

bottom of the meaning of baptism. "°-1-
In the single instance when Lightfoot commented on the meaning

of the Eucharist in writing, he mentioned the aspect of its being

"the Thanksgiving." "Here, as elsewhere, this Sacrament exhibits

in its highest form the lesson, which should pervade the whole
OO

domain of life. Our life must be one perpetual Eucharist."

Though Lightfoot omitted expressing "any special view or inter¬

pretation of the Eucharist" in his sermons while Bishop,

(especially, because of the danger of being branded a strong party

man) he did show favour toward the frequent celebration of the

80. Robert Wilson, "Lightfoot, Savage and Eden - Sidelights
on a Great Episcopate," Theology. August 1952, pp. 297-9.

81. A. Hort, op.cit.« Vol. 1, p. 76.
82. Ordination Addresses, op.cit., p. 316.
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oacranient by his own practice. ' But this was not out of any

affection for High Church procedure. He intimated what the

reason was for his preference in his Charge to the Clergy:

"In the earliest ages the Holy Communion was weekly in
every congregation. It was the one essential feature in
the Sunday services. On this point our information is
explicit, and it carries us back to the confines of the
Apostolic Age."°4

Such evidence of early Church practice always served as a guide

to his own belief and habit.

Lightfoot's views on Scripture, like those on the Sacraments,

were characterized by a moderate conservatism, avoiding extremes.

For him the Scriptures were only one form in which God's revela¬

tion was expressed. In a sermon entitled "The Sword of the

Word" he briefly outlined what is meant by the Word of God. In

this as in many other matters, Lightfoot wished "to keep clear...

from all controversy" but not at the expense of "misapprehension."

The ""Word of God," he held, was a term which is "co-extensive

with Revelation in its widest sense." It is "God's voice" as it

is found in Revelation, whether natural or special. The Word

of God can take two forms - "personal and...impersonal." The

personal lord applies to Jesus Christ who is "the manifestation
of God." "in (the) Incarnation, in His life and-death and resurrec¬

tion, the revelation of the Word culminates/' but the agency of
the Word of God as the second Person of the Trinity "extends

through all time."

83. Cf. Cambridge Sermons, op.cit., p. 6.
84. Charge to the Clergy, 1886, op.cit., p. 15.
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"'Hie Word impersonal" comprehends the speech rather than

the speaker. Lightfoot refers to speech in its broadest sense,

as expression "in nature and in history." Quoting from the

Petrine epistles, "By the Word of God the heavens were of old"

and again "Ye are born again by the Word of God," and comparing
85

these with a passage from the Psalms, he interprets all three
as referring to "the two-fold utterance of the Eternal Word of

God - the starry heavens above, ana the sense of moral respons¬

ibility within." Hature and conscience are expressions of the

lord of God which withdraw "the veil of the material and the

sensible, which disclose to us the spiritual and unseen alike

in the phenomena of nature and the phenomena of grace." The

Word can manifest itself through "the outspoken rebuke of a

friend, or the angry taunt of a foe, or the inward workings of

(the) heart, or the accidents of outward circumstances," and

these can be God's voice - "not less surely...than though it

...appealed to him in the language, and through the facts, of
86

Holy Scripture."

The Bible is also the Word impersonal. Lightfoot does not

agree with those who make the Word of God a "synonym for the

Scriptures...and yet this usage is only wrong, in so far as it
is a limitation.1,86a With the advancement of new theories of

science in the 19th century, many theologians were rethinking

their concepts of inspiration in the Scriptures. A letter of

85. II Peter iii:5; I Peter i:23; Psalms cxlvii:l5, 17-18.
86. Cambriage Sermons, op.cit., pp. 154-160.
86a.-Ibid.'
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Westcott's, written to Hort in 1860, about the prospect of a

new commentary indicates that Lightfoot disclaimed "setting
forth infallibility" as a quality of the Bible.^ In a later

letter, Lightfoot stated that he "did not consider the Bible

was intended to teach history (except in so far as is necessary

for the purpose of a revelation) and that no commentary could

have a permanent value which insisted on strict accuracy in all

the details."00 In criticising a proposed article by F.W. Farrar

for the Dictionary of the Bible, Lightfoot made some comments to

Westcott which further illuminate Lightfoot's view of inspiration.

Referring to Farrar's statement, "It was inspired, but not

miraculous," he states:

,rNow ought inspiration to be confined to any one mode?
If you allow miracles in the lives of the Apostles or prophets
why should it be excluded in the communication of revelation?
The inspiration may generally not be miraculous; but
occasionally it may be so. I think...that the non-miraculous
character of the inspiration is dwelt upon too exclusively...
For myself I hold generally with what Coleridge says in his
*Confessions1, and if I recollect rightly he very distinctly
admits supernatural or 'miraculous1 modes of communication
though regarding them as exceptional. In fact it is difficult
to see why miracle, if admitted into God's dealings at all,
should be excluded just at.this point."

When Farrar described one position on inspiration in the words,

"It confuses all clearness of .moral reason and it blunts all

delicacy of the spiritual sense," Lightfoot strenuously objected

on the ground that, though he was not in agreement with those

whom Farrar was attacking, yet he had not found them "wanting in

clearness of moral reason or in delicacy of the spiritual sense."

87. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 1, p. 207.
88. Letters at Auckland Castle, July 18, 1863.
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"On the contrary," he said, "if I had to point to those whom

I consider the highest examples in these respects, I should

probably find the majority among those entertaining this view."
He also felt that Farrar's charge was "an obstacle in the way

of producing conviction." Thus in regard to this controversial

subject Lightfoot pleaded for fairness and moderation to provide

a basis for mutual understanding. His own conviction was that

certain facts must have earnest consideration before one could

formulate a view of Biblical inspiration. These were:

1. "The continuity and relation of the different parts.
2. "The relativity of each part to the age in which it

was communicated.
3. "The special truths, of which it is the record, which

appeal to History, and Nature, and Conscience, but
which these alone do not and cannot reveal; and
which therefore may be said to constitute a
difference in kind from these channels of inspiration.

4. "...a distinct recognition of the occasional miraculous
element."89

On one occasion, Lightfoot wrote to Westcott after criticising

the latter's paper on Benjamin Whichcotethe Cambridge Platonist,

"It is a pleasant surprise...to find that I have been a disciple

of Whichcote, without knowing it." Accoraing to Westcott's essay,

Ihichcote's teaching represented much that was in the "moral

divinity" of the nineteenth century.91 Lightfoot's thought

resembles Ihichcote's in this regard. Lightfoot had a strong

regard for the moral values of religion, and often referred to

these in his Cambridge Sermons. Speaking to University students,

he said:

89. Ibid., November 7, 1871.
90. B.F. Westcott, Religious Thought in the West, London, 1891.
91. Ibid., p. 393.
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"A voice...proclaims in...commanding tones that self-
denial is better than self-indulgence; that it is noble
and good to devote ourselves to the advancement of truth
and to works of love; that it is noblest and best of all
to pursue this course in the teeth of opposition and
obloquy, 'enduring the cross and despising the shame,'
reaping no reward on this side the grave. We cannot call
such men fools; we respect and admire them; we desire
to be like them; we envy their courage, their perseverence,
their lofty self-devotion."92

In one other respect, Lightfoot agreed with Whichcote, and

in this is found the guidepost of Lightfoot's theological

thought. Whichcote said:

"Only those points of doctrine which are necessary for
salvation - and they are both few in number and clear of
apprehension - may be made obligatory; all else is instru¬
mental, and diversity of opinion in unessentials is of less
moment than a tolerant disposition born of Christian
charity."93

92. Cambridge Sermons, op.cit., p. 124.
93. B.F. Westcott, op.cit., p. 32.
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AND

CONCLUSION



The life and thought of Joseph Barber Lightfoot was governed

by a principle of wholeness. He applied this rule in every

aspect of life and especially by willingness to learn from all,

whether opponent or friend, and from every circumstance, be it

success or failure He demonstrated that training, especially

for the ministry, involves the whole life and the whole man.

In Lightfoot's youth the influences of Prince Lee and of his

collegiate studies at Trinity were formative. Lightfoot's

estimate of the importance of this period in a young man's life

is evident in the following words to students:

"Welcome (servitude) now, before the inevitable years
have pressed down the yoke of habit upon your necks.
Welcome it now, while you can offer to Him the enthusiasm
and the glory of a fresh and lifelong service. Do not
think to put Him off to a more convenient season, purposing
some time or other - you know not when and you know not
how - to satisfy Him with the dregs of a wasted life...
Believe it, you have opportunities here for development of
the higher life, which to many of you can never return
again...You have a combination of advantages which no other
time or condition of life will supply. Here, if anywhere,
you may stamp the true ideal on your life."i

In his College and University sermons Lightfoot repeatedly drew

attention to "the magnificent opportunities of youth," the

potentialities of which no young man realizes until youth has

passed away. In his own early career the qualities of his

later life - love of learning, unrelenting vivacity, and

tempered judgment - were found in seed-form.

1* Cambridge Sermons, ou.cit.,pp. 296-8.



The significance of Lightfoot's subsequent career at

Cambridge derived increased significance from the fact that

the Universities were the chief training ground for Church of

England ministerial candidates. As Professor and also as

University administrator he guided the direction of reform at

Cambridge at a time when reform was both expedient and feasible.
The coincidence in time of the Cambridge University Commission

study and Lightfoot's attainment of a Trinity fellowship augured

of the flourishing years that lay ahead for the theological

department. These two events - the Commission study by sug¬

gesting the establishment of a Board of Theological Studies, and

the fellowship election by qualifying Lightfoot to commence his

teaching career as tutor - combined to provide opportunity for

effecting a significant change in the curriculum. Moreover,

Lightfoot was equipped with qualities of temperament and person¬

ality which enabled him to fulfil eminently the roles of educator

and reformer. With the aid of his colleagues, Westcott and Hort,

he fostered at Cambridge a new school of historical research and

biblical criticism which has left its impression upon New Testa¬

ment and early Church historical studies until the present day,

and which in modern times has culminated in the revival of a

biblical theology. Such an emphasis is relevant, not only for

those who expect to specialize in theological study, hut also for

the parish minister who must have adequate knowledge of and
confidence in the documents of the Christian faith.
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In its various aspects, Lightfoot's work as Bishop was

the fulfilment of all his former labours. Westcott bore

witness to this when he spoke in memory of Lightfoot befors

University officials assembled to propose a personal memorial

to the man.

"I venture to say then that he served us best by leaving
us. In this way he taught us the meaning of our work and
how to fulfil it...Are we not here in continual danger of
being absorbed in our own engrossing pursuits and studies
and forgetting the existence of suffering multitudes?...
And so it is well for us, and we may be grateful, when one
of our greatest and most accomplished sons can go forth
and show that our studies, in their amplitude and perfection,
can be made to minister to the solution of the greatest
questions of our time, and can be welcomed by the masses of
men for whose benefit they are pursued.1,2

As Bishop his oversight of students, clergy, and laymen enabled

him to provide for the training of all.. In this regard he

further demonstrated that training involved the whole life, for

the Christian minister never ceases to learn.

The most important element of this study is to be found in

the personality of the man. Lightfoot's character was the

force which made his work effective, and which had the greatest

influence upon,others. He was without the attractive features

which some find so helpful in social contacts. He lacked the

social graces which usually recommended men for eminent positions
such as he held. His portraits show him as a short, heavy-set

man, prematurely bald. One writer described him as having
"something not far removed from a definite cast in one eye."
There was a striking contrast between the upper and lower portions
of his face, and his portrait painter remarked he had "the jaw

2. C.U. Reporter. February 8, 1890.
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of a murderer." Despite these imperfections, Lightfoot
evoked from men of all walks in life, especially at Durham,
a tender affection and reverence. His breadth of thought

and gentle forbearance made him sympathetic with all who honestly

differed from him. He possessed a combination of rare gifts

which are best summarized in the Apostle's exhortation to add

to "faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge; and to knowledge

temperance; and to temperance patience; and to patience godli¬

ness; and to godliness brotherly kindness; and to brotherly

kindness love."4 And as one said who knew him well, it was

"a combination almost unmarred, so far as the eye could see, by

a single defect."5 Lightfoot seemed exempt from Christ's rule:

"Blessed are ye when all men shall hate you, and persecute you,

and speak all manner of evil against you falsely for My name's

sake"; and "Woe unto you when all men shall speak well of you."

ITever had there been "such a deep and universal testimony borne

to the character of an English Bishop" as was borne to that of

Bishop Lightfoot.6 Those who knew him, especially his students,

spoke of an "influence for life" which he exerted, an influence

full of "unobtrusive goodness;...patient diligence,...meek

sanctity, and gentleness of strength."

3. R.S. Forman, oo.cit.. p. 340. On one occasion Lightfoot
arrived at Durham Station accompanied by an American Bishop;
and a lady, hearing that the Bishop of Durham was in the
station, came up to Lightfoot and said to him, pointing at
the American Bishop, "Can you tell me whether that tall hand¬
some man is the Bishop of Durham?" "Ho, Madam," said
Lightfoot with a chuckle, "the Bishop of Durham is very short
and plain." (A.C. Benson, oo.cit., Vol. 1, p. 605.)
XX x s5*1?#

5. W.C. lake, "Bishop Lightfoot", a sermon..., Durham, 1890, p. 6.
6. Ibid., p. 5,
7. G.R. Eden and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 147.
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The strength of Lightfoot's work was increased by two

other subordinate factors - his learning and his vision. Of

the former it may be stated that he was "beyond dispute the most

learned Bishop of (his) day.His scholarly labours had done

much toward keeping England firm in the faith, and his counsel

bore great weight among the leaders of the Church of England.

The second factor, his vision, gave his labours at Cambridge and

Durham permanence. During his residence at the University the

changes in the theological curriculum, for which he and Westcott

were largely responsible, provided organization for the Univer¬

sity's theological programme, and little alteration was required

for many years afterward. In Durham he reinvigoratad the

diocese by importing young men, mainly from the Universities,

many of whom bore the impress of his own character after a pre¬

ordination year at Auckland. His policy was to collect, and

keep, the strongest elements available for this diocese. Men
trained at Auckland felt bound to remain in the diocese. As a

result, Bishop Westcott, Lightfoot's successor, had few livings
to fill, and his "confidence in the Durham he found was such that
he would lift no finger to retain the men (newly ordained), whose

loss he personally regretted, when wider work was offered to them
elsewhere."9 In this respect, both Westcott and Moule differed

from their predecessor. Neither man had the sense of general¬

ship which IAghtfoot possessed.10 He sent his men to particularly

8. W.C. Lake, o-p.eit.« pp. 6-7.
9. A. Westcott, op.cit.» Vol. 2, p. 368.
10. cf. A. Westcott, op.cit., Vol. 2, p. 362; J.B. Harford

and F.C. Macdonald, op.cit., p. 206.
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needy areas, after warning them in advance he would give them

a difficult assignment if at all possible. In this way he

cultivated an unswerving loyalty to the Bishop and strengthened

the diocese at its weakest points. Through a wise mixture of

authority and love he commanded the "array" of his clergy in a

fashion most befitting a bishop and best disposed to produce

unity in the diocese. Above all, Lightfoot's vision enabled

hira to administrate the affairs of Durham with such foresight,

that Westcott and Moule, great leaders themselves, found it

unnecessary, and perhaps impossible, to improve the organization

of the diocese.

It is difficult to discover many faults in a man of whom

all speak well. But Idghtfoot knew more than anyone that faults

did exist. As has been seen, his mind was so filled with the

Apostle Paul's writings that he imitated this great saint in much
of his thought. Like Paul, he was aware of a "thorn in the

flesh" and knew that "strength is made perfect in weakness."

This theme is everywhere apparent in Lightfoot's thought and life.

His greatest strength, a gentle meekness and humility, was derived
from his most serious weakness, an extreme reticence. He failed

to communicate to others by a power which was as much God-given

and inspired as his example - his voice. Luke wrote "of all
that Jesus began both to do and to teach." Perhaps the most

significant word here is "both." Lightfoot followed the divine
pattern of "doing" first, but he, and many of his closest friends,
failed to "buy up the opportunities" which they thus gained.
Paul did not fear to charge his converts, "Be ye followers of me,"
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and to instruct them in the pattern their particular lives

should take. But Lightfoot studiously avoided offering personal
advice to many who would have received it. His fear was that men

might he led into a narrow imitation of his counsel, instead of

utilizing their independent judgment. This was one reason for

his omission of theological discussion in his commentaries. But

the practical aspects of Lightfoot's work suffered from this

silence also. Especially in regard to the training of the

ministry, his thought and expression manifests a lack of practical

theological instruction. Organization of the Church's ministry

was emphasized by Lightfoot while training in the expression of

the Church's message was overlooked. It was assumed that each

man knew how to express the Gospel in terms comprehensible to the

ordinary man, and the application of the Christian Gospel to the

problems of everyday life and work was thought to be a skill which

every minister acquired without assistance.

Despite the passage of time since Lightfoot's death, modern

theological educators have not yet solved this problem of prac¬

tical training for the ministry. Fundamentally, Lightfoot's

philosophy of education is still held by many of these men. One

of them states:

"The kind of knowledge we give our students is the kind of
knowledge they will never acquire if they do not acquire it
at this early stage, whereas most of the kinds of knowledge
which we fail to give them, and especially the training in
the techne of their vocation, are kinds of knowledge which
they can acquire after leaving college."u

The writer distinguishes between eoisteme, signifying the knowledge

11. Keith R. Bridston, Theological Training in the Modern World,
Geneva, 1954, p. 20.
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which seminaries provide in subjects of exegetical, historical,
or systematic nature, and techne. meaning the vocational know¬

ledge which is offered in practical theological training. The

curriculum established at Cambridge during Lightfoot's residence

provided training for ministers in substantially the same form

which the above writer describes. Some have criticized con¬

temporary theological education for this "university-type" of

higher education,12 and have called for a programme which provides

training in the Christian vocation, in prayer and worship, in

pastoral counselling and visitation, in religious education, in

adapting the Christian message to contemporary situations and

problems. Lightfoot's programme for training the ministry

lacked many of these important features, and they were as neces¬

sary then as now.

Not only is the classical form of theological education to

be criticized for what it omits; the emphases it includes are

to be questioned. . Lightfoot and Westcott were eager to institute

examinations and curricula which made adequate provision for

testing and instructing candidates for Orders. But a modern com¬

plaint applies here as well. "Education is very widely treated
as a mere amassing of facts and a stepping-stone to a career

through success in examinations.1,13 Furthermore, the lecture

method, which certainly appears to be the only possible way of
conveying the vast amount of information incorporated in the

12. Ibid., p. 21.
13. "Training for the Ministry", Final Report of the Arch¬

bishops' Commission, London, 1944, p. 37.
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various subjects, is least suited to developing habits of

study which will survive the period of training. Reproducing

lectures in notebooks may enlarge a student's knowledge, but it

does not encourage the independent study in which future

ministers should and must engage, and which tutorial or seminar

methods would be more likely to cultivate.14 E.B. Pusey, whose

report to the Cathedral Commissioners has been cited in the

Introduction, made.a significant comparison of the lecture and

tutorial methods in his own day:

"The tendency of the catechetical system is to throw the
student upon his own study of what has gone before, which
the professor directs, corrects, guards, enlarges. The
tendency of the delivered lecture is to throw the student
wholly upon the professor to the exclusion of books...The
student it encourages in indolence of mind, partisanship,
and dependence upon the professor; the professor it tempts
to put forth what is attractive and novel rather than what
is true...(In the case of) the student, having no standard
works to fall back upon, and bringing to the lectures his
mind as a tabula rasa. the professor could write upon it
what he pleased...The time which is employed by a student
...in mastering any book of deep thought...previous to his
attendance upon a lecture is perhaps the most valuable
discipline of his mind...The benefit of any lectures will
be to each student in proportion to his actual knowledge
of the subject..."15
It must be admitted that Cambridge, with its tutorial system

in the Colleges, and its honours course in theology, was par¬

tially equipped to cope with these evils. Nevertheless, even

the institution of the Theological Tripes was pregnant with

difficulties which, if not apparent immediately, have emerged

since then. As has been seen, two opposite schools of thought

14. Cf. Ibid., p. 42
15. Parliamentary Papers. Vol. XXV, 1954; Report of Commission

ers on Cathedral and Collegiate Churches, Appendix.
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existed in ecclesiastical circles - one which advocated small

theological schools, separate from the Universities and pre¬

ferably located in Cathedral institutions; and the other which

encouraged further study within the University precincts,

utilizing the excellent facilities provided there by the best

educators. The honours school of theology was intended to

conform to the latter pattern. The establishment of many

theological colleges in the nineteenth century was an expression

of the former ideal. "I^'jr^betaat the simultaneous introduction

of these two really incompatible remedies has been one of the

chief sources of difficulties connected with the training of

Anglican ordinands ever since."*6 Assuredly two difficulties

were: first, the improper "distribution of function between the

University theological faculty and the theological college," and

second, the absence of central Church authority to co-ordinate

these diverse interests.*7 Though Idghtfoot, by supporting the

honours school of theology, was partially at fault for this con¬

fusion of interests, he anticipated the problem which would arise

and suggested a modern solution. Here we must recall his vision

of a twentieth-century University school. In that account

Lightfoot projected a theological college within the University

precincts, with two advantages to be gained:
"Intercourse with others only tempers the rancour of

religious controversy without quenching the fervour of
religious zeal. Meanwhile...(students) have such

16. "Training for the Ministry", oo.cit., p. 40.
17. Ibid., pp. 36, 46.
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opportunities of a liberal education at a small cost, as
they could not find elsewhere..."18

Reasoning which parallels this, and much else that Lightfoot
stated on this occasion, is used in the Final Report of the

Archbishops1 Commission on "Training for the Ministry,"19 wherein
the plea is made for establishing the majority of Anglican Theo¬

logical Colleges at University centres.

In other respects Lightfoot's efforts in the training of the

ministry were in advance of his times. His College at Auckland

contained features which have not yet been fully incorporated

into theological education to-day, though they are widely recog¬

nized as expedient. To the question, "Does theological training

involve not only the transmitting of knowledge, but also the

nurture and development of spiritual qualities in students?"

Lightfoot would answer emphatically, "Yes". It has been pointed

out:

"Theological training is customarily associated with
other kinds of professional training such as law and medicine.
But this may be a mistake. For theological training has a
spiritual element which puts it in a different category from
other professional disciplines...Providing a student with
"spiritual equipment" for his ministry does involve theoret¬
ical and technical knowledge, but it Involves more than that
- something which both comprehends and transcends these
other basic parts of professional training."20

The programme at Auckland was designed to supply the "something"
to which this writer refers. A.V. Baillie has called attention

to the sense of "romantic adventure" with which the men of the

Brotherhood approached their ministry, no matter how depressing
the prospect. This had been instilled in them during their

18. Of. Chapter IV, p. 161.
19. Up.cit., pp. 46-8.
20. K.R. Bridston, op.cit.< p. 23.
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residence with the Bishop. It was fostered more by the type

of parochial assignment which Lightfoot gave his men - generally

an arduous and unpromising one which demanded the young priest's
noblest efforts. Most important, the spirit at Auckland, and

these difficult assignments afterward, banished the common

attitude that the minister's life is a career, entered upon for

the sake of social position and a regular income. Lightfoot,

by his character and the atmosphere which it created in the

College, taught a distinction to which others have drawn atten¬

tion: "Devoutness is one thing: devotion of life is something

more" and "Every minister is, as the name implies, quite liter¬

ally ana simply a servant of God and of men."^ The worship

services held in the Castle Chapel contributed not a little

toward forming the indispensable habit of worship, which as a

perpetually repeated act of Christian discipline, impresses upon

the mind the obligation to give the life to God.

Lightfoot endeavoured, with great success, to eliminate one

other evil from the rainate of ordinands in their training at

Auckland - a sectarian spirit. A unified testimony has been

given to this both in the words of former "sons of the house"
and in excerpts from the Bishop's addresses. The whole life of
the man, as teacher, as administrator, as prelate, witnesses to
the spirit of moderation and gentleness which has been found so

necessary in Church life. As has been stated in the.Final

Report of the Archbishops' Commission, 1944:

21. "Training for the Ministry", op.cit., p. 38.
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"At least it will be agreed that it is the duty of
the colleges to take the fullest part they can in drawing
the several traditions together and banishing the sectarian
temper,^and any plan for the improvement in training which
all desire must aim at helping the colleges to keep in
vigorous and fruitful contact with the larger life of the
Church and fit their members to understand and to value
other points of view."02

Church unity must begin in the minds and hearts of those to whom

is entrusted the leadership of the Christian community, and

therefore one purpose of theological education must be the in¬

stilling of a broad love and understanding. In one respect

Lightfoot failed to apply this lesson in its fullest sense.

Unity,for him, concerned the Anglican Church for the most part.

But the mod.ern understanding of ecumenicity comprehends a far

wider unity. Someone has said:

"'We must be prepared to co-operate with the Holy Spirit
in the creation of a body of people who are committed not
only to their own churches, but to the unity of the Church
and to one another in Christ; who start from the experienced
unity which they know, and work for the promised unity which
is still to come.' A theological college is one of the
best places for this to start."23

If Lightfoot did not emphasize this broader ecumenical concept,

he may be excused on the grounds that it is a development in the

mind of the twentieth-century Church. He had called attention

to the first principle of Christian unity and had promoted its

practice in the most formative period of theological development
for Christian ministers - during their training. The unity

fostered by the Auckland Brotherhood later found expression in

the annual gatherings which continued for more than half a century

22. Ibid., p. 40.
23. K.R. Bridston, oo.cit., p. 44.
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after Lightfoot's death.

One of the greatest contributions made by Lightfoot to the

training of the ministry was in respect to the laity. Slowly
the Church has come to realize the potential resources of the

Daity and to see that this force must be utilized if the Church

is to remain strong. Alluding to the significance of the laity

to the "wholeness" of the Church, one writer has "indicated that

this 'wholeness' is not only the hasis of the essential unity

within the Church hut also of the unity between the Church and

the world." Much discussion has arisen on the sense of ir¬

relevance which surrounds the clerical calling in the present

century - a feeling which has resulted from a conception of the

ministry, as a profession. The minister has become part of the

sociological pattern in the mind of the people, rather than the

representative of Christ. In addition, the Church has sometimes

erroneously set the minister's vocation upon a pedestal as THE

Christian vocation.24 essential distinction is made between
the clerical Christian and the lay Christian. This distinction

was prevalent in Lightfoot's day as well, and for this reason he
drew attention to the biblical concept of the priesthood of all

believers. The doctrine of a "royal priesthood" negates all

such false differentiation, and is the foundation for the true

relevance of the Christian ministry. The clergy are "'the

representative expression' of the vocation and ministry to which
all men are called in secular living."25

The condition of a Church which was undermanned in Lightfoot's

24. Ibid., p. 7
25. Ibid., p. 7
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time has only been intensified in the present. Therefore his

suggestions for augmenting the ministry with lay help are even

more pertinent to-day. Wastage through death or retirement

in the provinces of Canterbury and York is said to approximate
600 men each year. The number of men ordained to the Anglican

ministry in 1953 was 472, In 1954 the number was estimated to

be 380. Said the Archdeacon of Durham in 1954, "If present
tendencies continue, we are within measurable distance, say ten

to twelve years, of the day when the parochial system as the

Church has known it, will break down."26 A plan similar to

Lightfoot's, to employ lay agency is the only solution in such

a crisis. And, in fact, a statement which recalls Lightfoot's

advice to clergy to use their laymen, has been made by John

A.T. Bobinson.

"The identification of the ministry with the clerical
profession will have to go. It is becoming increasingly
evident that such an identification is evangelistically
disastrous (one cannot convert a country with a single-
class ministry) and economically insupportable...How, it
seems to not a few that the only hope of salvation for the
Church of England, economically as well as evangelistically,
is to recognize without further delay, and to act on the
recognition, that the coming pattern of its ministry is
bound to be largely non-professional, in the sense that its
priesthood will consist in great proportion of men working
in secular jobs at every level, both manual and adminis¬
trative. The co-ordination and direction of these men 27
must remain the responsibility of the full-time priest."

This statement re-emphasizes in modern terms Lightfoot's tenet

that it is impossible for the clergy to evangelize the masses

alone. The additional problem of training laymen for their

task must be faced, and though many suggestions have been offered,

26. "The Ministry To-day: an address...by the Archdeacon of
Durham...May, 1954", The Bishonrick, August, 1954, pp. 79-85.

27. J.A.T. Robinson, "The Theological College in a Changing
World", Theology. June, 1952.
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none seems more natural and wise than the plan which Lightfoot

put forth to his clergy. Parish ministers are entrusted with

the responsihility of teaching their people. They have a

unique relation to their laymen and are a centre from which an

integrated lay work may emanate. Lightfoot did not incorporate
into the programme at Auckland a course of instruction in lay

training, but an addition of this nature to the theological

curriculum of ordinands is the logical fulfilment of his recom¬

mendations to his clergy. In this regard the Final Report of

the Archbishop^' Commission urged the introduction of a course

of training in teaching methods for prospective ministers.28
The supreme advantage of this procedure is the multiplied minis¬

tration which it would bring to the Church. In Lightfoot's

words "a geometric progression (would be substituted) for an

arithmetic in the growth of a parish."^ Moreover, the life
of the Church would be built up in terms of Paul's description

in Ephesians iv:7-16, the last portion of which summarizes his

thought.

"We are to grow up in every way into Him Who is the
Head, into Christ, from Whom the whole body, joined and
knit together by every joint with which it is supplied,
when each part is working properly, makes bodily growth
and upbuilds itself in love."5:50
Herein also is expressed the wholeness of the Church's

ministry - a ministry which is so broad as to include the entire

royal priesthood of saints who serve the living God. It is

28. Oo.ctt., pp. 54-5.
29. Address to the Durham Junior Clerical Society, op,cyfr.,

p. 4.
3C. RSV.



apparent to-day, as never before, that a Christian ministry

must involve the whole body of the Church, and the training

and equipment of that ministry to proclaim the Gospel of

Christ is the highest and most urgent task of the Church in

all ages. Lightfoot's scholarship has been recognized and

honoured by the theological world, but his demonstration of

competence and vision in this first work of the Church has

yet to be acknowledged and imitated as it deserves.
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